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Preface

Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) is an old concept with over 100 years of history,
and it has been advocated and intensively investigated by notorious scientists, such
as Nikola Tesla or William C. Brown. It can be defined as a set of technologies and
systems with the purpose of transmitting electrical energy from a source to a certain
destination, without using any physical connection. This technology can be useful,
not only for applications where the usage of interconnecting wires is inconvenient
or not possible, but also to reduce the toxic waste resulting from disposing of 6
billion batteries each year, used for battery operated sensors or electronic circuits.

Recently, several companies and products have been focusing and investing on
wireless power transmission components and applications. In this context, the
Internet of Things (IoT) and Internet of Nano Things (IoNT) concepts’
massification could be achieved by significantly reducing or even eliminating the
sensors’ battery requirements.

Generally, there are two main techniques considered for WPT systems: the near-
field and the far-field radio-frequency (RF) methods. Near-field operation
methods, such as inductive and/or capacitive coupling, are only capable of trans-
ferring power over short distances. On the other hand, WPT based on the far-field
RF techniques (referred as far-field WPT), where the power is transmitted by
electromagnetic radiation, allows for the transmission of electrical energy over
longer distances, but at the cost of lower efficiencies. This feature makes the far-
field method an attractive WPT option solution for powering the billions of
connected devices that are expected to be ubiquitously deployed worldwide.

The main characteristics of the WPT methods are presented in Table 1.

Some interests have been referenced in the recent years towards the low profile, low
power, energy efficient, and self-sustainable sensor networks. Many applications
and devices have fulfilled these requirements, such as Radio Frequency Identifica-
tion (RFID), wireless sensor networks (WSNs), wearable and implantable medical
devices, structural health monitoring, and IoT/IoNT. Such applications can involve
a wide range of power levels (μW to few W), depending on the target applications
and the distance from the controlled source.

Since the concept of WPT is still an active demand, and every day there are new
developments in this area, this book aims to promote and present some of the recent

WPT
method

Operation Frequency
Range

Directivity Achievable
Range

Penetration
Capacity

Efficiency

Near-field Low Hz to MHz Weak Short Strong High

Far-field Medium MHz to THz Medium to
strong

Long Medium to weak Medium to
low

Table 1.
Comparison of WPT methods.
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advances in design and performance analysis of microwave and millimeter-wave
systems that employ the WPT concepts.

This book is organized in ten chapters. In the first chapter, application fields and
metrics for NFF (Near-Field Focused) antennas are briefly summarized. The rest of
the chapter is devoted to the description, classification, and critical review of the
many synthesis techniques, for an assigned near-field distribution. It has been
shown that the large number of available synthesis techniques can effectively solve
many real-world focused problems, when different requirements on the antenna
near-field are assigned.

The second chapter is dedicated to an overview of recent advances in the field of
battery-less NFC sensors at 13.56 MHz and a comparison to other short-range RFID
technologies is given. After reviewing power transfer techniques in NFC, recom-
mendations for the practical design of NFC-based sensor tags and NFC readers are
made. A list of commercial NFC integrated circuits with energy-harvesting capabil-
ities is also provided.

The third chapter presents a review on design constraints for each approach (dual-
and single-band) and on the rectification techniques available for counteracting
impediments of dual-band near-field wireless energy transfer systems. Pertinent
challenges considering the link design are discussed, along with methods
implemented to mitigate the detrimental impact on performance metrics.

Miniature implantable electronic devices for sensing, drug delivery, and local stim-
ulation have been playing an increasing role in modern medicine. In order to
implement these devices successfully, WPT technology is often utilized because it
provides an alternative to the battery as power source, substantially reduces the size
of implants, simplifies the surgical procedure, allows the implant placement in a
restricted space within the body, reduces both medical cost and chances of compli-
cations, and avoids repeated surgeries for battery replacements. In this sense, the
fourth chapter presents two recent studies focused on two key issues in the design
of miniature electronic implants.

In the fifth chapter, the Time Reversal technique is presented as an inverse opera-
tion of time-domain signals, which uses the multipath effect to improve the effi-
ciency and to reduce the interference due to its unique temporal-spatial focused
effect.

The sixth chapter presents the performance of the non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) relaying network, with radio frequency (RF) power transfer. The exact
closed-form expressions of outage probability and throughput for each link and
whole system are derived using the statistical characteristics of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of transmission links.

The seventh chapter describes transceiver design methods for simultaneous wireless
power transmission and information transmission, in two typical multiuser Multi-
Input Multi-Output (MIMO) networks. The design problems are formulated to
minimize the power consumption at the transmitter side, while satisfying the ser-
vice’s quality requirements of both information decoding and WPT for all users.

The eighth chapter presents several designs for single and multiband rectennas,
with different characteristics for energy harvesting applications. Single and

XIV

multiband antennas, as well as rectifier circuits with respective matching networks,
are introduced for successfully complete rectenna circuit models.

The ninth chapter presents the concept and operation of solar rectennas, as an
efficient energy harvesting technology and as a better alternative to conventional
solar cells. Nano antennas are used for receiving solar radiation, at both visible and
infrared regions. The received power is then passed to a nano-diode that acts as a
rectifier to convert the power from the AC to the DC form. Nano-arrays are often
utilized to increase the captured energy and decrease the number of rectifiers on the
entire system.

Finally, the last chapter discusses the operating principles of voltage-doubler recti-
fiers. The most important design considerations for the implementation of such
rectifying devices are also presented as standalone circuits. Moreover, several
examples of the usage of voltage-doubler rectifiers are highlighted as part of a
directive rectenna system and as an energy harvesting system. In those examples, a
voltage-doubler rectifier was cascaded with an active DC-to-DC booster, demon-
strating the successful implementation of WPT systems using voltage-doubler cir-
cuits as the preferred rectifier topologies.

The editor and the authors would like to express their gratitude to the publisher for
the assigned time, considering the invaluable experience, efforts and staff, that
successfully contribute to enhance the book’s quality in its final form. Finally, a
special thanks to Carolina Gouveia and Ricardo Correia for the suggestions and the
reading of this preface.

To Carla Lourenço, Íris Pinho and Petra Pinho.

Prof. Pedro Pinho
Assistant Professor in Electronics,

Telecommunications, and Computers Engineering,
Department in Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa (ISEL/IPL) and

Senior Member of Instituto de Telecomunicações (IT) Aveiro, Portugal
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Chapter 1

An Overview on Synthesis
Techniques for Near-Field
Focused Antennas
Marcos R. Pino, Rafael G. Ayestarán, Paolo Nepa
and Giuliano Manara

Abstract

Microwave and millimeter-wave antennas focused in their radiative near-field
(NF) region, which are usually named as near-field focused (NFF) antennas, are
becoming increasingly popular. Indeed, when compared to conventional far-field
focused antennas, they can guarantee performance improvement at a relatively
limited implementation cost, in short-range communication systems, wireless
power transfer arrangements, remote nondestructive sensing setups, and radio-
frequency identification apparatus, among many others. In this chapter, application
fields and metrics for NFF antennas will be briefly summarized. Most of the chapter
is then devoted to the description, classification, and critical review of the many
synthesis techniques that go beyond the simple, yet effective and with a clear
physical insight, conjugate-phase approach.

Keywords: near-field focusing, focused antennas, focused arrays,
near-field shaping, near-field synthesis, focused array synthesis, antenna focusing,
phase conjugate technique

1. Introduction

Many wireless systems require directive antennas for proper operation. These
are antennas that are able to radiate most of their input power into a limited angular
sector. Indeed, above feature can improve either the spatial resolution of a localiza-
tion system or the sensitivity of a remote measurement system, reduce the inter-
ference level with other wireless systems, and increase either the transfer efficiency
of wireless power transfer systems or the signal-to-noise ratio in radio communica-
tion links. As it is well known to antenna designers, antenna directivity can be
increased at the expense of electrically larger antennas, namely antennas that are
large in terms of the free-space wavelength. Indeed, electrically large antenna arrays
are becoming popular in several industrial applications, indoor wireless communi-
cation systems, and even in consumer electronic goods.

Let us consider a specific wireless system whose frequency band is assigned, as
well as the typical expected distance between the transmitting antenna and the
target (transponder, receiving antenna, material sample under analysis, scatterer,
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etc.). Then, when enlarging the transmitting antenna size to increase its directivity,
it must be considered that the boundary of the antenna far-field region moves far
from the antenna itself and the target may end up with belonging to the antenna
radiative near-field region, where conventional antenna far-field parameters, as
radiation pattern, array factor, half-power beamwidth and gain, all become mean-
ingless. Therefore, different design criteria must be considered when synthetizing
the excitations of a large array or the layout of a large aperture antenna. It is worth
noting that above phenomenon may not be rare in real-world short-range wireless
systems with operating frequencies larger than a few GHz (microwave frequencies
and beyond).

In above situations, the most evident design criterion consists in exploiting the
well-known optical focusing concept. Indeed, by simply controlling the phase of the
array element currents (or equivalent currents on the antenna aperture), it is
possible to achieve a constructive combination, namely an in-phase summation, of
the fields radiated by the array basic radiators at an assigned point in the antenna
radiative near-field region, i.e., the focal point, where the target may be located. It is
worth noting that when the assigned focal point moves far from the antenna,
beyond the boundary of the far-field region, the above phase profile smoothly
converges to that of a conventional far-field focused antenna (simply named as
unfocused antenna in the following), i.e., a constant phase profile for a broadside
antenna or a linear phase profile for a phased array, as expected.

At the focal region, the power density radiated by an NFF antenna is larger than
that radiated by an unfocused antenna with equal size and input power. Equiva-
lently, the NFF antenna can guarantee at the targeted focal point an assigned power
density as for the unfocused antenna, but with a lower far-field radiation, thereby
limiting the coupling with nearby wireless systems. In the following section, a
planar array of printed patches operating at the 2.4 GHz ISM band will be used to
quantify above advantages as well as to introduce the parameters that can be used to
characterize NFF antennas.

The usefulness of an NFF antenna has been demonstrated in several applications
[1]: remote sensing of material sample properties with high sensitivity and high
spatial resolution, wireless power transfer at distances larger than those achieved
with magnetic coupling, reliable radio-frequency identification systems, effective
biomedical devices, dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) systems, among
many others.

Almost any antenna technology can be used to realize NFF antennas, as it is
just required to modify the layout of a conventional unfocused antenna to get the
proper phase profile of the radiation currents on the array/aperture surface. An
overview of the different technologies that have been applied to prototype NFF
antennas can be found in [2]. Among them, it is worth mentioning reflectarrays and
transmitarrays, linear and planar arrays (made of dipoles, patches, dielectric
resonator antennas), planar slotted waveguide antennas, lens antennas,
dielectrically loaded horn antennas, elliptical reflectors, substrate integrated
waveguide (SIW) antennas, leaky wave antennas, and Fresnel Zone Plate Lens
antennas. A number of more recent papers deal with the design of focused
metasurface antennas [3, 4]. With respect to the layouts of conventional
unfocused antennas, the implementation of the focusing phase profile for the array
currents only requires small layout modifications, as the adjustment of the feeding
network in microstrip arrays, or the tuning of the geometrical parameters of the
quasi-periodic cells in reflectarrays/transmitarrays, or the tapering of the guiding
structure in leaky-wave antennas. The required array excitation profile can be
derived by either the basic phase-conjugate approach or ad hoc synthesis
techniques.

2
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2. Near-field focused antennas: design criteria and metrics

Let us consider a planar array of 8 � 8 linearly polarized inset-fed patches
resonating at 2.4 GHz, which are realized on a thin grounded dielectric layer (FR-4
substrate with a relative dielectric constant of ϵr ¼ 4:4, loss tangent tan δ ¼ 0:02
and thickness of 1.52 mm). The array layout is shown in Figure 1 and its geometrical
parameters are listed in Table 1. The array surface coincides with the z-plane of a
rectangular coordinate system, and the assigned focal point is at r!focal ¼ zf ẑ.

To focus the field radiated by the patches at the assigned focal point, the phase of
the array element excitations can be simply derived by imposing a phase shift that
compensates for the distance between the assigned focal point r!focal and each array

element position r!mn (conjugate-phase – CP – approach):

ϕmn ¼
2π
λ

r!focal � r!mn

���
���
2
, (1)

where λ is the free-space wavelength and �k k2 stands for the Euclidean distance.

Figure 1.
8 � 8 planar array layout. The inset shows the dimensions of the array elements separated at 0.6λ in both
directions (0.6λ = 7.5 cm at 2.4 GHz).

Dimensions of the array element (mm)

wx 30 wy 29.5

sx 1.5 sy 10

lx 3.0 ly 9.0

Table 1.
Array element geometrical parameters.
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techniques.
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2. Near-field focused antennas: design criteria and metrics
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To focus the field radiated by the patches at the assigned focal point, the phase of
the array element excitations can be simply derived by imposing a phase shift that
compensates for the distance between the assigned focal point r!focal and each array
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If the focal point is assumed at zf ¼ 4λ ¼ 50 cm, all the ports are fed with a
voltage of Amn ¼ A0e jϕmn and the obtained E-field distribution radiated by the NFF
array along the z-axis is shown in Figure 2. In the same figure, the field amplitude
radiated by a similar unfocused array (Amn ¼ A0) is also plotted. As a reference, the
electric field amplitude radiated by an ideal isotropic antenna has been added in the
same figure. All three antennas radiate with an equal effective isotropic radiated
power (EIRP) level, which is here assumed of 32 dBm. It is worth noting that the
far-field region of the arrays starts at around 46λ ¼ 5:75 m, as confirmed by the fact
that all three curves become parallel after around 6 m. The realized gain of the
unfocused array is 20.1 dB; meanwhile, the gain of the NFF array is only 8.1 dB. Due
to its lower gain, the maximum power transmitted by the NFF can be higher than
the one transmitted by the unfocused array, for an assigned EIRP level. This fact,
together with the near-field focusing effect, causes that the NFF antenna generates
in the neighborhood of the focal region, a field level that is up to 21 dB larger than
that achieved by the conventional unfocused array.

As verified in many NFF antennas whose synthesis uses the CP approach [1], the
field amplitude peak does not coincide with the assigned focal point, it being located
between the focal point and the antenna aperture. Indeed, for an assigned focal
point, the CP is the approach that maximizes the field amplitude at that point,
although it does not correspond to the field peak in the antenna near-field region.
This well-known phenomenon (focal shift) is simply due to the fact that the field
radiated by each array element increases as the observation point moves close to the
antenna surface. For the planar array considered here, the focal shift is around
12 cm. It is apparent that it is possible to increase the focal distance needed to
evaluate the phase profile in Eq. (1) until the field amplitude peak moves at the
desired location.

The field focusing boosts a focal spot around a field amplitude peak, whose
�3 dB size along three orthogonal axes is used to quantify the achieved focusing
effect [1]: the�3 dB width along the focal point direction (depth of focus, DoF); the
�3 dB width of the focal spot along two orthogonal axes perpendicular to the focal
point direction (width of focus, WoF). For the NFF planar array considered here, a

Figure 2.
E-field distribution along z-axis comparing the 8 � 8 NFF array (red) with a broadside unfocused array
(blue). The dot line represents the radiated field amplitude for an ideal isotropic radiator transmitting 32 dBm.
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DoF of 40 cm and a WoF of 10 cm are obtained, as shown in Figure 3 where the
field distribution over different planes is given. In Figure 3(a), the field distribution
at a plane parallel to the array, z ¼ 38 cm, is shown and the WoF = 10 cm along x-
and y-axes can be verified. In Figure 3(b), the field distribution is plotted over the
y ¼ 0 plane and the DoF = 40 cm is shown along the z-axis.

As shown in [1], DoF and WoF are related to the normalized geometrical
parameters zf=λ and D=λ, where D is the array size, and they can be used as the
design requirements for the NFF antenna, depending on the specific short-range
radio links at hand.

Figure 3.
8 � 8 NFF array normalized field distribution over different planes: (a) XY plane with z = 38 cm, (b) XZ
plane with y = 0. In case of multifocus NFF antennas, the CP approach can still be applied by a simple
superposition of the excitations as derived from Eq. (1) for each single focus, as long as the foci are not too close
to each other.
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DoF of 40 cm and a WoF of 10 cm are obtained, as shown in Figure 3 where the
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3. Power transfer efficiency optimization

In the previous section, the CP approach has been introduced, where a simple
closed-form expression for the phase profile allows to obtain a limited focal spot by
in-phase addition of all array-element contributions at a given point located in the
array NF region. One issue inherent to the CP approach is that no coupling between
array elements is taken into account. Indeed, the geometrical distribution of the
array elements and the focal point position determine on their own the feeding
phase of each array element (see Eq. (1)).

The mutual coupling between the array elements is included if a synthesis
method based on the optimization of the power transmission efficiency (PTE)
between the transmitting array antenna and a test receiving antenna is adopted [5].
When the testing antenna is located into the radiative NF region or far-field region
of the transmitting array, the above optimization problem naturally yields to an
NFF array or a conventional unfocused array, respectively. The technique is based
on using the scattering matrix S of the N þ 1ð Þ-port network defined by the N-ports
of the NFF transmitting array and the port of the testing antenna:

btx

brx

� �
¼ S Nþ1ð Þ� Nþ1ð Þ

atx
arx

� �
(2)

where atx and btx are the incident and reflected waves, respectively, at the
transmitting array ports (1 port for each array element), and arx and brx are the
incident and reflected waves, respectively, at the testing/receiving antenna port.
The complete scattering matrix can be obtained with full-wave electromagnetic
software in order to consider a proper electromagnetic analysis of the radiation of
each array element, including the mutual coupling between them. Any obstacle
nearby the two antennas can be considered too.

The optimization parameter PTE is defined as the ratio between the power
delivered to the load connected to the testing antenna and the power transmitted by
the array:

PTE ¼ brxj j2 � arxj j2
atxj j2 � btxj j2 : (3)

Expressing the vectors btx and brx as functions of S and atx and assuming that
the whole system is well matched, a matrix equation can be derived to obtain the
incident waves at each NFF array port:

A atx ¼ PTE atx (4)

where A ¼ SrtTSrt, Srt being the scattering matrix taking into account the cou-
pling between all receiving and transmitting ports. Eq. (4) corresponds to an
eigenvalue problem for getting the optimal solution of the array excitation. Apply-
ing the obtained solution to a 4�4 array working at 2.45 GHz, an optimal PTE close
to 30% is achieved, with a maximum E-field spot located at 10 cm from the array
surface (less than one wavelength) [5].

It is also possible to apply the proposed technique to a circularly polarized
(C-Pol) array by considering a C-Pol single-port microstrip patch as an array ele-
ment, to obtain the scattering matrix as presented in [6]. Here, a pin-fed rectangu-
lar patch with two squares cutting off two opposite corners is used to obtain a C-Pol
near field. The authors have also presented an in-line-fed patch with an L-shape slot
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and cutoff corners to obtain a single-port C-Pol patch. These two different elements
have been used to implement two different 4�4 NFF array prototypes. After
applying the PTE technique, the corresponding excitations generate an NFF spot
with an axial ratio below 1 dB.

The PTE approach can be generalized to consider multiple receiving ports when
the receiving antenna is an array. In [7], the authors extend the application of the
technique to optimize the PTE between two linearly polarized arrays. The mutual
coupling between the two arrays is included through the above matrix A. Using two
arrays (for both transmitting and receiving antennas) allows to increase the trans-
mission efficiency, reaching up to a maximum of 42% for a system of a 6 � 6
transmitting antenna and a 4 � 4 receiving antenna, which are 40 cm separated, at
5.8 GHz. For the same frequency band and using two equal 8 � 8 arrays that are
100 cm separated, the measured PTE reaches up to 46.9%.

Another interesting feature of the PTE technique is that it is able to determine
the optimal feeding values of a transmitting array even when the testing antenna
radiates in presence of an unknown medium. This medium can be around the
testing antenna in its nearby scenario, or the antenna can be inside the unknown
medium. This application is presented in [8], where a dielectric slab is placed
between the transmitting and receiving antennas. In this case, the scattering matrix
S is obtained from the measurements of the S-parameters for the N þ 1 ports, by
using a vector network analyzer (VNA). Using measurements may substitute the
full-wave electromagnetic analysis when the latter cannot be used since the elec-
tromagnetic parameters of the surrounding media are unknown.

In all previous examples, the optimal feeding excitation of the transmitting
antenna leads to a single focal spot in the NF region. Recently, in [9], the authors
have proposed this technique to get a flat-top radiation pattern, for both NF and
far-field (FF) applications. In particular, for the NF application, it is necessary to
define a number of testing ports and their location in order to impose the flat-top E-
field distribution in the targeted zone. The flat-top distribution is obtained by
imposing equal values for the power of the outgoing waves at all testing ports;
under this, Eq. (3) cannot be solved as an eigenvalue problem, as yielding to an
optimization problem in which both the objective function and the constraints are
quadratic functions (quadratically constrained quadratic program). By imposing
some simplifications under FF assumptions and using weighting coefficients to
reduce the ripple presented in the NF region, the authors are able to derive linearly
constrained quadratic programming:

maximizexxHAx
subject to Srtx ¼ Wy

(5)

where the vector x will provide the optimal excitations and Wy stands for the
weighting coefficients at the testing ports. The authors have applied this
technique to obtain a uniform field distribution along a bookshelf for an RFID
detection application. Using a five-element transmitting antenna for the RFID
reader and 11 testing points along the bookshelf, an almost flat-top distribution
(ripple <3 dB) is obtained at 22 cm from the reader antenna. The flat-top distribu-
tion is imposed in a 73-cm long area in the direction parallel to the transmitting
antenna.

As the PTE maximization approach is based on the S matrix evaluation, it works
for any value of the focal distance. When the array is in free space and the receiving
antenna lies in the array radiative near-field region, it is expected that the PTE
solution approaches that predicted by the CP technique.
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More recently, Cicchetti et al. [10, 11] presented an interesting and flexible NF
synthesis procedure based on the eigenfields of the radiation matrix of the antenna
array. Once a surface close to the antenna has been assigned, the active power passing
through that surface can be optimized or a specific field pattern can be synthesized.
The synthesis surface can be either opened or closed and surrounding the antenna;
the field synthesis can be based on both the electric and magnetic fields, or the
electric field only. In [11], a set of different complex NF distributions have been
considered for a numerical validation of the proposed synthesis procedure: tilted
Bessel beams, orbital angular momentum (OAM) Bessel beams and Airy beams.

4. Synthesis algorithms for an assigned NF distribution

The most popular approaches to the design of NFF antennas are based on
assigning a required field distribution in the antenna NF region, and not only the
targeted focal point positions. In some cases, such field distribution is completely
assigned (it is usually referred to as a shaped field distribution or a 3D field distri-
bution), while it is only partially specified in other cases (as for example at certain
locations, such as the assigned focal points or volumes). Moreover, in some cases, a
realistic field distribution is required, while some schematic values suffice for the
algorithms to converge for other cases.

By specifying a target field distribution, some of the limitations of previous
methods are overcome, as far as any requirement may be included for the field:
multiple focal spots, arbitrary focusing volumes, a vanishing field at certain posi-
tions, a complete 3D field distribution. This fact leads to a wider range of potential
applications and scenarios where NFF antennas might be useful, or even considered
as a subset of NF problems. The price to pay is the complexity of the algorithms,
usually associated to higher computational costs too.

The way in which specifications are given or treated differs from one method to
another. However, the most significant differences between the methodologies are
given by the type of algorithms used to get a solution, and not by the potential
applications for each method. Most of the methods make use of different optimiza-
tion schemes in order to minimize a cost function designed according to the
requirements, which accounts for the distance between the targeted field distribu-
tion and that associated to a given array excitation vector. In some of the methods,
additional constraints are included in the optimization in order to deal with differ-
ent types of requirements, in many cases related to technological issues such as
implementation or manufacturing simplifications.

Although this is a general framework, differences in the statement of the prob-
lem arise between methods solving different implementation problems or facing
with different applications.

Direct optimization is not the only way to deal with NF focusing based on a
given field distribution. Other techniques have been proposed to achieve the desired
distribution through iterative methods using intersection approach (IA), machine
learning, genetic algorithms (GA), or compressive sensing frameworks, among
others. Although all of them include the minimization of the distance between
target and achieved distributions, the statement of the problem is different from
direct optimization, so they are studied separately in the following.

4.1 Optimization algorithms based on cost function minimization

In a general optimization problem, a cost function is designed and minimized so
that the resulting solution fulfills the specifications. This means that the key point is
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the definition of a proper cost function that must account for the requirements. In
case of NFF antennas, different sets of requirements may lead to different pro-
cedures. For example, the number of assigned focal points might vary depending on
the method, or even a complete 3D field distribution might be specified. Even more,
other requirements might be accounted for, as those regarding manufacturing
issues, radiation properties, etc.

As a pioneer work, [12] presented a method intended to synthesize an assigned
shaped NF distribution. Although it is not strictly a focusing method, it is based on
ideas that became the bases for next NFF optimization-based methods. In particu-
lar, a certain NF distribution is assigned through a set of field samples, and the
relation between these samples and the excitation weights to be applied to the
elements of the array is represented in a matrix formulation, then solving the
optimization least-squares problem given by

argminw Eref � ENF wð Þ�� ��
2 (6)

where Eref is the target or reference field distribution, and ENF wð Þ is the
achieved distribution, which is a function of the set of weights w applied to the
elements of the array. This is a well-known problem in the scientific literature that
can be efficiently solved through a direct derivation (as it is in that paper) or using
any iterative scheme. This is not a strict NFF method, but it may be considered the
original approach for the following methods.

Let us consider first those methods aimed at getting a single focal spot. A
direct optimization of the aperture field of an antenna to obtain a targeted focal spot
is proposed in [13, 14], where the scalar case is considered. A focal point in the
antenna broadside direction (z-axis) is assigned, at a given distance zf , and the real
part of the radiated field is maximized at that point. The formulation relates the
near-field distribution at the plane r!focal ¼ zf ẑ and the aperture field (field at z ¼ 0)
through a plane-wave decomposition based on the Fourier transform (FT). In
[13], the result of the optimization is the required aperture field, and the
optimization includes a constraint to keep the field level below a bound
outside the region of interest (the side lobe level, SLL). This problem can be
formulated as:

maximizeEAP R ENF r!focal

� �n o

subject to ENF r!
� ����

���≤ SLL, ∀ r!∈RSLL

(7)

where it is stated that the aperture field, EAP, is the expected result; the real part
of the field is maximized at the assigned focal point; and the field level is bounded
by the SLL value at any other position in the region RSLL. This is a convex optimi-
zation problem that may be efficiently solved, for example, using the proposed
toolbox CVX [15], which is a very popular choice specifically developed to deal with
this type of problems [16]. The main feature in convex problems relies on the
existence of a unique solution, with improved convergence avoiding local minima.
Although it is not strictly a requirement for optimization problems, it is an
interesting property as far as it simplifies implementation and reduces computa-
tional costs.

In [14], the focal spot is allowed to be designed in positions out of the broadside
axis, and a further cost function to be minimized is defined as the infinite norm of
the field samples in each aperture zone, where N zones are defined, which enforces
the field at each zone to have a constant amplitude. It is formulated as:
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2 (6)
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where it is stated that the aperture field, EAP, is the expected result; the real part
of the field is maximized at the assigned focal point; and the field level is bounded
by the SLL value at any other position in the region RSLL. This is a convex optimi-
zation problem that may be efficiently solved, for example, using the proposed
toolbox CVX [15], which is a very popular choice specifically developed to deal with
this type of problems [16]. The main feature in convex problems relies on the
existence of a unique solution, with improved convergence avoiding local minima.
Although it is not strictly a requirement for optimization problems, it is an
interesting property as far as it simplifies implementation and reduces computa-
tional costs.

In [14], the focal spot is allowed to be designed in positions out of the broadside
axis, and a further cost function to be minimized is defined as the infinite norm of
the field samples in each aperture zone, where N zones are defined, which enforces
the field at each zone to have a constant amplitude. It is formulated as:
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minimizeEAP

XN
n¼1

EAP Rn
AP

� �g�� ��
∞

subject to

R ENF r!focal

� �n o
≥ 1

ENF r!
� ����

���≤ SLL, ∀ r!∈RSLL

plus other constraints in the aperture:

(8)

The field at the focal point r!focal is included as a constraint enforcing it to be
greater than or equal to 1 (normalized value), while additional constraints are
included to limit the field level below an assigned SLL at any other position (recall
that it is enforced to be constant by the cost function), and to deal with lossy
stratified media and the geometric properties of the aperture. The resulting problem
is still convex and may be solved making use of CVX tool [15].

An interesting example is presented in [17], where a complete set of techniques
are combined to obtain the weights to be applied to an array so that a designed focal
spot is achieved with a minimum number of elements. This method may be
included in the general class of compressive sensing (CS) techniques [18], where
sparse information (the array elements in this case, resulting in a sparse array) is
linearly related to a compressed set of data. The recovery of the sparse information
from the compressed data is done through an optimization problem where the cost
function is the l0 norm of the solution (i.e., the number of non-null elements). It is
this recovery that is used to perform NFF synthesis in this work. The core of the
method is the optimization scheme, although the distance between the target field
distribution and the achieved one is considered a constraint and limited by an
assigned tolerance. The minimized function is, interestingly, the l0 norm of the
weights (i.e., the number of non-null weights, and hence the number of active
radiating elements) so that the resulting set of weights represents an array with a
minimum number of elements. It represents a good example of how to modify the
optimization formulation to account for technological/implementation issues, and
making use of other existing approaches such as CS. The schematic formulation of
the resulting problem is:

minimizew wk k0
subject to Eref r!

� �
� ENF r!

� �
< e, ∀ r!

(9)

where the parameter e is related to the pattern matching tolerance. The optimiza-
tion itself takes advantage of the CS general framework, based on convex formulation,
and hence resulting in a convex problem that might be efficiently solved. In [17], the
popular toolbox CVX is used together with some probabilistic estimation methods.

Additionally, an important effort is made both in defining the target field distri-
bution that better suits the given radiating structure, and taking into account the
desired control over SLL. Also, in postprocessing, the results are checked to avoid
clusters of elements concentrated at certain locations (a secondary effect of the
proposed formulation, which established a grid of possible element locations closely
spaced). To complete the formulation, mutual coupling between array elements
may also be included in the formulation via an FEKO-computed impedance matrix
that may be used to relate the weights for the coupling and noncoupling cases.

Once the optimization framework is developed to deal with a single focal spot
problem, the straightforward extension is using it to include other requirements
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such as multiple focal spots (multifocusing) or a combination of spots and radiation
nulls. A cost function based on a template or mask for the field distribution in the
NF region is used in [19] to calculate the weights that must be applied to an antenna
array for multifocusing applications. The idea behind the method is relatively sim-
ple: a set of bounds for maximum and minimum field levels at each position is
specified, so that higher values are required in the focal spots, and lower levels are
requested at any other position. A typical cost function used for FF synthesis is
adapted to the NFF case:

minimizew
XP
p¼1

G2 r!p

� �
� ENF r!p

� ����
���
2

� �
g2 r!p

� �
� ENF r!p

� ����
���
2

� ��

þ G2 r!p

� �
� ENF r!p

� ����
���
2

����
���� g2 r!p

� �
� ENF r!p

� ����
���
2

����
����
�

(10)

where G r!p

� �
and g r!p

� �
are the maximum and minimum field levels at the p-th

position of the NF region defined by r!p. This cost function penalizes field values

ENF r!p

� �
out of the specified limits. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) is

used to reach the solution, although any other minimization algorithm might be
used by adapting the formulation in [20]. The same formulation, also using the
LMA, may be found in [21] for the case of reflectarray antennas and the design of
an antenna for generating an assigned quiet radiation zone.

The use of different constraints or the optimization of different
parameters present in the formulation as arguments to be calculated allow account-
ing for technological issues: considering both the amplitude and phase of the
weights or only the phase [22], accounting for coupling effects between the ele-
ments of the array through an impedance matrix [23], or allowing for
nonuniform structures where the location of the elements of the array may also be
optimized [20].

Another direct optimization approach is presented in [24, 25]. Although [24] is
intended for a scalar case in multifocusing applications and [25] is presented as a
method for a complete optimization of the radiated field, accounting for its three
components, both methods are based on the maximization of the real part of the field
radiated at the focal points with additional constraints to vanish the imaginary part of
the field and to control the field level at positions apart from the focal points. The
choice of a real value field at the focal point does not reduce the degrees of freedom of
the problem as far as it represents a simple change of the overall phase reference. For
the single-spot focusing problem, the maximization problem becomes:

maximizew R ENF r!focal

� �n o

subject to

I ENF r!focal

� �n o
¼ 0

ENF r!
� ����

���
2
≤B,∀ r! 6¼ r!focal

(11)

where B is a non-negative function that represents a field-level bound at posi-
tions outside the focal spot (i.e., a mask for the field level). Notice that this problem
is quite similar to that in Eq. (7). This approach is referred to as focusing via optimal
constrained power (FOCO). The main contribution of this work is its extension to
multiple targets. This extension results in an NP-hard problem that is interestingly
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such as multiple focal spots (multifocusing) or a combination of spots and radiation
nulls. A cost function based on a template or mask for the field distribution in the
NF region is used in [19] to calculate the weights that must be applied to an antenna
array for multifocusing applications. The idea behind the method is relatively sim-
ple: a set of bounds for maximum and minimum field levels at each position is
specified, so that higher values are required in the focal spots, and lower levels are
requested at any other position. A typical cost function used for FF synthesis is
adapted to the NFF case:
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used to reach the solution, although any other minimization algorithm might be
used by adapting the formulation in [20]. The same formulation, also using the
LMA, may be found in [21] for the case of reflectarray antennas and the design of
an antenna for generating an assigned quiet radiation zone.

The use of different constraints or the optimization of different
parameters present in the formulation as arguments to be calculated allow account-
ing for technological issues: considering both the amplitude and phase of the
weights or only the phase [22], accounting for coupling effects between the ele-
ments of the array through an impedance matrix [23], or allowing for
nonuniform structures where the location of the elements of the array may also be
optimized [20].

Another direct optimization approach is presented in [24, 25]. Although [24] is
intended for a scalar case in multifocusing applications and [25] is presented as a
method for a complete optimization of the radiated field, accounting for its three
components, both methods are based on the maximization of the real part of the field
radiated at the focal points with additional constraints to vanish the imaginary part of
the field and to control the field level at positions apart from the focal points. The
choice of a real value field at the focal point does not reduce the degrees of freedom of
the problem as far as it represents a simple change of the overall phase reference. For
the single-spot focusing problem, the maximization problem becomes:
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transformed into several different convex problems, allowing a much easier imple-
mentation. For example, for two targets, the problem is formulated as:

maximizew R ENF r!focal_1

� �n o

subject to

I ENF r!focal_1

� �n o
¼ 0

R ENF r!focal_2

� �n o
¼ R ENF r!focal_1

� �n o
cosϕ

I ENF r!focal_2

� �n o
¼ R ENF r!focal_1

� �n o
sinϕ

ENF r!
� ����

���
2
≤B,∀ r! 6¼ r!focal_1, r

!
focal_2

(12)

with ϕ∈ �π, π½ � being an auxiliary value that represents the phase shift between
the fields at the two target positions. The resulting formulation corresponds to a
convex problem, where the phase shift has to be also explored to get a convenient
value. The price to pay is, obviously, computational complexity, as the problem has
to be repeated several times, depending on the number of targets and sampling
points of the auxiliary variable ϕ.

In case of the methods presented in [24, 25], it is also important to point out the
differences between the scalar and vector cases, as the scalar case seems to represent
a simplified formulation perfectly suitable for focusing applications, while the vec-
tor case fits a complete shaping of the 3D NF distribution, accounting for the three
components of the radiated field.

Both multifocusing and 3D field shaping are addressed in [26], where
multitarget time reversal is proposed as the foundation of a method also involving
optimization. This interesting work shows how multifocusing and 3D NF shaping
are closely linked, so that the statement of the problem in both cases is equivalent,
simply selecting a different number of specified positions in the near-field region.
Another example is presented in [27], where the cost function is minimized by
resorting to the Steepest-Descent method, with two particularities: only the phase of
the excitations is calculated, and the CP approach is used to establish an initial guess
of the solution in the iterative procedure, thereby improving the speed of
convergence.

A step beyond is given by [28, 29], where both near- and far-field specifications
are considered, simultaneously. Although synthesizing an FF pattern with NF con-
straints is not a novel topic, considering simultaneous synthesis for both regions is
an interesting improvement from the NFF perspective, as in this case, some appli-
cations such as wireless power transfer, may benefit from constraints in the FF
region, while it is actually the NF region that represents the main subject of interest.
Optimization is again the basis of the proposed methodology, which begins with the
definition of a cost function balancing near- and far-field requirements. The NF
term is based on the same principles as in the previous methods, while the FF term
is defined as in typical FF synthesis algorithms. A trade-off between both terms is
controlled using a multiplier that properly balances both requirements. The general
formulation proposed in this work is:

minimizewf NF wð Þ þ γf FF wð Þ (13)

where f NF wð Þ andf FF wð Þ are functions of the weight vectorw accounting for NF
and FF requirements, balanced by the trade-off parameter γ. Depending on the
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application, different functions may be specified in Eq. (13). For example, for given
NF and FF distributions, the problem becomes:

argminw
XP
p¼1

ENFref r!p

� �
� ENF r!p

� ����
���
2
þ γ

XQ

q¼1

EFFref r!q

� �
� EFF r!q

� ����
���
2

(14)

minimizing the distance between the target or specified distributions and the
achieved ones in P-assigned positions of the NF region and Q-assigned directions of
the FF region. Other examples are given for other problems. For example, if mini-
mum transmitted power is required, the NF term is defined as

f NF wð Þ ¼ wk k2 þ
XP
p¼1

ENFref r!p

� �
� ENF r!p

� ����
���
2

(15)

so that the applied excitations are reduced.
By using all the previously mentioned ideas, multifocusing combined with any

type of FF requirement may be addressed, resulting in a set of weights to be applied
to the array so that the resulting radiated field distribution fulfills all the specifica-
tions at one time.

4.2 Iterative algorithms using IA

Iterative algorithms represent an alternative method to obtain a field distribu-
tion EAP over an antenna aperture that generates a given Eref field distribution (or
some given field specifications) inside a focusing area. Iterative algorithms seek to

obtain an E nð Þ
NF over the focusing area at the n-th iteration complying with the given

specification or with a controlled error-level respect to the given reference field Eref .
Above approach is usually referred as IA where a set R of the fields that can be
generated by the antenna aperture must present an intersection with the setM that
includes the fields complying with the specifications or the field Eref plus the
tolerable errors. At each iteration, two operations known as projectors are
performed, to obtain the final solution EAP that radiates an ENF field that belongs
simultaneously to both sets R and M.

The algorithms are initialized establishing a starting solution, generally an initial

guess of E 0ð Þ
AP is used. Then, the i-th iteration can be resumed in four main steps: in

the first step, E ið Þ
NF is calculated as a forward propagation of E ið Þ

AP. In general, E ið Þ
NF will

not belong to M so different constrains are imposed on the field to adapt it to M
obtaining ~E

ið Þ
NF (known as forward projection of E ið Þ

NF on set M) and to gradually

converge to the desired solution. As a third step, the constrained ~E
ið Þ
NF is backward

propagated to obtain a new field at the aperture ~E
ið Þ
AP: In this situation, additional

constrains may be imposed on ~E
ið Þ
AP to obtain E iþ1ð Þ

AP to adapt it to the possible fields at
the aperture before proceeding with the forward propagation in the next iteration.
The combination of these last three steps (backward propagation, applied con-

strains on ~E
ið Þ
AP, and forward propagation) can be seen as backward projection of ~E

ið Þ
NF

on set R. Once the computed E nð Þ
NF belongs to M with no need to apply a new

forward projection, it is considered that it complies with the desired specifications
and a solution is met.
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� �
� ENF r!p

� ����
���
2
þ γ

XQ

q¼1

EFFref r!q

� �
� EFF r!q

� ����
���
2

(14)

minimizing the distance between the target or specified distributions and the
achieved ones in P-assigned positions of the NF region and Q-assigned directions of
the FF region. Other examples are given for other problems. For example, if mini-
mum transmitted power is required, the NF term is defined as

f NF wð Þ ¼ wk k2 þ
XP
p¼1

ENFref r!p

� �
� ENF r!p

� ����
���
2

(15)

so that the applied excitations are reduced.
By using all the previously mentioned ideas, multifocusing combined with any

type of FF requirement may be addressed, resulting in a set of weights to be applied
to the array so that the resulting radiated field distribution fulfills all the specifica-
tions at one time.

4.2 Iterative algorithms using IA

Iterative algorithms represent an alternative method to obtain a field distribu-
tion EAP over an antenna aperture that generates a given Eref field distribution (or
some given field specifications) inside a focusing area. Iterative algorithms seek to

obtain an E nð Þ
NF over the focusing area at the n-th iteration complying with the given

specification or with a controlled error-level respect to the given reference field Eref .
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guess of E 0ð Þ
AP is used. Then, the i-th iteration can be resumed in four main steps: in

the first step, E ið Þ
NF is calculated as a forward propagation of E ið Þ

AP. In general, E ið Þ
NF will

not belong to M so different constrains are imposed on the field to adapt it to M
obtaining ~E

ið Þ
NF (known as forward projection of E ið Þ

NF on set M) and to gradually

converge to the desired solution. As a third step, the constrained ~E
ið Þ
NF is backward

propagated to obtain a new field at the aperture ~E
ið Þ
AP: In this situation, additional

constrains may be imposed on ~E
ið Þ
AP to obtain E iþ1ð Þ

AP to adapt it to the possible fields at
the aperture before proceeding with the forward propagation in the next iteration.
The combination of these last three steps (backward propagation, applied con-

strains on ~E
ið Þ
AP, and forward propagation) can be seen as backward projection of ~E

ið Þ
NF

on set R. Once the computed E nð Þ
NF belongs to M with no need to apply a new

forward projection, it is considered that it complies with the desired specifications
and a solution is met.
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The different versions using this technique mainly differ in the following
aspects: the regions where Eref is imposed, the applied constrains to ENF in order to
get a convergent solution, and the expressions and techniques used to related EAP
and ENF in the forward and backward propagation (direct integral evaluation,
physical optics – PO, etc.). Some contributions also may apply constrains on EAP
once it is updated from the backward propagation of ENF when considering addi-
tional restrictions mainly related to the antenna physics.

One common characteristic of these techniques is that all of them relate EAP with
ENF in terms of an FT, in order to apply the fast FT (FFT) to accelerate the
numerical computation.

In this contest, [30] applies above iterative procedure to obtain an NFF antenna
with a radial line slot array (RLSA). In this case, both the forward and backward
propagations are performed in terms of plane wave spectrum (PWS) propagation
and the FT is used to compute the PWS from each field distribution and vice versa.
The field spectra at the two planes (NF and AP) can be related using:

NF kx, ky, d
� � ¼ AP kx, ky, 0

� �
e� jkzd (16)

where k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2x þ k2y þ k2z

q
is the free-space propagation constant and d is the

distance between the aperture and focusing planes (supposing them parallel ori-
ented). The algorithm requires four FFTs evaluations: two of them to compute ENF
in the forward propagation of the field and other two to compute EAP in the
backward propagation.

Once ENF is computed at each iteration, the mask defining Eref is applied to trim
the field amplitude ENFj j to keep it within the mask values. Specifically, Ettorre
et al. [30] propose limiting the minimum field value in the focal spot area and
define a maximum value for the rest of the region, to keep a low SLL. After
convergence, the radial component of EAP is used to synthesize an RLSA antenna
compliant with the Eref desired distribution.

More recently, [31] applies a similar procedure to the synthesis of a millimeter-
wave reflector antenna. In this case, PO is used to calculate the ENF along the axis
perpendicular to the antenna aperture (z-axis). Exploiting radial symmetries
together with a Taylor expansion of the field and proper mathematical transforma-
tions, the authors come to an FT-like expression to relate EAP and ENF so the FFT
and inverse FFT can be used to speed up the synthesis algorithm.

In this case, the proposed technique just considers a phase-only synthesis (POS)
so that the computed ENF along the z-axis is constrained to maintain the phase
variation while the amplitude is replaced by Eref

�� ��. In the backward projection, the
EAP is updated with the new phase calculated keeping the original amplitude distri-
bution at the aperture.

The previous contributions have presented results to obtain a focal spot at a
given distance along the aperture broadside direction. In [32], a 3D shaping of the
NF distribution is presented, which can be seen as a generalization of the previous
techniques when defining a different mask at multiple planes along z-direction.
These multiple masks allow to maintain the focal spot along the transversal planes
generating a 3D spot along the z-axis. The technique requires the definition of m
masks along z, the computation of Em,NF at all the z-planes where the masks have
been defined, trimming them considering each mask and then individually perform
the backward projection to obtain Em,AP related to Em,NF. Considering that the
iterative procedure requires only one EAP, the multiple Em,AP obtained are
averaged as:
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EAP ¼ 1
N

Xm
i¼1

Ei,AP (17)

An RLSA of 12 cm radius working at 30 GHz is synthesized and prototyped,
obtaining a uniform spot along z between 6 and 18 cm away from the antenna.

4.3 IA combined with optimization techniques

In [33], the use of optimization techniques is proposed to perform one of the
above-mentioned projectors inside an iterative algorithm of IA. The combination of
an optimization technique inside the IA iterative algorithm can be seen as a gener-
alization of the IA to the problem of antenna FF radiation pattern synthesis, by
taking advantage of the optimization technique properties applied to given steps of
the iterative procedure. In particular, in [34], the LMA is proposed as an optimiza-
tion technique to perform the backward projector of the IA to synthesize the far-field
radiation pattern of a reflectarray antenna. At each iteration of the IA, only a few

iterations of LMA are performed to get the new distribution E iþ1ð Þ
AP from the

constrained far-field radiation pattern (through a local search around E ið Þ
AP) to grad-

ually achieve the convergence of the IA algorithm.
The application of this generalized IA to an NF focusing problem has been

presented in [35] to synthesize a reflectarray antenna with a quite zone in its NF
region (5.3� 5.3 λ2 zone at 20 λ from the reflector aperture). The LMA is used inside
each iteration of IA algorithm as part of the backward projector to obtain a new field

distribution E iþ1ð Þ
NF from the constrained ~E

ið Þ
NF. At the i-th iteration of the IA, the LMA

starts from E 0ð Þ
AP,LMA ¼ E ið Þ

AP and performs a local search through l iterations to get

E lð Þ
AP,LMA that minimizes the defined cost function. The cost function is usually

defined in terms of the field distribution over the NF focusing region E lð Þ
NF,LMA trying

to minimize its distance to the constrained ~E
ið Þ
NF :

minimize
XP
p¼1

~E
ið Þ
NF r!p

� ����
���
2
� E lð Þ

NF,LMA r!p

� ����
���
2

� �� �2
(18)

noticing that E lð Þ
NF,LMA is obtained from E lð Þ

AP,LMA at the l-th iteration of the LMA
applying the forward propagation used in the IA operations. After a few iterations
of the LMA, the iþ 1ð Þ -th iteration of the IA starts using the solution obtained with

LMA, that is E iþ1ð Þ
AP ¼ E lð Þ

AP,LMA that generates E iþ1ð Þ
NF ¼ E lð Þ

NF,LMA to be forward
projected on the set M.

The results achieved with this hybrid technique clearly improves those
presented in [21] where only the LMA is directly applied as optimization technique
using Eq. (10) without considering the IA iterative algorithm. The quite zone
achieved using IA with LMA is 7.3 � 7.3 λ2 fulfilling the specifications of a maxi-
mum amplitude ripple of 1.5 dB and the phase distribution at the aperture presents a
smoother variation, which leads a physical realizable antenna in comparison with
the results obtained by direct application of LMA where an almost random phase
distribution is achieved.

The main drawback of this technique is the high computational cost required by
the LMA to evaluate the gradient, as far as it performs multiple evaluations of the
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�� ��. In the backward projection, the
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EAP ¼ 1
N

Xm
i¼1

Ei,AP (17)
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obtaining a uniform spot along z between 6 and 18 cm away from the antenna.
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iterations of LMA are performed to get the new distribution E iþ1ð Þ
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constrained far-field radiation pattern (through a local search around E ið Þ
AP) to grad-

ually achieve the convergence of the IA algorithm.
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AP and performs a local search through l iterations to get
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AP,LMA that minimizes the defined cost function. The cost function is usually
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distribution is achieved.
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NF at the focusing region from the known field at the aperture. This drawback can
be overcome by applying the differential technique presented in [36] where the
new ENF,LMA evaluations are calculated in terms of the differential variations pro-
duced at each iteration without requiring the whole evaluation of the field in the NF
region. This gradient evaluation in terms of differential contributions (DFC) is
faster than using FFT for the FF problems. The application of the DFC to speed up
the NF computation inside the IA-LMA has been presented in [37] where a
reflectarray has been designed to generate a uniform coverage area of 100 � 30 cm2

at a distance of 2.2 m in its NF region using an aperture of 15 � 15 cm2 at a central
frequency of 28 GHz, for 5G applications.

4.4 Further techniques

Additional methods have been proposed to solve NF problems from an assigned
field distribution but by using approaches that cannot be considered into previous
categories.

As a first example, in the pioneer work presented in [38], a unified approach for
the synthesis of an assigned NF distribution is based on the decomposition of both
the amplitude and phase reference patterns in terms of the coefficients of spherical
vector wave functions. This formulation leads to a set of linear equations that may
be solved to calculate the complex excitations to be applied to certain array struc-
tures. This method is intended for NF synthesis problems, but it is also the back-
ground for the already cited work [12], which tries to overcome the limitations of
this method by becoming also the pioneer method in optimization through the
specification of a reference NF distribution.

Another approach, based on machine learning, was proposed in [39], where a
trained neural network (NN) is used to relate a targeted near-field distribution to
the corresponding radiating element excitations. In an NN, a mapping between
input and output data is established through a previous training process where the
system learns from previously known data (the so-called training patterns). The
internal weights in the synapsis between the neurons are optimized so that the
overall behavior of the network approximates the unknown function relating inputs
and outputs. To use an NN approach in NFF antenna design, different sets of
excitations are applied to determine the resulting NF distribution for a given radi-
ating structure (through electromagnetic analysis or numerical simulations). Dur-
ing the training process, the NN discovers the relation between excitations and NF
so that it may provide the array excitations required to achieve certain field distri-
butions, typically with a minimum square error criterion. Once the NN is trained
and ready for operation, a distribution consisting on constant real values at the focal
points and zero-values at any other position is presented to the network to get the
corresponding weights. It is interesting to point out that this approach allows for
specifying any shaped 3D near-field distribution, taking advantage of the specifica-
tion of field values at the assigned positions of the specified NF region. One of the
main advantages of this approach is given by the fast computation time of the
trained NN, which may be considered a real-time process. Exhaustive computation
is required during the training process, but it is done only once.

That in [39] is not the first technique making use of machine learning methods.
In [23], support vector machines (SVMs), and in particular, the so-called support
vector regression framework is used together with the previously mentioned opti-
mization scheme. However, it is not used to solve the NF synthesis problem but to
calculate a model of the radiating system accounting for coupling effects, individual
radiation patterns of the array elements, nonuniformities, nonidealities or any
realistic effect that might affect the global behavior of the antenna. SVMs are able to
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extract such model from known patterns consisting on effective feedings applied to
the array and samples of the resulting field distribution. These patterns may be
obtained through measurements or simulations, provided that they are able to
account for all above effects. The obtained model is incorporated into the optimi-
zation so that it becomes much more accurate and realistic.

It is interesting to relate [39] with [40]. At first glance, the two methods appear
as being completely different. However, the internal structure of an NN is an
approximation of the represented function as a combination of local or global basis
functions, just as it is proposed in [40] to represent the field distribution for
multiple focusing points. In [40], the field close to the antenna aperture is calcu-
lated from the expansion of the field distribution in these basis functions, although
through analytical formulation instead of training data.

Although it is related to optimization, the approach in [41, 42] is based in a least-
squares calculation, to generate a quiet zone, i.e., a local plane-wave field generated
in an assigned volume of the NF region. The oscillation of the amplitude and phase
of the field distribution in such volume is minimized, as well as the field outside the
quiet zone in order to reduce multipath interferences. The proposed formulation of
the problem is a quite standard LS case whose solution is well known and directly
applied.

In [43], an unconventional approach combining NF-FF transformation and a GA
is proposed. A desired NF distribution is assigned and its corresponding FF distri-
bution is calculated. Then, an FF synthesis method based on a GA approach is used
to determine the excitations of an array of short dipoles. GAs are known to be
excellent global optimizers, as they are based on the so-called random search princi-
ple. Although inspired by biological evolution, any GA is actually composed of
different stages that perform an exhaustive search on the space of solutions with
different mechanisms to avoid local minima. Their performance is usually excellent
provided that a proper fitness function is defined (a function playing a role equiva-
lent to the cost function in direct optimization), although the computation time is
typically larger than using other techniques. In [43], the proposed method takes
advantage of the maturity of FF synthesis methods based on GA, which have been
proven to be successful, although a direct application to the NF distribution might
have been explored.

Although most of the papers here referenced present simulation and experi-
mental results for planar arrays, it is worth mentioning that in many cases, the
proposed synthesis technique can be easily extended to conformal arrays. Indeed,
the phase compensation required to focus the near-field radiated by an antenna
array can also be obtained by controlling the physical distance between each array
element and the assigned focal point, namely using a conformal array. In this
context, Otera [44] showed that a curved slotted waveguide array is effective to get
a focusing effect if the phase variation along the guiding structure is properly
combined with the waveguide curve shape. More recently, a detailed analysis of an
NFF leaky wave array antenna based on a curved slotted SIW has been presented in
[45]. In that paper, the authors use the further degree-of-freedom represented by
the array linear shape (namely, the spatial location of each slot) to improve the
control of the array focus steering when the latter is achieved through frequency
variation. The shape of the linear slotted SIW is approximated with an m-order
polynomial, whose m + 1 coefficients are synthesized through a conventional least-
squares method that minimizes the discrepancy between the achieved position of
the field amplitude peak and the its assigned position, for a number of frequency
values of the frequency scanning range. In the field evaluation, for each hypothet-
ical shape, the slot position along the SIW is derived by using the CP-based
approach.
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As already introduced through [45], another interesting aspect when designing
NFF antennas is the analysis of the synthetized near-field pattern vs. frequency,
especially when such a dependence is exploited on purpose to implement a low-cost
focus steering. The frequency dependence of the involved traveling wave phase
constant (as in series-fed arrays, leaky wave antennas, etc.) and free-space phase
constant can be easily introduced in most of the previous synthesis techniques, if
the higher computational costs can be tolerated. Not surprisingly, most of the
papers presenting NFF antennas with frequency focus steering use a CP-based
synthesis approach. In this context, a NFF planar array is proposed in [46] to
implement a two-dimensional microwave imaging system, where the focal point
steering is obtained by using frequency scan (from 8.5 to 11.5 GHz) and phase shift
between 8 series-fed parallel linear arrays, in the two planes orthogonal to the array
surface, respectively. The details of the array design process are given in [47],
where the phase synthesis is based on the quadratic approximation of the phase
profile calculated by the robust and valuable CP approach. The quadratic phase
approximation helps to control the focus steering independently along the two
principal planes, as far as the required focus displacement from the broadside
direction is relatively small.

Finally, it is worth noting some recent investigations on focused antennas
implementation for wireless power transfer by exploiting frequency-diverse arrays
or time-modulated arrays [48].

5. Conclusions

Focusing and shaping the field radiated by an antenna in its radiative near-field
region may be important to improve the performance of several wireless systems
based on short-range radio links at microwave and millimeter-wave frequency
bands, as for instance radio links for effective wireless power (and data) transfer. In
this chapter, it has been shown that the large number of available synthesis tech-
niques can efficiently solve many real-world focusing problems, when different
requirements on the antenna near field are assigned.

Future work could deal with comparing and merging the presented synthesis
techniques with the well-known focusing techniques developed at the optical
region, as well as with those techniques usually applied when the target is closer to
the antenna, in its reactive near-field region. Interest is also devoted to potential
radio link architectures where both the transmitting and receiving antennas are
relatively large with respect to their separation distance, and a simultaneous syn-
thesis of the coupled NFF antennas is required.

Finally, a larger and larger utilization of near-field focused antennas in practical
scenarios is desirable, as they can improve the performance of the short-range
wireless systems with a very limited increase of the antenna layout complexity and
realization costs.
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Abstract

The availability of low-cost near-field communication (NFC) devices, the incor-
poration of NFC readers into most current mobile phones, and the inclusion of
energy-harvesting (EH) capabilities in NFC chips make NFC a key technology for
the development of green Internet of Things (IoT) applications. In this chapter, an
overview of recent advances in the field of battery-less NFC sensors at 13.56 MHz is
provided, and a comparison to other short-range RFID technologies is given. After
reviewing power transfer in NFC, recommendations for the practical design of
NFC-based sensor tags and NFC readers are made. A list of commercial NFC
integrated circuits with energy-harvesting capabilities is also provided. A survey of
recent battery-less NFC sensors developed by the group including soil moisture,
water content, pH, color, and implanted NFC sensors is done.

Keywords: battery-less, near-field communication (NFC), radiofrequency
identification (RFID), energy harvesting, implantable medical devices,
wireless power transfer (WPT), internet of things (IoT)

1. Introduction

In recent years, radio identification (RFID) technology [1, 2] has grown
extraordinarily. Initially, it came to replace barcodes for product identification [3].
Nowadays, there are several frequency bands and a number of applications [2].
RIFD can be classified depending on the frequency band used: low frequency (LF),
high frequency (HF), ultrahigh frequency (UHF), or microwave bands [2]. Another
classification refers to the power source: tags can be passive if they harvest the
energy from the RF interrogating signal of the reader or active if the energy to feed
the electronics is obtained from a battery. The communication in passive tags is
based on backscattering communication and consists on modulating the load that
modifies the radar cross section of the antenna [4, 5]. Although UHF readers are
expensive (1–2 k$), the inlays designed for traceability are cheap, and the return on
investment (ROI) is possible due to the large number of units involved. The read
range can be increased by improving the IC sensitivity (e.g., �22 dBm for Impinj
Monza R6) allowing to reach several meters (about 10–15 m). There exist also semi-
passive or battery-assisted tags (BAP) that use battery to feed only the electronics
needed to improve the sensitivity, but the communication is based on backscatter-
ing as in the passive tags [6–8]. The cost of UHF BAP tags is often lower than active
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NFC Sensors Based on Energy
Harvesting for IoT Applications
Antonio Lazaro, Marti Boada, Ramon Villarino
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Abstract

The availability of low-cost near-field communication (NFC) devices, the incor-
poration of NFC readers into most current mobile phones, and the inclusion of
energy-harvesting (EH) capabilities in NFC chips make NFC a key technology for
the development of green Internet of Things (IoT) applications. In this chapter, an
overview of recent advances in the field of battery-less NFC sensors at 13.56 MHz is
provided, and a comparison to other short-range RFID technologies is given. After
reviewing power transfer in NFC, recommendations for the practical design of
NFC-based sensor tags and NFC readers are made. A list of commercial NFC
integrated circuits with energy-harvesting capabilities is also provided. A survey of
recent battery-less NFC sensors developed by the group including soil moisture,
water content, pH, color, and implanted NFC sensors is done.

Keywords: battery-less, near-field communication (NFC), radiofrequency
identification (RFID), energy harvesting, implantable medical devices,
wireless power transfer (WPT), internet of things (IoT)

1. Introduction

In recent years, radio identification (RFID) technology [1, 2] has grown
extraordinarily. Initially, it came to replace barcodes for product identification [3].
Nowadays, there are several frequency bands and a number of applications [2].
RIFD can be classified depending on the frequency band used: low frequency (LF),
high frequency (HF), ultrahigh frequency (UHF), or microwave bands [2]. Another
classification refers to the power source: tags can be passive if they harvest the
energy from the RF interrogating signal of the reader or active if the energy to feed
the electronics is obtained from a battery. The communication in passive tags is
based on backscattering communication and consists on modulating the load that
modifies the radar cross section of the antenna [4, 5]. Although UHF readers are
expensive (1–2 k$), the inlays designed for traceability are cheap, and the return on
investment (ROI) is possible due to the large number of units involved. The read
range can be increased by improving the IC sensitivity (e.g., �22 dBm for Impinj
Monza R6) allowing to reach several meters (about 10–15 m). There exist also semi-
passive or battery-assisted tags (BAP) that use battery to feed only the electronics
needed to improve the sensitivity, but the communication is based on backscatter-
ing as in the passive tags [6–8]. The cost of UHF BAP tags is often lower than active
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tags based on transceivers such as Bluetooth low energy (BLE), Zigbee, etc.
Recently, several UHF BAP transponders have appeared in the market such as the
AMS-SL900A IC [7, 9]. This chip integrates a 10-bit ADC and an internal temper-
ature sensor. However, the sensitivity in passive mode (without battery) is lower
(�6.9 dBm) than the BAP mode (�15 dBm) that allows a longer rad range and data
logging [7]. Semi-passive tags are microwave frequencies, or zero power tags are
recently under intense research for sensing [10, 11].

At LF and HF, the radio link is established by near-field communication (NFC)
because the distance is smaller than the wavelength. Therefore, the tag is in the
near-field region, and the magnetic field decays proportionally to the square of the
distance. Therefore, the communication between the loop antennas of the reader
and the tag is produced by inductive coupling. However, at UHF and microwave
bands, the communication is based on the modulation of the far fields, and hence
the electromagnetic fields decrease and become inversely proportional to the dis-
tance. As a result, the read range of these tags is higher than those based on near-
field communication [2, 4, 5].

Another recent approach to radio identification is the one known as chipless
RFID [12, 13]. In these tags, the identification is done without a chip by a perma-
nent modification of the structure that determines a specific electromagnetic signa-
ture in the frequency domain [12–15] or in the time domain [16, 17]. Initially, the
main research efforts have been oriented to increase the number of bits that the
electromagnetic structure can encode [13]. In frequency-coded chipless RFID, the
number of bits is limited by the number of resonators with high-quality factors that
can be integrated and detected in the bandwidth [13]. In time-coded chipless RFID,
the number of bits is encoded in the length of the line, and it is limited by the time
domain resolution of the radar that depends on its bandwidth and the losses of the
lines [5]. The most important drawback of this technology is the detection of the
tags. The change in the radar cross section (RCS) introduced by the chipless tag in
frequency domain or in time domain is small compared with the clutter and objects
in which the tag is attached. Therefore, in order to detect the tag, the background
subtraction technique is often used in the literature. This technique consists of the
subtraction of the background from the measurements using a previous saved
measurement without the presence of the tag. In addition, the small perturbations
introduced for the tag requires highly sensitive receivers; therefore, expensive
vector network analyzers (VNAs) are often used as readers [18]. Another important
drawback is the detection of several chipless tags in a small area due to the inexis-
tence of an anti-collision protocol. The tags can only be identified by time gating if
their spacing is higher than the spatial radar resolution [19] that is the function of
the reader bandwidth. In order to mitigate these important issues, depolarizing tags
[20] that reduce the clutter contribution and improve detection techniques have
been developed in the literature [5, 21, 22]. In spite of these advances, the read
range in frequency-coded chipless RFID is about 0.5–1 and 2–3 m for time-coded
chipless tags. The inexistence of standardized readers in the market [18] and the
limitations in the number of identification codes [13], in the read range, and in the
cost (because it often uses high-frequency substrates, much more expensive than
the substrates used in the inlay tags) are nowadays the challenges of this approach
compared to UHF or other well-established RFID technologies. However, the inter-
est of sensors based on chipless technology [23–26] is recently growing in those
cases in which the robustness to harsh environments [26, 27] and the cost may be
competitive with other sensor technologies. In sensor applications, the anti-collision
issues are not critical in those applications in which the number of sensors is small,
and few bits can be used for identification or other techniques can be employed.
Small number of resonators can be used for identification, and other resonators can
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be dedicated for sensing. The small number of resonators in chipless sensors sim-
plifies its detection too and the bandwidth requirements [28].

Near-field communication technology at 13.56 MHz [29] is massively used for
payment systems using NFC cards. Consequently, most smartphones include an
NFC reader as it is shown in the exponential growing of number of NFC-enabled
mobile devices depicted in Figure 1 [30]. NFC employs electromagnetic induction
between two loop antennas; therefore the range of these tags is constrained by the
rapid drop of the magnetic field with the distance. However, enough energy can be
harvested to feed low-power microcontrollers and sensors. As a consequence, the
interest in the market of NFC-based sensors [31] is growing. Recently several
manufacturers of NFC integrated circuits include the possibility of using energy
harvesting (EH) in these integrated circuits. These components provide up to 3 mA
at 2–3 V to feed low-power sensors [32]. These battery-less sensors can be interest-
ing in numerous applications for short-range wireless reading of low-cost sensors.
The use of mobiles as a reader for standardized tags enables a fast introduction of
these sensors in the market. On the other hand, batteries contain toxic components
that can contaminate foods and release waste pollutants to the environment [33].
Therefore, the use of battery-less sensors is a preferable choice in applications in
which the devices are in contact with food or implanted in the body. In addition, in
this last case, the replacement of the batteries is an important drawback.

Nowadays, besides the traditional applications of identification, the interest of
RFID technology in applications such as sensing [34] and localization [35, 36] (e.g.,
for robot guidance) is growing. Table 1 summarizes the main properties of passive
RFID used for sensing (chipless RFID, NFC, UHF, and RFID) and a BLE as a
representative wireless technology used in modern wearable applications. The key
features of RFID technologies over active wireless technologies (such as Bluetooth
or Zigbee) are the cost and the short setup time due to simpler communication
protocol. The absence of battery, or its long lifetime in the case of BAP tags, is
another valuable feature of the RFID technology. Depending on the read range
required, NFC or UHF can be used. Nowadays, chipless RFID is a promising tech-
nology for short-range sensing. However, it is not mature enough for commercial
use yet. Advanced sensors require additional processing; therefore, active wireless
communication technologies with integrated microcontroller are needed. For wear-
able applications, BLE is a good option because this technology is available in
smartphones. The cost of the reader is another important point that determines the
selection of the technology. While the NFC and Bluetooth are low cost because most
of the smartphones are equipped with NFC and Bluetooth modules, UHF readers
are expensive, and therefore this technology is used in professional or logistic users
but not for personal applications. In sensing applications where the read range of

Figure 1.
Number of NFC-enabled mobile devices worldwide from 2012 to 2018 (in million units) [30].
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tags based on transceivers such as Bluetooth low energy (BLE), Zigbee, etc.
Recently, several UHF BAP transponders have appeared in the market such as the
AMS-SL900A IC [7, 9]. This chip integrates a 10-bit ADC and an internal temper-
ature sensor. However, the sensitivity in passive mode (without battery) is lower
(�6.9 dBm) than the BAP mode (�15 dBm) that allows a longer rad range and data
logging [7]. Semi-passive tags are microwave frequencies, or zero power tags are
recently under intense research for sensing [10, 11].

At LF and HF, the radio link is established by near-field communication (NFC)
because the distance is smaller than the wavelength. Therefore, the tag is in the
near-field region, and the magnetic field decays proportionally to the square of the
distance. Therefore, the communication between the loop antennas of the reader
and the tag is produced by inductive coupling. However, at UHF and microwave
bands, the communication is based on the modulation of the far fields, and hence
the electromagnetic fields decrease and become inversely proportional to the dis-
tance. As a result, the read range of these tags is higher than those based on near-
field communication [2, 4, 5].

Another recent approach to radio identification is the one known as chipless
RFID [12, 13]. In these tags, the identification is done without a chip by a perma-
nent modification of the structure that determines a specific electromagnetic signa-
ture in the frequency domain [12–15] or in the time domain [16, 17]. Initially, the
main research efforts have been oriented to increase the number of bits that the
electromagnetic structure can encode [13]. In frequency-coded chipless RFID, the
number of bits is limited by the number of resonators with high-quality factors that
can be integrated and detected in the bandwidth [13]. In time-coded chipless RFID,
the number of bits is encoded in the length of the line, and it is limited by the time
domain resolution of the radar that depends on its bandwidth and the losses of the
lines [5]. The most important drawback of this technology is the detection of the
tags. The change in the radar cross section (RCS) introduced by the chipless tag in
frequency domain or in time domain is small compared with the clutter and objects
in which the tag is attached. Therefore, in order to detect the tag, the background
subtraction technique is often used in the literature. This technique consists of the
subtraction of the background from the measurements using a previous saved
measurement without the presence of the tag. In addition, the small perturbations
introduced for the tag requires highly sensitive receivers; therefore, expensive
vector network analyzers (VNAs) are often used as readers [18]. Another important
drawback is the detection of several chipless tags in a small area due to the inexis-
tence of an anti-collision protocol. The tags can only be identified by time gating if
their spacing is higher than the spatial radar resolution [19] that is the function of
the reader bandwidth. In order to mitigate these important issues, depolarizing tags
[20] that reduce the clutter contribution and improve detection techniques have
been developed in the literature [5, 21, 22]. In spite of these advances, the read
range in frequency-coded chipless RFID is about 0.5–1 and 2–3 m for time-coded
chipless tags. The inexistence of standardized readers in the market [18] and the
limitations in the number of identification codes [13], in the read range, and in the
cost (because it often uses high-frequency substrates, much more expensive than
the substrates used in the inlay tags) are nowadays the challenges of this approach
compared to UHF or other well-established RFID technologies. However, the inter-
est of sensors based on chipless technology [23–26] is recently growing in those
cases in which the robustness to harsh environments [26, 27] and the cost may be
competitive with other sensor technologies. In sensor applications, the anti-collision
issues are not critical in those applications in which the number of sensors is small,
and few bits can be used for identification or other techniques can be employed.
Small number of resonators can be used for identification, and other resonators can
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be dedicated for sensing. The small number of resonators in chipless sensors sim-
plifies its detection too and the bandwidth requirements [28].

Near-field communication technology at 13.56 MHz [29] is massively used for
payment systems using NFC cards. Consequently, most smartphones include an
NFC reader as it is shown in the exponential growing of number of NFC-enabled
mobile devices depicted in Figure 1 [30]. NFC employs electromagnetic induction
between two loop antennas; therefore the range of these tags is constrained by the
rapid drop of the magnetic field with the distance. However, enough energy can be
harvested to feed low-power microcontrollers and sensors. As a consequence, the
interest in the market of NFC-based sensors [31] is growing. Recently several
manufacturers of NFC integrated circuits include the possibility of using energy
harvesting (EH) in these integrated circuits. These components provide up to 3 mA
at 2–3 V to feed low-power sensors [32]. These battery-less sensors can be interest-
ing in numerous applications for short-range wireless reading of low-cost sensors.
The use of mobiles as a reader for standardized tags enables a fast introduction of
these sensors in the market. On the other hand, batteries contain toxic components
that can contaminate foods and release waste pollutants to the environment [33].
Therefore, the use of battery-less sensors is a preferable choice in applications in
which the devices are in contact with food or implanted in the body. In addition, in
this last case, the replacement of the batteries is an important drawback.

Nowadays, besides the traditional applications of identification, the interest of
RFID technology in applications such as sensing [34] and localization [35, 36] (e.g.,
for robot guidance) is growing. Table 1 summarizes the main properties of passive
RFID used for sensing (chipless RFID, NFC, UHF, and RFID) and a BLE as a
representative wireless technology used in modern wearable applications. The key
features of RFID technologies over active wireless technologies (such as Bluetooth
or Zigbee) are the cost and the short setup time due to simpler communication
protocol. The absence of battery, or its long lifetime in the case of BAP tags, is
another valuable feature of the RFID technology. Depending on the read range
required, NFC or UHF can be used. Nowadays, chipless RFID is a promising tech-
nology for short-range sensing. However, it is not mature enough for commercial
use yet. Advanced sensors require additional processing; therefore, active wireless
communication technologies with integrated microcontroller are needed. For wear-
able applications, BLE is a good option because this technology is available in
smartphones. The cost of the reader is another important point that determines the
selection of the technology. While the NFC and Bluetooth are low cost because most
of the smartphones are equipped with NFC and Bluetooth modules, UHF readers
are expensive, and therefore this technology is used in professional or logistic users
but not for personal applications. In sensing applications where the read range of

Figure 1.
Number of NFC-enabled mobile devices worldwide from 2012 to 2018 (in million units) [30].
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the Bluetooth is limiting, other wireless communication technologies such as Wi-Fi,
Zigbee networks for medium range, or GPRS, Sigfox, LoRa, or NB-IoT for long
range can be considered [37].

2. NFC energy harvesting

2.1 NFC communication

NFC employs electromagnetic induction between two loop antennas. It operates
within the globally available unlicensed radio frequency ISM band of 13.56 MHz on
ISO/IEC 18000-3 air interface at rates ranging from 106 to 424 kbit/s [2]. The
communication between reader and tag is briefly described in Figure 2. Firstly, the
reader transmits an unmodulated carrier to activate the tag (Figure 2a). The

Feature Chipless RFID NFC UHF RFID BLE

Communication
method

Backscattering far
field

Backscattering
near field

Backscattering far field Transceiver far
field

Read range Typically, <50 cm
for frequency-
coded
2–3 m for time-
coded UWB

1–2 cm for
proximity cards
with energy
harvesting,
0.5 m for
vicinity cards

Up to 15 m with inlay tags
with �22 dBm read IC
sensitivity
Up to 3 m UHF sensors
(with �9 dBm read IC
sensitivity)
Up to 30 m BAP

About 10 m

Energy source Passive Passive or
semi-passive

Passive or semi-passive Active

Tag price Moderate Low Low High

Reader cost High, no
commercial

Low,
smartphone

High 1–2 k$ Low, smartphone

Standard No Yes Yes Yes

Universal
frequency
regulation

No, often used
UWB

Yes, ISM No, by regions Yes, ISM

Tag size Large Medium Medium Small

Memory
capacity

<40 bits <64 kbits 96bits EPC, typically
512 bits for users
(<64kbytes)

Several Kbytes
depending on the
microcontroller

ID rewritable No Yes Yes Yes

Setup time — Less than 0.1 s Less than 0.1 s Approx. 6 s

Energy
harvesting

No Approx.
10 mW

Few μW No

Tag substrate Low-loss
microwave
substrates

Low cost or
FR4

Low cost or FR4 FR4

Tag flexibility Depends on the
substrate

Depends on the
substrate

Depends on the substrate No

Tag robustness High Low (inlays) Low (inlays) Moderate

Table 1.
Comparison of RFID technologies [32].
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receiver antenna at the tag is connected to the internal rectifier, which takes energy
from the RF field to power up the tag electronics. After that, the reader sends
commands by ASK modulating the carrier (Figure 2b), and the internal logic at the
transponder demodulates the message. The tag transponder (which is assumed to be
passive) responds using the passive load modulation technique (Figure 2c), by
changing its antenna impedance [2, 29]. The passive load modulation spectrum
consists of the RF carrier, two subcarriers at 12.712 and 14.408 MHz, and modulated
sidebands on these two subcarrier signals (Figure 3). All the transmitted data are
carried in the two sidebands.

An NFC tag IC is composed by two main blocks connected to the antenna ports
(see Figure 4): the wireless power transfer unit that is responsible of harvesting the
energy and powering the IC and the communication unit block that demodulates
the messages and generates the clock for the transmission of data back to the reader.
An RF limiter to protect the IC from a high-input voltage that could damage it, a
rectifier, and a shunt regulator compose the WPT unit. The load modulator can be
modeled as a shunt capacitance with the antenna. The IC impedance depends on the
received power mainly due to the nonlinear behavior of the rectifier and the RF

Figure 2.
Scheme of the communication between reader and tag: (a) power up the tag by the reader, (b) modulation of
the carrier by the reader for transmission of the commands from the reader to the tag, (c) transmission the data
from the tag to the reader by load modulation.

Figure 3.
A typical spectrum of an NFC system illustrating the reader command around the carrier frequency and the
load modulation at the sidebands.
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the Bluetooth is limiting, other wireless communication technologies such as Wi-Fi,
Zigbee networks for medium range, or GPRS, Sigfox, LoRa, or NB-IoT for long
range can be considered [37].

2. NFC energy harvesting

2.1 NFC communication

NFC employs electromagnetic induction between two loop antennas. It operates
within the globally available unlicensed radio frequency ISM band of 13.56 MHz on
ISO/IEC 18000-3 air interface at rates ranging from 106 to 424 kbit/s [2]. The
communication between reader and tag is briefly described in Figure 2. Firstly, the
reader transmits an unmodulated carrier to activate the tag (Figure 2a). The

Feature Chipless RFID NFC UHF RFID BLE

Communication
method

Backscattering far
field

Backscattering
near field

Backscattering far field Transceiver far
field

Read range Typically, <50 cm
for frequency-
coded
2–3 m for time-
coded UWB

1–2 cm for
proximity cards
with energy
harvesting,
0.5 m for
vicinity cards

Up to 15 m with inlay tags
with �22 dBm read IC
sensitivity
Up to 3 m UHF sensors
(with �9 dBm read IC
sensitivity)
Up to 30 m BAP

About 10 m

Energy source Passive Passive or
semi-passive

Passive or semi-passive Active

Tag price Moderate Low Low High

Reader cost High, no
commercial

Low,
smartphone

High 1–2 k$ Low, smartphone

Standard No Yes Yes Yes

Universal
frequency
regulation

No, often used
UWB

Yes, ISM No, by regions Yes, ISM

Tag size Large Medium Medium Small

Memory
capacity

<40 bits <64 kbits 96bits EPC, typically
512 bits for users
(<64kbytes)

Several Kbytes
depending on the
microcontroller

ID rewritable No Yes Yes Yes

Setup time — Less than 0.1 s Less than 0.1 s Approx. 6 s

Energy
harvesting

No Approx.
10 mW

Few μW No

Tag substrate Low-loss
microwave
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Low cost or
FR4

Low cost or FR4 FR4

Tag flexibility Depends on the
substrate

Depends on the
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Depends on the substrate No

Tag robustness High Low (inlays) Low (inlays) Moderate

Table 1.
Comparison of RFID technologies [32].
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receiver antenna at the tag is connected to the internal rectifier, which takes energy
from the RF field to power up the tag electronics. After that, the reader sends
commands by ASK modulating the carrier (Figure 2b), and the internal logic at the
transponder demodulates the message. The tag transponder (which is assumed to be
passive) responds using the passive load modulation technique (Figure 2c), by
changing its antenna impedance [2, 29]. The passive load modulation spectrum
consists of the RF carrier, two subcarriers at 12.712 and 14.408 MHz, and modulated
sidebands on these two subcarrier signals (Figure 3). All the transmitted data are
carried in the two sidebands.

An NFC tag IC is composed by two main blocks connected to the antenna ports
(see Figure 4): the wireless power transfer unit that is responsible of harvesting the
energy and powering the IC and the communication unit block that demodulates
the messages and generates the clock for the transmission of data back to the reader.
An RF limiter to protect the IC from a high-input voltage that could damage it, a
rectifier, and a shunt regulator compose the WPT unit. The load modulator can be
modeled as a shunt capacitance with the antenna. The IC impedance depends on the
received power mainly due to the nonlinear behavior of the rectifier and the RF

Figure 2.
Scheme of the communication between reader and tag: (a) power up the tag by the reader, (b) modulation of
the carrier by the reader for transmission of the commands from the reader to the tag, (c) transmission the data
from the tag to the reader by load modulation.

Figure 3.
A typical spectrum of an NFC system illustrating the reader command around the carrier frequency and the
load modulation at the sidebands.
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limiter. Therefore, a simplified model for the tag IC consisting of a nonlinear
resistance RIC in parallel with a capacitance CIC that includes the parasitic elements
is considered.

2.2 Commercial tags IC with energy harvesting

Nowadays, the most important manufactures offer NFC IC with energy-
harvesting capabilities. These ICs have access to the internal output of the rectifier
to feed external circuits such as microcontrollers or sensors. Some commercial NFC
ICs with energy-harvesting mode are listed in Table 2. Most of them are compatible
with standards ISO14443-3 or ISO15693 and can be connected to external
microcontrollers using the I2C bus or serial-to-parallel interface (SPI). The internal
EEPROM memory size to store the NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF) message
varies between 4 and 64 kbit. Although most NFC ICs are designed to be connected
to a microcontroller, some models such as the MLX90129 from Melexis, the SL13
from AMS, and the SIC43x from Silicon Craft integrate an A/D for autonomous
sensor acquisition without an external microcontroller, reducing the part count. In
addition, the model RF430FRL152H from TI integrates a low-power microcontrol-
ler (MSP430) and a 14-bit A/D. The maximum sink current that can be drawn to
power external devices connected to the EH output such as sensors or microcon-
trollers varies with the IC model and operation mode. Most of the models can
configure different current levels depending on the range of magnetic field. The
current to be provided depends on field strength, antenna size, and Q factor, but it
is typically limited to the order of 5 mA with output voltages between 2 and 3 V for
magnetic fields of the order of 3.5–5 A/m [32].

2.3 WPT in NFC systems and practical considerations

2.3.1 NFC reader

A simplified model of the RF front-end of an NFC reader transceiver is shown in
Figure 5. The topology of the transmitter usually presents differential output, and it
is connected to the loop antenna through a matching network to obtain the maxi-
mum transmitted power. The output resistance (Rout) is a function of the transmit-
ter power, and the DC voltage determines the current consumption of the
transmitter. The matching network is composed of a differential L matching net-
work (Cs and Cp). The current that flows through the loop antenna produces the

Figure 4.
Block diagram of NFC IC.
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magnetic field. In order to fulfill the emission regulations, a low-pass LC filter to
reduce the spurious emission at the second harmonic is included. The receiver shares
the loop antenna with the transmitter; therefore, two series resistances Rx are often
added to attenuate the signal, avoiding the AC voltage at the receiver input to exceed a
limit value and saturating it. Sometimes, a capacitive splitter is used for that purpose.
The input impedance of the receiver is mainly capacitive, and it is modeled with the
capacitance Cin in Figure 5. Although the overall impedance of the Rx and Cin is high,
the effect of the receiver impedance must be considered in the design of the matching
network. The steps to design this matching network can be found in [32]. In addition,
recently, modern transceivers such as the ST25R391x incorporate an automatic
antenna tuning method, enabling the matching network design in which Cp may be
modified by switching an external bank of capacitors [38].

IC model
(manufacturer)

Energy harvesting
Max. sink current
and typical voltage

Standard ADC Interface
bus

Memory and
other comments

M24LR-E-R
ST25DV-I2C
(STMicro-electronics)

6 mA/3 V ISO15693 No I2C 4–64kBit

NT3H1101 NT3H1201
(NXP)

5 mA/2 V ISO14443-3 No I2C 8kBit/16kBit

NF4 (EM
Microelectronics)

5 mA/3.6 V ISO14443A No SPI 8kBit/32kBit/
64KBit

GT23SC6699–1/2
(Giantec
Semiconductor)

NA/3.2 V ISO14443-3 No I2C 8kBit/16kBit

SIC4310
SIC4340
SIC4341
(Silicon Craft)

10 mA/3.3 V ISO14443A No
Yes

UART 220 bytes EEPROM

AS3953A (AMS AG) 5 mA/2 V ISO14443A-4 No SPI 1KBit

SL13 (AMS AG) 4 mA/3.4 V ISO15693 Yes SPI 8 kBit temperature
sensor integrated

MLX90129 (Melexis) 5 mA/3 V ISO15693 Yes SPI 4kBit

RF430FRL152H (Texas
Inst.)

NA/3 V ISO15693 Yes I2C/SPI MSP430
2kB FRAM

Table 2.
Main features of some commercial NFC ICs with energy harvesting [32].

Figure 5.
Model of the reader including the matching network, EMI filter, and antenna model and the simplified
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limiter. Therefore, a simplified model for the tag IC consisting of a nonlinear
resistance RIC in parallel with a capacitance CIC that includes the parasitic elements
is considered.

2.2 Commercial tags IC with energy harvesting
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to feed external circuits such as microcontrollers or sensors. Some commercial NFC
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Figure 4.
Block diagram of NFC IC.
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magnetic field. In order to fulfill the emission regulations, a low-pass LC filter to
reduce the spurious emission at the second harmonic is included. The receiver shares
the loop antenna with the transmitter; therefore, two series resistances Rx are often
added to attenuate the signal, avoiding the AC voltage at the receiver input to exceed a
limit value and saturating it. Sometimes, a capacitive splitter is used for that purpose.
The input impedance of the receiver is mainly capacitive, and it is modeled with the
capacitance Cin in Figure 5. Although the overall impedance of the Rx and Cin is high,
the effect of the receiver impedance must be considered in the design of the matching
network. The steps to design this matching network can be found in [32]. In addition,
recently, modern transceivers such as the ST25R391x incorporate an automatic
antenna tuning method, enabling the matching network design in which Cp may be
modified by switching an external bank of capacitors [38].
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(manufacturer)

Energy harvesting
Max. sink current
and typical voltage

Standard ADC Interface
bus
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other comments
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(Giantec
Semiconductor)
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SIC4341
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RF430FRL152H (Texas
Inst.)

NA/3 V ISO15693 Yes I2C/SPI MSP430
2kB FRAM
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Printed loop antennas are used in NFC reader designs. There is a great variety of
them depending on the reader type, but they are often designed to maximize the
coupling with a payment card. Therefore, relatively large antennas between 4 and
5 cm square loops are integrated. The quality factor of these printed antennas is
often high (more than 70). As the quality factor of the transmitter determines its
bandwidth B (B = fc/Q), the quality factor (QT) must be reduced to allow the
transmission of the sidebands of the carrier. To this end, two series resistances RQ

are added at the input. The maximum quality factor of the transmitter is limited by
the duration of the pause Tp in the modified Miller bit coding (see Figure 2):

QTmax ¼ f c � Tp (1)

The quality factor is limited to 40 and 128, for standards ISO 14443 and ISO
15693, respectively (35 and 100 considering design tolerances). Condition (1) rep-
resents an additional restriction for energy harvesting compared with other WPT
systems for battery charging (with or without very small communication rate)
where high Q coils can be used in the transmitter and receiver to increase the power
efficiency.

Despite the transmitter’s complexity, it can be modeled using a simplified
Thevenin equivalent circuit tuned at fc = 13.56 MHz, used for circuit analysis (see
Figure 5, right). The parasitic capacitance of the transmit antenna is included
within the equivalent circuit. The relatively low-quality factor of the coils simplifies
the antenna reader design. Antenna inductance varies typically between 1 and
3.5 μH. Several formulas for inductance calculation can be found depending on the
shape of the printed antenna [39, 40]. In addition, the inductance and the equiva-
lent resistance (or quality factor) can be analyzed using electromagnetic simulators
such as Keysight ADS, HFSS, or CST studio, among others. The main challenge in
the antenna design arises when it must be integrated into the reader case, since the
proximity of metallic parts or other components (e.g., displays, batteries, or PCB
boards) can modify the inductance and the parasitic capacitance. The worst case is
the presence of NFC transceiver in modern smartphones, due to space limitations.
Figure 6 considers three different types of reader antennas including the typical

Figure 6.
Typical NFC reader antennas [41]: Antenna over a PCB (antenna 1), antenna on top of a mobile battery
(antenna 2), and antenna around the camera hole (antenna 3).
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locations of the NFC antenna into the smartphone [41]. Table 3 compares the main
parameters analyzed. Antenna 1 corresponds to a simple printed antenna over a
PCB such as used on readers connected to PC through the USB port. Antenna 2
corresponds to a typical smartphone with a plastic case in which the antenna is
attached to the battery pack of the mobile. A sheet of ferrite isolates the traces from
the metal on the bottom plane. Antenna 3 is known as Murata solution [42], and it is
based on the integration of the loop antenna around the hole of the camera. The
magnetic field generated or collected by a coil over or close to a metallic surface is
almost parallel to this surface. Hence the magnetic flux is concentrated in the
proximity of the coil [43], whereas it is zero in its center because of the cancelation
of the field produced by the image currents with opposite sign. The effect is a
considerable reduction in the read range and the increasing of the losses. A layer of
ferrite material is placed under the coil, in order to isolate the antenna in the
presence of metal. Modern sintered ferrite sheets with Re(μr) between 100 and 190
and Im(μr) losses typically of 5–10 at 13.56 MHz can be found in the market (e.g.,
MHLL12060-000 from Laird). As it can be appreciated in Table 3, the high mag-
netic permeability (μr) increases the inductance depending on the thickness of the
ferrite foil. The effect of the ferrite loss produces an increasing of the antenna
resistance and therefore a reduction of the antenna quality factor as it can be seen in
Table 3. This is not an inconvenience so that it will only be necessary to readjust the
matching network. Consequently, the inclusion of a ferrite layer modifies the field
boundary conditions, making the magnetic field almost perpendicular, creating a
scenario similar to the case of free space [32, 44].

2.3.2 Tag design considerations

Figure 7 shows a simplified equivalent circuit of the NFC system. The transmit-
ter and the IC are modeled with the Thevenin model of Figure 5 and its equivalent
input impedance (Figure 4), respectively. The tag antenna is modeled with an
inductance L2, its equivalent resistance R2 that takes into account the antenna
losses, and its parasitic capacitance Cp. The coupling between the transmitter and
receiver coils allows the transfer of energy between the transmitter and the tag.

Parameter Antenna 1 Antenna 2 Antenna 3

Loop area (mm � mm) 50 � 50 50 � 50 25 � 25

Trace width (mm) 0.7 0.7 0.25

Spacing between traces (mm) 0.7 0.7 0.25

Number of turns 6 6 8

Substrate relative permittivity 4.7 4.7 3

Substrate thickness (mm) 0.8 0.8 0.1

Ferrite relative permeability* — 150-j5 150-j5

Inductance (μH) 2.68 3.92 3.63

Self-resonance frequency (MHz) 77.0 37.4 79.05

Quality factor at 13.56 MHz 153 132 74

Antenna 1 and Antenna 2 have the same dimensions, but Antenna 2 has a sheet of ferrite.
*100 μm thickness with 50 μm of adhesive plastic sheet of MHLL12060-200 from Laird (with μr = 150-j5) is
considered.

Table 3.
Dimensions and simulated parameters of the reader antennas of Figure 6.
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often high (more than 70). As the quality factor of the transmitter determines its
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15693, respectively (35 and 100 considering design tolerances). Condition (1) rep-
resents an additional restriction for energy harvesting compared with other WPT
systems for battery charging (with or without very small communication rate)
where high Q coils can be used in the transmitter and receiver to increase the power
efficiency.

Despite the transmitter’s complexity, it can be modeled using a simplified
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within the equivalent circuit. The relatively low-quality factor of the coils simplifies
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3.5 μH. Several formulas for inductance calculation can be found depending on the
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such as Keysight ADS, HFSS, or CST studio, among others. The main challenge in
the antenna design arises when it must be integrated into the reader case, since the
proximity of metallic parts or other components (e.g., displays, batteries, or PCB
boards) can modify the inductance and the parasitic capacitance. The worst case is
the presence of NFC transceiver in modern smartphones, due to space limitations.
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locations of the NFC antenna into the smartphone [41]. Table 3 compares the main
parameters analyzed. Antenna 1 corresponds to a simple printed antenna over a
PCB such as used on readers connected to PC through the USB port. Antenna 2
corresponds to a typical smartphone with a plastic case in which the antenna is
attached to the battery pack of the mobile. A sheet of ferrite isolates the traces from
the metal on the bottom plane. Antenna 3 is known as Murata solution [42], and it is
based on the integration of the loop antenna around the hole of the camera. The
magnetic field generated or collected by a coil over or close to a metallic surface is
almost parallel to this surface. Hence the magnetic flux is concentrated in the
proximity of the coil [43], whereas it is zero in its center because of the cancelation
of the field produced by the image currents with opposite sign. The effect is a
considerable reduction in the read range and the increasing of the losses. A layer of
ferrite material is placed under the coil, in order to isolate the antenna in the
presence of metal. Modern sintered ferrite sheets with Re(μr) between 100 and 190
and Im(μr) losses typically of 5–10 at 13.56 MHz can be found in the market (e.g.,
MHLL12060-000 from Laird). As it can be appreciated in Table 3, the high mag-
netic permeability (μr) increases the inductance depending on the thickness of the
ferrite foil. The effect of the ferrite loss produces an increasing of the antenna
resistance and therefore a reduction of the antenna quality factor as it can be seen in
Table 3. This is not an inconvenience so that it will only be necessary to readjust the
matching network. Consequently, the inclusion of a ferrite layer modifies the field
boundary conditions, making the magnetic field almost perpendicular, creating a
scenario similar to the case of free space [32, 44].

2.3.2 Tag design considerations

Figure 7 shows a simplified equivalent circuit of the NFC system. The transmit-
ter and the IC are modeled with the Thevenin model of Figure 5 and its equivalent
input impedance (Figure 4), respectively. The tag antenna is modeled with an
inductance L2, its equivalent resistance R2 that takes into account the antenna
losses, and its parasitic capacitance Cp. The coupling between the transmitter and
receiver coils allows the transfer of energy between the transmitter and the tag.

Parameter Antenna 1 Antenna 2 Antenna 3

Loop area (mm � mm) 50 � 50 50 � 50 25 � 25

Trace width (mm) 0.7 0.7 0.25

Spacing between traces (mm) 0.7 0.7 0.25

Number of turns 6 6 8

Substrate relative permittivity 4.7 4.7 3

Substrate thickness (mm) 0.8 0.8 0.1

Ferrite relative permeability* — 150-j5 150-j5

Inductance (μH) 2.68 3.92 3.63

Self-resonance frequency (MHz) 77.0 37.4 79.05

Quality factor at 13.56 MHz 153 132 74

Antenna 1 and Antenna 2 have the same dimensions, but Antenna 2 has a sheet of ferrite.
*100 μm thickness with 50 μm of adhesive plastic sheet of MHLL12060-200 from Laird (with μr = 150-j5) is
considered.

Table 3.
Dimensions and simulated parameters of the reader antennas of Figure 6.
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In order to achieve high efficiency, the resonance frequency of the tag must be
adjusted to the operation frequency (13.56 MHz).

The design of an NFC tag is relatively easy. The resonance frequency is obtained
from the simplified equivalent circuit of Figure 4, and it is given by:

f r≈
1

2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2 CIC þ Cp þ Ctun
� �q (2)

where L2 is the inductance of the tag antenna, CIC is the equivalent capacitance
of the NFC IC, Cp is the parasitic capacitance of the antenna and interconnections,
and Ctun is an additional tuning capacitance connected in parallel at the input, used
to adjust the resonance frequency. CIC is nonlinear and varies about 5% with the
received power. The typical values of CIC provided by the IC manufactures vary
between 20 and 50 pF when low-input levels are applied on them.

Similar to the transmitter, the loaded quality factor of the tag (Q2L) must be low
enough to achieve the communication bandwidth, avoiding the attenuation of the
modulation of the subcarrier in the backscattering link. Therefore, the maximum
value of Q2L is approximately Q2L = 8π ≈ 25 [29]. The loaded quality factor (Q2L) is
the hyperbolic average of the quality factor of the tag’s antenna (Q2) and the loaded
quality factor of the IC (QL). Therefore, for typical values of printed loop antennas
(Q 2 > 50), the loaded quality factor is approximately QL:

Q2L ¼ 1
1
Q2

þ 1
QL

≈QL (3)

QL ¼ RIC

ωL2
(4)

Consequently, the tag quality factor Q2L < Q2Lmax if the following condition is
fulfilled:

L2>
RIC

ω0Q2L, max
(5)

RIC is highly nonlinear and decreases with the input level. RIC takes typical
values between 1500 and 400 in commercial ICs for the activation input level [45].
Therefore, condition (5) can be easily fulfilled for tag inductances higher than
0.7 μH, and in consequence, tag design is simple because it only is necessary to tune
the resonance frequency with the capacitance Ctun for the desired loop antenna.

To this end, it is important to know the environment in which the tag will be
used. The presence of high-permittivity materials such as the body or, for example,

Figure 7.
Wireless power transfer model between the reader and the tag.
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on wearable or implanted applications can detune the tag. These materials are
nonmagnetic; therefore, they do not modify the loop inductance, but change the
parasitic capacitance, reducing the resonance frequency and increasing losses.
Figure 8a shows the measured results of an implanted antenna in a phantom that
consists of a piece of pork steak. The antenna is a 15 � 15 mm square coil consisting
of six loops, printed in duplicates on each of the layers of a FR4 board whose
thickness is 0.8 mm. The introduction of a low-permittivity cover (e.g., silicone,
εr = 3) allows to reduce the losses of the phantom when the thickness is larger than
1 mm. Similar results are found for a coil close to the body surface (Figure 8b)
considering a low-permittivity spacer (εr = 3) located between the coil and the
body. Here the coil is a 25 � 25 mm square consisting of four loops printed on a thin
flexible substrate (Ultralam 3000, thickness 100 μm).

Another typical situation is the detuning due to the presence of nearby metal
surfaces. If the NFC sensor is going to work on a metallic surface, the antenna can
be isolated using a ferrite foil as in the case of the reader. But the typical situation
takes place in the tags that will be read by smartphones with a metallic case. In this
case, the inductance of the tag will be reduced by the presence of the metal due to
the opposite image currents induced on it. The result is a detuning of the tag as can
be shown in Figure 9. In order to check if a tag is correctly tuned, a test coil can be
connected to the port 1 of a vector network analyzer. An absorption peak will be
observed at the resonance frequency if the test coil is located close to the tag (but
sufficiently spaced to avoid strong coupling between the coils). Figure 10 shows the
inductance of a coil as a function of the metal distance. A considerable reduction of

Figure 8.
(a) Measured quality factor of a coil in the air and inside of a phantom for different coating thickness,
(b) measured quality factor of a thin coil over the skin as a function of the spacer thickness.

Figure 9.
Measured S11 of the test antenna as a function of frequency for different distances between the tag and the
mobile [32].
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on wearable or implanted applications can detune the tag. These materials are
nonmagnetic; therefore, they do not modify the loop inductance, but change the
parasitic capacitance, reducing the resonance frequency and increasing losses.
Figure 8a shows the measured results of an implanted antenna in a phantom that
consists of a piece of pork steak. The antenna is a 15 � 15 mm square coil consisting
of six loops, printed in duplicates on each of the layers of a FR4 board whose
thickness is 0.8 mm. The introduction of a low-permittivity cover (e.g., silicone,
εr = 3) allows to reduce the losses of the phantom when the thickness is larger than
1 mm. Similar results are found for a coil close to the body surface (Figure 8b)
considering a low-permittivity spacer (εr = 3) located between the coil and the
body. Here the coil is a 25 � 25 mm square consisting of four loops printed on a thin
flexible substrate (Ultralam 3000, thickness 100 μm).

Another typical situation is the detuning due to the presence of nearby metal
surfaces. If the NFC sensor is going to work on a metallic surface, the antenna can
be isolated using a ferrite foil as in the case of the reader. But the typical situation
takes place in the tags that will be read by smartphones with a metallic case. In this
case, the inductance of the tag will be reduced by the presence of the metal due to
the opposite image currents induced on it. The result is a detuning of the tag as can
be shown in Figure 9. In order to check if a tag is correctly tuned, a test coil can be
connected to the port 1 of a vector network analyzer. An absorption peak will be
observed at the resonance frequency if the test coil is located close to the tag (but
sufficiently spaced to avoid strong coupling between the coils). Figure 10 shows the
inductance of a coil as a function of the metal distance. A considerable reduction of

Figure 8.
(a) Measured quality factor of a coil in the air and inside of a phantom for different coating thickness,
(b) measured quality factor of a thin coil over the skin as a function of the spacer thickness.

Figure 9.
Measured S11 of the test antenna as a function of frequency for different distances between the tag and the
mobile [32].
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its value is observed. Therefore, the tag must be tuned depending on the application
and the desired read range of the tag.

The area available for the antenna depends on the application. For example,
Table 4 shows the design of a tag sensor using the coil of Figure 10 and an
M24LR04E-R IC from ST for short range (5 mm) and long range (15 mm). For long
ranges (distances higher than 15 mm), the inductance and the other antenna
parameters (resistance and capacitance) are nearly constant and close to the values
of the free space case. The tuning capacitor (Ctun) that must be mounted in parallel
at the input of the NFC IC is obtained from (2), and it is approximately 25 pF.
However, for short read range applications in the presence of metal, the values of
inductance for a distance of 5 mm must be considered. In this case, the tuning
capacitance must be increased up to 36 pF. The inductance for each case is obtained
from the measured impedance with the VNA, and the parasitic capacitance (Cp) is
obtained from the self-resonance frequency of the antenna (without considering
the tuning capacitor). If the antenna cannot be measured, e.g., due to the lack of
laboratory instruments, the tuning capacitance can be obtained considering that the

Figure 10.
Simulated and measured antenna inductance as a function of the distance to a ground plane for a 50 � 50 mm
loop antenna with 0.7 mm trace width and six turns, manufactured on a 0.8-mm-thick FR4 [32].

Parameter Tuning for short range (5 mm) Tuning for long range (15 mm)

Loop area (mm � mm) 50 � 50 50 � 50

Trace width (mm) 0.7 0.7

Spacing between traces (mm) 0.7 0.7

Number of turns 6 6

FR4 substrate thickness (mm) 0.8 0.8

Metal thickness (μm) 34 34

Chip capacitance CIC(pF) 27.5 27.5

Inductance L2 (μH) 2.68 3.92

Self-resonance frequency (MHz) 52.9 55.7

Antenna quality factor Q2 87 118

Parasitic capacitance Cp (pF) 2.3 1.7

Tuning capacitance Ctun (pF) 36 25

Table 4.
Example of design for short-range application (5 mm) and long-range application (15 mm).
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nominal inductance (value measured or computed in free space) decreases about
16% for short-range case. For very short ranges, the coupling coefficient k between
the transmitter and tag antennas is very high (typically k > 0.1). Therefore, the
input impedance at the transceiver increases (see Figure 7) due to the loading effect
of the tag, and it is detuned because the matching network is designed considering
that it is far from the reader and hence uncoupled to it. This is the reason why
sometimes the tags are read worse when are on contact or very close to the reader
than when are more spaced.

2.3.3 WPT and read range

The communication in an NFC system can be limited by the uplink (reader to
tag) when the tag does not receive enough energy to power the transponder IC or
by the downlink (tag to reader) if the backscattered level received at the NFC
reader is not sufficiently high to demodulate the message. For an NFC IC equipped
with energy harvesting, the main limitation is the WPT in the uplink because it is
necessary to provide higher energy than in a conventional NFC IC without energy
harvesting. Thus, the read range in NFC tags with the EH mode activated is lower
than the range for reading a previously stored data in the memory.

At this point it is interesting to take into account the factors that limit the read
range of an EH NFC sensor. To this end, the wireless power transfer between the
reader and tag can be analyzed considering the circuit of Figure 7. Analytical
formulas found in the literature or a circuit simulator such as Keysight ADS can be
used. In this model, L1 is the reader antenna inductance and R1 is its losses. C1 is the
equivalent series capacitance that allows the circuit to resonate at 13.56 MHz. L1 and
R1 can be obtained from the measurement of the antenna impedance or from
electromagnetic simulations. Rs is the Thevenin output resistance, and it is chosen
to achieve the maximum loaded Q factor in the transmitter to ensure the
communication. As the reader in the smartphone is designed to read both ISO
14443A and ISO 15693 standards, the QT is often limited to 35. Therefore, Rs is
obtained from the loaded quality factor of the transmitter at 13.56 MHz
(Rs = ωL1/QT-R1). The inductance L2 in series with a loss resistance R2 is used to
model the tag antenna.

A key parameter is the mutual inductance M between the coils, as a function of
the distance. The coupling coefficient k is obtained from the Z parameters from
electromagnetic simulations or S parameters measurements performed with VNA:

k ¼ Mffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1L2

p ¼ Im Z12ð Þj jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Im Z11ð Þ � Im Z22ð Þp (6)

Figure 11 compares the simulated coupling coefficient for each reader antenna
as a function of the distance between the tag and reader antenna. Antenna 1 has
been used as the tag antenna since it has a size similar to a smart card. The simula-
tions have been done using Keysight Momentum. The coupling coefficient is
obtained using (6) from the simulated Z parameters. Figure 11 shows a similar
coupling coefficient for Antennas 1 and 2 (see Figure 6). Therefore, the introduc-
tion of the ferrite foil effectively mitigates the effect of the metal. On the other
hand, the coupling coefficient of Antenna 3 (Figure 6) is smaller than in the
previous cases because its area is the smallest.

The circuit of Figure 7 can be analyzed both analytically [46] or using a circuit
simulator (e.g., Keysight ADS). In any case, the NFC IC is considered linear and
modeled with its equivalent circuit. The values of RIC and CIC depend on the power.
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Figure 10.
Simulated and measured antenna inductance as a function of the distance to a ground plane for a 50 � 50 mm
loop antenna with 0.7 mm trace width and six turns, manufactured on a 0.8-mm-thick FR4 [32].

Parameter Tuning for short range (5 mm) Tuning for long range (15 mm)

Loop area (mm � mm) 50 � 50 50 � 50

Trace width (mm) 0.7 0.7

Spacing between traces (mm) 0.7 0.7

Number of turns 6 6

FR4 substrate thickness (mm) 0.8 0.8

Metal thickness (μm) 34 34

Chip capacitance CIC(pF) 27.5 27.5

Inductance L2 (μH) 2.68 3.92

Self-resonance frequency (MHz) 52.9 55.7

Antenna quality factor Q2 87 118

Parasitic capacitance Cp (pF) 2.3 1.7

Tuning capacitance Ctun (pF) 36 25

Table 4.
Example of design for short-range application (5 mm) and long-range application (15 mm).
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nominal inductance (value measured or computed in free space) decreases about
16% for short-range case. For very short ranges, the coupling coefficient k between
the transmitter and tag antennas is very high (typically k > 0.1). Therefore, the
input impedance at the transceiver increases (see Figure 7) due to the loading effect
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been used as the tag antenna since it has a size similar to a smart card. The simula-
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In addition, the manufacturer does not often give RIC. This equivalent circuit can be
measured using a VNA. However, the output level of commercial VNA does not
achieve the typical level in a tag under real conditions. A modified high-power VNA
with an external reflectometer and a power amplifier can be used, as it is proposed
in Refs. [45, 47]. An alternative setup with an oscilloscope has been recently
presented in [48]. However, these setups are not often available for the users
interested in the design of NFC-based sensors. In order to estimate the maximum
read range, the value of RIC at that distance must be known. It can be estimated
from the minimum average magnetic field, Hmin. This is the threshold average

Figure 11.
Simulated coupling coefficient between a tag using antenna 1 and different reader antennas of Figure 6.

Figure 12.
(a) Simulated voltage at the input of the tag at 13.56 MHz (VAC), (b) efficiency, and (c) average magnetic
field Hav, as a function of the distance for 20 dBm of transmitted power. The threshold limit is shown in
dashed line.
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magnetic field that ensures the RF to DC conversion at the read range and can be
computed from Ref. [45]:

Hmin≈

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f

f r

� �2� �2
þ 1

Q2
2L

s

2πfμ0A �N �Umin (7)

where fr is the resonance frequency of the tag, A is the loop area, N is the
number of loops, and Umin is the minimum AC threshold voltage at the IC input
required for the NFC IC operation. Therefore, Hmin depends only on the tag
parameters, and it can be considered a figure of merit of the tag. It can be experi-
mentally found measuring the average magnetic field generated by the reader as a
function of the distance between the tag and reader. A measurement procedure can
be found in [32, 41]. Umin can be measured with an oscilloscope using a probe with
low capacitance at the maximum distance where EH is activated.

Taking into account the coupling coefficients of Figure 11, Figure 12 compares
simulated results for the antennas considered in Figure 6. It is assumed that the
transmitter power is 20 dBm and that EH output is activated if the AC voltage at the
input of the rectifier is high enough. In these conditions, the average field is equal to
Hmin. Considering Umin = 4.8 V, Hmin = 1.2 ARMS/m, and RIC = 550 Ω, a distance
between 12 and 18 mm is obtained. This estimation is in agreement with measure-
ments of received Hav for a tag using the same antenna than in the simulation.
Experimentally, a value of Hmin ≈ 1.1 ARMS/m (see Figure 13) corresponding to an
EH range of 10 and 17 mm has been obtained, depending on the mobile used.

3. NFC sensors

Figure 14 shows the block diagram of an NFC-based data logger assisted with a
complementary (optional) energy source (e.g., a solar cell). It is composed of an
antenna that receives the interrogation signal emitted from a reader, usually, a
mobile equipped with an NFC reader, an NFC integrated circuit, a microcontroller,
and the sensor and its conditioning electronics. Table 2 shows that there are several
commercial NFC ICs with energy-harvesting capabilities available in the market.
These devices can operate in two modes: battery-assisted (semi-passive) and
battery-less (passive). Battery-assisted devices are used in data logger applications
where stand-alone continuous and autonomous monitoring is necessary. The NFC
sensor is fed from a battery or assisted from an additional harvesting source. These
devices can communicate with external microcontrollers using I2C or SPI interface.

Figure 13.
Measured average magnetic field Hav(ARMS/m) for a tag using antenna 1 as a function of the tag-to-reader
distance for two mobile models.
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input of the rectifier is high enough. In these conditions, the average field is equal to
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Figure 14 shows the block diagram of an NFC-based data logger assisted with a
complementary (optional) energy source (e.g., a solar cell). It is composed of an
antenna that receives the interrogation signal emitted from a reader, usually, a
mobile equipped with an NFC reader, an NFC integrated circuit, a microcontroller,
and the sensor and its conditioning electronics. Table 2 shows that there are several
commercial NFC ICs with energy-harvesting capabilities available in the market.
These devices can operate in two modes: battery-assisted (semi-passive) and
battery-less (passive). Battery-assisted devices are used in data logger applications
where stand-alone continuous and autonomous monitoring is necessary. The NFC
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distance for two mobile models.
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In the passive operation mode, the integrated NFC circuit is in charge of capturing
the energy from the RF signal, rectifying it and extracting energy for the electronic
circuits, microcontroller, or sensors. Sensors based on NFC IC with energy
harvesting may operate in both modes: in semi-passive mode until the battery is
exhausted and thereafter in passive mode. Data are stored in the EEPROM of the
NFC IC to be read when the user taps the sensor. It should be highlighted that for
tags in battery-less mode, data can only be updated with a new sensor reading in the
presence of field from the reader. Another challenge is the amount of power that
can be harvested from the RF signal. According to market research summarized in
Table 2, commercial ICs can provide up to 15 mW. Despite this figure, battery-less
sensors based on NFC have a wide range of applications. The most important key is
that a specific reader is not required because the own smartphone equipped with
NFC can be used as reader, and the data can be uploaded to cloud services using the
Internet connectivity of the mobile. This fact is probably the important factor for
the diffusion of this technology as can be derived from the large number of battery-
less sensors based on NFC that are recently reported in the literature. Next section
will review some examples.

3.1 Survey of NFC-based sensors

Several temperature sensors based on NFC have been proposed in the
literature for different applications. In the pioneering works, based on NFC-WISP
[49, 50] due to the inexistence of commercial NFC IC with energy harvesting, the
rectification was performed with an external full-wave rectifier with discrete
diodes. NFC-WISP communicated using the ISO-14443 protocol implemented in a
low-power microcontroller (TI MSP430). As an option, the data could be shown in
an E-ink display.

The monitoring of environment temperature in a cold chain or body tempera-
ture without using batteries that contain toxic products has aroused great interest.
Several temperature sensors based on commercial IC such as MLX90129 [51] or
RF430FRL152H [52, 53] have been reported in the literature for these applications.
Other physical magnitudes can be measured with NFC sensors. For example, [54]
reports a wireless tire pressure sensor based on a custom ASIC compatible with
ISO14443 protocol.

A soil moisture battery-less NFC sensor for low-cost irrigation control at home,
in a greenhouse, or at a garden center has been presented in [55]. The tag is based on

Figure 14.
Block diagram of a green NFC-based sensor system.
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an M24LR04E-R from ST connected to a low-cost microcontroller (ATtiny85 from
Atmel). Volumetric water content of soil is obtained from capacitance measure-
ment based on a low-power timer 555 working as an oscillator and a diode detector
whose output is measured by the ADC of the microcontroller. Additionally, the
temperature is measured using an I2C temperature sensor (LM75A), while air
humidity is detected by reading the analog output from the HIH-5030 humidity
sensor from Honeywell. The external circuitry requires less than 1 mA at 3 V to
operate. Figure 15 shows an image of the soil volumetric water content sensor
inserted in a flower pot, the mobile app that shows the information in the screen
and a comparison between the measured and the real volumetric water content (soil
moisture) [55].

A second example is a smart diaper [56]. The tag is based on the M24LR04E-R
from ST and an ATtiny85 from Atmel. The microcontroller senses the capacitance
between two electrodes based on the discharge time of an RC circuit. The capaci-
tance changes as a function of the urine level, as it is shown in Figure 16. Chemical
sensors inserted in NFC-based tags have also been proposed. The presence of gas
sensors based on functionalized CWNT that change the resonance frequency of an
NFC has also been proposed in [57].

Another advantage of NFC technology over other types of RFID working at UHF
frequencies is that the NFC antennas can be designed to be compatible with the
body. The effect of the body on NFC antennas is lower than at UHF band, where a
considerable reduction of antenna efficiency and therefore the read range is expe-
rienced. Therefore, although the body losses reduce the quality factor of the coil and
can detune the resonance frequency, the introduction of a small spacer can mitigate
these effects, as shown in the previous section. Several wearable NFC-based sensors
can be found in the literature that exploits this fact. In addition, the short read range
inherent in the NFC technology provides a degree of privacy and security over
undesired access to sensible information by nearby third parties [58, 59]. Prototypes
of patches to perform measurements of body temperature based on commercial
NFC IC can be found in [52, 53]. Another example is a prototype for monitoring the
degree of hydration based on Melexis MLX90129 [60]. This sensor measures the
concentration of NaCl in sweat, reading the surface temperature and sensing the
potential difference between two electrodes. A noninvasive, NFC pH sensing sys-
tem for monitoring wound healing and identifying the possibility of early-stage

Figure 15.
Comparison of the volumetric water content (VWC) obtained with the sensor and real [55].
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temperature is measured using an I2C temperature sensor (LM75A), while air
humidity is detected by reading the analog output from the HIH-5030 humidity
sensor from Honeywell. The external circuitry requires less than 1 mA at 3 V to
operate. Figure 15 shows an image of the soil volumetric water content sensor
inserted in a flower pot, the mobile app that shows the information in the screen
and a comparison between the measured and the real volumetric water content (soil
moisture) [55].
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tance changes as a function of the urine level, as it is shown in Figure 16. Chemical
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infection is reported in [61]. A low-power CMOS ISFET array for pH sensing is
inductively powered using SIC4310 from Silicon Craft NFC IC in [62].

The authors have demonstrated that colorimetric measurements can be done
with battery-less NFC. The advantage over other methods based on cameras is that
the illumination conditions are similar, and therefore the measurements have
higher repeatability and accuracy. A prototype of NFC colorimeter with a low-cost
color light-to-digital TCS3472 converter from TAOS is integrated with an ST
M24LR04E-R NFC IC and a microcontroller (see Figure 17). It is used to measure
the change in color of pH tires [41]. The same method can be used for other sensors
based on the measurement of the color changes due to another sensitive chemical
component (e.g., urine tests). Figure 17 shows an image of the prototype and a
comparison of the measured hue component as a function of the pH, showing that a
simple linear model can be employed for pH calibration. The same NFC colorimeter
is adapted to the design of a color-based classification system for grading the
ripeness of fruit in [63] (Figure 18).

Finally, another application of NFC sensors is implantable medical devices
(IMDs). Long-term implantable continuous glucose monitoring based on custom
ASIC has been reported in [64, 65]. Wireless communication with IMDs is funda-
mental for monitoring and the reconfiguration of these devices to reduce the

Figure 16.
(a) Photograph of the layout of the tag and the screen of the mobile app. (b) NFC reading as a function of the
level of saline water for two diapers (adult for night and day and baby size 2).

Figure 17.
Photograph of an NFC PH sensor from the measurement of the color of a strip with the android application and
relation between the measured hue and the pH [41].
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surgical operations [58]. Due to the size of the implanted coil, the coupling coeffi-
cient with the antennas integrated into the mobile is small, resulting in a short read
range. One method to improve the readability with a modern smartphone and to
increase the energy-harvesting range is including a relay coil on the body surface
integrated on a patch. Figure 19a shows the setup for measuring the average
magnetic field and a prototype of implanted NFC sensor integrating a LED, a
temperature sensor, and a microcontroller as proof of concept (Figure 19b).
Figure 20 shows the measurements with a commercial mobile of the average mag-
netic field as a function of the distance of an implanted coil of 15 � 15 mm within a
phantom of pork steak for different depths of the implanted tag. Two systems are
compared: the conventional two-coil system and a three-coil system where a relay
resonant coil is on a patch over the skin. Using the last system, implanted NFC

Figure 18.
Photograph of the NFC tag within the 3D printed enclosure in real application to detect apple ripeness and top/
bottom photographs of the prototype.

Figure 19.
(a) Setup used for the measurement of the average magnetic field, (b) photograph of a designed tag for testing:
Top view (left) and bottom view (right).
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surgical operations [58]. Due to the size of the implanted coil, the coupling coeffi-
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sensors can be powered by conventional smartphones at a depth up to 16 mm and
read at distance between 1 and 2 cm from the skin.

4. Conclusion

The availability in the market of low-cost near-field communication devices
with energy-harvesting capabilities allows to feed small sensors enabling the
development of low-cost battery-less sensors. One important advantage over other
RFID is that additional readers are not required since most of the modern
smartphones incorporate NFC readers. The limited read range for a selected num-
ber of applications is an advantage rather than a drawback because it ensures the
privacy and improves the security under undesired access to sensible information
by nearby third parties. In this chapter, an overview of recent advances in the field
of battery-less NFC sensors at 13.56 MHz is provided, and it also briefly compares
these sensors to other short-range RFID technologies. After reviewing power trans-
fer in NFC, recommendations are made for the practical design of NFC-based
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Abstract

Dual-band near-field wireless energy transfer (WET) designs outweigh
single-band system with regard to either concurrent energy and data transfer or
multiple wireless charging standard functionalities. There are two major approaches
in resonator designs, namely, multi-coil and single-coil. This chapter presents a
review on design constraints for each design approach and rectification techniques
available in counteracting impediments of dual-band near-field WET systems.
Challenges pertinent to link design are discussed primarily followed by methods
implemented to mitigate detrimental impact on performance metrics. Front-end
dual-band resonator design methods are accentuated in this chapter in lieu of end-
to-endWET system. This is envisioned to offer insights for designers contemplating
on design modes or developing ways to facilitate a boost in rectification options
currently available.

Keywords: near-field, dual-band, wireless energy transfer, single-coil, multi-coil

1. Introduction

The concept of electrical energy propagation with physical interconnection
eradication spearheaded by Nikola Tesla has been adapted into diverse low- and
high-power wireless energy transfer (WET) applications ranging from wireless
charging for consumer electronics to electric vehicles. The massive landscape of
consumer electronics has expanded toward healthcare, wellness, and fitness apart
from the indispensable smartphones that have become such an integral part of one’s
daily life. Enhancement on quality of life reaches beyond patients who are depen-
dent on implanted medical devices with healthcare monitoring devices for elderly
and disabled communities. Keeping track with one’s physical location, activity, and
fitness regime is empowered by smart wearables [1]. However, data accumulated
from monitoring of heart pacing or metabolic activities require appropriate trans-
mission for further analysis or backup and storage. As such, simultaneous power
and data transfer without any physical interconnections such as cables turn out to
be an alternative option made possible with the forthcoming fifth generation (5G)
technology. Ubiquitous integration of hardware compatibility to support wireless
charging for all smart devices is foreseeable.
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be an alternative option made possible with the forthcoming fifth generation (5G)
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Provision of more than one frequency band is enabled by resonator which is
intended for several functions either concurrent power and data transfer or con-
current wireless charging at multiple standards. At present, there are two principal
standards for wireless charging of consumer electronics specifically smartphones.
The Wireless Power Consortium, otherwise known as Qi, is one of the leading
wireless charging standards operating in low-frequency (LF) band, 110–205 kHz
[2]. AirFuel Alliance is the merger between Power Matters Alliance (PMA) and the
Alliance for Wireless Power (A4WP, also known as Rezence) [3]. A4WP employs
magnetic resonance coupling technique operating at 6.78 MHz � 15 kHz [4], while
both Qi and PMA engage in inductive charging technique. The range of PMA’s
operating frequency is from 277 to 357 kHz [5]. Nonetheless, unlicensed industrial,
scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands of up to 13.56 MHz are commonly selected
to be the operating frequency for both inductive and magnetic resonant techniques
in the current research community [6].

This chapter commences with challenges in relation to dual-band near-field
WET design and the corresponding key performance metrics followed by design
approaches and rectification techniques currently employed to alleviate the adverse
effects on performance metrics with the intention of providing insights for
designers in deciding and further enhancing current rectification options available
in the design of dual-band near-field resonators. This framework, however, solely
pertains to front-end resonator designs excluding end-to-end scope of near-field
WET systems.

2. Impediments of dual-band near-field wireless energy transfer
resonator designs

For a single-band near-field WET resonator design, designers delve into achiev-
ing maximum power transfer efficiency (PTE) between a pair of coupled resonators
by designing the highest possible quality factor (Q-factor). However, there is an
apparent complexity for designing resonators operating in more than one frequency
band. PTE for either one of the frequency bands tends to surpass its counterpart. As
such, concurrent capitalization on PTE for both frequency bands, f1 and f2, remains
as one of the ultimate challenges.

Another concern is the inversely proportionate relation between Q-factor and
bandwidth. Increasing PTE of the affected frequency band is feasible by developing
resonators with enhanced Q-factor. This comes at the expense of higher bandwidth
which is pivotal especially for resonators aiming for concomitant power and data
transfer functionalities as portrayed in Figure 1. PTE for f1 is higher with improved
Q-factor than f2 but falls behind in terms of bandwidth since it is constrained by
Q-factor. On the other hand, redesigning higher Q-factor resonator in contemplation
of attaining improved PTE at f2 unfortunately leads to bandwidth degradation. As
such, there is always a dilemma between achieving PTE equilibrium for f1 and f2 and
maximum PTE and bandwidth for each frequency bands.

Imperfect positioning of loop resonator is yet another impairment of WET
system which impacts its performance metrics specifically coupling coefficient, k,
and PTE [7–9]. Strict adherence toward perfect alignment between a pair of loop
resonator in assuring maximum transfer efficiency is seemingly impossible in prac-
tical sense because of misalignment be it planar, lateral, or angular frequently
supervened [10]. Referring to Figure 2, planar displacement refers to the angle of
rotation arwhen both centers are axially aligned. Separated at a fixed axial distance,
z, the center of receiving loop resonators is shifted by a distance, ax, known as
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horizontal lateral displacement, while ay is referred as vertical lateral displacement.
The occurrence of simultaneous planar and the respective lateral displacements are
visualized by ar with either ax or ay offsets. Angular displacement occurs when the
plane of receiving loop resonator is being tilted by an angle θ [11]. Similarly, the
consequences of displacement should be taken into consideration in the design of
dual-band coupled resonators.

Figure 1.
Transfer efficiency equilibrium for dual-band near-field coupled resonators.

Figure 2.
Types of displacements between near-field coupled resonators: (i) planar; (ii) concurrent planar and
lateral (x-axis); (iii) concurrent planar and lateral (y-axis); (iv) lateral (x-axis), (v) lateral (y-axis);
(vi) angular.
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3. Performance metrics

Figure-of-merit (FOM) consideration yields a comparative insight for a diverse
WET system design [12]. Derivation of FOM originates from analytical expression
of link transfer efficiency (PTE) based on circuit theory (CT) [13] and reflected
load theory (RLT) [14] as shown in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). FOM is reliant on coupling
coefficient, k, and Q-factor parameters which are derived from Eq. (3) and Eq. (4).
Proportional relationship is shared between coupling coefficient, k, and mutual
inductance,M, with an inverse correlation shared between the latter and product of
square root of transmitting and receiving self-inductances, L1,2. Q-factor, Q1,2, is
proportional to angular frequency, ω, and self-inductances but inversely propor-
tional to transmitting and receiving resistances, R1,2:

PTE ¼ FOM 1þ 1þ FOMð Þ0:5
n oh i�1

(1)

FOM ¼ k2Q1Q2 (2)

k ¼ M L1L2ð Þ�0:5 (3)

Q1, 2 ¼ ωL1, 2 R1, 2
� ��1 (4)

Performance metrics that are commonly used are power transfer efficiency, Q-
factor, and coupling coefficient. As discussed in Section 2, PTE and Q-factor share a
positive correlation which is further validated from Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Neverthe-
less, optimum coupling coefficient is often desirable in maximizing PTE. Since k is
dependent on M and M is negatively correlated to transfer distance, z, a cautionary
reminder is to ensure optimum transfer distance between transmitting and receiv-
ing resonators. This is validated with subsequent Equations [15] that reveal the
correlation between M, z, and k [16]. Mij indicates partial mutual inductance

FOM Concerned parameters Dual-
band

Significance

k2Q1 Q2 Coupling coefficient, Q-factor
transmitting, receiving resonator [12]

No Independent optimization of k and
Q parameters

PTE2PL(Vs)
�2 Transfer efficiency, load power, and

voltage source [17]
No Take into account of transfer

efficiency and power delivered to
load

PTEz3(ARX)
�1.5 Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,

and area of receiver [18, 19]
No Equitable assessment between

various transfer distance and
geometry designs

PTEz(do)
�1 Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,

and outermost side length [20]
No Take into account of transfer

distance and outermost side lengths

PTEz(A)�0.5 Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,
and area [21]

No Equitable assessment between
various transfer distance and
geometry designs

PTEz/
(do_tx � do_rx)

0.5
Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,
and outermost side lengths of
transmitter and receiver [22]

No Equitable assessment between
various transfer distance and
asymmetrical pair of resonators

PTEz(A)�0.5 Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,
and area [23, 24]

Yes Equitable assessment between
various transfer distance and
geometry designs

Table 1.
Figure-of-merits (FOM).
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between each two turns on a pair of loops with turn radii, ri and rj. μ and n1,2
represent conductor permeability and number of loops’ turns, while ρ is the factor
which is dependent on loop profile. K and E refer to complete elliptic integrals of
the first and second kind:

Mij ¼ 2μ rirj
� �0:5

ρ�1 1� 0:5ρ2
� �

K ρð Þ � E ρð Þ� �
(5)

ρ ¼ 2 rirj
� �0:5 ri þ rj

� �2 þ z2
h i�0:5

(6)

M ¼ ρ
Xn1
i¼1

Xn2
j¼1

Mij ri, rj, z
� �

(7)

Other FOMs used as performance quantification are summarized in Table 1.

4. Frequency selection

There are accompanying implications with the choice of operating frequency on
WET links. With higher frequency, the manifestation of eddy currents results in a
nonuniformly distributed current density in conductive trace. The probability of
current flowing toward the surface of a conductor known as skin effect amplifies
alternate current resistance followed by power and heat dissipations [25]. Proximity
effect is yet another dilemma of nonuniform current distribution due to current
crowding on the inner loop edge caused by nearby conductive traces or layers [26].
On the contrary, current density is uniformly distributed at lower frequency in
which eddy current effects are negligible. As such, feasibility of achieving higher
power transfer efficiency is established with lower operating frequency at kHz than
higher operating frequency at MHz at the expense of transfer range extension and
reduced displacement sensitivity [27].

For dual-band WET links, the ratio between frequencies selected is equally
important since it is proportional to the transfer efficiency variance between f1 and
f2 [28]. Additionally, selecting a larger ratio between frequencies with both power
and data being transmitted at significantly lower and higher operating frequency
bands turns out to be one of the isolation options available in curbing interference
[23]. Table 2 summarizes frequency selections opted for dual-band resonator
designs. For example, variance of PTE between kHz and MHz frequencies is larger

References f1 f2 Ratio, f2=f1 Variance, ΔPTEf1_f2 (%)

[30] 100 kHz 13.56 MHz 136 <10

[29] 100 kHz 6.78 MHz 68 3

[31, 32] 200 kHz 6.78 MHz 34 7.4, <8

[33] 300 MHz 900 MHz 3 8

[24] 300 MHz 675 MHz 2 7

[34–36] 6.78 MHz 13.56 MHz 2 15, 11.93, 1.68

[37] 90.3 MHz 138.8 MHz 2 1

[23] 300 MHz 700 MHz 2 1

[38] 470 MHz 730 MHz 2 11.4

Table 2.
Summary of frequency selections for dual-band near-field WET resonator.
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3. Performance metrics
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PTE ¼ FOM 1þ 1þ FOMð Þ0:5
n oh i�1

(1)

FOM ¼ k2Q1Q2 (2)

k ¼ M L1L2ð Þ�0:5 (3)

Q1, 2 ¼ ωL1, 2 R1, 2
� ��1 (4)

Performance metrics that are commonly used are power transfer efficiency, Q-
factor, and coupling coefficient. As discussed in Section 2, PTE and Q-factor share a
positive correlation which is further validated from Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Neverthe-
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correlation between M, z, and k [16]. Mij indicates partial mutual inductance

FOM Concerned parameters Dual-
band

Significance

k2Q1 Q2 Coupling coefficient, Q-factor
transmitting, receiving resonator [12]

No Independent optimization of k and
Q parameters

PTE2PL(Vs)
�2 Transfer efficiency, load power, and

voltage source [17]
No Take into account of transfer

efficiency and power delivered to
load

PTEz3(ARX)
�1.5 Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,

and area of receiver [18, 19]
No Equitable assessment between

various transfer distance and
geometry designs

PTEz(do)
�1 Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,

and outermost side length [20]
No Take into account of transfer

distance and outermost side lengths

PTEz(A)�0.5 Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,
and area [21]

No Equitable assessment between
various transfer distance and
geometry designs

PTEz/
(do_tx � do_rx)

0.5
Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,
and outermost side lengths of
transmitter and receiver [22]

No Equitable assessment between
various transfer distance and
asymmetrical pair of resonators

PTEz(A)�0.5 Transfer efficiency, transfer distance,
and area [23, 24]

Yes Equitable assessment between
various transfer distance and
geometry designs

Table 1.
Figure-of-merits (FOM).
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between each two turns on a pair of loops with turn radii, ri and rj. μ and n1,2
represent conductor permeability and number of loops’ turns, while ρ is the factor
which is dependent on loop profile. K and E refer to complete elliptic integrals of
the first and second kind:

Mij ¼ 2μ rirj
� �0:5

ρ�1 1� 0:5ρ2
� �

K ρð Þ � E ρð Þ� �
(5)

ρ ¼ 2 rirj
� �0:5 ri þ rj

� �2 þ z2
h i�0:5

(6)

M ¼ ρ
Xn1
i¼1

Xn2
j¼1

Mij ri, rj, z
� �

(7)

Other FOMs used as performance quantification are summarized in Table 1.
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There are accompanying implications with the choice of operating frequency on
WET links. With higher frequency, the manifestation of eddy currents results in a
nonuniformly distributed current density in conductive trace. The probability of
current flowing toward the surface of a conductor known as skin effect amplifies
alternate current resistance followed by power and heat dissipations [25]. Proximity
effect is yet another dilemma of nonuniform current distribution due to current
crowding on the inner loop edge caused by nearby conductive traces or layers [26].
On the contrary, current density is uniformly distributed at lower frequency in
which eddy current effects are negligible. As such, feasibility of achieving higher
power transfer efficiency is established with lower operating frequency at kHz than
higher operating frequency at MHz at the expense of transfer range extension and
reduced displacement sensitivity [27].

For dual-band WET links, the ratio between frequencies selected is equally
important since it is proportional to the transfer efficiency variance between f1 and
f2 [28]. Additionally, selecting a larger ratio between frequencies with both power
and data being transmitted at significantly lower and higher operating frequency
bands turns out to be one of the isolation options available in curbing interference
[23]. Table 2 summarizes frequency selections opted for dual-band resonator
designs. For example, variance of PTE between kHz and MHz frequencies is larger
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[30] 100 kHz 13.56 MHz 136 <10
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[31, 32] 200 kHz 6.78 MHz 34 7.4, <8

[33] 300 MHz 900 MHz 3 8
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than MHz frequencies with reduced ratio of f2 to f1. However, research work
demonstrated in [29] reports on reduced PTE variance with higher frequency ratio
by implementing other rectification techniques which will be discussed in subse-
quent sections. In general, it is observed that there is higher probability of concur-
rently capitalizing PTE for both frequencies by designing resonators with lowest
possible ratio of f2 to f1.

5. Design approaches

Multi-coil [31, 32, 39–42] and single-coil [34, 43, 44] are two predominant
strategies in designing dual-band near-field coupled resonators for WET links. Each

Factors Single-coil Multi-coil

Cross-coupling Reduced More

Geometrical area for resonators Reduced More

Concurrent transfer efficiency
capitalization for both frequencies

Possible Increased possibility

Dual-band support configuration • Dual-band TX and dual-
band RX resonators

• Dual-band TX and single-
band RX resonators

• Dual-band TX and dual-
band RX resonators

• Dual-band TX and single-
band RX resonators

Table 3.
Comparisons of design approaches for dual-band near-field WET resonator.

Figure 3.
Summary of rectification techniques for dual-band near-field WET resonator.
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design approach comes with their respective strengths and weaknesses which
deserved appropriate assessment as tabulated in Table 3. Single-coil approach is
preferred owing to minimum cross-coupling as compared to multi-coil [34]. Even
though designing two separate coils in multi-coil approach necessitate more geo-
metrical area, there is a greater potential in exploiting on highest possible transfer
efficiency at two different frequencies in a single transmitter as it allows indepen-
dent selection of inductance and quality factor [31].

Apart from deciding on the type of design approach to engage with, dual-band
support configuration ought to be determined as well. Applicable configurations
[28] involve designing either identical support mode as in dual-band transmitter
(TX) and dual-band receiver (RX) or nonidentical support mode as in dual-band
transmitter and single-band receivers. Bearing in mind that there is no superior
design approach, rectification techniques employed address the respective short-
comings. Referring to Figure 3, rectification techniques for dual-band resonator
designs which will be discussed in the following subsections encompass aspects
relating to resonator design, resonator configuration, and impedance transforma-
tion network.

6. Rectification techniques

6.1 Resonator design

There is a penchant in designing printed spiral coils which encompassed con-
ductive trace etched on dielectric substrates over conventional solenoid coils owing
to lightweight and compactness features apart from having privilege of freedom in
geometrical optimization [45] and conformity capability on malleable substrates
[46] as compared to its predecessor. Equivalent series resistance (ESR) and sub-
strate’s dielectric losses are commonly contemplated to boost Q-factor of loop reso-
nator designed [47] since the performance metric indicator, kQ, product can be
derived from impedance matrix components given by [48]:

kQ ¼ Z21j jESR�1 (8)

where ESR = [(R11R22) � (R12R21)]
0.5 for two-port system. Despite the fact that

higher inductance could be acquired by increasing number of turns, ESR is not
exempted. Direct current (DC) and alternate current (AC) resistances are compo-
nents of ESR for a loop resonator. Hence, it is obligatory to exercise caution in
geometrical layout alteration specifically number of turns, n, conductor width, wc,
and spacing between conductor trace, sc. Figure 4 illustrates comparison between a
conventional layout of spiral resonator with uniform distribution of wc and sc and
nonuniform layout refinement between each loop turns.

By designing inconstant conductor width distributions and spatial distributions,
Q-factor enhancement is attained in double-layer printed spiral resonator [49],
printed circular resonator [50], and stacked multilayer printed spiral resonator [51].
This is made possible as losses induced by eddy current are hindered with designs
that involve gradual decrement of conductive trace widths from the outermost loop
to the innermost loop [52] unlike conventional constant width for all loops. It is
worth keeping in mind that designing larger constant conductor width for all turns
and smaller constant spacing between adjacent conductor trace will only reinforce
the total resistance [53]. However, ensuring ratio between conductor width and
spacing to be relatively small aids in the reduction of proximity effects [54].
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than MHz frequencies with reduced ratio of f2 to f1. However, research work
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design approach comes with their respective strengths and weaknesses which
deserved appropriate assessment as tabulated in Table 3. Single-coil approach is
preferred owing to minimum cross-coupling as compared to multi-coil [34]. Even
though designing two separate coils in multi-coil approach necessitate more geo-
metrical area, there is a greater potential in exploiting on highest possible transfer
efficiency at two different frequencies in a single transmitter as it allows indepen-
dent selection of inductance and quality factor [31].

Apart from deciding on the type of design approach to engage with, dual-band
support configuration ought to be determined as well. Applicable configurations
[28] involve designing either identical support mode as in dual-band transmitter
(TX) and dual-band receiver (RX) or nonidentical support mode as in dual-band
transmitter and single-band receivers. Bearing in mind that there is no superior
design approach, rectification techniques employed address the respective short-
comings. Referring to Figure 3, rectification techniques for dual-band resonator
designs which will be discussed in the following subsections encompass aspects
relating to resonator design, resonator configuration, and impedance transforma-
tion network.

6. Rectification techniques

6.1 Resonator design

There is a penchant in designing printed spiral coils which encompassed con-
ductive trace etched on dielectric substrates over conventional solenoid coils owing
to lightweight and compactness features apart from having privilege of freedom in
geometrical optimization [45] and conformity capability on malleable substrates
[46] as compared to its predecessor. Equivalent series resistance (ESR) and sub-
strate’s dielectric losses are commonly contemplated to boost Q-factor of loop reso-
nator designed [47] since the performance metric indicator, kQ, product can be
derived from impedance matrix components given by [48]:

kQ ¼ Z21j jESR�1 (8)

where ESR = [(R11R22) � (R12R21)]
0.5 for two-port system. Despite the fact that

higher inductance could be acquired by increasing number of turns, ESR is not
exempted. Direct current (DC) and alternate current (AC) resistances are compo-
nents of ESR for a loop resonator. Hence, it is obligatory to exercise caution in
geometrical layout alteration specifically number of turns, n, conductor width, wc,
and spacing between conductor trace, sc. Figure 4 illustrates comparison between a
conventional layout of spiral resonator with uniform distribution of wc and sc and
nonuniform layout refinement between each loop turns.

By designing inconstant conductor width distributions and spatial distributions,
Q-factor enhancement is attained in double-layer printed spiral resonator [49],
printed circular resonator [50], and stacked multilayer printed spiral resonator [51].
This is made possible as losses induced by eddy current are hindered with designs
that involve gradual decrement of conductive trace widths from the outermost loop
to the innermost loop [52] unlike conventional constant width for all loops. It is
worth keeping in mind that designing larger constant conductor width for all turns
and smaller constant spacing between adjacent conductor trace will only reinforce
the total resistance [53]. However, ensuring ratio between conductor width and
spacing to be relatively small aids in the reduction of proximity effects [54].
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As such, geometrical layout refinement validated in performance enhancement
for single-band resonator designs [55–58] can be adopted in resonators designed to
operate at more than one frequency band. In [36], multi-coil approach with metic-
ulous geometrical manipulation yields a nonuniform conductor widths and spacing
between conductor trace of spiral resonators, collocating in a single-layer substrate.
Combined with independent impedance transformation network, which will be
covered in ensuing subsection, this leads to minimum transfer efficiency variation
between both frequencies.

The prevailing shapes for loop resonator design are circular and square. Never-
theless, there is an upsurge research trend in venturing into other types of resona-
tors with diverse and irregular shapes such as defected ground structure (DGS).
DGS resonator designs offer yet another miniaturization technique without forgo-
ingWET performance especially high Q-factor such as circular DGS [23], interlaced
DGS [24], C-shaped DGS [33], and bow-tie DGS [38]. However, the lowest fre-
quency for all these designs hitherto is 300 MHz with ratio between frequency
bands of not more than 3.

6.2 Resonator configuration

Transfer range deficiency associated with conventional two elements of single-
band WET system architecture steers toward the adoption of supplementary ele-
ments such as the inclusion of repeaters or relay resonators in between source and
load as depicted in Figure 5. Hence, sequence of four-coil strongly coupled mag-
netic resonance (SCMR) configuration introduced in [59], namely, driver, primary,
secondary, and load coils, demonstrates extended transfer distance of greater than
threefold compared to the diameter of primary resonator. Generally, identical
designs can be observed from the driver and load resonators aside from primary and
secondary resonators for conventional SCMR configuration. Incorporating repeater
as a third element rather than four-element configuration substantiates viability of
transfer range extension in single-band WET system [60].

Likewise, incorporating intermediate elements such as repeater in a single-coil
approach is a remedy to the predicament in achieving simultaneous high-energy
transfer for dual-band as demonstrated in [28, 61]. It is worth noting that additional

Figure 4.
Geometrical layout refinement: (i) uniform; (ii) nonuniform.
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repeater entails more space allocation apart from frequency splitting manifestation
of either one of the frequency bands owing to strong coupling. Moreover, designers
ought to take into account that transfer efficiency is greatly affected by parasitic
resistance originating from repeater.

Composition and construction of resonator is a complementary technique to
geometrical layout modification as well as loop and shape design. In multi-coil
approach, each resonator operating at f1 and f2 can be designed either sharing
similar axis or surface as illustrated in Figure 6 (i) and (ii). The latter alleviates
cross-coupling, but larger geometrical area is deemed necessary [39]. Nevertheless,
this can be suppressed by designing a pair of asymmetrical coaxial resonators as
shown in Figure 6 (iii) whereby inductance for transmitting resonator is higher
than receiving resonator. It is also inferred that optimizing power transfer foremost
reduces interference between power carrier and data telemetry since improved
coupling that leads to higher transfer power efficiency counterbalances interference
between power and data. Further miniaturization effort is described in [24] by

Figure 5.
Resonator configurations: (i) without intermediate element; (ii) with intermediate element (repeater).

Figure 6.
Resonator configurations: (i) coaxial; (ii) coplanar; (iii) asymmetrical configuration.
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repeater entails more space allocation apart from frequency splitting manifestation
of either one of the frequency bands owing to strong coupling. Moreover, designers
ought to take into account that transfer efficiency is greatly affected by parasitic
resistance originating from repeater.

Composition and construction of resonator is a complementary technique to
geometrical layout modification as well as loop and shape design. In multi-coil
approach, each resonator operating at f1 and f2 can be designed either sharing
similar axis or surface as illustrated in Figure 6 (i) and (ii). The latter alleviates
cross-coupling, but larger geometrical area is deemed necessary [39]. Nevertheless,
this can be suppressed by designing a pair of asymmetrical coaxial resonators as
shown in Figure 6 (iii) whereby inductance for transmitting resonator is higher
than receiving resonator. It is also inferred that optimizing power transfer foremost
reduces interference between power carrier and data telemetry since improved
coupling that leads to higher transfer power efficiency counterbalances interference
between power and data. Further miniaturization effort is described in [24] by

Figure 5.
Resonator configurations: (i) without intermediate element; (ii) with intermediate element (repeater).

Figure 6.
Resonator configurations: (i) coaxial; (ii) coplanar; (iii) asymmetrical configuration.
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designing a superimposed dual-band DGS instead of coplanar or coaxial
configurations.

Furthermore, isolation techniques such as antiparallel loop structure [42] and
frequency selective loop [40] structure functioning as band-pass filter have proven
effective in rectifying interference caused by multi-coil mode. Band-stop filter in
[31] filters’ undesired parasitic eddy current from higher frequency induced across
lower frequency coil path. The design is then revised in [32] with minimization of
large spacing between low and high frequency coils and discrete inductor size along
with total number of inverters. With careful combination of impedance values and
coil-winding track, magnitude and phase of higher frequency voltage are fine-tuned
to attain nil summation of total voltage across lower frequency path. As for dis-
placement countermeasure, constructing more than one loop in an array structure
reinforces tolerance toward detrimental consequences caused by imperfect orienta-
tions between transmitting and receiving resonators [62]. Robustness toward lateral
displacement with wider coverage area is validated in [31] by incorporating asym-
metrical configuration technique between a pair of coupled resonators.

6.3 Impedance transformation network

Impedance transformation network functions as alleviative measures of mutual
inductance disparities triggered by spatial distance or load fluctuations between
near-field coupled resonators. Resonance tuning and impedance matching, also
referred to as compensation network, are commonly applied as front-end resonator
design before AC-DC rectification. Implementing appropriate reactive compensa-
tion is necessary toward realizing maximum power transfer efficiency at preferred
resonance frequency. Figure 7 illustrates capacitive compensation topologies which
can be generally categorized into symmetrical and asymmetrical compensation
network (CN) for single-band near-field WET system. Single capacitive compensa-
tion commonly employed each at transmitting and receiving resonator sides
encompasses series-series (S-S), parallel-parallel (P–P), series-parallel (S-P), and

Figure 7.
Symmetrical compensation network topologies: (i) series-series (S-S); (ii) parallel-parallel (P–P); (iii) series
parallel-series parallel (SP-SP); (iv) parallel series-parallel series (PS-PS). Asymmetrical compensation
network topologies: (v) parallel-series (P-S); (vi) series-parallel (S-P); (vii) series parallel-parallel series
(SP-PS); (viii) parallel series-series parallel (PS-SP).
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parallel-series (P-S). Double capacitive CN connected either in series or parallel is
also known as L-match network. WET system implemented with complex conju-
gate matching yields other combination of CN topologies apart from these topolo-
gies such as T-match network [19] as well as hybrid T-match network of inductor
and capacitors [63].

Comprehensive analysis on impedance matching is discussed in [34], which
proposes single-coil mode supporting two resonant frequencies at 6.78 and
13.56 MHz thanks to two diverse impedance matching networks comprising of LC
branch in series and LC tank in parallel. Unfortunately, this method is not applica-
ble when variance between two target frequencies is considerably large particularly
if one of the target frequencies originates from kHz band [31]. A way to overcome
limitation of vast frequency separation is through specific coil arrangement by
positioning inner lower band coil and outer higher band coil [31].

As for multi-coil approach, designers do not have to concern much on the total
target frequency separation since impedance matching can be executed indepen-
dently. In [42], a high and a low Q impedance matching are performed separately at
two different matching distances specifically closer distance for higher transfer
efficiency aimed at wireless charging. Conversely, the low Q impedance match is
completed at further distance as a trade-off for higher bandwidth intended for data
transfer applications.

Eq. (9) is employed in [36] before performing simultaneous conjugate matching
using symmetrical double capacitive CN in order to acquire PTE equilibrium
between both frequencies selected. Since the design is based on multi-coil mode,
compromise should be made in selecting optimum separation distance between
outermost side length of loop operating at f1 and f2. The relationship between
optimal transfer distance, zop_fn, and outermost side length of loop, do_f1,f2, at max-
imum excited magnetic field derived in [58] for a square spiral resonator yields:

zop_ fn ¼ 0:3931do_ fn (9)

On the other hand, simultaneous high-energy transfer is validated in [23] for
both frequency bands using a compact two circular DGS resonators with indepen-
dent coupling whereby series capacitance is implemented together with single stub
for matching method. Correspondingly, comparable findings are also reported in
[37] by adopting single-coil approach and single CN with dual-mode printed
inductor at a minimized geometrical area requirement. In contrast, DGS resonator
designs executed with impedance transformation network which consists of series
capacitive lumped element and single stub matching in [24, 38] are unable to
acquire minimum PTE variance between frequencies, but these designs excel in
terms of maximizing FOM.

7. Simulation of dual-band resonator design with multiple rectification
techniques

By applying single-coil approach, Figure 8 depicts an example of dual-band
printed spiral resonator simulated with full-wave electromagnetic simulator, CST
Microwave Studio separated at transfer distance of 15 mm. Three rectification
techniques are implemented specifically resonator design, resonator configuration,
and impedance transformation network. Since dimension constrictions are of para-
mount concern in near-field WET system, the overall dimension of transmitting
resonator is limited to 75 mm by 82.5 mm. Other parameter properties are detailed
in Table 4 after optimization of parametric studies via geometrical layout tuning.
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designing a superimposed dual-band DGS instead of coplanar or coaxial
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displacement with wider coverage area is validated in [31] by incorporating asym-
metrical configuration technique between a pair of coupled resonators.

6.3 Impedance transformation network

Impedance transformation network functions as alleviative measures of mutual
inductance disparities triggered by spatial distance or load fluctuations between
near-field coupled resonators. Resonance tuning and impedance matching, also
referred to as compensation network, are commonly applied as front-end resonator
design before AC-DC rectification. Implementing appropriate reactive compensa-
tion is necessary toward realizing maximum power transfer efficiency at preferred
resonance frequency. Figure 7 illustrates capacitive compensation topologies which
can be generally categorized into symmetrical and asymmetrical compensation
network (CN) for single-band near-field WET system. Single capacitive compensa-
tion commonly employed each at transmitting and receiving resonator sides
encompasses series-series (S-S), parallel-parallel (P–P), series-parallel (S-P), and

Figure 7.
Symmetrical compensation network topologies: (i) series-series (S-S); (ii) parallel-parallel (P–P); (iii) series
parallel-series parallel (SP-SP); (iv) parallel series-parallel series (PS-PS). Asymmetrical compensation
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(SP-PS); (viii) parallel series-series parallel (PS-SP).
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parallel-series (P-S). Double capacitive CN connected either in series or parallel is
also known as L-match network. WET system implemented with complex conju-
gate matching yields other combination of CN topologies apart from these topolo-
gies such as T-match network [19] as well as hybrid T-match network of inductor
and capacitors [63].

Comprehensive analysis on impedance matching is discussed in [34], which
proposes single-coil mode supporting two resonant frequencies at 6.78 and
13.56 MHz thanks to two diverse impedance matching networks comprising of LC
branch in series and LC tank in parallel. Unfortunately, this method is not applica-
ble when variance between two target frequencies is considerably large particularly
if one of the target frequencies originates from kHz band [31]. A way to overcome
limitation of vast frequency separation is through specific coil arrangement by
positioning inner lower band coil and outer higher band coil [31].

As for multi-coil approach, designers do not have to concern much on the total
target frequency separation since impedance matching can be executed indepen-
dently. In [42], a high and a low Q impedance matching are performed separately at
two different matching distances specifically closer distance for higher transfer
efficiency aimed at wireless charging. Conversely, the low Q impedance match is
completed at further distance as a trade-off for higher bandwidth intended for data
transfer applications.

Eq. (9) is employed in [36] before performing simultaneous conjugate matching
using symmetrical double capacitive CN in order to acquire PTE equilibrium
between both frequencies selected. Since the design is based on multi-coil mode,
compromise should be made in selecting optimum separation distance between
outermost side length of loop operating at f1 and f2. The relationship between
optimal transfer distance, zop_fn, and outermost side length of loop, do_f1,f2, at max-
imum excited magnetic field derived in [58] for a square spiral resonator yields:

zop_ fn ¼ 0:3931do_ fn (9)

On the other hand, simultaneous high-energy transfer is validated in [23] for
both frequency bands using a compact two circular DGS resonators with indepen-
dent coupling whereby series capacitance is implemented together with single stub
for matching method. Correspondingly, comparable findings are also reported in
[37] by adopting single-coil approach and single CN with dual-mode printed
inductor at a minimized geometrical area requirement. In contrast, DGS resonator
designs executed with impedance transformation network which consists of series
capacitive lumped element and single stub matching in [24, 38] are unable to
acquire minimum PTE variance between frequencies, but these designs excel in
terms of maximizing FOM.

7. Simulation of dual-band resonator design with multiple rectification
techniques

By applying single-coil approach, Figure 8 depicts an example of dual-band
printed spiral resonator simulated with full-wave electromagnetic simulator, CST
Microwave Studio separated at transfer distance of 15 mm. Three rectification
techniques are implemented specifically resonator design, resonator configuration,
and impedance transformation network. Since dimension constrictions are of para-
mount concern in near-field WET system, the overall dimension of transmitting
resonator is limited to 75 mm by 82.5 mm. Other parameter properties are detailed
in Table 4 after optimization of parametric studies via geometrical layout tuning.
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Combined with asymmetrical configuration technique, receiving resonator is
designed at two-thirds of transmitting resonator’s size. Symmetrical hybrid com-
pensation network topology which comprises of inductor and capacitors is incor-
porated in order to achieve simultaneous conjugate matching at 6.78 and 13.56 MHz
as shown in Figure 9. LC tank is added with series-parallel capacitive compensation
topology for single-coil approach. Values of optimized lumped elements are detailed
in Table 5. Figure 10 shows simulated S11 and S21 plots. Despite attaining two
distinct resonance frequencies at the intended f1 and f2, feasibility in supporting
data transmission at higher frequency is affected as the corresponding �3 dB frac-
tional bandwidth is unfortunately low at approximately 5%. Nevertheless, it is
observed that the highest simulated PTE is realized at lower frequency, while

Figure 8.
Dual-band printed spiral resonator design adopting single-coil approach: (i) transmitter’s top layer;
(ii) transmitter’s bottom layer; (iii) 3D model of transmitting and receiving resonators.

Parameters Value (mm)

Substrate thickness,Ts 0.4

Conductor thickness, tc 0.035

Overall dimension (width � length) 75 � 82.5

Outermost side length of transmitting resonator, do_tx 55.8

Innermost side length of transmitting resonator, di_tx 6.45

Outermost conductor’s width of transmitting resonator, wo_tx 2.85

Innermost conductor’s width of transmitting resonator, wi_tx 0.98

Outermost conductor’s spacing of transmitting resonator, so_tx 1.5

Innermost conductor’s spacing of transmitting resonator, si_tx 3.75

Size ratio of transmitting to receiving resonators, Tx:Rx 1.5:1

Table 4.
Parameter properties for dual-band printed spiral resonator design adopting single-coil approach.

Figure 9.
Symmetrical hybrid compensation network topology for dual-band printed spiral resonator design adopting
single-coil approach.
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Parameters Value

L1tx 4.15 μH

C1tx 8.5 pF

Cstx 94.65 pF

Cptx 184.69 pF

L1rx 2.25 μH

C1rx 4.32 pF

Csrx 77.58 pF

Cprx 269.10 pF

Table 5.
Symmetrical hybrid compensation properties for dual-band printed spiral resonator design adopting single-coil
approach.

Figure 10.
Simulated S-parameter plots of dual-band printed spiral resonator design adopting single-coil approach.

Figure 11.
Simulated power transfer efficiency plot of dual-band printed spiral resonator design adopting single-coil
approach.
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minimum variation of PTEs is preserved as depicted in Figure 11. Positioned at
perfect alignment, PTE for each frequency is 90.11 and 80.56% at 6.78 and
13.56 MHz, respectively. Variation of PTEs at 9.55% is satisfactory considering ratio
between frequencies is significantly small at only two for single-coil approach.

8. Conclusions

Constraints of dual-band near-field wireless energy transfer links are presented.
Front-end mitigation techniques in sustaining acceptable performance metrics for
dual-band WET system are reviewed. Accomplishment of satisfactory transfer effi-
ciency at a relevant axial distance regardless of resonance frequencies preferred is
imperative besides having resilience against coupling variations and displacement
offset from ideal orientation. Deciding on the design approaches conveyed above is
narrowed down to either meeting specifications of transfer efficiency proportional-
ity between selected frequencies or sufficient energy and data transfer capability.
As such, precautionary steps should be undertaken in determining technique adop-
tion in an effort to strike a balance between performance goals, design complexity,
and physical and budgetary restraints. All the aforementioned techniques discussed
in this chapter serve as a benchmark or recommended framework for designers’
discretion.
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k coupling coefficient

ar planar displacement

ax horizontal lateral displacement

ay vertical lateral displacement

θ angular displacement

z transfer distance
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Symbol Parameter

zop_fn optimal transfer distance

Q1,2 Q-factor transmitting or receiving resonator

M mutual inductance

L1,2 inductance of transmitting or receiving resonator

PL load power

Vs voltage source

ARX area, area of receiving resonator

do_tx,0_rx outermost side lengths of transmitting or receiving resonator

di_tx,i_rx innermost side length of transmitting or receiving resonator

n turns
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wo_tx outermost conductor’s width of transmitting resonator
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so_tx outermost conductor’s spacing of transmitting resonator

si_tx innermost conductor’s spacing of transmitting resonator

Ts substrate thickness

tc conductor thickness

L1tx,1rx simulated inductor at transmitting or receiving resonator

C1tx,1rx simulated capacitor at transmitting or receiving resonator

Cstx,srx simulated series capacitor at transmitting or receiving resonator

Cptx,prx simulated parallel capacitor at transmitting or receiving resonator
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Chapter 4

Wireless Power Transfer for
Miniature Implantable Biomedical
Devices
Qi Xu,Tianfeng Wang, Shitong Mao, Wenyan Jia,
Zhi-Hong Mao and Mingui Sun

Abstract

Miniature implantable electronic devices play increasing roles in modern medi-
cine. In order to implement these devices successfully, the wireless power transfer
(WPT) technology is often utilized because it provides an alternative to the battery
as the energy source; reduces the size of implant substantially; allows the implant to
be placed in a restricted space within the body; reduces both medical cost and
chances of complications; and eliminates repeated surgeries for battery replace-
ments. In this work, we present our recent studies on WPT for miniature implants.
First, a new implantable coil with a double helix winding is developed which adapts
to tubularly shaped organs within the human body, such as blood vessels and
nerves. This coil can be made in the planar form and then wrapped around the
tubular organ, greatly simplifying the surgical procedure for device implantation.
Second, in order to support a variety of experiments (e.g., drug evaluation) using a
rodent animal model, we present a special WPT transceiver system with a relatively
large power transmitter and a miniature implantable power receiver. We present a
multi-coil design that allows steady power transfer from the floor of an animal cage
to the bodies of a group of free-moving laboratory rodents.

Keywords: implantable device, wireless power transfer, animal experiment,
power transmitter, power receiver, antenna, double-helix coil, blood vessel,
nervous system, resonance, even magnetic field, miniaturization

1. Introduction

Diagnosis and treatment of human diseases using an implantable electronic
device represent a new trend in modern medicine. While the developments of bio-
sensors, bioelectric stimulators and drug release mechanisms are important in the
designs of medical implants, these developments are application specific. Therefore,
they cannot be studied in a unified fashion. On the other hand, essentially all
implantable devices require a common component: a power supply, which is usually
a battery. Recent advances in wireless power transfer (WPT) provide an alternative
method to power implantable electronic devices [1–3]. The WPT technology not
only eliminates the needs of repeated surgical replacements of a depleted battery
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1. Introduction

Diagnosis and treatment of human diseases using an implantable electronic
device represent a new trend in modern medicine. While the developments of bio-
sensors, bioelectric stimulators and drug release mechanisms are important in the
designs of medical implants, these developments are application specific. Therefore,
they cannot be studied in a unified fashion. On the other hand, essentially all
implantable devices require a common component: a power supply, which is usually
a battery. Recent advances in wireless power transfer (WPT) provide an alternative
method to power implantable electronic devices [1–3]. The WPT technology not
only eliminates the needs of repeated surgical replacements of a depleted battery
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within the human body, but also reduces the size of the implant, simplifies the
implantation procedure, and enables the device to be placed in restricted anatomic
locations prohibitive to large implants.

Due to the importance of WPT in the next-generation medical implants, there
have been extensive studies over recent years [4–7]. One of the major limiting
factors in battery-less implants is the low power output at the receiving end due to
the weak coupling of the wireless power link. Many existing WPT components in
biomedical implants operate in the low-MHz frequency range, e.g., those utilizing
the widely accepted 13.56 MHz industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band.
Although the WPT component in this frequency range is easy to design and robust,
a relatively large receiver antenna is required, which limits its application to
implantable devices in millimeter scales [8]. In recent years, it has been demon-
strated that this challenge can be overcome by increasing the operating frequency
and producing spatially focused regions within the biological tissue [9]. This
approach effectively makes the WPT component smaller; however, the design of
the power receiver coils that both operate in a high frequency and adapt to ana-
tomical features of biological organs or tissues has not be well studied. In essentially
all magnetic resonance based WPT systems reported, the power receiver within the
implant utilizes a spiral coil in either a planar or a solenoidal form, as shown in
Figure 1a and b, respectively [4–6]. In general, the planar spiral coil (PSC) [4, 5, 7]
has been used in implants having a relatively larger surface, such as certain cardiac
pacemaker [10]. In other cases, medical implants are often designed in a cylindrical
or capsular shape such as the Bion®microstimulator [11]. For these cases, the use of
a solenoidal coil is more common [12–14]. Despite successful designs exist, these
two forms of coils cannot meet the requirements for all medical implants. For
example, the human body has many tubular- shaped organs, such as nerves, lym-
phatic channels and blood vessels. An implant that wraps around such a biological
structure to perform sensing and therapeutic functions is often desirable. In these
cases, serious problems are encountered, with rare exceptions, because the struc-
ture is not allowed to be cut, and it is difficult to cut and rejoin a solenoidal coil

Figure 1.
Power receiver coils within the body: (a) planar spiral coil, (b) solenoidal coil, and (c) DH coil.
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during surgery. In addition, the optimal orientation of the implant may not comply
with the orientation of the power transmitter coil outside the human body. In order
to solve these problems, we will present a new form of coil, called double-helix
(DH) coil (Figure 1c), to be applied to tubular organs within the human body.

Implantable devices are used not only for diagnosis and treatment of human
diseases, but also for developments of new drugs and therapeutic mechanisms (e.g.,
electric stimulation). In the early stage of these developments, an animal model (e.g.,
the rodent model) is often utilized to study both treatment efficacies and side effects.
In these studies, specially designed microsensors are often implanted within the body
of a laboratory rodent to measure certain variables of interest [9]. Frequently, animal
behaviors are also monitored by videotaping and other means [15]. This approach
often encounters a significant problem of lacking a suitable power supply because the
use of either a battery or a wire connection to the implant inside the body seriously
interferes with animal’s mobility and behavior. In this case, the application of the
WPT technology is essential because it allows much reduced weight and size of the
system being carried by, or implanted within, the rodent [16]. In order to provide the
animal with a sufficient space for free movements, a special WPT system with a large
stationary transmitter (in which the coil is embedded under the floor of an animal
cage) and a miniature receiver (implanted within or carried by the animal) is
required. In order for the WPT system to perform properly regardless of the animal’s
location within the cage, the transmitter must produce an even radio-frequency (RF)
magnetic field throughout the floor of the animal cage. As a result, the wirelessly
delivered energy is relatively even everywhere over the entire floor. This chapter
studies this problem and presents a seven-coil design with several desirable proper-
ties, including the theoretical optimality and ease of implementation.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the DH coil that
can be applied to tubular organs within the human body. The coupling factor and
power transfer efficiency (PTE) were analyzed. To further evaluate the perfor-
mance of the DH coil, both simulations and experiments were conducted and
presented. In Section 3, we present a power mat consisting of an array of planar
transmitter coils. This mat produces a nearly even magnetic field distribution over
the entire animal cage floor. For clarity, we present our evaluation, simulation and/
or experimental results at the end of each methodological section. Finally, we
conclude this chapter in Section 4.

2. Double-helix coil for wrap-around implants

The human body contains networks of tubular organs, such as nerves, lymphatic
channels and blood vessels [17]. In order to monitor the functions or pathologic
states of these organs (e.g., clogging of a certain major blood vessel) or provide
therapeutic functions (e.g., stimulating a peripheral nerve), a wirelessly powered
miniature implant wrapped around a tubular or rod-like biological structure is
highly desirable. Although an ordinary solenoidal coil can support this wrap-around
implant, an intact tubular organ usually cannot be cut and rejoined to allow a
solenoidal coil to be threaded into the desired implanting position. Alternatively,
one may wind the coil wire around the tubular organs manually during surgery.
This method is practically unacceptable due to the restricted time of surgery and
difficulties in quality control manual winding. Another method is to wrap the
tubular organ by a coil that has been cut longitudinally. To reform an intact coil, a
surgeon needs to reconnect the wires by soldering or using special connectors. This
approach is also unrealistic due to the high risk of infection involved and the
possible failure of the connectors.
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Figure 1.
Power receiver coils within the body: (a) planar spiral coil, (b) solenoidal coil, and (c) DH coil.
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during surgery. In addition, the optimal orientation of the implant may not comply
with the orientation of the power transmitter coil outside the human body. In order
to solve these problems, we will present a new form of coil, called double-helix
(DH) coil (Figure 1c), to be applied to tubular organs within the human body.
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power transfer efficiency (PTE) were analyzed. To further evaluate the perfor-
mance of the DH coil, both simulations and experiments were conducted and
presented. In Section 3, we present a power mat consisting of an array of planar
transmitter coils. This mat produces a nearly even magnetic field distribution over
the entire animal cage floor. For clarity, we present our evaluation, simulation and/
or experimental results at the end of each methodological section. Finally, we
conclude this chapter in Section 4.

2. Double-helix coil for wrap-around implants

The human body contains networks of tubular organs, such as nerves, lymphatic
channels and blood vessels [17]. In order to monitor the functions or pathologic
states of these organs (e.g., clogging of a certain major blood vessel) or provide
therapeutic functions (e.g., stimulating a peripheral nerve), a wirelessly powered
miniature implant wrapped around a tubular or rod-like biological structure is
highly desirable. Although an ordinary solenoidal coil can support this wrap-around
implant, an intact tubular organ usually cannot be cut and rejoined to allow a
solenoidal coil to be threaded into the desired implanting position. Alternatively,
one may wind the coil wire around the tubular organs manually during surgery.
This method is practically unacceptable due to the restricted time of surgery and
difficulties in quality control manual winding. Another method is to wrap the
tubular organ by a coil that has been cut longitudinally. To reform an intact coil, a
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approach is also unrealistic due to the high risk of infection involved and the
possible failure of the connectors.
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In addition to these practical difficulties, the usage of a solenoidal coil for wrap-
around implants suffers from another implementational problem. In most cases, it
is desirable to use a flexible PSC for the power transmitter because this planar coil
can be easily integrated with a garment, a blanket or a bedding sheet, providing a
high convenience for unobtrusive recharging of the implant. In order to achieve the
maximum coupling between the transmission and reception coils, the solenoidal
coil of the implant is expected to be oriented perpendicularly to the body surface
(Figure 2a). This requirement is highly problematic because, as indicated by
human anatomy [17], many tubular organs within the body are oriented parallel to
the body surface, which provides the worst orientation to the PSC for power
transmission because of the weakest magnetic coupling (Figure 2b).

To address these significant problems, we have developed an air-core DH coil
for tubular implants [18, 19]. The new coil can be printed on a flat flexible printed
circuit board (PCB) and installed on a tubular biostructure during surgery. As
shown in Figure 3, when the DH coil is wrapped around a tubular organ parallel to
the skin surface, the optimal coupling can be achieved with a PSC integrated with a
garment or a bedding sheet.

Figure 2.
The implanted solenoid coil (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to a planar transmitter (shown in blue).

Figure 3.
A DH coil is wrapped around a biological structure (red curve) to serve as a power receiver.
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2.1 Structural design of DH coil

Figure 4a shows a set of parallel sinusoidal wires printed on both sides of a
flexible PCB. This PCB is made of polyimide film which is characterized by high
strength, low RF energy loss, small thickness, and high flexibility. The wires on two
sides are connected to each other in series via a column of through holes (one of
them is shown), forming closed loops. The current paths are denoted by the black
arrows in Figure 4a. In addition to the DH coil, sensors, actuators, microprocessor
and electronic elements (not shown) can be installed on the same flexible PCB.
During surgery, the hermetically sealed PCB (using a biocompatible polymer mate-
rial) is wrapped around the tubular structure at the position of interest forming a
double helix winding along with all electronic components, as shown in Figure 4b.
It can be observed that, after the tubular structure is formed, the closed loops on the
two sides of the PCB form opposite tilt angles but maintain the clockwise/counter-
clockwise current direction.

The two-layer structure in Figure 4 can be extended to a multiple-layer struc-
ture using a PCB with more than two layers. Similarly, the 45° tilted angle in each
layer can be modified to adapt to specific tubular organ orientation for optimal
wireless power delivery.

2.2 Inductance and mutual inductance of DH coil

As shown in Figure 5, for simplicity, the DH coil is separated into several cells
and each cell consists of an inner loop (Loop 1) and an outer loop (Loop 2).

By superposition, the inductance of the DH coil is equal to the sum of the cell
inductance and the mutual inductance between each cell (Figure 5a), namely:

LDH ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j ¼ 1

j 6¼ i

Mi, j þ
Xn
i¼1

Li ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j ¼ 1

j 6¼ i

Mi, j þ nLcell: (1)

where Mi,j denotes the mutual inductance between cell i and cell j, and Lcell
denotes the inductance of a single cell.

Figure 4.
(a) Schematic representation of the DH coil and current directions indicated by arrows. Conductors are printed
on both sides of the flexible PCB; (b) the PCB is wrapped to form a DH coil.
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2.1 Structural design of DH coil

Figure 4a shows a set of parallel sinusoidal wires printed on both sides of a
flexible PCB. This PCB is made of polyimide film which is characterized by high
strength, low RF energy loss, small thickness, and high flexibility. The wires on two
sides are connected to each other in series via a column of through holes (one of
them is shown), forming closed loops. The current paths are denoted by the black
arrows in Figure 4a. In addition to the DH coil, sensors, actuators, microprocessor
and electronic elements (not shown) can be installed on the same flexible PCB.
During surgery, the hermetically sealed PCB (using a biocompatible polymer mate-
rial) is wrapped around the tubular structure at the position of interest forming a
double helix winding along with all electronic components, as shown in Figure 4b.
It can be observed that, after the tubular structure is formed, the closed loops on the
two sides of the PCB form opposite tilt angles but maintain the clockwise/counter-
clockwise current direction.

The two-layer structure in Figure 4 can be extended to a multiple-layer struc-
ture using a PCB with more than two layers. Similarly, the 45° tilted angle in each
layer can be modified to adapt to specific tubular organ orientation for optimal
wireless power delivery.

2.2 Inductance and mutual inductance of DH coil

As shown in Figure 5, for simplicity, the DH coil is separated into several cells
and each cell consists of an inner loop (Loop 1) and an outer loop (Loop 2).

By superposition, the inductance of the DH coil is equal to the sum of the cell
inductance and the mutual inductance between each cell (Figure 5a), namely:

LDH ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j ¼ 1

j 6¼ i

Mi, j þ
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i¼1

Li ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j ¼ 1

j 6¼ i
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where Mi,j denotes the mutual inductance between cell i and cell j, and Lcell
denotes the inductance of a single cell.

Figure 4.
(a) Schematic representation of the DH coil and current directions indicated by arrows. Conductors are printed
on both sides of the flexible PCB; (b) the PCB is wrapped to form a DH coil.
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According to the cell model (Figure 5b), the inductance of a single cell is the
sum of the inductances of Loops 1 and 2 and their mutual inductance. Since the
loops are perpendicular to each other, the mutual inductance between the loops is
zero so that the inductance of a single cell is given by

Lcell ¼ L1 þ L2 þ 2M12 ¼ L1 þ L2 (2)

where L1 and L2 are the inductances of Loops 1 and 2, respectively, given by

L1 ¼ μ0
4π

ð2π
0

ð2π
0

R1 R1‐að Þ 2 sin θ sinϕþ cos θ cosϕð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 R1 cos θ � R1‐að Þ cosϕð Þ2 þ R1 sin θ � R1‐að Þ sinϕð Þ2

q dθdϕ

L2 ¼ μ0
4π

ð2π
0

ð2π
0

R2 R2‐að Þ 2 sin θ sin θ0 þ cos θ cos θ0ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 R2 cos θ � R2‐að Þ cosϕð Þ2 þ R2 sin θ � R2‐að Þ sinϕð Þ2

q dθdϕ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(3)

where R1 and R2 are the projected radii of Loops 1 and 2 along the z axis
(Figure 5a).

Figure 6 shows a model containing two cells. The mutual inductance between
the two cells is calculated by

Mi, j ¼ Mi‐1, j‐1 þMi‐1, j‐2 þMi‐2, j‐1 þMi‐2, j‐2

¼ Mi‐1, j‐1 þ 2Mi‐1, j‐2 þMi‐2, j‐2
(4)

Figure 5.
(a) The DH coil can be separated into n cells, having mutual inductance with each other; (b) cell model.

Figure 6.
Modeling of the mutual inductance between two cells.
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where,
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:

(5)

Therefore, the total inductance of the DH is derived based on the superpositions
of the calculated inductances by Eq. (2).

As shown in Figure 7a, the mutual inductance between the DH coil and the
transmitter (Tx) can also be regarded as the sum of all individual mutual induc-
tances between Tx and each loop in the DH coil, namely,

MTotal ¼
Xn
i¼1

MTi�1 þ
Xn
i¼1

MTi�2 ¼
Xn
i¼1

MTi�1 þMTi�2ð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

MTi: (6)

where MTi-1 and MTi-2 are the mutual inductances between Tx and the ith inner
and outer loops, respectively, MTi is the mutual inductance between Tx and the ith
cell, and n denotes the cell number. For simplicity, Tx is modeled as a circular coil
with only one turn as shown in Figure 7b.

Then, MTi-1 and MTi-2 are given by
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(7)

Figure 7.
(a) The total mutual inductance between Tx and the DH coil is calculated by the superpositions of the mutual
inductances between Tx and all cells; (b) Modeling of the mutual inductance between Tx and one cell.
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According to the cell model (Figure 5b), the inductance of a single cell is the
sum of the inductances of Loops 1 and 2 and their mutual inductance. Since the
loops are perpendicular to each other, the mutual inductance between the loops is
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where R1 and R2 are the projected radii of Loops 1 and 2 along the z axis
(Figure 5a).

Figure 6 shows a model containing two cells. The mutual inductance between
the two cells is calculated by

Mi, j ¼ Mi‐1, j‐1 þMi‐1, j‐2 þMi‐2, j‐1 þMi‐2, j‐2

¼ Mi‐1, j‐1 þ 2Mi‐1, j‐2 þMi‐2, j‐2
(4)

Figure 5.
(a) The DH coil can be separated into n cells, having mutual inductance with each other; (b) cell model.

Figure 6.
Modeling of the mutual inductance between two cells.
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Therefore, the total inductance of the DH is derived based on the superpositions
of the calculated inductances by Eq. (2).

As shown in Figure 7a, the mutual inductance between the DH coil and the
transmitter (Tx) can also be regarded as the sum of all individual mutual induc-
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with only one turn as shown in Figure 7b.
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(a) The total mutual inductance between Tx and the DH coil is calculated by the superpositions of the mutual
inductances between Tx and all cells; (b) Modeling of the mutual inductance between Tx and one cell.
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where RTX is the radius of Tx, μ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space, and
d is the vertical distance between the cell and Tx. Accordingly, we have

MTi ¼ MTi‐1 þMTi‐2: (8)

The coupling factor k between Tx and Rx is given by
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2.3 Coupling factor simulations

According to the magnetic resonant WPT theory, the coupling factor k largely
influences system performance [20]. In order to evaluate the coupling factor in the
system with the misalignment between the transmitter and receiver coils, the pro-
posed DH coil was compared to a conventional double-layer solenoid by simulation.
The transmitter was modeled as a PSC with the outer and inner radii being 30 and
15 mm, respectively. For the DH coil and conventional solenoid, R1 and R2 were 5
and 6 mm, respectively. The variation of k was investigated with respect to the
lateral and angular misalignments.

Figure 8 shows the simulation models with lateral or angular misalignments. X0

and Y0 in Figure 8a and b indicate the displacements along the x-direction and
y-direction, respectively. α and β indicate the rotating angles around the x-axis
and y-axis, respectively. The vertical distance d in Figure 8c and d is 20 mm in all
cases. The simulation was used to calculate the coupling factor in different scenar-
ios. The results are shown in Figure 9.

It is seen that offers the maximum coupling factor k of the conventional solenoid
much smaller than that of the DH coil, comparing Figure 9a and b. Additionally,
the coupling factor k of the DH coil is larger than that of the conventional solenoid
in most of the measurement range. Figure 9c showed that k is essentially invariable
as the conventional solenoid rotates around the x-axis. However, the DH coil has an
optimal angle as which the largest k is achieved. With β decreases, the central axes
of both the DH coil and conventional solenoid change from being perpendicular to
being parallel with the plane of Tx as shown in Figure 9d. Within such a process,
the coupling factor of the solenoid decreases, while the coupling factor increases for
the DH coil. In addition, when β is 0, the coupling factor of the DH coil is much
larger than that of the conventional solenoid. Accordingly, the orthogonal-coil
structure enhances the mutual inductance. This phenomenon verifies the superior-
ity of the DH coil over the traditional solenoid.

2.4 Experimental results

Weconstructed several prototypes of DH coils with variable turns, gaps andwidths.
Then, the coil with the largest quality factor was chosen and tuned to a resonant
frequency of 5.2 MHz using capacitors. This DH coil is presented in Figure 10.

To study WPT performances in different misalignment scenarios, the PTE was
chosen as an evaluation index. The PTE was measured based on the scatter
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Figure 9.
The coupling factor as a function of the relative position between the receiver and transmitter coils in different
cases: (a) DH coil with lateral misalignment, (b) traditional coil with lateral misalignment, (c) the angular
shifting around the x-axis, and (d) the angular shifting around the y-axis.

Figure 8.
Simulation models of (a) DH coil and (b) solenoid coil for lateral misalignment, and for angular shifting
around (c) the x-axis and (d) the y-axis, respectively.
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parameters measured by a network analyzer. PTE measurements were also
performed for both lateral and angular misalignments. The results shown in
Figure 11 indicate that the WPT system achieves the maximum PTE at the resonant

Figure 10.
Experimental setups for efficiency measurement.

Figure 11.
PTE measurements vs. frequency with variable misalignments: (a) lateral misalignment in the x-direction,
(b) lateral misalignment in the y-direction, (c) angular misalignment around x-axis, and (d) angular
misalignment around y-axis.
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frequency. However, the PTE decreases as the misalignment increases, similar to
the variation of the coupling factor.

It can be observed that the PTE is strongly dependent on the inductive coupling,
which was discussed in the previous section. Therefore, the proposed DH coil offers
more efficient power delivery than the traditional solenoid.

3. Mat-based wireless power transfer to moving targets

Neural stimulation and recording provide emerging prosthetic and treatment
options for spinal cord injury, stroke, sensory dysfunction, and other neurological
diseases and disorders. Neural recording from awake animals with observable
behavior has greatly enhanced our understanding of central and peripheral nervous
systems. Although there has been substantial studies on miniaturized, implantable
electronic circuits that record neural data and stimulate neuronal networks in freely
moving laboratory animals, the mobility of the animal subject is often limited, and
the experimental results obtained under restricted conditions may not reflect the
full repertoire of brain activity corresponding to their natural behaviors [16]. There
are similar problems in the study of new drugs which often requires monitoring a
number of variables from the inside of the animal body and observation of their
mobility and behaviors.

Traditionally, magnetic induction was used for WPT using a similar form to a
transformer [21]. This form of the magnetic induction method is highly efficient
(>90%) in the near-field range, but much less efficient as the transmission distance
increases. In 2007, an efficient mid-range WPT via strongly coupled magnetic
resonance was reported [22]. This system consists of four coils (Figure 12), namely,
driver, primary (or transmitter), secondary (or receiver), and load coils. Inductive
coupling is used between the driver and primary coils as well as between the
secondary and load coils. The primary and secondary coils with the same resonant
frequencies tend to exchange energy efficiently. This mechanism is valuable in the
application to medical implants because biological tissues are generally non-
resonant at the operating frequency in the RF range.

Because our special WPT system involves moving targets (animals, e.g.,
rodents), the vertical component of the magnetic field generated by the transmitter
is required to be distributed as even as possible over the entire area of interest (e.g.,
floor of the rodent cage). When this condition is satisfied, the device carried by or
implanted within each rodent can receive steady power at any location of the floor.
Previously, we designed a WPT system in which multiple circular spiral coils were
printed on hexagonal PCBs [23]. These PCBs were then tiled hexagonally forming a
“power mat” shown in Figure 13. Note that the use of hexagons in the pack of coils
is not an arbitrary choice, rather it has been proven that this design will leave the

Figure 12.
A resonance based WPT system including four coils, namely driver, primary, secondary, and load coils.
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smallest gap between circular resonator coils [24]. The power mat is able to deliver
wireless power to the implants and “carry-on” devices to multiple rodents which
move freely on the floor above the mat.

It has been found from computer simulation that the packing of a circle by
identical disks demonstrates interesting patterns [25]. Denser packings consist of
specific numbers of disks. The first several numbers are: 1, 7, 19, 37, 61, and 91.
Although the packing density increases as more disks are packed within the
enclosing circle, the density is upper-bounded by π2=12 ≈ 0:822. Although, in gen-
eral, using more disks produces a higher density, the implementation complexity
increases as the number of disks increases. Additionally, it is difficult to connect the
RF signal to numerous transmitter (Tx) coils, and the cost involved is high. On the
other hand, we have previously reported that the RF signal can be easily connected
to a pair of open concentric rings to power seven Tx coils simultaneously [23].
Therefore, if more than one coil is used in the Tx, the seven-coil design is often the
best choice for most practical applications to power free-position devices although
its packing density is not the highest.

3.1 Theoretical analysis of mat-based WPT system

As shown in Figure 14, the mat-based WPT system enables magnetically
coupled resonance between an array of transmitter coils and a single receiver coil.

Figure 13.
WPT system in which the floor of the animal cage is located over a hexagonally packed power mat.

Figure 14.
Mat-based WPT system design.
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An adjustable RF oscillator produces a sinusoidal signal, which is amplified by a
power amplifier. The output of the amplifier is connected to an array of driver coils
which are inductively coupled with primary coils [23]. At the power receiving site
(a laboratory animal), the receiver coil is inductively coupled with a load coil to
supply the power to the electronic components within the implant.

In the coupled mode theory (CMT), the first eigen-mode is used to analyze a
resonant system. The approximation by the first eigen-mode is quite accurate under
the condition of a strong coupling in the WPT system. In practical applications, it is
not possible or necessary to directly work on an arbitrary large number of resona-
tors. Rather, for a large hexagonally packed transmitter (HPT) mat (Figure 15),
every one of the resonators can be treated as in the middle of the mat, except for
those ones at the edge, and fortunately the edge effect can be solved simply by
making the mat larger than the animal cage floor. For this reason, we may simplify
analysis by examining the seven-resonator case.

Let us index the seven transmitters from 1 to 7 and the single receiver have an
index of 8. In order to describe the strongly coupled system, a set of differential
equations based on CMT is given by [22].

_a8 tð Þ ¼ jω0 � Γ8 � ΓLð Þa8 tð Þ þ
X7
j¼1

jκijaj tð Þ

_ai tð Þ ¼ jω0 � Γið Þai tð Þ þ
X8
j ¼ 1

j 6¼ i

jκijaj tð Þ þ f i tð Þ, i ¼ 1,…, 7
(11)

Or, if written in matrix form

_a1 tð Þ
_a2 tð Þ
⋮

_a7 tð Þ
_a8 tð Þ
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7777775
¼

jω0 � Γ1ð Þ jκ12 ⋯ jκ17 jκ18
jκ21 jω0 � Γ2ð Þ ⋯ jκ27 jκ28
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
jκ71 jκ72 ⋯ jω0 � Γ7ð Þ jκ78
jκ81 jκ82 ⋯ jκ87 jω0 � Γ8 � ΓL

� �
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6666664

3
7777775

a1 tð Þ
a2 tð Þ
⋮

a7 tð Þ
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3
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þ

f tð Þ
f tð Þ
⋮

f tð Þ
0

2
6666664

3
7777775

(12)

Figure 15.
A large hexagonally packed power mat.
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where ai tð Þ, i ¼ 1, 2,⋯, 7, and a8 tð Þ are, respectively, the first eigenmodes of the
transmitter and receiver resonators corresponding to the natural frequency ω0, Γis
are the intrinsic loss rates of resonators due to absorption and radiation, ΓL repre-
sents the rate of energy going into the load, κs are pairwise coupling coefficients
between resonators, and f is are the inputs to the transmitter resonators. In our case,
all f is are the same, i.e., f 1 ¼ f 2 ¼ ⋯ ¼ f 7 ¼ f . Note that ais are also known as
positive frequency components in terms of CMT. Although ai (generally complex-
valued) does not represent a voltage or current directly, the energy contained in
each resonator can be represented as aij j2, and the power output of the system is
2ΓL a8j j2. Using the CMT concept, the goal of obtaining a uniform power output
becomes finding a constant a8j j within the WPT space.

To make Eq. (12) more concise, we write it into the following form:

_a ¼ Aaþ f (13)

where the vectors and matrices are in correspondence with Eq. (12).
If the WPT system is driven by a sinusoidal input, e.g., f tð Þ ¼ Fejω0t 1, 1,⋯1,0½ �T,

the positive frequency components have the form ofa tð Þ ¼ aejω0t at the steady state.
Substituting this into Eq. (13), we can solve for a tð Þ

a tð Þ ¼ �B�1f tð Þ (14)

where

B ¼

�Γ1 jκ12 ⋯ jκ17 jκ18
jκ21 �Γ2 ⋯ jκ27 jκ28
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
jκ71 jκ72 ⋯ �Γ7 jκ78
jκ81 jκ82 ⋯ jκ87 �Γ8 � ΓL

2
6666664

3
7777775

In case where B is not invertible, its pseudo inverse can be used instead. Thus,
given Γi, κij, and f i, we can compute ai tð Þ analytically by Eq. (14). The CMT
approach provides a powerful analytical tool for the multi-resonator WPT system.
For example, it has been utilized to maximize the efficiency of power transfer and
investigate the relay effect by inserting one or more resonators between the trans-
mitter and receiver [26]. Using CMT, we have studied the dynamics of the system
involving an array of resonators [27]. Although the previous studies have shown
that CMT well characterizes the temporal behavior of the WPT system, it has clear
limitations when the system parameter changes. For example, when the receiving
resonator moves over the HPT mat, the coupling coefficients κ8i i ¼ 1, 2,⋯, 7ð Þ
change, and the variations of the system behavior are difficult to determine analyt-
ically. In order to study the motion effect of the receiving resonator and answer the
critical question whether the receiver resonator can harvest sufficient amount of
power at different locations over the HPT mat, we performed numerical simulation
and conducted an experimental test.

3.2 Simulation of mat-based WPT system

For a clear illustration of the design principle of the mat-based WPT system, we
simulated a single HPT cell consisting of seven PSCs, as limited by the computa-
tional complexity. This simulation does not cause a loss of generality because the
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results of multiple cells can be obtained simply by superposition of single cell
results. In most cases, changes in the position of a device lead to a variation in
mutual inductance which results from a change in the magnetic field distribution.
Although some unevenness in the distribution is unavoidable, we expect this distri-
bution to be nearly uniform with enhanced misalignment tolerability for WPT
applications involving moving targets.

We utilize the concentric model to approximate the coil where the total mag-
netic field is a superposition of the fields of individual loops in the coil. Assuming
that a loop with a radius of a is centered at the origin carrying a current I. Based
on the Biot-Savart law, the x-, y- and z-components of the magnetic field at point
r (x, y, z) are given by [28].

Bx ¼ Cxz
2α2βρ2

a2 þ r2
� �

E k2
� �� α2K k2

� �� �

By ¼ Cyz
2α2βρ2

a2 þ r2
� �

E k2
� �� α2K k2

� �� � ¼ y
x
Bx

Bz ¼ C
2α2β

a2 � r2
� �

E k2
� �� α2K k2

� �� �
(15)

where ρ2 ¼ x2 þ y2, r2 ¼ x2 þ y2 þ z2, α2 ¼ a2 þ r2 � 2aρ, β2 ¼ a2 þ r2 þ 2aρ,
k2 ¼ 1� α2=β2, C ¼ u0I=π, and K(.) and E(.) are the complete elliptic integrals of
the first and second kinds, respectively. For easier calculation, without loss of
generality, the current is chosen so that C ¼ 1. With the magnetic field of a single
loop, we can apply the superposition rule to get the magnetic field generated by a
multi-loop circular coil. Since the receiver coil is always in parallel with the trans-
mitter coil (which is installed below the animal cage floor), the fluxes in the receiver
coil are contributed by the z-component of the magnetic field. Therefore, we will
focus on the z-component of the magnetic field in our analysis.

With these simplifications, we can calculate the magnetic field of the seven-
transmitter powering platform. Figure 16 shows a magnetic field with different
distances between the transmitter and the surface (evaluating plane) where the
field was evaluated. It can be seen that the separation between the evaluating plane
and the transmitter enables the variation of the z-component of magnetic field.
When the distance is increasing, the flatness of the magnetic field also improves at
first. However, when the height is too large, the magnetic field distribution becomes
similar to that of a larger spiral coil, which affects both the flatness and magnitude
of the magnetic field. On the other hand, when the height is too small, although the
peak magnitude is larger, the z-component is inversed at the gap between resona-
tors, which implies a large fluctuation of the magnetic field.

In order to investigate the effect of mutual inductance between turns in the
spiral coil, we also performed a simulation study on the 7-coil mat using a commer-
cial finite element (FE) software HFSS (Ansys Corp., Pittsburgh, PA). Figure 17
shows the 3D model of the HPT mat used in the simulation, where each PSC was
20 cm in outer diameter, 1 cm in conductive trace width, and 1 cm in trace spacing.
The input power was set at 1 W. As stated previously, the goal of the power mat
design was to obtain a nearly uniform magnetic field within an extended region to
support WPT for moving targets, rather than optimizing PTE (the animal cage is
powered from a regular AC socket).

We excited the seven PSCs simultaneously using a common RF power source.
Energy was injected into the driver coil array to maintain resonance in the presence
of losses and energy drawn from the magnetic field by the receiver coil. Figure 18
shows the z-component distribution of the magnetic field at 8 and 20 cm distances,
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_a ¼ Aaþ f (13)

where the vectors and matrices are in correspondence with Eq. (12).
If the WPT system is driven by a sinusoidal input, e.g., f tð Þ ¼ Fejω0t 1, 1,⋯1,0½ �T,

the positive frequency components have the form ofa tð Þ ¼ aejω0t at the steady state.
Substituting this into Eq. (13), we can solve for a tð Þ

a tð Þ ¼ �B�1f tð Þ (14)

where

B ¼

�Γ1 jκ12 ⋯ jκ17 jκ18
jκ21 �Γ2 ⋯ jκ27 jκ28
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
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In case where B is not invertible, its pseudo inverse can be used instead. Thus,
given Γi, κij, and f i, we can compute ai tð Þ analytically by Eq. (14). The CMT
approach provides a powerful analytical tool for the multi-resonator WPT system.
For example, it has been utilized to maximize the efficiency of power transfer and
investigate the relay effect by inserting one or more resonators between the trans-
mitter and receiver [26]. Using CMT, we have studied the dynamics of the system
involving an array of resonators [27]. Although the previous studies have shown
that CMT well characterizes the temporal behavior of the WPT system, it has clear
limitations when the system parameter changes. For example, when the receiving
resonator moves over the HPT mat, the coupling coefficients κ8i i ¼ 1, 2,⋯, 7ð Þ
change, and the variations of the system behavior are difficult to determine analyt-
ically. In order to study the motion effect of the receiving resonator and answer the
critical question whether the receiver resonator can harvest sufficient amount of
power at different locations over the HPT mat, we performed numerical simulation
and conducted an experimental test.

3.2 Simulation of mat-based WPT system

For a clear illustration of the design principle of the mat-based WPT system, we
simulated a single HPT cell consisting of seven PSCs, as limited by the computa-
tional complexity. This simulation does not cause a loss of generality because the
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results of multiple cells can be obtained simply by superposition of single cell
results. In most cases, changes in the position of a device lead to a variation in
mutual inductance which results from a change in the magnetic field distribution.
Although some unevenness in the distribution is unavoidable, we expect this distri-
bution to be nearly uniform with enhanced misalignment tolerability for WPT
applications involving moving targets.

We utilize the concentric model to approximate the coil where the total mag-
netic field is a superposition of the fields of individual loops in the coil. Assuming
that a loop with a radius of a is centered at the origin carrying a current I. Based
on the Biot-Savart law, the x-, y- and z-components of the magnetic field at point
r (x, y, z) are given by [28].

Bx ¼ Cxz
2α2βρ2

a2 þ r2
� �

E k2
� �� α2K k2

� �� �

By ¼ Cyz
2α2βρ2

a2 þ r2
� �

E k2
� �� α2K k2

� �� � ¼ y
x
Bx

Bz ¼ C
2α2β

a2 � r2
� �

E k2
� �� α2K k2

� �� �
(15)

where ρ2 ¼ x2 þ y2, r2 ¼ x2 þ y2 þ z2, α2 ¼ a2 þ r2 � 2aρ, β2 ¼ a2 þ r2 þ 2aρ,
k2 ¼ 1� α2=β2, C ¼ u0I=π, and K(.) and E(.) are the complete elliptic integrals of
the first and second kinds, respectively. For easier calculation, without loss of
generality, the current is chosen so that C ¼ 1. With the magnetic field of a single
loop, we can apply the superposition rule to get the magnetic field generated by a
multi-loop circular coil. Since the receiver coil is always in parallel with the trans-
mitter coil (which is installed below the animal cage floor), the fluxes in the receiver
coil are contributed by the z-component of the magnetic field. Therefore, we will
focus on the z-component of the magnetic field in our analysis.

With these simplifications, we can calculate the magnetic field of the seven-
transmitter powering platform. Figure 16 shows a magnetic field with different
distances between the transmitter and the surface (evaluating plane) where the
field was evaluated. It can be seen that the separation between the evaluating plane
and the transmitter enables the variation of the z-component of magnetic field.
When the distance is increasing, the flatness of the magnetic field also improves at
first. However, when the height is too large, the magnetic field distribution becomes
similar to that of a larger spiral coil, which affects both the flatness and magnitude
of the magnetic field. On the other hand, when the height is too small, although the
peak magnitude is larger, the z-component is inversed at the gap between resona-
tors, which implies a large fluctuation of the magnetic field.

In order to investigate the effect of mutual inductance between turns in the
spiral coil, we also performed a simulation study on the 7-coil mat using a commer-
cial finite element (FE) software HFSS (Ansys Corp., Pittsburgh, PA). Figure 17
shows the 3D model of the HPT mat used in the simulation, where each PSC was
20 cm in outer diameter, 1 cm in conductive trace width, and 1 cm in trace spacing.
The input power was set at 1 W. As stated previously, the goal of the power mat
design was to obtain a nearly uniform magnetic field within an extended region to
support WPT for moving targets, rather than optimizing PTE (the animal cage is
powered from a regular AC socket).

We excited the seven PSCs simultaneously using a common RF power source.
Energy was injected into the driver coil array to maintain resonance in the presence
of losses and energy drawn from the magnetic field by the receiver coil. Figure 18
shows the z-component distribution of the magnetic field at 8 and 20 cm distances,
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respectively, above the power mat (i.e., the X-Y plane). Color indicates the magni-
tude of the magnetic field in the z-direction. It can be seen that, at z = 8 cm
(Figure 18a), the magnitude of the magnetic field was the highest (peak) at the
center of each coil, and the lowest (valley) at the junction of three coils. When the
distance to the HPT mat increased to 20 cm, a smoother magnetic field distribution
was observed, but approaching to the field generated by a large spiral coil
(Figure 18b). In order to evaluate the evenness of distribution quantitatively, the
coefficient of variation (COV) was utilized which was defined as the standard
deviation of the field values divided by the mean. Thus, a smaller value of the COV
indicates a more uniform distribution. Figure 19 shows the COVs of the magnetic
field in the z-direction above the HPT mat at distances from 5 to 40 cm. It can be
observed that the COV achieves a value <10% when the distance is larger than the
size of the transmitter coil.

3.3 Receiver coil design

In practical applications, it is almost always beneficial to reduce the size of an
implantable device, whereas the WPT system requires a match of the resonant
frequencies of the primary and secondary coils. We have designed a new structure
of the implantable coil with a miniaturized size while having enough turns to match
the resonant frequency of the primary coil. Figure 20 illustrates our design in which

Figure 16.
Z-component of the magnetic field distribution with different separations between the evaluation plane and the
transmitter consisting of seven coils. (a) 3.25 cm, (b) 7.25 cm, (c) 10.25 cm, and (d) 20.05 cm.
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Figure 17.
HFSS simulation. (a) 3D model of the transmitter mat; (b) Dimensions of each PSC.

Figure 18.
Distribution of the z-component of the magnetic field in a plane at (a) 8 cm and (b) 20 cm above the HPT mat
at the resonant frequency of 85.2 MHz.

Figure 19.
Variation in coefficient of variation (COV) of vertical field distribution as a function of distance above the HPT
mat at the resonant frequency of 85.2 MHz.
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Figure 17.
HFSS simulation. (a) 3D model of the transmitter mat; (b) Dimensions of each PSC.

Figure 18.
Distribution of the z-component of the magnetic field in a plane at (a) 8 cm and (b) 20 cm above the HPT mat
at the resonant frequency of 85.2 MHz.

Figure 19.
Variation in coefficient of variation (COV) of vertical field distribution as a function of distance above the HPT
mat at the resonant frequency of 85.2 MHz.
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coils serve as both implant exterior housing and power receiving elements. It con-
sists of two planar sub-coils and one helical sub-coil. The sub-coils are combined
into a single coil within a shallow box assembly. By choosing different geometric
designs for the sub-coils, different shaped boxes can be obtained. In practical
implementation, the exterior of the box must be covered by a biocompatible mate-
rial for biological safety.

3.4 Experiment tests

In order to study the performance of the mat-based WPT system experimen-
tally, we constructed a prototype mat-based system shown in Figure 21, where a
transmitter consists of seven circular spiral coils arranged in a hexagonal form. Each
PSC was 13.2 cm in diameter, 2.9 mm in trace width, and 1.6 mm in trace spacing.
On the reverse side of each PSC, several conductor strips were utilized to form
distributed capacitances with respect to the coil on the front side. By changing the
numbers of these strips, the resonant frequencies of the PSCs became adjustable.
The frequencies were adjusted to 29.453 � 0.072 MHz with a Q-factor of approxi-
mately 100. The prototype of a receiver coil includes three coils and is 25 mm in
diameter, 7 mm in height, and 3.39 g in weight. The resonant frequency and Q
factor were measured to be 29.075 MHz and 61, respectively.

Figure 20.
(a) Three sub-coils winded in proper directions are combined and connected to form a single coil shown in (b).

Figure 21.
Experimental platform for measuring magnetic field distribution.
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By measuring the induced voltage in the small receiver coil, the variation of the
vertical magnetic field is given by

V ¼ � ∂φ

∂t
¼ �N

∂BzS
∂t

∝Bz (16)

When the measuring coil is sufficiently small and the system is driven by
sinusoidal input, the induced voltage V in the measuring coil is proportional to the
local Bz. As our objective function cancels out the constants relating these two
values, we can directly evaluate the cost function using V instead of Bz and compare
with the calculation results. As shown in Figure 22, these measurement locations
were chosen because the magnetic field distribution at any interior PSC in a regular
mat can be approximated by the central PSC in each single seven-coil cell
(Figure 15).

In order to compare the measured voltage with the calculated Bz, we need to
normalize both to the same scale, as they are proportional to each other. Figure 23
shows that the measured data matches the calculated ones very well, except for that
the measured data tends to be larger than the calculated ones, which is because the
receiver can capture a small portion of horizontal field in additional to the field in
the vertical direction. When the measured data are normalized to the center value
where the horizontal component is almost zero, the other positions will have larger
field than the expected one.

In our WPT system design (Figure 13), the separation between the primary and
secondary coils includes a distance between the mat and the floor. This distance can
be adjusted to achieve both a high WPT performance and an acceptably uniform
magnetic field distribution. At different separations, we measured the peak-to-peak
values of induced RF voltages in the load coil when the system was powered by a
sinusoidal wave at the resonant frequency (approximately 26.6 MHz). Our experi-
ments show that, for our particular system design, the separations of approximately
10 cm and 8 cm between the primary and secondary coils provide a good compro-
mise between performance and magnetic field distribution. In order to visualize this
distribution, we interpolated the 21 measured values and plotted the results in
Figure 24. At a separation of 10 cm, the measured 21 voltage values were in the
range between 1.12 and 1.64 V, whereas the mean and standard deviation were

Figure 22.
Sketch of a seven-resonator mat and the test points.
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1.23 and 0.11 V, respectively. The relatively small standard deviation indicates a
nearly uniform magnetic field distribution, as observed in Figure 24. The results
indicate that a flat magnetic field can be achieved by our power mat design and that
this design is effective for WPT to biomedical implants in freely moving animals.

4. Conclusion

We have presented a DH coil as the WPT receiver in implantable medical
devices. This new coil has several attractive properties that it can be made conve-
niently at high precision on a flexible PCB along with other electronic components,
forming a complete flexible sheet. This sheet, after being hermetically sealed, can be
wrapped around a tubular biological structure, such as a blood vessel or a nerve
bundle, to perform diagnostic, monitoring and therapeutic functions. The DH coil
has been mathematically analyzed, and expressions for both mutual inductance and
self-inductance have been derived. We have found that the DH coil provides a

Figure 23.
Comparison of measured and calculated vertical magnetic field over the prototype mat.

Figure 24.
Voltage distribution computed by interpolating the 21 measured voltage values across the load coil at a constant
primary and secondary coil separation of (a) 8 cm and (b) 10 cm.
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higher coupling factor than the conventional solenoid coil when a lateral or angular
misalignment exists. In addition, the DH coil achieves the largest coupling factor
and energy transfer efficiency when the axis of the DH coil is in parallel with the
plane of the planar spiral transmitter coil. Our computer simulation and experi-
ments under lateral and angular misalignments have been conducted and their
results have verified our analytical results.

In order to support biomedical studies using the animal model, we have designed
a new power mat, enabling wireless power delivery to miniaturized moving targets.
The power mat contains a single or multiple transmitter cells and each cell consists
of seven hexagonally packed PSCs. We have conducted theoretical, computational
and experimental studies on the special WPT system to meet the challenge of
distributing the electromagnetic field evenly over the power mat. We have analyzed
the HPT cell using the CMT. Formulas have been derived relating the received
power to the inputs and system parameters. Then, we utilize computer simulation
to study the evenness of the magnetic field distribution over the power mat at
different distances between the power mat and the floor of the animal cage. Finally,
we constructed a prototype system, measured its magnetic field distribution and
verified that our design has met the challenge. We have also presented a new design
of the receiver coil consisting of three serially connected sub-coils. This new design
of the receiver coil allows it to capture the most magnetic flux produced by the
transmitter, facilitates a match of resonant frequencies of the transmitter and
receiver, and reduces the volume of the implant.
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Chapter 5

Long-Distance Wireless Power
Transfer Based on Time Reversal
Technique
Bin-Jie Hu, Zhi-Wu Lin and Peng Liao

Abstract

Wireless power transfer (WPT) using microwave irradiation can set human free
from the annoying wires. However, WPT has low energy efficiency due to electro-
magnetic wave diffraction in the case of indoor non-line-of-sight (NLOS) and
causes electromagnetic radiation pollution around the room in the case of indoor
line-of-sight (LOS). Time reversal (TR) technique is an inverse operation of time-
domain signals and makes full use of the multipath effect. TR technique can
improve the efficiency and reduce the pollution due to its unique temporal–spatial
focusing effect. We will detail the principles of TR with the finite TR arrays. What’s
more, we propose a sequential convex programming (SCP) algorithm based on
diode circuit to obtain the optimal frequency point amplitude to further improve
energy efficiency. The simulation result shows that the TR-SCP-WPT system model
will get the significant energy gain.

Keywords: wireless power transfer, time reversal, sequential convex programming

1. Introduction

With the development of economy and science technology, more and more
applications of wireless electronic products have been made. People have higher
requirements on power transmission mode, efficiency, security, and so on. The
traditional battery supply mode limits the using time of electronic products. How-
ever, reducing energy consumption or increasing battery capacity is not the most
essential solutions to which. The wired cable power supply method is also not
suitable for communication electronic products with strong mobility and wide
distribution. Therefore, wireless power transfer (WPT) is a trend.

There are four types of WPT: magnetic induction coupling, magnetic coupling
resonance, laser, and microwave. Among them, microwave power transmission has
a bright prospect, since it is not limited by distance and it does not require a precise
angle [1]. But WPT has low energy efficiency due to electromagnetic wave diffrac-
tion in the case of indoor non-line-of-sight (NLOS) and causes electromagnetic
radiation pollution around the room in the case of indoor line-of-sight (LOS). The
transmission efficiency of microwave power transmission is mainly composed of
three parts: microwave and direct current (DC) conversion efficiency, antenna
receiving efficiency, and electromagnetic wave spatial transmission efficiency.

Time reversal (TR) technique is an inverse operation of time-domain signals and
makes full use of the multipath effect, which can improve the efficiency by the
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temporal effect and reduce the pollution by the spatial effect. In [2], it conducted a
TR indoor experiment with a nanosecond pulse with a carrier frequency of
2.45 GHz. It is proven that TR can achieve an energy gain of 30 dB, and when
continuous wave is used, the TR scheme can avoid indoor fading phenomenon. In
[3], it explores the spatial profile of TR-WPT for energy reception at the vertical
direction of the focus point in a metal cavity and gives a closed-form expression. In
[4], it uses the temporal–spatial focusing effect of TR, combined with coils
containing metamaterials, to illuminate centimeter-level LED lamps, thus demon-
strating the precise control of near-field electromagnetic waves.

TR can improve the transmission efficiency, and we also consider the microwave
and DC conversion efficiency. The conversion efficiency depends on rectenna. It is
not only a function of rectenna design but also a function of input waveform, i.e.,
input power and shape. This results in that the conversion efficiency is not a
constant, but a nonlinear function of the input waveform [5]. Therefore, we con-
sider a nonlinear rectenna circuit model in our system model with TR technique.
Then we propose a sequential convex programming (SCP) to get the optimal fre-
quency amplitude for the better conversion efficiency.

The potential of TR and SCP to handle efficiency issues for WPT systems is
investigated in this chapter. We introduce the background of WPT and TR in
section 1. Then we detail the principles of TR in section 2. We describe the TR-SCP-
WPT system model in section 3. Finally, the energy efficiency performance of the
WPT system is proposed.

2. Principles of TR

Time reversal is a digital signal processing technique. If applied to waveform
design, it can be used as a beamforming technique. According to Fink’s time rever-
sal cavity (TRC) in [6], the time reversal technique uses the detection signal to
obtain all the information of the spatial channel so that the source signal can be
perfectly reconstructed in the original position. Considering the actual situation,
Fink uses the Huygens principle to transform the three-dimensional TRC into a
two-dimensional and finite number of time reversal mirrors (TRM). The basic idea
of time reversal technique is to reverse the signal in the time domain or phase-
conjugate the signal in the frequency domain. The process of TR contains two stages
as shown in Figure 1. The first stage is detection stage. The source transmits the

Figure 1.
The process of TR (a) detection stage (b) TR stage.
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detection signal. In the second stage, TR stage, TRC records the signal with the
channel impulse response (CIR) and then reverses it. The time reversal signal will
arrive at the same position of the source through the same CIR.

The CIR goes through by the multipaths. To more detail, let us imagine that
there are two points A and B in the space of the metal box like in Figure 2. When
A transmits radio signals, its radio waves bounce back and forth in the box. Some of
them bounce back and forth through B. After a period of time, the energy level
decreases and can no longer be observed. Meanwhile, B can record the multipath
distribution of arrival wave as time distribution. Then, such multipath distribution
is inverted (and conjugated) by B and emitted accordingly, the last one and the last
one. Through channel reciprocity, all waves following the original path will arrive at
A at the same specific time and add up in a perfect and constructive way. This is
called focusing effect [7] (Figure 2).

The specific operation of TR is to reverse the time-domain signal on the time
axis or to adopt phase conjugation for the complex frequency domain signal. In our
research, we choose the operation in time domain.

2.1 Temporal focusing effect of TR

The temporal–spatial focusing effect of TR utilizes the principle of channel
reciprocity, which means that in the two stages, the channel information is time
invariant. Channel reciprocity requires a high correlation between the CIR of the
forward link and the backward link, while channel stability requires that the CIR be
stationary for at least one of the detection and TR stages. Experiments in the
laboratory area show that the correlation of CIR between forward and backward
links is as high as 0.98 in [8]. Therefore, TR can play an important role. The
temporal focusing effect of TR refers to that the signal originally arriving last will be
transmitted first while the signal originally arriving first will be transmitted last,
and finally the signal of all paths arrive at the same moment.

We consider a long distance and wireless environment, namely, rich multipath
channel can be represented as

h tð Þ ¼
XL�1

l¼0

αlδ t� τlð Þ (1)

where L is the whole number of multipath, al is the amplitude of the path, τl is
the delay of the path, and δðÞ is the Dirichlet function.

Figure 2.
An illustration of TR (a) the channel probing phase and (b) the data transmission and focusing phase [7].
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According to the process of TR, the TR signal containing the reversed CIR will go
through the same CIR. Therefore, there is an equivalent channel of TR, such as

heq tð Þ ¼ h �tð Þ⊗ h tð Þ

¼
XL�1

l¼0

αlδ �t� τlð Þ⊗
XL�1

k¼0

αkδ t� τkð Þ

¼
XL�1

l¼0

XL�1

k¼0

αlαkδ t� τl � τkð Þð Þ

¼
XL�1

l¼0

α2l δ tð Þ þ
XL�1

l¼0

XL�1

k¼0, k6¼l

αlαkδ t� τl � τkð Þð Þ

¼ Afocuse þ Asidelobe

(2)

According to Eq. (2), the equivalent channel is focused to zero moment and is
superposed by L paths. In addition, this will generate a lot of sidelobe information as
Asidelobe. Since the multipath delay range is large and the difference of τl � τkð Þ is the
same, the equivalent channel has many smaller side lobes on the time axis. We
prove the temporal focusing effect of TR by the indoor channel, IEEE802.15.3a in
[9] like in Figure 3.

According to Eq. (2), at zero-focus moment, the effect of delay is just offset, and
the L multipath components add up, resulting in an increase in peak value at that
time. Figure 3a shows the normalized indoor channel, and the TR equivalent chan-
nel of Figure 3b is time reversed by the channel of Figure 3a. It can be seen from
the peaks of the two that the TR equivalent channel has an order of amplitude
higher than the peak, which is consistent with Eq. (2). Multipath delays can cause
phase shifts in the signal. Therefore, for the transmitted signal, it is equivalent to the
fact that at the time of focusing, the signal information is superimposed in phase,
and a focus peak appears. This is the temporal focusing effect of the TR.

2.2 Spatial focusing effect of TR

The spatial focusing effect is illustrated by the time reversal simulation experi-
ment in a reverberant metal cavity through the XFDTD. As shown in Figure 4,
there is the source node A at the center of reverberant metal cavity (0, 0, and
0 mm) and four time reversal mirror (TRM) array elements namely TRM1

Figure 3.
Temporal focusing effect of TR (a) CIR (b) TR channel.
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(200, 0, and 0 mm), TRM2 (�200, 0, and 0 mm), TRM3 (0, 200, and 0 mm),
TRM4 (0, �200, and 0 mm). The distance between the source node A and the TRM
array elements is 200 mm, which is in the far field( L > λ, λ is the component of the
signal included the shortest wavelength).

The basic TR process in this reverberant metal cavity proceeds as follows: first,
the detection signal x tð Þ is injected into the cavity at the source node A, and the
received signal at point B of the TRM array element is y tð Þ after passing through the
channel hAB tð Þ:

y tð Þ ¼ x tð Þ⊗ hAB tð Þ (3)

where ⊗ represents the convolution. Second, the received signal y tð Þ is time
reversed at point B and injected into the cavity again. The received signal at point A
of source node is as follows:

RA tð Þ ¼ y �tð Þ⊗ hBA tð Þ
¼ x �tð Þ⊗ hAB �tð Þ⊗ hBA tð Þ
¼ x �tð Þ⊗ heq tð Þ

(4)

where heq tð Þ is an autocorrelation function of hAB tð Þ, which can be regarded as
the equivalent channel impulse response of TR.

When the channel impulse response between point C (at a certain distance from
point source node A) and point B of TRM array unit is recorded as hBC tð Þ, the
expression of received signal at non-source node can be obtained as follows:

RC tð Þ¼ y �tð Þ⊗ hBC tð Þ
¼ x �tð Þ⊗ hAB �tð Þ⊗ hBC tð Þ

(5)

Because of the maximum value range of coherent superposition of multipath
signals, the spatial focusing effect of TR can make the multipath signals superpose
coherently at the source node A at a certain time, thus enhancing the electric field
intensity at the source node to produce a peak. As shown in Figure 5, it can be seen
that TR processing results in a lower signal amplitude in an area other than the
location of the source node and the recovery of x tð Þ occurs at the primary source
node A, and the peak value of RA tð Þ is higher than the peak value of RC tð Þ. Because
hAB �tð Þ and hBC tð Þ are non-autocorrelation, there will be coherent cancelation in the
signal. The obtained RC tð Þ and x tð Þ signals are completely different. The peak power
ratio of the signal that the source node and the non-source node can receive is
determined by the total multipath gain of the channel and the correlation

Figure 4.
A reverberant metal cavity with one source node and four TRM nodes.
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higher than the peak, which is consistent with Eq. (2). Multipath delays can cause
phase shifts in the signal. Therefore, for the transmitted signal, it is equivalent to the
fact that at the time of focusing, the signal information is superimposed in phase,
and a focus peak appears. This is the temporal focusing effect of the TR.

2.2 Spatial focusing effect of TR

The spatial focusing effect is illustrated by the time reversal simulation experi-
ment in a reverberant metal cavity through the XFDTD. As shown in Figure 4,
there is the source node A at the center of reverberant metal cavity (0, 0, and
0 mm) and four time reversal mirror (TRM) array elements namely TRM1

Figure 3.
Temporal focusing effect of TR (a) CIR (b) TR channel.
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(200, 0, and 0 mm), TRM2 (�200, 0, and 0 mm), TRM3 (0, 200, and 0 mm),
TRM4 (0, �200, and 0 mm). The distance between the source node A and the TRM
array elements is 200 mm, which is in the far field( L > λ, λ is the component of the
signal included the shortest wavelength).

The basic TR process in this reverberant metal cavity proceeds as follows: first,
the detection signal x tð Þ is injected into the cavity at the source node A, and the
received signal at point B of the TRM array element is y tð Þ after passing through the
channel hAB tð Þ:

y tð Þ ¼ x tð Þ⊗ hAB tð Þ (3)

where ⊗ represents the convolution. Second, the received signal y tð Þ is time
reversed at point B and injected into the cavity again. The received signal at point A
of source node is as follows:

RA tð Þ ¼ y �tð Þ⊗ hBA tð Þ
¼ x �tð Þ⊗ hAB �tð Þ⊗ hBA tð Þ
¼ x �tð Þ⊗ heq tð Þ

(4)

where heq tð Þ is an autocorrelation function of hAB tð Þ, which can be regarded as
the equivalent channel impulse response of TR.

When the channel impulse response between point C (at a certain distance from
point source node A) and point B of TRM array unit is recorded as hBC tð Þ, the
expression of received signal at non-source node can be obtained as follows:

RC tð Þ¼ y �tð Þ⊗ hBC tð Þ
¼ x �tð Þ⊗ hAB �tð Þ⊗ hBC tð Þ

(5)

Because of the maximum value range of coherent superposition of multipath
signals, the spatial focusing effect of TR can make the multipath signals superpose
coherently at the source node A at a certain time, thus enhancing the electric field
intensity at the source node to produce a peak. As shown in Figure 5, it can be seen
that TR processing results in a lower signal amplitude in an area other than the
location of the source node and the recovery of x tð Þ occurs at the primary source
node A, and the peak value of RA tð Þ is higher than the peak value of RC tð Þ. Because
hAB �tð Þ and hBC tð Þ are non-autocorrelation, there will be coherent cancelation in the
signal. The obtained RC tð Þ and x tð Þ signals are completely different. The peak power
ratio of the signal that the source node and the non-source node can receive is
determined by the total multipath gain of the channel and the correlation

Figure 4.
A reverberant metal cavity with one source node and four TRM nodes.
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coefficient between the channels. Even if the multipath gain of the source node and
the non-source node is the same or slightly higher, the ratio of peak power will still
have a large gap when the channel correlation coefficient is very small. In the
scattering-rich environment, as long as the distance is enough, the correlation of
impulse response of multipath channel decreases to a very low level. The spatial
focusing effect of TR is adaptive and can reduce electromagnetic radiation pollution.

3. WPT system model and analysis

Through section 2, we can get the idea that TR technique can increase power
gain by the temporal focusing effect and reduce the electromagnetic radiation
pollution by the spatial focusing effect. In WPT system, the important part is the
rectifier antenna. According to [5, 10], the rectifier antenna consists of a diode and a
low-pass filter to transform radio frequency (RF) input signal into direct current
(DC). The collected DC energy is a function of input power level and RF-DC
conversion efficiency. RF-DC conversion efficiency is not only a function of recti-
fier antenna design but also a function of input waveform, that is, input power and
shape. Therefore, we consider to design the frequency point amplitude to improve
energy efficiency based on the diode circuit with TR technique.

3.1 System model

Through the above introduction, we consider the system model as Figure 6.
Because the two stages of TR, the transmitter and receiver both have two antennas.
In the transmitter, the channel estimation module can extract the channel state
information (CSI) between two devices. Then the time reversal module can use the
CSI to obtain the time reversal signal. According to the rectenna circuit model, a
non-convex problem about the received signal and the output voltage can be
extracted. Usually, a non-convex problem should be converted into a convex prob-
lem [11]. We propose that the sequential convex programming algorithm can solve
the problem. More detail can be found in [12] due to the space limitations. Finally,
the sequential convex programming module will get the optimal frequency point
amplitude according to rectenna circuit.

Figure 5.
Spatial focusing effect of time reversal electromagnetic wave: Electric field distribution Z = 0 plane of the source
node (a) in NO-TR system (b) in TR-WPT system.
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3.2 Simulation

Firstly, we consider a multipath channel response based on a metal cavity like in
Figure 7, with the measurement in frequency domain by Vector Network Analyzer
(VNA) [13].

In [14], it proposes that the larger the bandwidth, the more the number of
multipath like in Figure 8. In the above analysis and Eq. (2), the performance of TR
is related to the multipath. In addition, the factor of SCP is frequency point num-
bers. Therefore, we compare three system models, namely, direct transmission
(DT), TR, and TR-SCP, in different bandwidth (20–200 MHz) and frequency point
numbers (2–8).

3.3 Result and analysis

In the simulation, we set the carrier frequency as 5.8GHz and the emitting power
as 36 dBm. Then we combine the measured channel with Matlab module like in
Figure 6 to perform the experiment. As in Figure 9a, the TR-SCP and TR systems
perform much better than the DT system because the TR technique can take

Figure 6.
TR-SCP-WPT system model.

Figure 7.
The metal cavity.
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advantage of the multipath channel. What’s more, as the bandwidth becomes big-
ger, their performance is better. As in Figure 9b, because the TR-SCP can make use
of CSI based on the diode circuit, its performance will be better than TR system.
And when the number of frequency point is from 2 to 8, the system can get more
information about CSI. Therefore, in Figure 9b, the TR-SCP system will be better
and better than the TR system as the number increases.

4. Conclusion

This chapter firstly introduces the principle of TR technique. Then according to
the focusing effect of TR, we propose TR be applied to WPT. Because the conver-
sion efficiency is associated with the waveform, we propose SCP algorithm based on
diode circuit to design the amplitude of the emitting signal. Finally, we combine the
SCP with the TR to propose a SCP-TR system model. Based on the results of the
simulation, our design model can achieve better performance on wireless power
transmission. Therefore, we believe that our model is robust and stable in a complex

Figure 8.
Percentage of captured energy versus the number of significant eigenvalues with a single antenna [14].

Figure 9.
Result of the simulation (a) power and bandwidth (b) power and frequency points.
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and rich multipath environment and can adapt to a variety of wireless power
transmission scenarios.
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Chapter 6

Performance Analysis for
NOMA Relaying System in
Next-Generation Networks with
RF Energy Harvesting
Dac-Binh Ha and Jai P. Agrawal

Abstract

In this chapter, we investigate the performance of the non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) relaying network with radio-frequency (RF) power transfer.
Specifically, this considered system consists of one RF power supply station, one
source, one energy-constrained relay, and multiple energy-constrained NOMA
users. The better user and relay can help the source to forward the message to worse
user by using the energy harvested from the power station. The triple-phase
harvest-transmit-forward transmission protocol is proposed for this considered
system. The exact closed-form expressions of outage probability and throughput for
each link and whole system are derived by using the statistical characteristics of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of
transmission links. In order to understand more detail about the behavior of this
considered system, the numerical results are provided according to the system key
parameters, such as the transmit power, number of users, time switching ratio,
and power allocation coefficients. The simulation results are also provided to
confirm the correctness of our analysis.

Keywords: outage probability, non-orthogonal multiple access, relaying,
radio frequency, wireless energy harvesting

1. Introduction

Radio-frequency (RF) energy harvesting (EH), abbreviated as RF-EH, enabled
wireless power transfer (WPT) is an emerging and promising approach to supply
everlasting and cost-effective energy to low-power electronic devices, that is, sen-
sor nodes, low-power cellphone, wireless control devices, and so on [1–3]. This
approach is expected to have abundant applications in next-generation wireless
networks, such as Internet-of-Things (IoT) wireless networks or 5G networks,
which can be a platform for varied fields, for example, manufacturing [4, 5], smart
agriculture [5], and smart city [5]. Specifically, the IoT-based wireless sensor net-
works for smart agriculture usually consist of a large number of battery-powered
wireless sensor nodes for data collecting, data processing, and data transmission.
Therefore, these energy-constrained devices need to be replaced or recharged
periodically; this leads the lifetime of network limited. The RF energy harvesting
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Chapter 6

Performance Analysis for
NOMA Relaying System in
Next-Generation Networks with
RF Energy Harvesting
Dac-Binh Ha and Jai P. Agrawal

Abstract

In this chapter, we investigate the performance of the non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) relaying network with radio-frequency (RF) power transfer.
Specifically, this considered system consists of one RF power supply station, one
source, one energy-constrained relay, and multiple energy-constrained NOMA
users. The better user and relay can help the source to forward the message to worse
user by using the energy harvested from the power station. The triple-phase
harvest-transmit-forward transmission protocol is proposed for this considered
system. The exact closed-form expressions of outage probability and throughput for
each link and whole system are derived by using the statistical characteristics of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of
transmission links. In order to understand more detail about the behavior of this
considered system, the numerical results are provided according to the system key
parameters, such as the transmit power, number of users, time switching ratio,
and power allocation coefficients. The simulation results are also provided to
confirm the correctness of our analysis.

Keywords: outage probability, non-orthogonal multiple access, relaying,
radio frequency, wireless energy harvesting

1. Introduction

Radio-frequency (RF) energy harvesting (EH), abbreviated as RF-EH, enabled
wireless power transfer (WPT) is an emerging and promising approach to supply
everlasting and cost-effective energy to low-power electronic devices, that is, sen-
sor nodes, low-power cellphone, wireless control devices, and so on [1–3]. This
approach is expected to have abundant applications in next-generation wireless
networks, such as Internet-of-Things (IoT) wireless networks or 5G networks,
which can be a platform for varied fields, for example, manufacturing [4, 5], smart
agriculture [5], and smart city [5]. Specifically, the IoT-based wireless sensor net-
works for smart agriculture usually consist of a large number of battery-powered
wireless sensor nodes for data collecting, data processing, and data transmission.
Therefore, these energy-constrained devices need to be replaced or recharged
periodically; this leads the lifetime of network limited. The RF energy harvesting
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can prolong the lifetime of these networks using the energy harvested from the RF
sources (e.g., base station, TV/radio broadcast station, microwave station, satellite
earth station, etc.). Compared with other resources available for the EH, the RF
power is easy to be converted. Therefore, RF energy harvesting is the solution to
enhance the system energy efficiency in the energy-constrained networks, includ-
ing network lifetime; reduction of carbon footprint, without requiring battery
replacement; easy and fast deployment in complicated or toxic environments; etc.
In the past few years, there have been a number of works on RF energy harvesting
communications, and the main works focused on the development of energy
harvesting models, protocols, transmission schemes, and security in communica-
tion systems [1–3]. In practice, RF-EH can be operated in a time switching (TS)
scheme in which the receiver uses a portion of time duration for energy harvesting
and the remaining time for information receiving or a power splitting (PS) scheme
in which the received signal power is divided into two parts for energy harvesting
and information receiving, separately [6].

Relaying communication technique can mitigate the wireless channel fading and
improve the reliability of wireless links by exploiting the spatial diversity gains
inherent in multiple user environments [7]. This can be achieved by using collabo-
ration of relay nodes to form virtual multiple input multiple output (MIMO) with-
out the need of multiple antennas at each node. Figure 1 depicts a system model of
cooperative network. We can observe from this figure that the destination D can
receive two signals from direct link and relaying link. It means that D has more
opportunities to decode its own message; thus the performance of this system can
be improved. There are two schemes of relaying technique: amplify-and-forward
(AF) or decode-and-forward (DF). In AF relaying scheme, the relay simply sends a
scaled copy of the received noisy signal to the destination, while in DF relaying
scheme, the relay transmits a re-encoded copy to the destination, if the relay can
successfully decode the transmitted message. In wireless relaying networks (e.g.,
energy-constrained wireless sensor networks), the relay nodes (e.g., cluster head
nodes) are often subject to space limitation to equip a large battery for long lifetime
using [8]. Thus, RF energy harvesting technique has been applied for this type of
relay nodes to not only improve the throughput and reliability by exploiting the
virtual spatial diversity but also promise everlasting network lifetime without
requiring battery replacement. Due to the new imposed time-varying energy
constraints, several technical issues, such as relaying protocols, power allocation,
energy-information tradeoff, relay selection, cooperative spectrum sensing and
sharing, security, etc., have been investigated for various relaying network models
[6, 9, 10]. The challenges in these works become more complicated because the

Figure 1.
A system model of cooperative network.
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harvested energy varies according to channel fading, and the energy usage overtime
needs to make a tradeoff between energy harvesting time and information
processing time.

The next-generation networks (5G and beyond) are supported with very high
data rate, ultralow latency, massive connections, and very high mobility to satisfy
the fast-increasing users and demands. To fulfill these targets, the relaying and non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) techniques are proposed to extend the cover-
age of network, improve the performance, achieve high spectral efficiency, and
support dense networks [11]. In NOMA scheme, the source superposes all messages
before transmitting them to users as Figure 2. In this figure, we can see that the
near receiver (or better user) uses successive interference cancelation (SIC) to
obtain the far user’s message first (due to it is allocated with more transmit power)
and subtracts this component from the received signal to obtain its own message.
Compared to conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA), for example, fre-
quency division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA),
and code division multiple access (CDMA), NOMA simultaneously serves multiple
user equipment on the same resource blocks by splitting users into power domain
[11]; therefore it can improve spectral efficiency of wireless network.

The above three techniques (i.e., RF-EH, relaying, NOMA) can be integrated
into next-generation networks. However, there are many related issues that need to
be addressed before these techniques can be deployed in next-generation networks,
such as the network architecture, power allocation, relaying scheme selection, the
combination between NOMA and other multiple access methods, fixed or dynamic
user pairing/clustering, optimal user allocation and beamforming in NOMA MIMO
systems, the impact of imperfect CSI, and joint optimization of diverse aspects of
NOMA (spectrum efficiency, energy efficiency, security) [11]. In recent years, a
number of works investigated some related issues such as performance of energy
harvesting DF/AF relaying, cooperative, cognitive, and MIMO NOMA networks
[12–15]. In addition, the work of [16] studied the secrecy performance of MIMO
NOMA system over Nakagami-m channels with transmit antenna selection proto-
col. However, almost in these works the information sources are assumed that it can
transmit RF energy and information by using TS or PS scheme.

Different from the above works, in this chapter we investigate the cooperative
NOMA network in which the power station and information source (e.g., base
station) are separated and the energy-constrained user nodes collaborate with the
energy-constrained relay nodes to help source forward the information to
destinations. The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:

• The triple-phase harvest-transmit-forward transmission protocol is proposed
for this considered system.
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Figure 1.
A system model of cooperative network.
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• The exact closed-form expressions of outage probability and throughput for
each link and whole system are derived by using the statistical characteristics
of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) of transmission links.

• In terms of outage probability, the numerical results are provided according to
the system key parameters, such as the transmit power, number of users, time
switching ratio, and power allocation coefficients to look insight this
considered system.

2. System and channel model description

Figure 3 depicts the system model for RF-EH NOMA relaying network, in which
the power station (P) intends to transfer energy to energy-constrained relay (R)
and energy-constrained destination nodes (D); information source (S) intends
transmit the information to destinations by the help of relay node R.

Notation: Denote P, S, R, and D as power station, information source, relay, and
destination, respectively. |hSDm|

2 and |hSDn|
2 are denoted as the ordered channel

gains of the mth user and the nth user, respectively. Denote |hPR|
2, |hPDm|

2, |hSR|
2,

|hRDn|
2, and |hmn|

2 as the channel gains of the links P—R, P—Dm, S—R, R—Dn, and
Dm—Dn, respectively. Denote dPR, dPDm, dSR, dRDn, dSDm, and dmn as the Euclidean
distances of P—R, P—Dm, S—R, S—Dm, R—Dn, and Dm—Dn, respectively. Symbol
θ is denoted as the path loss exponent. Let X1 = |hPDm|

2, Y1 = |hPR|
2, X2 = |hSDm|

2,
Y2 = |hSR|

2, X3 = |hmn|
2, and Y3 = |hRDn|

2.
In this system, NOMA scheme is applied for M destination users in pair division

manner, such as {Dm, Dn} with m < n [17]. Without loss of generality, we assume
that all the channel power gains between S and Di (1 ≤ i ≤ M) follow the following
order: |hSD1|

2 ≥ … ≥ |hSDm|
2 ≥ |hSDn|

2 ≥ … ≥ |hSDM|
2.

Figure 3.
System model for RF-EH NOMA relaying network.
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The scenario of this considered system is investigated as follows:

• Due to the severe shadowing environment, the worse node (i.e., Dn) cannot
detect message signal transmitted from S. Thus, the better node (i.e., Dm) or
relay node R is selected to help S forwarding the message signal to worse node.

• All the transceivers are equipped by single antenna and operate in half duplex
mode.

• All wireless links are assumed to undergo independent frequency nonselective
Rayleigh block fading and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

• The power gains of all links are modeled by random variables with zero mean
and the same variance σ2, that is, �CN(0,σ2).

In this work, we propose a triple-phase harvest-transmit-forward transmission
protocol for this RF-EH NOMA relaying system as shown in Figure 4:

1. In the first phase (power transfer phase): P transfers RF energy to the users
with power P0 in the time αT (0 ≤ α ≤ 1, time switching ratio; T, block time for
each transmission).

2. In the second phase (information transmitting phase): S uses power PS to
transmit superimposed message signal

x ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi
am

p
sm þ ffiffiffiffiffi

an
p

sn (1)

to user pair (Dm, Dn) in the time of (1�α)T/2, where sm and sn are the message
for the mth user Dm and the nth user Dn, respectively, and am and an are the power
allocation coefficients which satisfied the conditions: 0 < am < an and am + an = 1 by
following the NOMA scheme. By applying NOMA, Dm uses SIC to detect message sn
and subtracts this component from the received signal to obtain its own message sm.

3. In the third phase (information relaying phase): in this phase, Dm re-encodes
and forwards sn to Dn in the remaining time of (1�α)T/2 with the energy
harvested from P. At the same time, relay decodes x and forwards x to Dn.

Finally, Dn combines two received signals, that is, the relaying signals from Dm

and R, to decode its own message by using selection combining (SC) scheme.
For more detailed purpose, we continue to present the transmission of this

protocol for RF-EH NOMA relaying system in mathematical manner.

2.1 Power transfer phase

In this phase, the energy of Dm and R harvested from P in the time of αT can be
respectively expressed as

Figure 4.
The triple-phase protocol for RF-EH NOMA relaying network.
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The scenario of this considered system is investigated as follows:

• Due to the severe shadowing environment, the worse node (i.e., Dn) cannot
detect message signal transmitted from S. Thus, the better node (i.e., Dm) or
relay node R is selected to help S forwarding the message signal to worse node.

• All the transceivers are equipped by single antenna and operate in half duplex
mode.

• All wireless links are assumed to undergo independent frequency nonselective
Rayleigh block fading and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

• The power gains of all links are modeled by random variables with zero mean
and the same variance σ2, that is, �CN(0,σ2).

In this work, we propose a triple-phase harvest-transmit-forward transmission
protocol for this RF-EH NOMA relaying system as shown in Figure 4:

1. In the first phase (power transfer phase): P transfers RF energy to the users
with power P0 in the time αT (0 ≤ α ≤ 1, time switching ratio; T, block time for
each transmission).

2. In the second phase (information transmitting phase): S uses power PS to
transmit superimposed message signal
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to user pair (Dm, Dn) in the time of (1�α)T/2, where sm and sn are the message
for the mth user Dm and the nth user Dn, respectively, and am and an are the power
allocation coefficients which satisfied the conditions: 0 < am < an and am + an = 1 by
following the NOMA scheme. By applying NOMA, Dm uses SIC to detect message sn
and subtracts this component from the received signal to obtain its own message sm.

3. In the third phase (information relaying phase): in this phase, Dm re-encodes
and forwards sn to Dn in the remaining time of (1�α)T/2 with the energy
harvested from P. At the same time, relay decodes x and forwards x to Dn.

Finally, Dn combines two received signals, that is, the relaying signals from Dm

and R, to decode its own message by using selection combining (SC) scheme.
For more detailed purpose, we continue to present the transmission of this
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E1 ¼ ηP0 hPDmj j2αT
dθPDm

, (2)

E2 ¼ ηP0 hPRj j2αT
dθPR

, (3)

where η is the energy conversion efficiency (0 ≤ η ≤ 1).

2.2 Information transmitting phase

In this duration of (1�α)T/2, the source S broadcasts superimposed message
signal x as Eq. (1) to the user pair and relay. The received signal at Dm is written as

ySDm
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PS

dθSDm

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
am

p
sm þ ffiffiffiffiffi

an
p

snð ÞhSDm þ nSDm , (4)

where nSDm � CN(0,σ2) is AWGN.
Similarly, the received signal at R is expressed as

ySR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PS

dθSR

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
am

p
sm þ ffiffiffiffiffi

an
p

snð ÞhSR þ nSR, (5)

where nSR � CN(0,σ2) are AWGN.
Applying NOMA,Dm uses SIC to detect message sn and subtracts this component

from the received signal to obtain its own message sm. Therefore, the instantaneous
SINR at Dm to detect sm and sn transmitted from S can be respectively given by

γsnSDm
¼ anγS hSDmj j2

amγS hSDmj j2 þ dθSDm

¼ b2X2

b1X2 þ 1
, (6)

γsmSDm
¼ amγS hSDmj j2

dθSDm

¼ b1X2, (7)

where γS ¼
PS

σ2
, b1 ¼ amγS

dθSDm

, b2 ¼ anγS
dθSDm

:

And in the meanwhile the relay applying DF scheme first decodes its received
signal from S to obtain superimposed message x and then re-encodes and forwards
it to the destination. Therefore, in this phase the instantaneous SNR at R to detect
x transmitted from S can be given by

γxSR ¼ γS hSRj j2
dθSR

¼ b3Y2, (8)

where b3 ¼ γS
dθSR

:

2.3 Information relaying phase

In this phase, Dm and R spend the harvested energy E1 and E2, respectively, as
Eqs. (2) and (3) to forward received signals to Dn in duration of (1�α)T/2. Notice
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that we ignore the processing power required by the transmit/receive circuitry of
Dm and R. Therefore, the transmit power of Dm and R is respectively given by

P1 ¼ 2ηαP0 hPDmj j2
1� αð ÞdθPDm

, (9)

P2 ¼ 2ηαP0 hPRj j2
1� αð ÞdθPR

: (10)

The received signals at Dn that are transmitted from Dm and R are, respectively,
expressed as

yDmDn
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P1

dθmn

s
snhmn þ nmn, (11)

where nmn� CN(0,σ2), and

yRDn
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P2

dθRDn

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
am

p
sm þ ffiffiffiffiffi

an
p

snð ÞhRDn þ nRDn , (12)

where nRDn� CN(0,σ2).
Because Dn applies SC scheme, the instantaneous SNR/SINR at Dn to detect sn

transmitted from S can be given by

γsnDn
¼ max

2ηαγ0 hPDmj j2 hmnj j2
1� αð ÞdθPDm

dθmn

,
2ηαanγ0
1� αð ÞdθPR

hPRj j2 hRDnj j2

amγ0 hRDnj j2 þ dθRDn

� �
8<
:

9=
;

¼ max c1X1X3,
c2Y1Y3

c3Y3 þ 1ð Þ
� �

,

(13)

where γ0 ¼ P0

σ2
, c1 ¼ 2ηαγ0

1� αð ÞdθPDm
dθmn

, c2 ¼ 2ηαanγ0
1� αð ÞdθPRdθRDn

, c3 ¼ amγ0
dθRDn

:

The independent and identically distributed (IID) Rayleigh channel gains (X1,
Y1, X2, Y2, X3, Y3) follow exponential distributions with parameters λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5,
and λ6, respectively. According to [18], the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
and the probability density function (PDF) of ordered random variable X2 are
respectively written as follows

FX2 xð Þ ¼ M!

M�mð Þ! m� 1ð Þ!
Xm�1

k¼0

Cm�1
k �1ð Þk

M�mþ kþ 1
1� e

�x M�mþkþ1ð Þ
λ3

h i
, (14)

f X2
xð Þ ¼ M!

M�mð Þ! m� 1ð Þ!
1
λ3

Xm�1

k¼0

Cm�1
k �1ð Þke

�x M�mþkþ1ð Þ
λ3 : (15)

Because all links undergo Rayleigh fading, the PDF and CDF of random variable
V ∈{X1, Y1, Y2, X3, Y3} have the following forms:

f V xð Þ ¼ 1
λ
e�

x
λ, (16)
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that we ignore the processing power required by the transmit/receive circuitry of
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The independent and identically distributed (IID) Rayleigh channel gains (X1,
Y1, X2, Y2, X3, Y3) follow exponential distributions with parameters λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5,
and λ6, respectively. According to [18], the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
and the probability density function (PDF) of ordered random variable X2 are
respectively written as follows
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FV xð Þ ¼ 1� e�
x
λ, (17)

where λ ∈ {λ1, λ2, λ4, λ5, λ6}.

3. Performance analysis

3.1 Outage probability

Outage probability is an important performance metric for system designers
[12]. It is generally used to characterize a wireless communication system and
defined as the probability that the instantaneous end-to-end SNR (γe2e) falls below
the predetermined threshold γth (γth = 2Ω�1, where Ω is fixed transmission rate at
the source), given by

Pout ¼ Pr γe2e < γthð Þ: (18)

In this considered system, the outage event at the destination occurs when Dm

cannot detect successfully sn or sm or when Dm can detect successfully sn and sm, but
an outage occurs in information relaying phase. Accordingly, outage probability of
this RF-EH NOMA relaying system is written as

Pout ¼ Pr γsnSDm
< γth

� �
þ Pr γsnSDm

>γth, γ
sm
SDm

< γth

� �

þ Pr γsnSDm
>γth, γ

sm
SDm

>γth
� �

Pr γsnDn
< γth

� �
: (19)

Notice that because the messages are transmitted in the duration of (1�α)T/2,
thus γth is calculated by γth = 22Ω/(1�α) � 1, where Ω is fixed source transmission rate.

Substituting Eqs. (6), (7), and (13) into Eq. (19), we obtain the following
equation:

Pout ¼ Pr
b2X2

b1X2 þ 1
< γth

� �
þ Pr

b2X2

b1X2 þ 1
>γth, b1X2 < γth

� �

þ Pr
b2X2

b1X2 þ 1
>γth, b1X2>γth

� �
Pr c1X1X3 < γthð Þ

� Pr b3Y2 < γthð Þ þ 1� Pr b3Y2 < γthð Þð ÞPr c2Y1Y3

c3Y3 þ 1
< γth

� �� �

¼ I1 þ I2 þ I3I4 I5 þ 1� I5ð ÞI6½ �,

(20)

where

I1 ¼ Pr
b2X2

b1X2 þ 1
< γth

� �
, (21)

I2 ¼ Pr
b2X2

b1X2 þ 1
>γth, b1X2 < γth

� �
, (22)

I3 ¼ Pr
b2X2

b1X2 þ 1
>γth, b1X2>γth

� �
, (23)

I4 ¼ Pr c1X1X3 < γthð Þ, (24)

I5 ¼ Pr b3Y2 < γthð Þ, (25)
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I6 ¼ Pr
c2Y1Y3

c3Y3 þ 1
< γth

� �
: (26)

By the help of Eqs. (14)–(17), we obtain the exact closed-form expressions of I1,
I2, I3, I4, I5, and I6, respectively, as follows:
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FV xð Þ ¼ 1� e�
x
λ, (17)

where λ ∈ {λ1, λ2, λ4, λ5, λ6}.

3. Performance analysis

3.1 Outage probability

Outage probability is an important performance metric for system designers
[12]. It is generally used to characterize a wireless communication system and
defined as the probability that the instantaneous end-to-end SNR (γe2e) falls below
the predetermined threshold γth (γth = 2Ω�1, where Ω is fixed transmission rate at
the source), given by

Pout ¼ Pr γe2e < γthð Þ: (18)
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(32)

Notice that Kν is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and νth
order [19].

Substituting Eqs. (27)–(32) into Eq. (20), we obtain the exact closed-form
expression of outage probability for this RF-EH NOMA relaying system as follows:

Pout ¼

I1 þ I2 þ I3I4 I5 þ 1� I5ð ÞI6½ �, γth <
an
am

� 1:
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8>>>>><
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(33)

3.2 Throughput

At this point, we analyze throughput (Φ) at the destination node for delay-
limited transmission mode. It is found out by evaluating outage probability at a
fixed source transmission rate—Ω bps/Hz. We observe that the source transmit
information at the rate of Ω bps/Hz and the effective communication time from the
source to the destination in the block time T is (1-α)T/2. Therefore, throughput Φ at
the destination is defined as follows:

Φ ¼ 1� Poutð ÞΩ 1� αð ÞT=2
T

¼ 1� αð Þ 1� Poutð ÞΩ
2

: (34)

Substituting the result of Pout as Eq. (33) in Section 3.1 into Eq. (34), we obtain
the exact closed-form expression of throughput for this RF-EH NOMA relaying
system.

These derivations are similar to [20]. By using these expressions for program-
ming, we can investigate the behaviors of this considered system, and then we can
adjust the inputs to achieve the optimal performance for this network.

4. Numerical results and discussion

In this section, we provide the numerical results according to the system key
parameters (i.e., the average transmit SNR γ0 and γS, number of users, time
switching ratio, and power allocation coefficients) to clarify the performance of
proposed protocol for this considered RF-EH NOMA relaying system. Furthermore,
we also provide Monte Carlo simulation results to verify our analytical results. The
simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.

Figure 5 depicts Pout of this considered system versus the average transmit
power of power station with different numbers of users M. This figure shows that
when we increase the transmit power of power station P, Pout of this system
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Parameters System values

Environment Rayleigh

Number of antennas of each node 1

Fixed rate (Ω) 1 bps/Hz

Number of users (M) 4, 6, 8

Energy conversion efficiency (η) 0.9

Distances (d) 1

Path loss exponent (θ) 2

Table 1.
Simulation parameters.

Figure 5.
Pout vs. average transmit SNR of P with different numbers of users M with γS = 20 dB, an = 0.9, m = 2, n = 3,
Ω = 1 bps/Hz, α = 0.3, η = 0.9, dPDm = dPR = dSDm = dSR = dmn = dRDn = 1, θ = 2.

Figure 6.
Throughput Φ vs. average transmit SNR of P with different numbers of users M with γS = 20 dB, an = 0.9,
m = 2, n = 3, Ω = 1 bps/Hz, α = 0.3, η = 0.9, dPDm = dPR = dSDm = dSR = dmn = dRDn = 1, θ = 2.
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Notice that Kν is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and νth
order [19].
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decreases. Similarly, Figure 6 shows the variation of throughput with respect to γ0
for different values of M. This figure also shows that the throughput of this system
increases when increasing transmit power of power station P. These mean that we
can improve the performance by increasing transmit power to provide more energy
to users or reducing the NOMA of users.

Figures 7 and 8 plot the curves of Pout and throughput Φ of this system versus
time switching ratio for different values of average transmit power of S, respec-
tively. From these figures, we found that when the time switching ratio α is small, α
increases, then Pout decreases, andΦ increases. This can be explained by that there is
more time for the user and relay to harvest energy as α grows. When α continues to
increase, Pout inversely increases, and Φ decreases. The reason is that there is less
time for message transmission phases when α is greater than α∗ value. When α is

Figure 7.
Pout with respect to time switching ratio for different values of average transmit SNR of S with γ0 = 20 dB,
M = 8, m = 2, n = 3, Ω = 1 bps/Hz, an = 0.9, η = 0.9, dPDm = dPR = dSDm = dSR = dmn = dRDn = 1, θ = 2.

Figure 8.
Throughput Φ with respect to time switching ratio for different values of average transmit SNR of S with
γ0 = 20 dB, M = 8, m = 2, n = 3, Ω = 1 bps/Hz, an = 0.9, η = 0.9, dPDm = dPR = dSDm = dSR = dmn = dRDn = 1,
θ = 2.
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greater than 1 � 2Ω/log2(an/am + 1), then Pout reaches 1. From this analysis, there
exists a specific value of α∗ that leads Pout to obtain the lowest value and leads Φ to
reach the highest value. Obviously, we can select the best time switching ratio α to
achieve the optimal performance of this system. From these figures, we also found
that the performance of this system can be improved by increasing the transmit
power of source S.

Figures 9 and 10 show the variation of Pout and throughput Φ with respect to
power allocation coefficient an for different values of average transmit SNR of S,
respectively. From these figures, we can see that when an ! 1, the performance of
this system degrades. Due to the constrain of γth (i.e., γth = 22Ω/(1�α)�1 < an/am), by
the given value of R and α, the Pout reaches 1 when an/am < 22Ω/(1�α)�1. According
to these figures, the performance can be improved when an! 0.89 forΩ = 1 bps/Hz,

Figure 9.
Pout with respect to power allocation coefficient an for different values of average transmit SNR of S with
γ0 = 20 dB, M = 8, m = 2, n = 3, Ω = 1 bps/Hz, α = 0.1, η = 0.9, dPDm = dPR = dSDm = dSR = dmn = dRDn = 1,
θ = 2.

Figure 10.
Throughput Φ with respect to power allocation coefficient for different values of average transmit SNR of S with
γ0 = 20 dB, M = 8, m = 2, n = 3, Ω = 1 bps/Hz, α = 0.1, η = 0.9, dPDm = dPR = dSDm = dSR = dmn = dRDn = 1,
θ = 2.
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α = 0.1. In order to improve the performance of this system, we can allocate more
transmit power for the worse user’s message (i.e., sn). However, at that time the
power which leaves for the better user’s message (i.e., sm) will be smaller, and it
should satisfy an/am > 22Ω/(1�α)�1.

In addition, Figure 11 plots the curves of Pout with and without relay versus
average transmit SNR of power station P with different numbers of users M. In this
figure, we can observe that Pout of relaying scheme is lower than Pout without
relaying. In other words, this result confirms that relaying method can improve the
performance of this considered system.

Finally, we can observe from the above figures that the analysis and simulation
results are good matching. This confirms the correctness of our analysis.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented the performance analysis of downlink RF-EH
NOMA relaying network with triple-phase harvest-transmit-forward transmission
protocol in terms of outage probability and throughput. The exact closed-form
expressions of outage probability and throughput for this proposed system have
been derived. We have found that the performance of this considered system is
enhanced by applying relaying technique or increasing the transmit power for
energy harvesting and/or increasing the transmit power for information transmis-
sion. Moreover, the existence of best time switching ratio is proven to achieve the
optimal performance of this system. We will solve the best time switching ratio
searching problem in the future work.

Figure 11.
Pout with and without relay vs. average transmit SNR of P with different numbers of users M with γS = 20 dB,
an = 0.9, m = 2, n = 3, Ω = 1 bps/Hz, α = 0.3, η = 0.9, dPDm = dPR = dSDm = dSR = dmn = dRDn = 1, θ = 2.
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transmit power for the worse user’s message (i.e., sn). However, at that time the
power which leaves for the better user’s message (i.e., sm) will be smaller, and it
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figure, we can observe that Pout of relaying scheme is lower than Pout without
relaying. In other words, this result confirms that relaying method can improve the
performance of this considered system.

Finally, we can observe from the above figures that the analysis and simulation
results are good matching. This confirms the correctness of our analysis.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented the performance analysis of downlink RF-EH
NOMA relaying network with triple-phase harvest-transmit-forward transmission
protocol in terms of outage probability and throughput. The exact closed-form
expressions of outage probability and throughput for this proposed system have
been derived. We have found that the performance of this considered system is
enhanced by applying relaying technique or increasing the transmit power for
energy harvesting and/or increasing the transmit power for information transmis-
sion. Moreover, the existence of best time switching ratio is proven to achieve the
optimal performance of this system. We will solve the best time switching ratio
searching problem in the future work.

Figure 11.
Pout with and without relay vs. average transmit SNR of P with different numbers of users M with γS = 20 dB,
an = 0.9, m = 2, n = 3, Ω = 1 bps/Hz, α = 0.3, η = 0.9, dPDm = dPR = dSDm = dSR = dmn = dRDn = 1, θ = 2.
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Chapter 7

Transceiver Design for Wireless
Power Transfer for Multiuser
MIMO Communication Systems
Anming Dong and Haixia Zhang

Abstract

This chapter describes transceiver design methods for simultaneous wireless
power transmission (WPT) and information transmission in two typical multiuser
MIMO networks, that is, the MIMO broadcasting channel (BC) and interference
channel (IC) networks. The design problems are formulated to minimize the trans-
mit power consumption at the transmitter(s) while satisfying the quality of service
(QoS) requirements of both the information decoding (ID) and WPT of all users.
The mean-square error (MSE) and the signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR)
criteria are adopted to characterize the ID performance of the BC network and the
IC network, respectively. The designs are cast as nonconvex optimization problems
due to the coupling of multiple variables with respect to transmit precoders, ID
receivers, and power splitting factors, which are difficult to solve directly. The
feasibility conditions of these deign problems are discussed, and effective solving
algorithms are developed through alternative optimization (AO) framework and
semidefinite programming relaxation (SDR) techniques. Low-complexity algo-
rithms are also developed to alleviate the computation burden in solving the
semidefinite programming (SDP) problems. Finally, simulation results validating
those proposed algorithms are included.

Keywords: wireless power transfer (WPT), energy harvesting, multiuser MIMO,
transceiver design, alternating optimization, semidefinite programming
relaxation (SDR)

1. Introduction

Wireless power transfer (WPT) through radio frequency (RF) signals has been
redeemed as one of the promising techniques to provide perpetual and cost-
effective power supplies for mobile devices [1–4]. Compared with traditional
energy harvesting (EH) methods depending on external sources, such as solar
power and wind energy, the RF WPT is able to power the wireless devices at any
time. Moreover, since RF signals carry energy as well as information, wireless
devices can be charged while communicating. These merits of WPT bring great
convenience and provide quality of service (QoS) guarantee for wireless devices.

On the other hand, multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) techniques are
widely used in many wireless communication systems such as WiFi and the fifth
generation mobile (5G) systems, due to their potential in providing increased link
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capacity and spectral efficiency combined with improved link reliability. Moreover,
the evolution of MIMO techniques to the massive MIMO systems, where tens or
hundreds of antennas are equipped at transmitters or/and receivers, accompanied
by shrinking coverage of base stations (BSs) in the future wireless systems, makes it
possible to transmit wireless power with higher efficiency. It is envisaged that the
power line connected to the mobile devices would be eliminated completely in
future wireless communications by combingWPT with MIMOwireless information
transmission (WIT) system [5–9].

Transceiver design plays a very important role in achieving this vision. The
objective of the transceiver design is to improve the energy and spectral efficiency
of the transmitter by optimizing the beam patterns of the transmitting antennas and
the filters at the information decoding (ID) receivers. However, it is not a trivial
task to design transceivers for multiuser MIMO systems operating in simultaneous
wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) mode due to the presence of
inter-user interference. The interference makes the whole design complicated since
it is harmful to WIT but beneficial to WPT, and it is very challenging to balance the
role of interference in ID and EH. And what makes things worse is that the inter-
ference and the PS factors are coupled together, which makes the joint transceiver
design and power splitting (JTPS) problems nonconvex. These problems are NP-
hard in general, so effective algorithms should be found to get feasible solutions.

In this chapter, we will discuss transceiver design methods for SWIPT in two
typical multi-user MIMO scenarios, that is, the broadcasting channel (BC) network
and interference channel (IC) network. We focus on the QoS-constrained problems
that are formulated as minimizing the transmit power consumption subject to both
the minimum ID and EH requirements. The mean-square error (MSE) and the
signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) criteria are adopted to characterize the ID
performance of the two kinds of network, respectively. The formulated optimiza-
tion problems are nonconvex with respect to the optimization variables, that is, the
parameters of transmit precoders, ID receivers, and PS factors. In order to develop
effective solutions, the feasibility is first investigated and found to be independent
with EH constraints and PS factors. Based on this, we develop an effective initializ-
ing procedure for the design problems. Then, effective iterative solving algorithms
are developed based on alternative optimization (AO) framework and semidefinite
programming relaxation (SDR) techniques. Specifically, we find that the original
problems can be equivalently reformulated as convex semidefinite programming
(SDP) with respect to the transceivers and PS ratios when the receivers are fixed.
On the other hand, when the transmitters and PS factors are fixed, the original
problems degenerate to the classical linear MSE minimization receiver design
problem for the BC network and the SINR maximization receiver design problem
for the IC network, respectively. Since the SDP problems can be solved exactly in
polynomial time, feasible solutions can be obtained for the proposed algorithms
effectively.

However, the SDP solving is not computationally efficient for large number of
variables case [10], and the computational complexity of the SDP-based algorithms
is prohibitively high for large number of antenna and user. This greatly restricts its
application. To break this, low-complexity schemes should be developed. In this
chapter, closed-form power splitting factors with given the transceivers designed
from traditional transceiver design algorithms are developed.

Notations: C represents the complex and positive real field. Bold uppercase and
lowercase letters represent matrix and column vectors, respectively. Nonbold italic
letters represent scalar values. IN is an N �N identity matrix. AH, AT

, and A�1

represent the Hermitian transpose, transpose, and inverse of A, respectively. Tr Að Þ
and rank Að Þ are the trace and rank of matrix A, respectively. ∣A∣ denotes the
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determinant of matrix A. A ¼ diag a1, … , ai, aiþ1, … , aNð Þ is a N �N diagonal
matrix with the i-th diagonal elements being ai.  �½ � denotes the statistical expecta-
tion. ∥ � ∥2 and ∥ � ∥F denote the two-norm and Frobenius norm, respectively.

2. Joint transceiver design and power splitting optimization based on
MSE criterion for MIMO BC channel

2.1 System model

A downlink MIMO BC channel network shown in Figure 1, where one base
station (BS) serves K mobile stations (MSs) simultaneously through spatial
multiplexing, is considered. The number of antennas of the BS and the kth
(k∈ 1, 2, … ,Kf g) user are denoted as M and Lk, respectively. Nk represents the
number of data stream for the kth user, and the total number of data streams served
by BS is d ¼PK

k¼1Nk ≤M. Let sk ∈ CNk�1 denote the data vector transmitted to the
user k, the data vector transmitted by BS can be expressed as

s ¼ sH1 , … , sHK
� �H ∈ Cd�1. It is assumed that  ssH

� � ¼ Id.
The BS transmits the signal s to users, and the received baseband signal at the

kth receiver is

rk ¼ HkGsþ nk, (1)

where G∈ CM�d denote the transmit precoding matrix, Hk ∈ CLk�M denotes the
channel propagation matrix from the BS to the kth user and nk ∈ CLk�1 denotes
the noise vector, elements of which are assumed to be independent and identically
(i.i.d.) zero mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance σ2nk

. The total
transmit power of the BS can be calculated as P ¼ ∥G∥2F.

As shown in Figure 1, each user divides the received signal into two parts
through power splitters, one part is for information decoder (ID) and the other is
for EH. For easy analysis, solution, and implementation, we adopt the uniform PS
model [11] in this chapter, that is, the power splitters of all the antennas of a user
have the same PS factor. Denote 0≤ ρk ≤ 1 as the PS factors for the kth user, the
signal received at the ID of the kth user is

rIDk ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
ρk

p
HkGsþ nkð Þ þwk, (2)

Figure 1.
Downlink MU-MIMO SWIPT system.
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have the same PS factor. Denote 0≤ ρk ≤ 1 as the PS factors for the kth user, the
signal received at the ID of the kth user is

rIDk ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
ρk

p
HkGsþ nkð Þ þwk, (2)

Figure 1.
Downlink MU-MIMO SWIPT system.
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where wk ∈ CLk�1 is the noise caused by power splitter, elements of which are
assumed to be i.i.d. zero mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance
σ2wk

. The signal received by the EH receiver of user k is written as

rEHk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ρk

p
HkGsþ nkð Þ: (3)

At the ID receiver, a filter Fk ∈ CNk�Lk is employed to process the received signal
and the detected signal is written as

ŝk ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi
ρk

p FkrIDk ¼ FkHkGsþ Fknk þ 1ffiffiffi
ρ

p
k
Fkwk: (4)

It is noted that a scaling factor 1ffiffiffiffi
ρk

p is introduced to the received signal, which

makes the problem modeling and solving more convenient.
Consequently, the MSE at the kth ID receiver can be expressed as

MSEk ¼ E ∥ŝk � sk∥22
� �

¼ Tr INkð Þ þ Tr HH
k F

H
k FkHkGGH� �� Tr ΞkGHHH

k F
H
k

� �

�Tr FkHkkGΞH
k

� �þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

ρk

 !
Tr FH

k Fk
� �

:

(5)

where Ξk ¼ 0
Nk�
Pk�1

l¼1
Nl
, INk ,0Nk�

PK

l¼kþ1
Nl

� �
. At the same time, the energy

harvested by the kth EH receiver is expressed as

PEH
k ¼ ξk 1� ρkð Þ ∥HkG∥2F þ Lkσ

2
nk

� �
, (6)

where 0≤ ξk ≤ 1 denotes the energy conversion efficiency.

2.2 Problem formulation and feasibility analysis

2.2.1 Problem formulation

A case that each MS has its dedicated ID and EH QoS requirements and the
BS has to satisfy all the users with minimum transmit power consumed is consid-
ered. This scenario can be modeled by the following QoS constrained power
minimization problem

min
G,Fk, ρk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : MSEk ≤ εk,

PEH
k ≥ψk,

0< ρk < 1, ∀k ¼ 1, … ,K,

(7)

where εk >0 and ψk >0 are the ID MSE target and the EH threshold of user k,
respectively.

Obviously, (7) is nonconvex with respect to the precoders, receivers, and power
splitters and thus difficult to be solved directly. Before developing an effective
algorithm for it, its feasibility should be analyzed first.
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2.2.2 Feasibility analysis

Some sufficient and necessary conditions for the feasibility of the original prob-
lem (7) can be given by the following propositions.

Proposition 1 Problem (7) is feasible if and only if the following problem is 05
feasible:

min
G,Fk, ρk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : FkHkG� Ξkk k2F þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

ρk

 !
Fkk k2F ≤ εk,

∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(8)

Proposition 2 Problem (8) is feasible if and only if the following problem is feasible:

min
G,Fk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : FkHkG� Ξkk k2F þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

� �
Fkk k2F ≤ εk,

∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(9)

For the sake of brevity, we omit the proof to these propositions. Interested
readers are suggested to refer to [12–16]. Proposition 1 reveals that the feasibility of
the original problem (7) is irrelevant to the EH constraints, while Proposition 2
further shows that the EH constraints are irrelevant to the feasibility. Since the
feasibility of the formulated problem depends on neither the EH constraints nor the
PS factors, checking its feasibility can be simplified to checking the feasibility of
(9), which is a traditional MSE-based multiuser MIMO transceiver design problem
[17–19]. So, in the following, we assume that problem (9) is feasible under the given
MSE QoS requirements and focus on how to solve it.

2.3 Alternative optimization solution based on semidefinite programming
relaxation

2.3.1 Alternative optimization framework

By reviewing the MSE expression (5), we know that it is convex with respect to
either G or Fk. So, we can develop an iterative algorithm for the original problem
based on the optimization (AO) framework, that is, optimizing the transmit
precoder together with PS factors and the receivers iteratively.

Specifically, when the receiver Fk, ∀k is fixed, the optimization problem is
reduced to a joint transmitter design and power splitting (JTDPS) subproblem,
which is

min
G, ρk, ∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : MSEk ≤ εk,

PEH
k ≥ψk,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(10)

It is noted that problem (10) is not convex in its current form. We will further
process it based on SDR techniques in the next subsection.
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where wk ∈ CLk�1 is the noise caused by power splitter, elements of which are
assumed to be i.i.d. zero mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance
σ2wk

. The signal received by the EH receiver of user k is written as
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and the detected signal is written as
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ρ
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Fkwk: (4)

It is noted that a scaling factor 1ffiffiffiffi
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p is introduced to the received signal, which

makes the problem modeling and solving more convenient.
Consequently, the MSE at the kth ID receiver can be expressed as
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� �
. At the same time, the energy

harvested by the kth EH receiver is expressed as

PEH
k ¼ ξk 1� ρkð Þ ∥HkG∥2F þ Lkσ

2
nk

� �
, (6)

where 0≤ ξk ≤ 1 denotes the energy conversion efficiency.

2.2 Problem formulation and feasibility analysis

2.2.1 Problem formulation

A case that each MS has its dedicated ID and EH QoS requirements and the
BS has to satisfy all the users with minimum transmit power consumed is consid-
ered. This scenario can be modeled by the following QoS constrained power
minimization problem

min
G,Fk, ρk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : MSEk ≤ εk,

PEH
k ≥ψk,

0< ρk < 1, ∀k ¼ 1, … ,K,

(7)

where εk >0 and ψk >0 are the ID MSE target and the EH threshold of user k,
respectively.

Obviously, (7) is nonconvex with respect to the precoders, receivers, and power
splitters and thus difficult to be solved directly. Before developing an effective
algorithm for it, its feasibility should be analyzed first.
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2.2.2 Feasibility analysis

Some sufficient and necessary conditions for the feasibility of the original prob-
lem (7) can be given by the following propositions.

Proposition 1 Problem (7) is feasible if and only if the following problem is 05
feasible:

min
G,Fk, ρk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : FkHkG� Ξkk k2F þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

ρk

 !
Fkk k2F ≤ εk,

∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(8)

Proposition 2 Problem (8) is feasible if and only if the following problem is feasible:

min
G,Fk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : FkHkG� Ξkk k2F þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

� �
Fkk k2F ≤ εk,

∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(9)

For the sake of brevity, we omit the proof to these propositions. Interested
readers are suggested to refer to [12–16]. Proposition 1 reveals that the feasibility of
the original problem (7) is irrelevant to the EH constraints, while Proposition 2
further shows that the EH constraints are irrelevant to the feasibility. Since the
feasibility of the formulated problem depends on neither the EH constraints nor the
PS factors, checking its feasibility can be simplified to checking the feasibility of
(9), which is a traditional MSE-based multiuser MIMO transceiver design problem
[17–19]. So, in the following, we assume that problem (9) is feasible under the given
MSE QoS requirements and focus on how to solve it.

2.3 Alternative optimization solution based on semidefinite programming
relaxation

2.3.1 Alternative optimization framework

By reviewing the MSE expression (5), we know that it is convex with respect to
either G or Fk. So, we can develop an iterative algorithm for the original problem
based on the optimization (AO) framework, that is, optimizing the transmit
precoder together with PS factors and the receivers iteratively.

Specifically, when the receiver Fk, ∀k is fixed, the optimization problem is
reduced to a joint transmitter design and power splitting (JTDPS) subproblem,
which is

min
G, ρk, ∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : MSEk ≤ εk,

PEH
k ≥ψk,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(10)

It is noted that problem (10) is not convex in its current form. We will further
process it based on SDR techniques in the next subsection.
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When the precoders and PS factors are fixed, the transmit power at the BS and
the EH power are fixed. Considering that only MSE at the ID receiver of user k is
relevant to Fk, we can optimize the ID receiver by minimizing the MSE. The
optimization problem can be formulated as

min
Fkf g

MSEk: (11)

Problem (11) is the traditional unconstrained MSE minimization problem and its
closed-form solution can be given by

Fk ¼ HkGΞH
k

� �H
HkGGHHH

k þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

ρk

 !
I

" #�1

: (12)

Therefore, by alternatively optimizing the transmitter together with PS factors
according to (10) and the receivers according to (12), an iterative optimization
framework is established and is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Alternating optimization framework for JTDPS.

1: Initialize the receivers Fk ¼ ~Fk,∀k and the power splitting factors ρk, ∀k.
2: Optimize the transmitter G and the PS factors ρk, ∀k by solving problem (10).
3: Optimize the receive filters Fk,∀k according to (12).
4: Repeat 2 and 3 until convergence or the maximum number of iterations is

reached.

2.3.2 Convergence analysis

For the AO framework, it is vital to analyze its convergence property. The
following proposition reveals this property.

Proposition 3 For the initial receivers ~Fk,∀k, if problem (10) is feasible and its
optimal solution can be obtained, then the proposed Algorithm 1 is convergent.

The proof can be found in [12]. According to Proposition 3, two critical pre-
requisites should be satisfied in order to guarantee finding a feasible solution for
problem (7) through Algorithm 1. 1) the subproblem (10) should be feasible and 2)
the initialization of the receivers Fk,∀k should be carefully chosen such that proper
transmitters and the PS factors can be obtained in the first iteration of the Algo-
rithm 1. This means that it is vital to find the optimal solution for the subproblem
(10). Therefore, before proceeding, the feasibility of the subproblem (10) is inves-
tigated in the following subsection.

2.3.3 Feasibility of the transmitter design subproblem

By checking the MSE constraints of (9), a necessary condition for the feasibility
of problem (9) is established as

εk � σ2nk
þ σ2wk

� �
Fkk k2F ≥0: (13)

This condition shows that the Frobenius norm of the receiver should be small
enough to make the problem feasible. In order to satisfy this condition, we intro-
duce a positive scaling parameter pk to the receiver Fk in the transceiver design
model (10), that is, 1

pk
Fk. The expression of MSE is then recast as
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MSEk ¼ ∥
1
pk

FkHkG� Ξk∥2F þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

ρk

 !
Fkk k2F
p2k

(14)

After replacing the MSE constraints with (14), problem (10) can then be
reformulated as

min
G, pk, ρk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: :
1
pk

FkHkG� Ξk

����
����
2

F
þ σ2nk

þ σ2wk

ρk

 !
1
p2k

Fkk k2F ≤ εk,

ξk 1� ρkð Þ ∥HkG∥2F þ Lkσ
2
nk

� �
≥ψk,

∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(15)

It can be proved that a sufficient and necessary condition for the feasibility of
problem (15) is given by the following proposition [12].

Proposition 4 Problem (15) is feasible if and only if the following problem is
feasible:

min
G, pk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: :
1
pk

FkHkG� Ξk

����
����
2

F
þ σ2nk

þ σ2wk

� � 1
p2k

Fkk k2F ≤ εk,

∀k ¼ 1, … ,K :

(16)

Proposition 4 reveals that the feasibility of the transmitter and PS problem (15)
does not depend on the EH constraints either. Therefore, the feasibility of the joint
transmitter design and PS problem (15) can be simply verified by checking whether
problem (16) is feasible or not. To guarantee the feasibility of problem (16), the
following proposition is proposed.

Proposition 5 Fix Fk,∀k, problem (16) can be reformulated as a convex SDP
problem given by

min
G, pk,∀kf g

∥G∥2F

s:t: :

pk
ffiffiffi
ε

p
aHk βk

ak pk
ffiffiffi
ε

p
I 0

βk 0 pk
ffiffiffi
ε

p

2
664

3
775⪰0 ,∀k ¼ 1, … ,K,

(17)

where βk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ2nk

þ σ2wk

q
Fkk kF, and ak ¼ vec FkHkG� pkΞk

� �
is affine jointly in G

and pk.
Proof. The MSE constraints in problem (16) can be recast as

p2kMSEk ¼ FkHkG� pkΞk
�� ��2

F þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

� �
Fkk k2F

¼ ∥vec FkHkG� pkΞk
� �

∥22 þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

� �
Fkk k2F

¼
ak

βk

" #�����

�����
2

2

≤ p2kε

(18)
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When the precoders and PS factors are fixed, the transmit power at the BS and
the EH power are fixed. Considering that only MSE at the ID receiver of user k is
relevant to Fk, we can optimize the ID receiver by minimizing the MSE. The
optimization problem can be formulated as

min
Fkf g

MSEk: (11)

Problem (11) is the traditional unconstrained MSE minimization problem and its
closed-form solution can be given by

Fk ¼ HkGΞH
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HkGGHHH
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 !
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" #�1

: (12)

Therefore, by alternatively optimizing the transmitter together with PS factors
according to (10) and the receivers according to (12), an iterative optimization
framework is established and is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Alternating optimization framework for JTDPS.

1: Initialize the receivers Fk ¼ ~Fk,∀k and the power splitting factors ρk, ∀k.
2: Optimize the transmitter G and the PS factors ρk, ∀k by solving problem (10).
3: Optimize the receive filters Fk,∀k according to (12).
4: Repeat 2 and 3 until convergence or the maximum number of iterations is

reached.

2.3.2 Convergence analysis

For the AO framework, it is vital to analyze its convergence property. The
following proposition reveals this property.

Proposition 3 For the initial receivers ~Fk,∀k, if problem (10) is feasible and its
optimal solution can be obtained, then the proposed Algorithm 1 is convergent.

The proof can be found in [12]. According to Proposition 3, two critical pre-
requisites should be satisfied in order to guarantee finding a feasible solution for
problem (7) through Algorithm 1. 1) the subproblem (10) should be feasible and 2)
the initialization of the receivers Fk,∀k should be carefully chosen such that proper
transmitters and the PS factors can be obtained in the first iteration of the Algo-
rithm 1. This means that it is vital to find the optimal solution for the subproblem
(10). Therefore, before proceeding, the feasibility of the subproblem (10) is inves-
tigated in the following subsection.

2.3.3 Feasibility of the transmitter design subproblem

By checking the MSE constraints of (9), a necessary condition for the feasibility
of problem (9) is established as

εk � σ2nk
þ σ2wk

� �
Fkk k2F ≥0: (13)

This condition shows that the Frobenius norm of the receiver should be small
enough to make the problem feasible. In order to satisfy this condition, we intro-
duce a positive scaling parameter pk to the receiver Fk in the transceiver design
model (10), that is, 1

pk
Fk. The expression of MSE is then recast as
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MSEk ¼ ∥
1
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(14)

After replacing the MSE constraints with (14), problem (10) can then be
reformulated as
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����
����
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1
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2
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∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(15)

It can be proved that a sufficient and necessary condition for the feasibility of
problem (15) is given by the following proposition [12].

Proposition 4 Problem (15) is feasible if and only if the following problem is
feasible:

min
G, pk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: :
1
pk

FkHkG� Ξk

����
����
2

F
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þ σ2wk

� � 1
p2k

Fkk k2F ≤ εk,

∀k ¼ 1, … ,K :

(16)

Proposition 4 reveals that the feasibility of the transmitter and PS problem (15)
does not depend on the EH constraints either. Therefore, the feasibility of the joint
transmitter design and PS problem (15) can be simply verified by checking whether
problem (16) is feasible or not. To guarantee the feasibility of problem (16), the
following proposition is proposed.

Proposition 5 Fix Fk,∀k, problem (16) can be reformulated as a convex SDP
problem given by

min
G, pk,∀kf g

∥G∥2F

s:t: :

pk
ffiffiffi
ε
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aHk βk
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ffiffiffi
ε

p
I 0

βk 0 pk
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ε
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2
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3
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where βk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ2nk
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q
Fkk kF, and ak ¼ vec FkHkG� pkΞk

� �
is affine jointly in G

and pk.
Proof. The MSE constraints in problem (16) can be recast as

p2kMSEk ¼ FkHkG� pkΞk
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According to the Schur complement lemma, the inequality (18) is equivalent to

pk
ffiffiffi
ε

p
aHk βk

ak pk
ffiffiffi
ε

p
I 0

βk 0 pk
ffiffiffi
ε

p

2
64

3
75⪰0 : (19)

The proposition is obtained.
Problem (17) is convex, and its optimal solution can be obtained. Therefore,

problem (16) is feasible. With the solution of problem (16), an effective initializa-
tion procedure for problem (16) can be constructed. Specifically, the receiver Fk can
be initialized by any randomly generated matrix, that is, Fk ¼ ~Fk ∈ CLk�M, ∀k. Then,
by solving (17), pk is obtained. Finally, the receiver Fk is constructed to be 1

pk
~Fk,

such that the problem (16) is feasible. The initialization process is summarized in
Table 1.

Through Proposition 4 and Proposition 5, it is known that the joint transmitter
design and power splitting subproblem is feasible. However, Algorithm 1 cannot be
carried out in its current form, since problem (10) is still nonconvex. In the follow-
ing, the SDP relaxation is adopted to reform it in to convex form.

2.3.4 Algorithm description

By introducing two variables ck and dk with
σ2wk
ρk

≤ ck and
ψk

ξk 1�ρkð Þ ≤ dk,∀k ¼ 1, … ,K, (10) can be rewritten as

min
G, ρk, ck, dk,∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : Tr GHHH
k F

H
k FkHkG

� �� Tr ΞkGHHH
k F

H
k

� �� Tr FkHkkGXH
k

� �

þ σ2nk
þ ck

� �
Tr FH

k Fk
� �

≤ εk �Nk,

Tr GHHH
k HkG

� �þ Lkσ
2
nk
≥ dk,

σ2wk

ρk
≤ ck,

ψk

ξk 1� ρkð Þ ≤ dk,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(20)

Adopting the Schur complement lemma, the constraints
σ2wk
ρk

≤ ck and
ψk

ξk 1�ρkð Þ ≤ dk

can be reformulated as
ck σw

σw ρk

� �
⪰0 and

dk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ψk=ξk

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ψk=ξk

p
1� ρk

" #
⪰0, respectively.

Then, problem (21) can be further rewritten as

1: Given the MSE requirements εk,∀k.
2: Generate random matrix ~Fk ∈CM�N ,∀k.
3: By fixing Fk ¼ ~Fk, solve (17) to obtain the optimized receivers G and PS factors pk, ∀k.
4: Return Fk ¼ 1

pk
~Fk,∀k.

Table 1.
The initializing procedure for algorithm 1.
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min
G, ρk, ck, dk, ∀kf g

Tr GGH� �

s:t: : Tr GHHH
k F

H
k FkHkG

� �� Tr ΞkGHHH
k F

H
k

� �� Tr FkHkkGΞH
k

� �

þ σ2nk
þ ck

� �
Tr FH

k Fk
� �

≤ εk �Nk,

Tr GHHH
k HkG

� �þ Lkσ
2
nk
≥ dk,

ck σw

σw ρk

" #
⪰0,

dk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ψk=ξk

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ψk=ξk

p
1� ρk

2
664

3
775⪰0,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀k ¼ 1, … ,K:

(21)

Problem (21) is a nonconvex inhomogeneous quadratically constrained qua-
dratic program (QCQP) [20, 21], which are NP-hard [10, 22–25]. In order to solve it
effectively, SDR is utilized. Specifically, a new variable X ¼ GGH is defined and

relaxed as X⪰GGH, which is equivalent to
X G
GH Id

� �
⪰0, problem (21) can be

relaxed as

min
X⪰0,G, ρk, ck, dk,∀kf g

Tr Xð Þ

s:t: : Tr HH
k F

H
k FkHkX

� �� Tr GHHH
k F

H
k Ξk

� �� Tr ΞH
k FkHkkG

� �þ σ2nk
þ ck

� �
Tr FH

k Fk
� �

≤ εk �Nk,

Tr HH
k HkX

� �þ Lkσ
2
nk
≥ dk,

ck σw

σw ρk

" #
⪰0,

dk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ψk=ξk

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ψk=ξk

p
1� ρk

" #
⪰0,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀k ¼ 1, … ,K,
X G

GH Id

" #
⪰0:

(22)

Problem (22) is a convex SDP with respect to G∈ CM�d, positive semidefinite
Hermitian symmetric variable X∈ CM�M and nonnegative variables ρk, ck, dk,∀k and
thus can be solved efficiently by using traditional convex optimization techniques
[23, 26].

It is noted that the optimal objective of (22) is a lower bound of that of the
nonconvex QCQP problem (21), since the same objective function is minimized
over a larger set [27]. Let XSDR and GSDR denote the optimal solution of the SDR
problem (22), if XSDR ¼ GSDRGH

SDR, then GSDR must be optimal for (21). Although
not yet proven, simulation results show that the relaxation is always tight, that is, the
equality in the relaxation is always satisfied. ReplacingG in step 2 of Algorithm 1 with
GSDR results in an SDP-based JTDPS (SDP-JTDPS) algorithm, a practical algorithm
solving problem (10) is finally obtained.

The complexity of Algorithm 1 is mainly introduced by the SDP (22). Given a
solution accuracy ϵ>0, the computational complexity solving SDP is about
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According to the Schur complement lemma, the inequality (18) is equivalent to
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ffiffiffi
ε
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ffiffiffi
ε
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I 0

βk 0 pk
ffiffiffi
ε

p

2
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75⪰0 : (19)

The proposition is obtained.
Problem (17) is convex, and its optimal solution can be obtained. Therefore,

problem (16) is feasible. With the solution of problem (16), an effective initializa-
tion procedure for problem (16) can be constructed. Specifically, the receiver Fk can
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by solving (17), pk is obtained. Finally, the receiver Fk is constructed to be 1

pk
~Fk,

such that the problem (16) is feasible. The initialization process is summarized in
Table 1.
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pk
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Table 1.
The initializing procedure for algorithm 1.
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thus can be solved efficiently by using traditional convex optimization techniques
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It is noted that the optimal objective of (22) is a lower bound of that of the
nonconvex QCQP problem (21), since the same objective function is minimized
over a larger set [27]. Let XSDR and GSDR denote the optimal solution of the SDR
problem (22), if XSDR ¼ GSDRGH

SDR, then GSDR must be optimal for (21). Although
not yet proven, simulation results show that the relaxation is always tight, that is, the
equality in the relaxation is always satisfied. ReplacingG in step 2 of Algorithm 1 with
GSDR results in an SDP-based JTDPS (SDP-JTDPS) algorithm, a practical algorithm
solving problem (10) is finally obtained.

The complexity of Algorithm 1 is mainly introduced by the SDP (22). Given a
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O NIterM4:5 log 1=ϵð Þ� �
[10], where NIter is the iteration number. Therefore, the

computational complexity of the algorithm is prohibitively high when the system
becomes large in number of antennas and users. So, it is necessary to develop
low-complexity algorithms.

2.4 Low-complexity design scheme

In this section, a low-complexity algorithm is derived by first designing ID
transceivers to satisfy the MSE constraints and then optimizing the transmit power
together with PS factors with the designed transceivers. The scheme is of quite low
computational complexity.

It is noted that the MSE-constrained transceiver design problem (9) can be

solved efficiently by existing methods proposed in [17]. So, let Ĝ, F̂k, ∀k
n o

denote

its solution, amplify the precoder Ĝ by a positive scaling factor
ffiffiffi
α

p
> 1, and decrease

the receiver F̂k by the factor 1=
ffiffiffi
α

p
, the problem (9) can be rewritten as

min
α, ρk,∀kf g

αTr ĜĜ
H

� �

s:t: : F̂kHkĜ� Ξk
�� ��2

F þ σ2nk
þ σ2wk

ρk

 !
1
α

F̂k
�� ��2

F ≤ εk,

ξk 1� ρkð Þ α∥ĤkĜ∥2F þ Lkσ
2
nk

� �
≥ψk,

α> 1,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1,

∀k ¼ 1, … ,K,

(23)

where the scaling factor α and the PS factors in (7) are jointly optimized to
satisfy both the MSE and EH constraints. Problem (23) can be solved in closed form,
which is shown by the following proposition.

Proposition 6 The optimal solution of problem (23) is given in closed form by

α ∗ ¼ max
∀k

α ∗
k , (24)

ρ ∗
k ¼ σ2wk

α ∗ ck � σ2nk

, (25)

where α ∗
k ¼ Bkþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2
k�4AkCk

p
2Ak

with ck ¼ εk� F̂kHkĜ�Ξkk k2

F

F̂kk k2

F

, dk ¼ ∥ĤkĜ∥2F, Ak ¼ ckξkdk,

Bk ¼ ξkdk σ2nk
þ σ2wk

� �
þ ckψk � ckξkLkσ2nk , and Ck ¼ ψkσ

2
nk
� ξkLkσ2nk

σ2nk
þ σ2wk

� �
.

Proof. Problem(23) can be transformed to

min
α, ρk, ∀kf g

α (26)

s:t: : ρk ≥
σ2wk

αck � σ2nk

, (27)

1� ρk ≥
ψk

ξk αdk þ Lkσ2nk

� � , (28)

α> 1, (29)
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0< ρk < 1, ∀k ¼ 1, … ,K: (30)

By summing (27) and (28) for user k, problem (26–30) is equivalent to

min
αf g

α

s:t: : Fk αð Þ≤ 1, ∀k ¼ 1, … ,K,
α> 1,

(31)

where Fk αð Þ ¼ σ2wk
αck�σ2nk

þ ψk

ξk αdkþLkσ2nk

� �. Since the MSE constraints are satisfied with

equality when α ¼ 1, there exists
σ2wk

ck�σ2nk
¼ 1 or σ2wk

þ σ2nk
¼ ck, and

Fk 1ð Þ ¼ 1þ ψk

ξk dkþLkσ2nk

� � > 1. It is known that Fk αð Þ will monotonically decrease

when α>
σ2nk
ck

¼ σ2nk
σ2nk

þσ2wk
. Thus, Fk αð Þ decreases monotonically when α> 1.

When α> 1, the function Fk αð Þ ¼ 1 has a unique solution α ∗
k ¼ Bkþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2
k�4AkCk

p
2Ak

.
Problem (31) is then equivalent to

min
αf g

α

s:t: : α≥ α ∗
k ,∀k:

(32)

The optimal solution of problem (32) is given by α ∗ ¼ max ∀kα ∗
k .

For the optimal α ∗ , Fk α ∗ð Þ ¼ σ2wk
α ∗ ck�σ2nk

þ ψk

ξk α ∗ dkþLkσ2nk

� � ≤ 1. Let ρ ∗
k ¼ σ2wk

α ∗ ck�σ2nk
, we

have ψk

ξk α ∗ dkþLkσ2nk

� � ≤ 1� ρ ∗
k . Thus, α ∗ , ρ ∗

k ,∀k
� �

is an optimal solution for (26–30).

Given α ∗ and Ĝ, F̂k,∀k
n o

, the transceiver which is feasible to problem (7) can

be determined by G ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi
α ∗

p
Ĝ,Fk ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi

α ∗
p F̂k, ∀k

n o
. The design process is summarized

in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Low-complexity closed-form PS (CF-PS) algorithm.

1: Solve problem (9) to obtain Ĝ, F̂k, ∀k
n o

based on the traditional MSE QoS

constraint power minimization algorithm proposed in [17].
2: Optimize the optimal scaling factor α ∗ and the PS factors ρ ∗

k according to (24)
and (25).

3: Return the feasible solution G ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi
α ∗

p
Ĝ,Fk ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi

α ∗
p F̂k, ρ ∗

k , ∀k
n o

to problem (7).

The main computational complexity of Algorithm 2 comes from solving problem
(9), which is of O NIterd

3� �
[17]. Thus, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is quite lower

than that of Algorithm 1.

2.5 Simulation results and analysis

The performance of the described algorithms is validated through simulations.
The user number is set to be K ¼ 3. The channel matrices Hk,∀k are set as i.i.d. zero
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mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance r�β
k , where rk is the dis-

tance in meter between the jth transmitter and the kth receiver, and β is the path
loss factor. The following parameters are set unless otherwise noted, M ¼ 8,
Lk ¼ L ¼ 4, Nk ¼ N ¼ L=2, rk ¼ r ¼ 5, β ¼ 2:7, σ2nk

¼ σ2n ¼ 10�3, and
σ2wk

¼ σ2w ¼ 10�2. The MSE and EH thresholds are set nonuniformly as ε1 ¼ 0:01,
ε2 ¼ 0:02, ε3 ¼ 0:2, ψ1 ¼ 20, ψ2 ¼ 25, and ψ3 ¼ 30dBm. CVX toolbox [26] is
adopted to solve SDP problems. The traditional MSE QoS constraint (MSE-QoS-
TRAD) power minimization algorithm [17] is adopted as a performance
benchmark.

Figure 2.
Transmit power and PS factors versus iterations with the SDP-JTDPS algorithm.

Figure 3.
Achieved per-user MSE and harvested energy versus iterations by the proposed SDP-TDPS scheme. The titles
show the QoS targets.
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The convergence property of the described scheme is shown in Figure 2. It can
be seen that the optimized transmit power and the PS factors decrease monotoni-
cally along with the increase of the number of iterations. It needs special explana-
tion that XSDR ¼ GSDRGH

SDR is always satisfied during the simulations. This verifies
that the SDP solution of the relaxed problem (22) is also optimal for the joint
transmitter and PS subproblem (10).

Figure 3 shows the per-user MSE and harvested energy of the proposed scheme
along with iterations. Similar to the MSE-QoS-TRAD scheme, the SDP-JTDPS
scheme satisfies the MSE QoS requirements in each iteration. Moreover, the EH
requirements can also be satisfied.

The performance of SDP-JTDPS and CF-PS algorithms are compared in
Figure 4. It can be observed that all of them achieve the MSE QoS requirements
exactly. This is consistent with the analysis that the MSE constraints can be satisfied

Figure 4.
Comparison of per-user MSE and harvested energy achieved by the proposed algorithms. The titles show the QoS
targets.

Figure 5.
Transmit power versus number of trials.
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with equality for both schemes. It is also shown that the SDP-JTDPS can exactly
reach the EH targets of all users, which implies that the EH constraints are satisfied
with equality. Different from the SDP-JTDPS, the CF-PS harvests more energy than
the predefined threshold, but at the expense of more transmit power, which is
shown in Figure 5.

The optimized transmit power achieved by the algorithms are compared in
Figure 5. During the simulations, all algorithms run at the same independently
generated initial receivers in each trail. It can be observed that SDP-JTDPS and CF-PS
consume higher transmit power than the traditional MSE-QoS-TRAD at most of the
trials, and CF-PS consumes more power than SDP-JTDPS. This is obvious because
more power is needed to satisfy the EH requirements. CF-PS consumes more trans-
mit power than SDP-JTDPS does, which has been mentioned in the previous section
that the low complexity is achieved at the cost of high transit power.

As shown in Figure 6, CF-PS performs the best with respect to the computa-
tional complexity. For the SDP-JTDPS scheme, its execution time is well fitted as a
power function on the number of transmit antennas M with a ¼ 2:662� 10�7,
b ¼ 4:608, and c ¼ 2:408. This is exactly coherent with the complexity analysis in
Section 2.3.4.

3. Joint transceiver design and power splitting optimization based on
SINR criterion for MIMO IC channel

In this section, we further consider the joint transceiver design and wireless
power transfer for MIMO IC networks.

3.1 System model

A K-user MIMO IC network as shown in Figure 7 is considered. Without loss of
generality, a symmetric configuration, that is, each user consists of a pair of

Figure 6.
Comparison of computational complexity.
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transmitters with nt transmit antennas and nr receive antennas and each user
transmits d data streams from its transmitter to its receiver, is assumed. For
simplicity, the MIMO IC network is henceforth denoted by nt, nr, dð ÞK . It is
assumed that the transceiver pairs share the same frequency band and operate
in SWIPT mode. The channel matrix from transmitter j to receiver k is denoted
by Hkj ∈ Cnr�nt , ∀k, j∈ 1, … ,Kf g, in which Hkk describes the channel coefficients
of the desired direct link of the kth user pair, and Hkj, ∀ j 6¼ k constitutes channel
coefficients of all interference links. It is assumed that s j ∈ Cd�1 denotes the

data vector of the jth transmitter and assumes  s jsHj
h i

¼ Id. After being

precoded by a matrix Vk ∈ Cnt�d, it will be launched over the wireless
channel. The transmit power of the kth transmitter can be calculated as

 Tr V jVH
j

� �h i
¼ P j.

The received baseband signal at the kth receiver is written as

rk ¼ HkkVksk þ
XK

j¼1, j6¼k

HkjV js j þ nk, (33)

where nk ∈ Cnr�1 is the noise vector at the kth receiver, whose elements are
assumed to be i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with variance σ2nk

.
Similar to Section 2.1, the received signal at each antenna is then divided into

two parts via a power splitter; one part is for information decoding, and the other
is transformed to stored energy. The signal split into the ID receiver at the kth
user is expressed as

rIDk ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
ρk

p
HkkVksk þ

XK

j¼1, j6¼k

HkjV js j þ nk
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Figure 6.
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transmitters with nt transmit antennas and nr receive antennas and each user
transmits d data streams from its transmitter to its receiver, is assumed. For
simplicity, the MIMO IC network is henceforth denoted by nt, nr, dð ÞK . It is
assumed that the transceiver pairs share the same frequency band and operate
in SWIPT mode. The channel matrix from transmitter j to receiver k is denoted
by Hkj ∈ Cnr�nt , ∀k, j∈ 1, … ,Kf g, in which Hkk describes the channel coefficients
of the desired direct link of the kth user pair, and Hkj, ∀ j 6¼ k constitutes channel
coefficients of all interference links. It is assumed that s j ∈ Cd�1 denotes the

data vector of the jth transmitter and assumes  s jsHj
h i

¼ Id. After being

precoded by a matrix Vk ∈ Cnt�d, it will be launched over the wireless
channel. The transmit power of the kth transmitter can be calculated as

 Tr V jVH
j

� �h i
¼ P j.
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Interference

þ ffiffiffiffiffi
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Noise

: (35)

The SINR of the lth data stream of the kth user is defined as

SINRkl ¼
ρk uH

klHkkvkl
�� ��2

P
j,mð Þ6¼ k,lð Þρk uH

klHkjvjm
�� ��2 þ ρkσ2n þ σ2w

� �
uH
klukl

, (36)

where ukl and vkl denote the lth column vector in Uk and Vk, respectively.
Let ξk ∈ 0, 1ð � be the energy conversion efficiency, the harvested energy at the

kth receiver writes

PEH
k ¼ ξk 1� ρkð Þ

XK
j¼1

Tr HkjV jVH
j H

H
kj

� �
þ nrσ2nk

" #
: (37)

3.2 Problem formulation

To minimize the transmit power under the given QoS constraints, the joint
transceiver design and power splitting problem is formulated as

min
Uk,Vk, ρkf g

XK

k¼1

Xd

l¼1

∥vkl∥22 (38)

s:t: : SINRkl ≥ γkl, (39)

PEH
k ≥ψk, (40)

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀ k, lð Þ: (41)

Here, SINR is adopted to measure the QoS of ID. Eqs. (38–41) are nonconvex,
and thus, it is very difficult to obtain its optimal solution. Similar to Section 2.1, the
AO framework can be adopted to develop an iterative algorithm. In order to achieve
this, the concept of interference alignment can be utilized. Therefore, some prelim-
inaries on IA are introduced in the following section.

3.3 Interference alignment

IA is a ground-breaking interference management method for IC networks. The
idea of IA is to coordinate the transmitters so that the interference received at each
receiver can be aligned into a subspace with a small dimension and thus leaves
the interference-free subspace for signal [28]. IA has the ability to achieve the
maximum degrees of freedom (DoF) of the K-user IC networks.

As shown in Figure 1, when the EH receivers are removed, the system degener-
ates into traditional symmetric MIMO IC networks. The DoF of such MIMO IC
network is min nt, nrð ÞK=2 [28, 29]. To achieve IA, the following feasibility
condition should be satisfied [30].

UH
k HkjV j ¼ 0 ,∀ j, k∈ 1, … ,Kf g, j 6¼ k (42)
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rank UH
k HkkVk

� � ¼ d, (43)

When the condition (42) is satisfied, the inter-user interference can be
completely suppressed. While the condition (43) guarantees that sufficient dimen-
sions are left for signal subspace. For the considered system, in order to achieve IA,
the maximum number of streams for each user should no more than
d≤ nt þ nrð Þ= K þ 1ð Þ [31]. Since the IA condition is over constrained, it is not trivial
to develop closed-form solution for it. In literature, a lot of iterative algorithms have
been developed, such as the MIL algorithm [30], max-SINR algorithm [30], and
MMSE algorithm [32].

If IA conditions are perfectly satisfied, and the received signal of user k
reduces to

ŝk ¼ UH
k rk ¼ Hksk þ nk, (44)

where Hk ¼ UH
k HkkVk and nk ¼ UH

k nk denote the effective channel matrix and
the effective noise vector at receiver k, respectively.

Eq. (44) means that the system is equivalent to a traditional point-to-point
MIMO system after IA and the ergodic achievable rate of the kth user is

Rk ¼  log 2jId þ
HkH

H
k

σn2
k

j
" #

: (45)

In the following sections, the feasibility of the formulated problem (38) will be
discussed, and suboptimal schemes solving the problem will be developed.

3.4 Feasibility analysis

The feasibility of the formulated problems (38–41) can be given by the following
propositions [14].

Proposition 7 Problem (38) is feasible if and only if the following problem is
feasible.

Find : Uk,Vk, ρkf g
Such that : SINRkl ≥ γkl,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀ k, lð Þ:
(46)

Proposition 8 Problem (46) is feasible if and only if the following problem is
feasible.

Find : Uk,Vkf g
Such that : SINR0

kl ≥ γkl,∀ k, lð Þ,
(47)

where

SINR0
kl ¼

uH
klHkkvkl

�� ��2
P

j,mð Þ6¼ k,lð Þ u
H
klHkjvjm

�� ��2 þ σ2n þ σ2w
� �

uH
klukl

: (48)

Proposition 7 and Proposition 8 show that the feasibility of (38–41) is indepen-
dent of the EH constraints and the PS factors. Proposition 8 is a sufficient and
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reduces to
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necessary condition for the feasibility of problem (38–41). However, it is not hard
to solve (47) [33, 34] directly since SINRs are overconstrained. As an alternative, a
sufficient condition for the feasibility of problem (47) is derived based on IA by the
following proposition.

Proposition 9 (47) is feasible for any given SINR constraints if the system is
interference unlimited, that is, the interference can be completely eliminated by the
linear transceivers.

Proof. If interference is completely eliminated, given the transceivers
Uk,Vk,∀k, that is,

uH
klHkjvjm ¼ 0, ∀ j,mð Þ 6¼ k, lð Þ, (49)

uH
klHkkvkl 6¼ 0, ∀ k, lð Þ, (50)

SINR (48) becomes

SINR0
kl ¼

uH
klHkkvkl

�� ��2
σ2n þ σ2w
� �

uH
klukl

¼ pkl u
H
klHkkvkl

�� ��2
σ2n þ σ2w
� �

∥ukl∥22
, (51)

where vkl ¼ vkl
∥vkl∥2

is the normalized precoding vector, pkl is the transmit power
along the beamforming direction vkl and vkl ¼ pklvkl. According to (51), the SINR
constraints in problem (47) can always be satisfied by increasing the transmit
power pkl, if the interference is completely suppressed.

Based on Proposition 9 and the IA feasibility condition (35), problems (38–41)
must be feasible if the system is IA feasible. In the following, it is assumed that the
considered MIMO IC network is IA feasible.

3.5 Alternative optimization solution based on semidefinite programming
relaxation

An iterative algorithm for (38–41) can be developed based on AO framework,
that is, alternatively optimizing the transmitters Vk,∀k together with the PS factors
ρk, ∀k and the receivers Uk, ∀k.

3.5.1 Transmitter and power splitting optimization

When the receivers are fixed, problems (38–41) are reduced to the following
joint transmit precoders and PS factors optimization problem

min
vkl, ρk, ∀ k, lð Þf g

XK

k¼1

Xd

l¼1

∥vkl∥22

s:t: :
uH
klHkkvkl

�� ��2
uklBkluH

kl
≥ γkl,

XK
j¼1

Xd
m¼1

∥Hkjvjm∥22 ≥
ψk

ξk 1� ρkð Þ � nrσ2n,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀ k, lð Þ,

(52)

where Bkl ¼
PK

j¼1
Pd

m¼1HkjvjmvH
jmH

H
kj �HkkvklvH

klH
H
kk þ σ2n þ σ2w

ρk

� �
Inr .
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According to Lemma 8, Proposition 9, and [35], Proposition 9, problem (52) is
feasible if the original problem is feasible. By defining Xkl ¼ vklvH

kl,Xkl ⪰0, problem
(52) can be relaxed as the following convex SDP program

min
Xkl, ρk,∀ k, lð Þf g

XK

k¼1

Xd

l¼1

Tr Xklð Þ

s:t: : 1þ γklð ÞTr uH
klHkkXklHH

kkukl
� �

�γkl
XK
j¼1

Xd
m¼1

Tr ~uH
klHkjXjmHH

kjukl

� �
≥ γkl σ2n þ

σ2w
ρk

� �
∥ukl∥22,

XK
j¼1

Xd
m¼1

Tr HkjXjmHH
kj

h i
≥

ψk

ξk 1� ρkð Þ � nrσ2n,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀ k, lð Þ:

(53)

The convex SDP (53) can be solved efficiently. Moreover, it can be proven that
there is rank Xklð Þ ¼ 1 and the SDP relaxation is tight [34], meaning that the optimal
solution of the relaxed problem is also optimal to the original problem. After
obtaining the rank-one solution Xkl, ∀ k, lð Þf g, the optimal solution vkl to problem
(52) can be further recovered from the eigen decomposition of Xkl.

3.5.2 Receiver optimization

When the transmit precoders and PS factors are all fixed, (38–41) become
separable with respect to variables ukl, ∀ k, lð Þf g. Recall that the SINR constraints
have been satisfied by the solution of (52), we can further maximize the receive
per-stream SINR by

max
ukl

uH
klHkkvklvH

klH
H
kkukl

uH
klBklukl

(54)

where Bkl ¼
PK

j¼1
Pd

m¼1HkjvjmvH
jmH

H
kj �HkkvklvH

klH
H
kk þ σ2n þ σ2w

ρk

� �
Inr . Eq. (54) is a

generalized Rayleigh quotient and its closed-form solution is given by

ukl ¼ B�1
kl Hkkvkl

∥B�1
kl Hkkvkl∥2

: (55)

3.5.3 Algorithm description

By alternatively optimizing the transmitters together with PS factors and the
receivers, an SDP-based joint transceiver design and PS optimization scheme can be
obtained, which is summarized in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Joint transceiver design and power splitting based on SDP
(SDP-JTDPS).

1: Initialize the receivers Uk, ∀k.
2: Solve the convex problem (53) to obtain Xkl and power splitting factors
ρk,∀ k, lð Þ.

3: Recover vkl, ∀ k, lð Þ from Xkl through eigenvalue decomposition.
4: Update the receiver ukl,∀ k, lð Þ by (55).
5: Repeat 2 to 4 until convergence or the maximum iteration number reached.
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The convergence of Algorithm 3 is given by the following proposition [14].
Proposition 10 If (53) is feasible for the initial receivers Uk, ∀k, the convergence

to a locally optimal solution can be guaranteed by Algorithm 3.
According to Proposition 10, it is important to initialize the receivers Uk, ∀k for

the success of the algorithm. To guarantee finding a feasible solution to (53), we
initialize the receivers by the IA receivers UIA

k ,∀k in this chapter. Similar to Algo-
rithm 1, the complexity of Algorithm 3 is dominated by the SDP solving process,

which is about O nrKdð Þ4:5 log 1=ϵð Þ
� �

for one instance [10]. This complexity

becomes prohibitive as the number of antennas or users increases. In the following
section, a low-complexity design schemes solving this problem is developed.

3.6 Low-complexity design schemes

Two kinds of low complexity schemes are derived to solve problems (38–41) by
separately designing the transceivers and power splitting factors. The transceivers
are firstly designed by eigen-decomposing the effective channel matrices generated
by interference alignment. Then, the transmit power and receive PS factors are
optimized with the precoders and receivers fixed.

As analyzed in the previous section, to ensure that (38–41) are feasible, perfect
IA should be realized. To simplify the system design, we assume that the precoders

and receive filters are orthogonalized such that VIA
k

� �H
VIA

k ¼ Id and UIA
k

� �H
UIA

k ¼ Id.
Given interference alignment transceivers, the effective channel matrix for user k

can be decomposed as Hkk ¼ UIA
k

� �H
HkkVIA

k ¼ UkΛkV
H
k through singular value

decomposition (SVD), where Λk ¼ diag
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
λk1

p
,
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
λk2

p
, … ,

ffiffiffi
λ

p
kd

� �
is a diagonal matrix.

The transmit precoder matrix can be constructed as V0
k ¼ VIA

k Vk. By further multi-
plying the power matrix, the transmit precoding vector is then finally constructed

as Vk ¼ V0
kPk, where Pk ¼ diag ffiffiffiffiffiffiffipk1

p , … , ffiffiffiffiffiffiffipkd
p� �

is a diagonal matrix with nonneg-

ative diagonalized elements. At the receiver side, the receive filter is constructed
similarly, Uk ¼ UIA

k Uk. Then, the following equations are established

UH
k HkjV j ¼ 0 , ∀ j, k∈ 1, … ,Kf g, j 6¼ k, (56)

UH
k HkkVk ¼ ΛkPk,∀k: (57)

Eq. (56) shows that interference is completely suppressed at the ID receiver by
the transceiver design scheme. According to Lemma 7, Lemma 8, and Proposition 9,
we know that problems (38–41) are feasible and can be reduced to the following
transmit power allocation and power splitting problem

min
pkl, ρk, ∀k, lf g

XK

k¼1

Xd

l¼1

pkl

s:t: :
ρkλklpkl

ρkσ2n þ σ2w
� �

∥ukl∥22
≥ γkl,

ξk 1� ρkð Þ
XK
j¼1

Xd
m¼1

pjm∥Hkjv0
jm∥

2
2 þ nrσ2n

 !
≥ψk,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀ k, lð Þ:

(58)

In the following, two different schemes solving (58) is developed by either
reformulating it as a convex problem or solved in closed form.
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3.6.1 Optimal power allocation and power splitting scheme

After some algebraic manipulations, problem (58) can be reformed as

min
pkl, ρk, ∀k, lf g

XK

k¼1

Xd

l¼1

pkl

s:t: : pkl �
σ2nγkl∥ukl∥22

λkl
≥

σ2w∥ukl∥22γkl
λklρk

,

XK
j¼1

Xd
m¼1

pjm∥Hkjv0
jm∥

2
2 ≥

ψk

ξk 1� ρkð Þ � nrσ2n,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀ k, lð Þ:

(59)

Problem (59) is convex and thus can be solved optimally. Denote p ∗
kl and ρ ∗

k , ∀k
as its optimal solution, the transmit precoders are vkl ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
p ∗
kl

p
vIA
kl .

The proposed IA-based SWIPT scheme with optimal power allocation and
power splitting is summarized in Algorithm 4. The computational complexity of
Algorithm 4 is mainly from solving (59) in Step 4. When the interior methods are
employed, the computational complexity of Algorithm 4 is in the order of

O Kdð Þ3
� �

[27], which is significantly lower than that of Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 4 SWIPT design with optimal transmit power allocation and receive
power splitting over effective IA channel decomposing (O-PAPS).

1: Obtain IA transceivers UIA
k ,VIA

k , ∀k
� �

that satisfy the IA conditions.

2: Let Hkk ¼ UIA
k

� �H
HkkVIA

k ,∀k, and decompose Hkk as Hkk ¼ UkLkV
H
k through

SVD, where Λk ¼ diag
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
λk1

p
,
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
λk2

p
, … ,

ffiffiffi
λ

p
kd

� �
.

3: Let Uk ¼ UIA
k Uk and V0

k ¼ VIA
k Vk,∀k.

4: Obtain the optimal transmit power p ∗
kl and power splitting factors ρ ∗

k ,∀k, l by
solving the convex problem (59).

5: Set vkl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
p ∗
kl

p
vIA
kl ,∀k, l.

3.6.2 Closed-form power allocation and power splitting scheme

Given the IA solution UIA
k ,VIA

k , ∀k
� �

, by discarding the EH constraints of (58),
we consider the following SINR constrained power optimization problem

min
pkl, ∀k, lf g

XK

k¼1

Xd

l¼1

pkl

s:t: :
λklpkl

σ2n þ σ2w
� �

∥ukl∥22
≥ γkl, ∀ k, lð Þ:

(60)

According to Proposition 9, (60) is feasible. By further applying Lemma 8, (58)
is feasible. Moreover, (60) can be decomposed into

PK
k¼1d parallel subproblems.

For the l-th data stream of the kth user, the subproblem is expressed as

min
pkl

pkl

s:t: :
λklpkl

σ2n þ σ2w
� �

∥ukl∥22
≥ γkl:

(61)
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k Uk. Then, the following equations are established
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k HkjV j ¼ 0 , ∀ j, k∈ 1, … ,Kf g, j 6¼ k, (56)
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we know that problems (38–41) are feasible and can be reduced to the following
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In the following, two different schemes solving (58) is developed by either
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Problem (59) is convex and thus can be solved optimally. Denote p ∗
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k , ∀k
as its optimal solution, the transmit precoders are vkl ¼
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Algorithm 4 is mainly from solving (59) in Step 4. When the interior methods are
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[27], which is significantly lower than that of Algorithm 3.
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H
k through
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p
,
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λ
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.
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4: Obtain the optimal transmit power p ∗
kl and power splitting factors ρ ∗

k ,∀k, l by
solving the convex problem (59).

5: Set vkl ¼
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p ∗
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p
vIA
kl ,∀k, l.

3.6.2 Closed-form power allocation and power splitting scheme

Given the IA solution UIA
k ,VIA

k , ∀k
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, by discarding the EH constraints of (58),
we consider the following SINR constrained power optimization problem

min
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XK
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Xd

l¼1

pkl
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� �

∥ukl∥22
≥ γkl, ∀ k, lð Þ:

(60)

According to Proposition 9, (60) is feasible. By further applying Lemma 8, (58)
is feasible. Moreover, (60) can be decomposed into

PK
k¼1d parallel subproblems.

For the l-th data stream of the kth user, the subproblem is expressed as
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The solution of (61) is then given by

p̂kl ¼
σ2n þ σ2w
� �

∥ukl∥22γkl
λkl

: (62)

Following Lemma 7, (58) can be optimized by substituting pkl with αp̂kl, where
α≥ 1 is a scaling factor to be optimized. Then, (58) is reduced to a problem jointly
optimizing α and PS factors ρk under SINR and EH constraints, which is

min
α, ρk,∀k, lf g

XK

k¼1

Xd

l¼1

αp̂kl

s:t: : ρk ≥
σ2w∥ukl∥22γkl

αλklp̂kl � σ2nγkl∥ukl∥22
,

1� ρk ≥
ψk

ξk
PK

j¼1
Pd

m¼1αp̂jm∥Hkjv0
jm∥

2
2 þ nrσ2n

� � ,

0≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀ k, lð Þ,
α> 1:

(63)

The closed-form solution of (63) can be derived and given by the following
proposition [14].

Proposition 11 Given the IA transceivers UIA
k ,VIA

k ,∀k
� �

, define

akl ¼ σ2w∥ukl∥22γkl, bkl ¼ σ2nγkl∥ukl∥22, ckl ¼ λklp̂kl, f k ¼ ξk
PK

j¼1
Pd

m¼1p̂jmξk∥Hkjv0
jm∥

2
2,

and gk ¼ ξknrσ2n. The optimal solution to (63) is given by

α ∗ ¼ max
∀ k, lð Þ

α ∗
kl , (64)

ρ ∗
k ¼ max

∀l
ρkl, (65)

where α ∗
kl is the solution to the equation akl

αckl�bkl
þ ψk

α f kþgk
¼ 1 α> 1ð Þ, ρkl ¼ akl

α ∗ ckl�bkl
.

Given α ∗ and p̂kl, the transmit precoders are then determined by
vkl ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
α ∗ p̂kl

p
v0
kl. The proposed IA-based SWIPT scheme with the closed-form

transmit power allocation and receive power splitting is summarized in
Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 SWIPT design with closed-form transmits power allocation and
receive power splitting solutions over the effective IA channel decomposing
(CF-PAPS).

1: Obtain IA transceivers UIA
k ,VIA

k , ∀k
� �

that satisfy the IA conditions.

2: Let Hkk ¼ UIA
k

� �H
HkkVIA

k ,∀k, and decompose Hkk as Hkk ¼ UkΛkV
H
k through

SVD, where Λk ¼ diag
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
λk1

p
,
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
λk2

p
, … ,

ffiffiffi
λ

p
kd

� �
.

3: Let Uk ¼ UIA
k Uk and V0

k ¼ VIA
k Vk,∀k.

4: Calculate p̂kl ¼
σ2nþσ2wð Þ∥ukl∥22γkl

λkl
, ∀ k, lð Þ.

5: Obtain α ∗ and ρ ∗
k , ∀k according to (64).

6: Set vkl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
α ∗ p̂kl

p
vIA
kl ,∀ k, lð Þ.

The computational complexity of Algorithm 5 is determined by the IA trans-
ceiver design process in Step 1. For the famous closed-from IA algorithm, the
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complexity is O n3t
� �

. When the max-SINR or MIL algorithm [30] is applied, the

complexity is about O niter max nt, nrð Þ3
� �

. No matter which method is adopted, the

complexity of Algorithm 5 is much lower than that of Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.

3.7 Simulation results and analysis

Simulations are done over the wireless system as described in Section 3.1, by
setting the number of users K ¼ 3 or K ¼ 4. The entries of Hkj are assumed to be i.i.

d. zero mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance r�β
kj , where rkj is the

distance in meters between the jth transmitter and the kth receiver, and β is the
path loss factor. The parameters of the symmetric network are set to be nt ¼ nr,
rkl ¼ r ¼ 5, β ¼ 2:7, σ2n ¼ �70 dBm, σ2w ¼ �50 dBm, ξkl ¼ ξ ¼ 0:8, γkl ¼ γ, and
ψk ¼ ψ . For the three-user network, the closed-form MIMO linear IA algorithm
given in [28] is adopted to design IA transceivers. For the four-user network, the
MIL algorithm [30] is used. The simulation results are obtained by taking the
average of the simulation results of all 100 channel realizations.

Figure 8 shows the convergence performance of SDP-JTDPS with γ ¼ 0, 20f g
dB and ψ ¼ 0, 10f g dBm for one channel realization of the 4, 4, 2ð Þ3 network. It can
be observed that the algorithm converges monotonically, which verifies the con-
vergence analysis.

The empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the output per-stream
SINR for the 4, 4, 2ð Þ3 network is shown in Figure 9. The SINR target γ is 20 dB, and
the EH target is 0 and 30 dBm, respectively. The results show that the achieved
SINR values exceed the given 20 dB, meaning that the proposed schemes can satisfy
the SINR constraints. The difference is that the achieved SINR value can be greater
than the target SINR value for SDP-JTDPS and O-PAPS, while for CF-PAPS, the
achieved SINR values are always equal to the SINR target, which implies that the
EH constraints are satisfied with equality in CF-PAPS.

Figure 8.
Convergence property of the semidefinite programming (SDP)-joint transceiver design and power splitting
(JTDPS) scheme for the 4, 4, 2ð Þ3 network.
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. No matter which method is adopted, the

complexity of Algorithm 5 is much lower than that of Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.

3.7 Simulation results and analysis

Simulations are done over the wireless system as described in Section 3.1, by
setting the number of users K ¼ 3 or K ¼ 4. The entries of Hkj are assumed to be i.i.

d. zero mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance r�β
kj , where rkj is the

distance in meters between the jth transmitter and the kth receiver, and β is the
path loss factor. The parameters of the symmetric network are set to be nt ¼ nr,
rkl ¼ r ¼ 5, β ¼ 2:7, σ2n ¼ �70 dBm, σ2w ¼ �50 dBm, ξkl ¼ ξ ¼ 0:8, γkl ¼ γ, and
ψk ¼ ψ . For the three-user network, the closed-form MIMO linear IA algorithm
given in [28] is adopted to design IA transceivers. For the four-user network, the
MIL algorithm [30] is used. The simulation results are obtained by taking the
average of the simulation results of all 100 channel realizations.

Figure 8 shows the convergence performance of SDP-JTDPS with γ ¼ 0, 20f g
dB and ψ ¼ 0, 10f g dBm for one channel realization of the 4, 4, 2ð Þ3 network. It can
be observed that the algorithm converges monotonically, which verifies the con-
vergence analysis.

The empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the output per-stream
SINR for the 4, 4, 2ð Þ3 network is shown in Figure 9. The SINR target γ is 20 dB, and
the EH target is 0 and 30 dBm, respectively. The results show that the achieved
SINR values exceed the given 20 dB, meaning that the proposed schemes can satisfy
the SINR constraints. The difference is that the achieved SINR value can be greater
than the target SINR value for SDP-JTDPS and O-PAPS, while for CF-PAPS, the
achieved SINR values are always equal to the SINR target, which implies that the
EH constraints are satisfied with equality in CF-PAPS.

Figure 8.
Convergence property of the semidefinite programming (SDP)-joint transceiver design and power splitting
(JTDPS) scheme for the 4, 4, 2ð Þ3 network.
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Figure 10 shows the total transmit power versus SINR thresholds at different EH
thresholds. It is observed that the transmit power will increase along with the
increasing of the EH threshold from �10 to 30 dBm when the SINR threshold is
fixed. This is because more transmit power is needed to support higher EH require-
ments. When the SINR threshold is low, the SDP-JTDPS performs the best, and the
O-PAPS schemes achieve almost the same performance, and both of them
outperform the CF-PAPS scheme. However, when the SINR threshold is high, the
SDP-JTDPS scheme performs worse than the O-PAPS scheme and even worse than
the CF-PAPS scheme. From the derivation of the algorithms, we expect that the
SDP-JTDPS achieves the best performance, but it does not at high SINR regime. The
reason is that when SINR is high, the convergence becomes slow, but we set the
fixed iteration number in our simulations. Moreover, the difference between the
CF-PAPS and O-PAPS will tend to zero as the SINR threshold becomes high. This

Figure 9.
Empirical distribution of achieved SINR at ID receivers with different SINR and energy harvesting (EH)
thresholds for the 4, 4, 2ð Þ3.

Figure 10.
Average total transmit power versus SINR thresholds for the 4, 4, 2ð Þ3.
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implies that the performance of the CF-PAPS scheme is asymptotically the same as
that of the O-PAPS scheme. The reason can be explained. Specifically, high SINR
means high transmit power, and it is well known that the margin reward of the
power allocation will tend to zero when the transmit power becomes high.

Figure 11 shows the relationships between the average transmit power and EH
thresholds given different SINR targets. It is seen that the average transmit powers
asymptotically tend to be the same as the EH threshold increases for any given SINR
value for both O-PAPS and CF-PAPS. For any of the three schemes, higher EH
requirement means higher transmit power needed. It is also shown that SDP-JTDPS
and O-PAPS achieve the same performance when the SINR threshold is relatively
low (e.g., γ ¼ �20 dB). But when the SINR threshold becomes high, SDP-JTDPS
performs inferior to the other two schemes significantly at a low EH threshold. The
reason is that the convergence speed of SDP-JTDPS tends to slow at that regime. In
addition, the performance curves of SDP-JTDPS and CF-PAPS tend to almost the

Figure 11.
Average total transmit power versus EH thresholds for the 4, 4, 2ð Þ3 network.

Figure 12.
Total transmit power versus SINR thresholds for the 6, 6, 2ð Þ4 network over one channel realization.
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Figure 10 shows the total transmit power versus SINR thresholds at different EH
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implies that the performance of the CF-PAPS scheme is asymptotically the same as
that of the O-PAPS scheme. The reason can be explained. Specifically, high SINR
means high transmit power, and it is well known that the margin reward of the
power allocation will tend to zero when the transmit power becomes high.
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same when an extremely high EH threshold and a high SINR threshold (e.g., EH ¼
30 dBm and γ ¼ 40 dB) are given.

Figure 12 compares SDP-JTDPS with DIA proposed [34] in a 6, 6, 2ð Þ4 network
over different EH thresholds at fixed SINR values. Note that restricted by its design
mechanism, only one data stream is transmitted in the DIA algorithm in the simu-
lation. It can be seen that SDP-JTDPS performs the best, and O-PAPS performs
almost the same for low SINR threshold. But when the SINR threshold becomes
high, SDP-JTDPS performs worse. This phenomenon is again because SDP-JTDPS
has a slower convergence speed when the SINR is high, while the maximum itera-
tion number is set to be 10 in the simulation for saving calculation time. The DIA
scheme consumes more transmit power at any given SINR and EH threshold. This is

Figure 13.
Total transmit power versus EH thresholds for the 6, 6, 2ð Þ4 network over one channel realizations.

Figure 14.
Average execution time versus M at γ ¼ 10 dB and ψ ¼ 10 dBm.
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because only one beamforming vector is utilized at each transmitter in the DIA
scheme. Multiplexing gain of SDP-JTDPS helps achieve better performance in
transmit power than DIA.

The performance of the proposed schemes is further tested in a 6, 6, 2ð Þ4 net-
work. The average transmit powers versus the EH thresholds over different SINR
requirements are shown in Figure 13. Similar to Figure 11, the curves of O-PAPS
and CF-PAPS asymptotically tend to be the same for a high EH threshold over all
the given SINR thresholds. The curves of DIA also asymptotically tend to be the
same over all the given SINR thresholds. The phenomenon reflects that CF-PAPS
achieves similar performance with O-PAPS. This is somewhat like the water-filling
for the power allocation in traditional MIMO systems where the average power
allocation is near optimal at high SNR regimes [36]. Nevertheless, the curves of
SDP-JTPDS do not tend to be the same over the observed EH scope. This is because
again the convergence speed of SDP-JTPDS will slow down when SINR becomes
high. Considering its high computational complexity, the iteration number is set to
be 10 in all the simulations.

Finally, Figure 14 compares the computational complexity of the proposed
schemes for different antenna numbers by assuming there are K ¼ 3 users. It can be
observed that the computational complexity of SDP-JTDPS increases nonlinearly
withM, while those of O-PAPS and CF-PAPS increase linearly. Therefore, CF-PAPS
and O-PAPS are of much lower complexity than the SDP-based scheme and thus are
more attractive for practical applications.

4. Conclusions

The joint transceiver design and power splitting optimization for the simulta-
neous wireless information and power transfer of the MIMO BC network and IC
network are analyzed in this chapter. For the MIMO BC network, a transmit power
minimization problem subject to both the EH and MSE constraints is formulated.
While for the MIMO IC network, similar transmit power minimization problem is
formulated but with the SINR QoS requirements for the ID receivers. Sufficient
condition to guarantee the feasibility of nonconvex problems is derived, which
reveal that the feasibility of the design problems is not dependent on the PS factors
and the EH constraints. Based on the SDP relaxation, alternative solving algorithms
are introduced by iteratively optimizing the transmitter together with the PS factors
and the receiver. To avoid the high computational complexity of SDP-based
schemes, low-complexity algorithms are developed and analyzed. Simulation
results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed designs in achieving simulta-
neous wireless information and power transfer.
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Chapter 8

Rectenna Systems for RF Energy
Harvesting and Wireless Power
Transfer
Mohamed Aboualalaa and Hala Elsadek

Abstract

With the rapid development of the wireless systems and demands of low-power
integrated electronic circuits, various research trends have tended to study the
feasibility of powering these circuits by harvesting free energy from ambient elec-
tromagnetic space or by using dedicated RF source. Wireless power transmission
(WPT) technology was first pursued by Tesla over a century ago. However, it faced
several challenges for deployment in real applications. Recently, energy harvesting
and WPT technologies have received much attention as a clean and renewable
power source. Rectenna (rectifying antenna) system can be used for remotely
charging batteries in several sensor networks at internet of things (IoT) applications
as commonly used in smart buildings, implanted medical devices and automotive
applications. Rectenna, which is used to convert from RF energy to usable DC
electrical energy, is mainly a combination between a receiving antenna and a recti-
fier circuit. This chapter will present several designs for single and multiband
rectennas with different characteristics for energy harvesting applications. Single
and multiband antennas as well as rectifier circuits with matching networks are
introduced for complete successful rectenna circuit models. At the end of the
chapter, a dual-band rectenna example is introduced with a detailed description for
each section of the rectenna.

Keywords: dedicated RF source, directive radiation pattern, high gain antenna,
rectenna (rectifying antenna), RF energy harvesting,
wireless power transmission (WPT)

1. Introduction

Wireless power transmission (WPT) can be categorized into three different
categories as depicted in Figure 1: near-field inductive or resonant coupling,
far-field directive powering, and far-field ambient wireless energy harvesting. For
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Abstract
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chapter, a dual-band rectenna example is introduced with a detailed description for
each section of the rectenna.
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The second category of WPT is far-field directive powering that is used with
directive power transmission which means the transmission occurs in the far-field
zone but with well-defined direction of the source. This sort of WPT is useful for
solar power satellites (SPS) applications [7–9] or with intentional powering such as
using a dedicating source with well-known direction to power a network of wireless
sensors, each sensor has built-in rectenna which is used as a renewable power
source to power the connected sensor. The third type is far-field energy
harvesting. The receiver does not know the direction of the received power. So, one
of the main goals in this type is how to increase the probability of reception by
designing antennas with wide beam-width and multiple or wideband resonance
frequencies.

Near-field WPT offers a solution to short range powering for electronic
devices, it becomes widely commercialized for several wireless applications
[10–12]. Near-field transmission can also be useful with wireless implantable
devices [13–15]. Nevertheless, near-field WPT suffers from severe issue with
regard to the transmitting distance, it covers only very short range distances
(few centimeters); therefore this limits its applications. On the other hand, the
powering scheme of far-field dedicated source or free ambient powering
technique can overcome this problem because of the long-distance charging
capability. Several studies are introduced in wireless energy harvesting [16–25].
Although, the great focusing on the wireless energy harvesting, there are many
obstacles in the way of free source energy harvesting. One of the main issues is
that low input power levels of the ambient energy. Consequently, there are many
research papers introduced for rectennas at low input power levels. However,
single band rectennas have a simple structures, many research studies [26–31]
have investigated the multi-band rectennas as a trial for increasing the scaveng-
ing received power with the same rectenna device; various single and multi-band
rectennas are presented. Also, there are big challenges with respect to working
the rectenna with fixed conversion efficiency values over a wide range of the
received signal. Thus, Section 2 introduces a literature survey about single and
multiband frequency operation of different rectennas; also, various rectennas’
designs working at low input power and over wide input power range are
discussed. Finally, in Section 3, dual-band rectenna using voltage doubler recti-
fier and four-section matching network is discussed as an example for a dual-
band operation to illustrate the different stages of the whole rectenna system
elaborately. The dual-band antenna, firstly, is designed, fabricated and measured
separately to check the antenna performance. Then, the rectifier and the
matching network between the antenna and the rectifying circuit are also
designed and tested independently. After that the integration between the
antenna and rectifier is done on the same PCB substrate.

Figure 1.
WPT categories (a) near-field inductive or resonant coupling, (b) far-field directive powering and (c) far-field
ambient wireless energy harvesting.
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2. Literature review on rectennas

2.1 Low input received power rectennas

In [32], a compact dual-band rectenna is proposed as depicted in Figure 2. The
rectenna has a conversion efficiency of 37 and 30% at 915 MHz and at 2.45 GHz,

Figure 2.
Rectenna design: (a) design of the top and side view and (b) fabricated rectenna prototype [32].

Figure 3.
Layout of the quasi-Yagi subarray. (a) Top view. (b) Side view [33].
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respectively, at input power of �9 dBm with resistive load of 2.2 kΩ. A dual-band
rectenna using Yagi antenna for low input power applications shown in Figure 3 is
introduced in [33]. The rectenna offers an acceptable values for the conversion
efficiencies, it reaches up to 34% at 1.84 GHz and 30% at 2.14 GHz for input power
level of �20 dBm. A combination between the solar energy and RF energy
harvesting is discussed in [34]. This solar rectenna, displayed in Figure 4, achieves
RF-DC conversion efficiency of 15% with input power of �20 dBm at 850 MHz and
2.45 GHz. In [35], a 130 nm CMOS rectifier is proposed for ultra-low input power.
Figure 5 shows the rectenna structure. It consists of 10 stages to give the maximum
efficiency of 42.8% at �16 dBm input power and output DC voltage of 2.32 V at

Figure 4.
Hybrid solar/EM rectenna [34].
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Figure 5.
(a) Proposed RF rectenna equivalent circuit, (b) self-compensated rectifier [35].

Figure 6.
(a) Complete prototype of the rectenna, (b) measurement set-up for rectenna system [16].
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resistive load of 0.5 MΩ. A compact co-planar waveguide-fed rectenna using single
stage Cockcroft Walton rectifier and L-shaped impedance matching network,
shown in Figure 6, is presented in [16]. The RF-DC conversion efficiency is 68%
with a received input signal power of 5 dBm at 2.45 GHz. This rectenna also gives
conversion efficiencies around 48 and 19% at �10 and �20 dBm, respectively.

2.2 Single and multi-band rectennas

The simplest way in energy harvesting is to harvest from single frequency band;
this in turn makes the design of matching circuit, which is used for maximum
power transmission between the receiving antenna part and the rectifying circuit, is
a little bit easier. In [36], a pentagonal antenna is used with series connection single
diode to produce a single band rectenna at 5 GHz. The rectenna has maximum
conversion efficiency of 46% at resistive load of 2 kΩ. In [37], a 3 � 2 rectangular
patch array with a gain of 10.3 dBi is used with three-stage Dickson charge pump
circuit for energy harvesting. The rectenna works at 915 MHz. Figure 7 shows the
antenna array as well as the rectifying circuit. The maximum rectifier efficiency is
41% at input power of 10 dBm. A semicircular slot antenna was presented for X-
band planar rectenna (at 9.3 GHz) as depicted in Figure 8 [38]. The rectenna gives
RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of about 21% at an input power density of
245 μW/cm2. 35 GHz rectenna using 4 � 4 patch antenna array, displayed in
Figure 9, is proposed in [39]. The maximum RF-to-dc conversion efficiency is 67%
with input RF received power of 7 mW.

Due to the variety in transmission bands for different wireless systems, there is
a large ambient wasted energy at different frequencies. Consequently, the
demand for harvesting from different bands increases. In [40], triple-band
implanted rectenna is discussed. It works at 402 MHz, 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz
with antenna has a stacked and spiral structure. Figure 10 shows the antenna
structure in addition to the rectifier design. It gives a conversion efficiency of 86%
at input power of 11 dBm with 5 kΩ load resistor. A compact reconfigurable
rectifying antenna has been presented in [41] for dual-band rectification at 5.2 and
5.8 GHz. The measured maximum conversion efficiencies of the proposed
rectenna are 65.2 and 64.8% at 4.9 and 5.9 GHz, respectively, with 15 dBm
input power. The rectenna fabricated prototype is shown in Figure 11. A dual
frequency band rectenna has been developed in [42]. A planar inverted
F-antenna is used with a voltage doubler circuit to configure a dual band
rectenna.

With increasing the number of frequencies at which rectenna can harvest, the
complexity of the matching circuit and the size of the rectenna increase. Therefore,

Figure 7.
Six elements antenna array (a) fabricated patch antenna array, (b) fabricated rectifier [37].
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dual-band is the best choice in the designing of rectenna systems because it
combines between the simplicity and the scavenging from more than one
frequency band.

2.3 Wide input received power rectennas

There are several studies that are proposed to guarantee stable fixed RF-DC
conversion efficiency over a wide band of the input power. In [43], dual-band
rectifier with extended input power range is proposed. The rectifier schematic
circuit and the fabricated design is displayed in Figure 12. The rectifier offers above
30% conversion efficiency with input power range from �15 to 20 dBm and the

Figure 9.
Fabricated rectenna [39].

Figure 8.
Geometry of the X-band rectenna [38].
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maximum value is 60% from 5 to 15 dBm. Impedance compression network (ICN)
techniques is discussed in [44] to fix RF-dc conversion efficiency over a wide band
of input power by maintaining the value of input impedance for the rectifier fixed

Figure 10.
(a) Triple band antenna, (b) rectifier design and a photo of a fabricated rectifier [40].
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regardless the value of the input power. Figure 13 shows the rectifier configuration.
The rectifier has a maximum conversion efficiency of 56% at 31.8 dBm and the
input power range for efficiency over than 50% is 6.7 dBm.

Figure 11.
Fabricated reconfigurable rectenna [41].

Figure 12.
Schematic diagram and fabricated circuit [43].

Figure 13.
Layout of the rectifier [44].
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3. Dual-band Rectenna using voltage doubler rectifier and four-section
matching network

This section introduces a dual-band rectenna with maximum measured conver-
sion efficiency of 63 and 69% at f1 = 1.95 and f2 = 2.5 GHz, respectively, over wide
band of the input power, 14 and 15.5 dBm for conversion efficiency above 50% at f1
and f2, respectively. The section arrangements are as follows: in Section 3.1, the
antenna design is introduced. Then, the equivalent circuit of the antenna is
discussed in Section 3.2. Antenna results (reflection coefficient as well as radiation
characteristics) is discussed in Section 3.3. The rectifier-antenna matching network
for the dual band is described in Section 3.4. The rectifier structure with the
geometrical parameters is illustrated in Section 3.5. The rectenna experiment setup
is revealed in Section 3.6. While, the rectenna performance including RF-DC
conversion efficiency in addition to the DC output voltage at the two frequency
bands is discussed in Section 3.7.

3.1 Antenna design

In this section, the enhanced-gain antenna design [45] is introduced to be used
to configure the rectenna system. Figure 14 shows the layout of the proposed
antenna. As shown in the figure, the antenna includes two substrate layers (sub-
strates 1 and 2). The two layers have the same substrate material with relative
dielectric constant εr1 ¼ εr2 ¼ 3:55, thickness h1 = h2 = 0.813 mm and a loss tangent
of 0.0027. The antenna design consists of disc antenna printed on the top layer of
substrate 1. The resonance frequency of this disc is inversely proportional to the
disc radius as shown in Eq. (1) [46] which can be determined from Eq. (2) [46].
This disc is directly fed by a microstrip line with 50Ω through a via with radius of
0.6 mm. Also, this disc feeds (by coupling) a circular slot on the ground plane
between the feed line and the radiating patch, a square reflecting plane with
defected reflector structure (DRS) placed behind the antenna at a distance of λ0=8
to improve the antenna gain as well as enhance the front to back ratio. The reflector
is built on 0.8 mm thick FR4 substrate with dielectric constant of 4.4 and a loss
tangent of 0.02. The reflector is supported by a 15 mm thick layer of lightweight

Figure 14.
3D geometry, perspective view and side view of the proposed disc antenna [45].
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foam with a low dielectric constant (εr ¼ 1:06). Substrate dimensions are
50 mm � 50 mm. The designated antenna resembles good candidate for RF energy
harvesting from mobile radio waves (f1 = 1.95 GHz) and from WLAN wireless
communication systems (f2 = 2.45 GHz).

f r ¼
1:8412v0
2πae

ffiffiffiffi
εr

p (1)

ae ¼ a 1þ 2h
πaεr

ln
πa
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3.2 Equivalent circuit of the proposed antenna (modeling of patch antenna)

The first challenge of designing the equivalent circuit was to find an accurate
model of the proposed antenna at f1 and f2. Figure 15 shows the equivalent circuit
used to model the electrical behavior of the antenna in response to an incoming RF
input signal. It is useful to implement this model using basic components R1, L1,
and C1, which represent the influence of the first resonant frequency (f1), whereas
R2, L2, and C2 represent the second resonant frequency (f2). Elements L3 and C3
are included in the equivalent circuit model to represent the electrical length of the
feed line and slot coupling, respectively. The resistance R1 and R2 correspond to
radiating losses.

Each radiator (the disc and the slot) is represented by a resonator. Each resona-
tor consists of parallel RLC circuit, the resonance frequency of each one can be
determined from Eq. (3):

f r ¼
1

2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC

p (3)

Firstly, each resonator is studied separately. S-parameters are calculated from
Agilent ADS simulator. Then the resonant and cutoff frequencies (f0 and fc in GHz,
respectively) are determined. The initial values of L and C for each one can be
calculated from Eqs. (4) and (5) [47, 48].

Figure 15.
Equivalent lumped-elements circuit for antenna in ADS.
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Cp ¼ 5 f c
π f 0

2 � f c
2� � pF (4)

Lp ¼ 250

Cp π f 0
� �2 nH (5)

where Cpis the capacitance in picofarads and Lpis the inductance in nanohenrys.
Table 1 summarizes the initial values of R and L at the two operating frequencies.

The losses resistance can be determined from the quality factor (Q)-frequency
bandwidth relationship (BW) as:

Q ¼ ω0

BW
¼ ω0RC (6)

f0 and fc C! (Cp ¼ 5 f c
π f 0

2� f c
2½ � pF) L ! (Lp ¼ 250

Cp π f 0½ �2 nH)

Resonator 1
(f0 = 2.45 GHz &
fc = 2.25 GHz)

At fc = 2.25 GHz and f0 = 2.45 GHz,
then: Cp = 3.8 pF

At f0 = 2.45 GHz and Cp = 3.8 pF,
then: Lp = 1.11 nH

Resonator 2
(f0 = 1.95 GHz &
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Initial values of L and C for the two resonators.
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Value 750 10 1.7 500 1.39 4.15 10 0.2

Table 2.
Elements values of the equivalent circuit model for the dual band antenna.
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Reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna.
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where the half power frequency bandwidth is evaluated from Eq. (7).

BW ¼ 1
RC

(7)

Then, the loss resistance (R) for each resonator can be determined as:

R ¼ 1
BW � C

(8)

After combining the two resonators, taking into account the effect of losses
resistances (R1 and R2) in addition to making optimization, the final equivalent
circuit can be obtained. The corresponding values of the equivalent circuit elements
are depicted in Table 2.

Figure 17.
2D measured and simulated results of radiation pattern for the antenna: (a) at 1.95 GHz and (b) at
2.45 GHz.
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3.3 Antenna measurement results

3.3.1 Designed antenna S-parameters

Figure 16 shows the reflection coefficient response of the antenna obtained
from CST simulation compared with the calculated response of the equivalent
circuit model by using Agilent ADS software in addition to the measured reflection
coefficient. Good agreement was between the results of simulated, measured and
ADS model. The antenna resonates at two bands 1.95 GHz (f1) and 2.45 GHz (f2).
The circular patch is designed to radiate at 2.45 GHz by the direct feed with the
transmission line placed behind substrate 2. Whereas, 1.95 GHz resonance fre-
quency is designed to radiate due to the capacitive coupling between the circular
patch on the top of substrate 1 and the circular slot located on the ground plane,
where in 1.95 GHz case the disc antenna is considered as a feeder for the circular
slot. The performance of the proposed antenna was simulated and optimized by
commercial EM software CST Microwave Studio. A prototype of the proposed
antenna was fabricated and tested. The reflection coefficient of the antenna was
measured by R&S ZVA 67 Network Analyzer. It is noted that the simulated and
measured results of the input impedances of the antenna are in good agreement.
Only, a small shift in the measured S-parameters was observed due to the connector
soldering, fabrication tolerance, the adhesive between the two layers of the antenna
and the layers alignment in fabrication process.

3.3.2 Radiation characteristics

The simulated and measured results of E-plane and H-plane for the high gain
antenna at f1 and f2 are shown in Figure 17(a) and (b), respectively. The measured
values of gain, radiation efficiency, F/B ratio, cross polarization level, 3 dB angular
beamwidth at the first resonance frequency (f1) are 8.3 dBi, 90%, 12, �22.3 dB,
73.5°, respectively. While at the second resonance frequency, these values can be
summarized as 7.8 dBi, 91.6%, 26, �21.6 dB, 79.5°, respectively. The gain and
radiation pattern of the antenna were measured by the Anechoic Chamber shown in

Figure 18.
Antenna radiation pattern measurement set-up.
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Figure 18. There is a good agreement between the simulated and measured results
of the radiation characteristics.

3.4 Rectifier-antenna matching

In this design, a scheme used in [49] is employed to achieve a dual-band imped-
ance transformation at the two frequency bands (f1 and f2). This scheme is used to
match between a complex and frequency-dependent rectifier input impedance
(ZRec) and a real impedance of the antenna (ZAnt) by using four different sections
(Section 1–4) as shown in Figure 19. The matching technique can be summarized in
the following steps:

Step 1: Achieve the conjugate matching between the load values at both reso-
nant frequencies, that is, moving the two impedance values of the load (rectifier)
on the Smith chart to be located on the same real circle with the imaginary parts are
equal on both sides of the Smith chart as shown in Figure 20.

Step 2: Cancel the imaginary part of the impedances at f1 and f2.
Step 3: Real to real impedance transformation.
Each section is characterized by two values Z and θ, where Z is the section

characteristic impedance and θ is the section electrical length. The function of the
first section (Section 1) is to make the real value of the rectifier input impedance at

Figure 19.
Dual-band matching circuit.

Figure 20.
Matching steps indicated on smith chart.
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f1 is equal to that of the rectifier input impedance at f2 and the imaginary parts are
also equal but with opposite signs (one is positive (inductive reactance) and the
other one is negative (capacitive reactance)); Section 1 parameters (Z1 and θ1) can
be calculated from [50] as:

Z1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rr1Rr2 þ Xr1Xr2 þ Xr1 þ Xr2

Rr2 � Rr1
Rr1Xr2 � Rr2Xr1ð Þ

� �s
(9)

θ1 ¼
nπ þ arctan Z1 Rr1�Rr2ð Þ

Rr1Xr2�Rr2Xr1

mþ 1ð Þ (10)

where n is an arbitrary integer and m = f2/f1. Section 2 is used to cancel the
imaginary parts of the admittance Y1 at the two frequencies f1 and f2. Section 2
parameters can be determined as [49]:

Z2 ¼ tan θ2
B1

(11)

θ2 ¼ 1þ pð Þπ
1þmð Þ (12)

where p is an integer. Sections 3 and 4 are used for real to real impedance
transformation, and their parameters can be calculated from Eqs. (13)–(17) [49, 51]

Z4 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZAnt 1þ tan 2θ4ð Þ

G1
� Z2

Ant

� �
1

tan θ4

s
(13)

θ4 ¼ 1þ sð Þπ
1þmð Þ (14)

Z3 ¼ tan θ3
B4

(15)

θ3 ¼ 1þ qð Þπ
1þmð Þ (16)

B4 ¼ Z2
Ant � Z2

4

� �
tan θ4

Z2
Ant � Z4 þ Z3

4 � tan 2θ4
(17)

where q and s are integers.

3.5 Rectifier design

Several rectifiers’ topologies are used for energy harvesting, for instance, diodes
in parallel connection, diodes in series connection, voltage doubler circuits, multi-
stage voltage multiplier and so forth. Voltage multipliers generate high voltages
from a low voltage power source. However, in this design a half-wave voltage
doubler circuit, which is a special case of voltage multipliers, is used for the rectifi-
cation to get high voltage with conservation of the design simplicity. The rectifier
design as well as the matching network is depicted in Figure 21 [52]. The voltage
doubler circuit comprises two Avago HSMS2850 Schottky diodes and two SMD
capacitors (Cs = Cp = 100 pF). The Schottky diode has a built-in voltage (Vb) of
0.150 V and a breakdown voltage (Vbr) of 3.8 V. Due to the small values of the series
resistance and the barrier capacitance (Rs of 25Ω and Cb of 0.18 pF) for the
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above-mentioned diodes category, so these diodes have a high cutoff frequency and
high conversion efficiency. The capacitor Cs is used to store the energy in one half
cycle to double the charging voltage for Cp at the other half cycle, Cs also acts as
bandpass filter to block the DC voltage generated from the nonlinear diodes. Cp has
two functions, it is used for bypassing the higher order modes, generated from the
nonlinear diode to the ground and getting a smooth DC output voltage as well. Also
the shunt connection between Cp and the load impedance RL acts as a low pass filter.

The rectifier is designed on Rogers Duroid RO3003 with a relative permittivity
(εr) of 3, substrate thickness (h) of 0.76 mm, a dielectric loss tangent (tanδ) of
0.0013 and a copper thickness (t) of 0.017 mm. The simulated complex rectifier
input impedance (ZRec) at two frequencies are (8 �j � 28.2) and (26.1 �j � 39.7) at
f1 and f2, respectively, with a resistive load of 1.5 kΩ. The circuit parameters have
been optimized to achieve the maximum conversion efficiency at the two frequency
bands for the received input power levels. The parameters of the rectifier as well as
the matching circuit are illustrated in Figure 21, where each line is defined by the
length (L) and width (W). Also, the prototype of the fabricated rectifier is shown in
Figure 21.

3.6 Rectenna measurements

The rectifying circuit including the matching network is simulated using
Keysight advanced design system (ADS), while the antenna was designed using

Figure 22.
Rectenna measurement setup.

Figure 21.
Rectifier layout; L1 = 4.5 mm, W1 = 1.54 mm, L2 = 4 mm, W2 = 0.33 mm, L3 = 5 mm, W3 = 1.96 mm,
L4 = 3.52 mm, W4 = 2 mm, L5 = 4 mm, W5 = 0.36 mm, L6 = 4.98 mm, W6 = 0.31 mm, L7 = 5 mm,
W7 = 0.29 mm, L8 = 5.1 mm, W8 = 0.43 mm, L9 = 4.8 mm, W9 = 0.3 mm, L10 = 4.88 mm, W10 = 0.33 mm,
L11 = 1.81 mm, W11 = 0.84 mm.
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ANSYS high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS). The enhanced-gain antenna
described in [45] is used as a receiving antenna in the proposed rectenna to increase
the rectifier sensitivity. Hence, increasing rectenna capability to harvest from low
input power levels. The receiving antenna and the rectifier are integrated on the
same substrate, fabricated and measured in the measurement setup shown in
Figure 22. An Agilent Technologies E8257D Analog signal generator is used to send
a microwave signal which is connected to a horn antenna with 9 dBi gain at the two
frequencies. On the other hand, the rectenna under test (RUT) is connected with a
voltmeter to measure the DC output voltage. To take the antenna radiation charac-
teristics into account, the antenna effective area is considered. Hence, the RF-DC
conversion efficiency of the proposed rectenna (η) is calculated as the following:

η ¼ V2
DC

Pin � RL
� 100 (18)

where VDC is the measured DC output voltage, Pin is the received RF input
power and RL is the resistive load. Pin is defined in Eq. (19)

Pin ¼ PD � Aeff (19)

where PD is the RF power density and Aeff is the antenna effective area. PD and
Aeff are calculated using Eqs. (20) and (21), respectively.

PD ¼ PtGt

4πr2
(20)

Aeff ¼ Gr
λ2

4π
(21)

Pt is the transmitting power, Gt is the horn antenna gain and r is the distance
between the transmitter and the rectenna all are known. Therefore, the RF-to-DC
conversion efficiency can be measured. For far-field measurements, r is chosen of
40 cm. Figure 23 shows the photo of the rectenna measurement setup.

3.7 Rectenna results and discussion

The entire system (antenna, matching circuit and rectifier) is tested over
different input power levels with different resistive load values at two frequencies

Figure 23.
Photo of the measurement setup.
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(f1 and f2); Figure 24(a) and (b) show the comparison between the measured and
simulated results of RF-to-DC conversion efficiency and the DC output voltage
versus the input power at f1 and f2, respectively. The maximum measured conver-
sion efficiency is 63% with input power range of 14 dBm (from�3.5 to 10.5 dBm) at
f1, while the measured efficiency at f2 is 69% with input power from�4.5 to 11 dBm
(15.5 dBm). There is a slight shift between the simulation and measurement results,
where the maximum simulated RF-DC conversion efficiency are 66 and 73% at the
same two frequencies, respectively. Due to the limitations in the experiments, the
received input power is limited only up to 11 dBm.

4. Conclusions

This chapter presents a study of rectenna systems for RF energy harvesting and
wireless power transfer. A survey about employing rectennas in WPT, low input
received power rectennas, single and multi-band rectennas, wide input received
power rectennas are introduced. Finally, dual-band rectenna using voltage doubler
rectifier and four-section matching network is discussed. The first part of the
rectenna design is the dual-band disc antenna with enhanced gain in order to collect
a highest amount of RF energy. It radiates at 1.95 and 2.45 GHz. The measured
results showed the gain of 8.3 and 7.8 dBi at 1.95 and 2.45 GHz, respectively.
The disc antenna is integrated with a dual-band rectifier with four-section matching
network to introduce a dual-frequency rectenna with higher conversion efficiency
over wide band of the input power for multiband RF energy harvesting. The
rectenna gives maximum RF-DC measured conversion efficiency of 63% and 69%
at 1.95 GHz and 2.5 GHz, respectively. it also operates over a wide range of the input
power; it covers the range of 14 and 15.5 dBm at f1 and f2, respectively for a
conversion efficiency higher than 50% with load resistance (RL) = 1K. The rectenna
is simulated, fabricated and measured. The simulated and measured results show
good agreement.

Figure 24.
Simulated and measured conversion efficiency in addition to the DC output voltage versus input power (a) at f1
(b) at f2.
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(b) at f2.
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Chapter 9

Solar Rectennas: Analysis and 
Design
Ahmed M.A. Sabaawi and Oras Ahmed Al-Ani

Abstract

There is a growing interest in recent years on developing solar cells and 
increasing their conversion efficiency. This interest was motivated by the 
demand on producing clean and inexpensive energy, where the current solar cell 
technology failed to fulfill the market demand due to its low efficiency obtained. 
Thus, an efficient alternative is highly required to overcome the drawbacks of 
current photovoltaic technologies. In this chapter, the concept and operation of 
solar rectennas will be introduced as an efficient energy-harvesting technology 
and as a better alternative to conventional solar cells. Nanoantennas are used for 
receiving solar radiation at both visible and infrared regions as AC electromag-
netic signals. The received power is then passed to a nanodiode that acts as a rec-
tifier to convert the power from AC to DC form. Nanoarrays are utilized often to 
increase the captured energy and decrease the number of rectifiers of the entire 
system. The biggest challenge is how to design an efficient nanoantenna inte-
grated efficiently into a nanodiode in order to maximize the overall efficiency. 
State-of-the-art designs for nanoantennas and nanodiodes will be highlighted in 
this chapter mentioning the figure of merits used to compare between one design 
and another. 

Keywords: energy harvesting, solar rectennas, nanoantennas, nanorectifiers,  
THz detection

1. Introduction

The increasing demand on clean and inexpensive energy has led to the 
emergence of solar cells in the early 1950s, where the main source of the world’s 
power is fossil fuels. The creation of photovoltaics (PV) has opened a new era 
on exploiting solar radiation for the production of electricity. However, the 
development of the PV industry is not sufficient to cover the market demand on 
solar panels due to their low efficiency. Therefore, cheaper and higher-efficiency 
technologies are required for the solar power market. These requirements have 
induced the researchers to find an alternative solution by replacing the cur-
rent solar cells with optical antennas integrated to diodes forming a rectifying 
antenna (rectenna) using the wave nature of light [1, 2]. Most of the recent 
researches are focused on developing solar rectennas to convert the visible region 
of solar spectrum efficiently to electric power and exploiting the unused portion 
of solar radiation (i.e., infrared region) [3]. The proposed solar rectennas are 
expected to exhibit higher efficiency (theoretically 100% for monochromatic 
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1. Introduction

The increasing demand on clean and inexpensive energy has led to the 
emergence of solar cells in the early 1950s, where the main source of the world’s 
power is fossil fuels. The creation of photovoltaics (PV) has opened a new era 
on exploiting solar radiation for the production of electricity. However, the 
development of the PV industry is not sufficient to cover the market demand on 
solar panels due to their low efficiency. Therefore, cheaper and higher-efficiency 
technologies are required for the solar power market. These requirements have 
induced the researchers to find an alternative solution by replacing the cur-
rent solar cells with optical antennas integrated to diodes forming a rectifying 
antenna (rectenna) using the wave nature of light [1, 2]. Most of the recent 
researches are focused on developing solar rectennas to convert the visible region 
of solar spectrum efficiently to electric power and exploiting the unused portion 
of solar radiation (i.e., infrared region) [3]. The proposed solar rectennas are 
expected to exhibit higher efficiency (theoretically 100% for monochromatic 
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illumination) than current solar cells [4]. Rather than the low efficiency, solar 
rectennas overcome the other drawbacks of PVs which include the dependence 
on the bandgap energy and the narrowband operation (visible region only). 
However, several challenges contribute to make the actual conversion efficiency 
much lower than expected such as the poor coupling between the optical antenna 
and the diode [5].

Each photon in semiconductor solar cells produces electron hole pair to gener-
ate electrical power. However, the device absorbs only those photons that have 
energy higher than the band gap energy. This limits the conversion efficiency to 
44% or even less in real devices. On the other hand, classical rectifiers receive the 
electromagnetic energy and convert it into DC power with a conversion efficiency 
reaching 100%. Solar rectennas are designed to operate in a similar way with the 
expectation to obtain very high efficiencies at a wide range of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. The field of solar rectennas appears to be promising and attractive due 
to the fact that high efficiency is theoretically obtainable and the material used is 
inexpensive and available.

Why solar rectennas?

• Solar rectennas can achieve as high as the efficiency of solar cells or even 
higher.

• The material of solar rectennas is widely available in the form of thin films, 
and the fabrication process is inexpensive compared to conventional solar cells.

• Solar rectennas demonstrate versatility over PV devices by exceeding effi-
ciency during the day.

• Other forms of infrared such as waste heat can also be harvested by solar 
rectennas rather than the solar irradiation.

In contrast, there are several drawbacks and challenges associated with solar 
rectennas such as [6]:

• When converting visible light, the time constant must be in the range of 0.1 fs, 
which is hard to achieve using the planar MIM diodes.

• The leakage current of the diode must be as small as 1  μ A, which is quite 
challenging.

• A strong matching between the antenna impedance and the diode’s to ensure 
maximum power transfer and hence higher efficiency.

It is obvious that the technology of solar rectennas is still young in the early stage 
of research and faces numerous challenges and limitations. Thus, in this chapter, 
the theoretical understanding is presented highlighting the development of each 
part of a solar rectenna.

2. History of rectennas

In the last century, the story of solar rectenna begun when electrical power has 
been transferred without the use of wires. This technique is called wireless power 
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transmission (WPT). It is worth to mention that all the rectenna systems conceived 
at that time were working at microwave frequencies with efficiencies exceeding 
80% at a single frequency.

A brief historical background on this technique is presented here:

• Early experiments on WPT return to the work of Hertz and Tesla which was 
implemented by exploiting a giant coil and a 3-ft-diameter copper ball to 
transport the electromagnetic wave with low frequency from one point in 
space to another one. Later, the idea of power transmission has been developed 
by researchers particularly after the significant progress that witnessed in 
microwave technology [7].

• In 1963, the first rectenna has been invented by Raytheon Co., which was 
constructed from 28 half-wave dipole antennas. Each one terminated with a 
bridge rectifier. The overall efficiency of this design was 40%. The rectenna 
has then been developed by the same company to use as a power source for a 
microwave-powered helicopter.

• In 1972, Bailey proposed an idea to use the rectennas to generate electricity 
from solar power. This idea was based on using a pair of pyramids or cones as 
a modified dipole, which is similar to rod antennas. The pair is connected to a 
load via a diode (half-wave rectifier) [1].

• In 1984, arrays of crossed dipoles (Figure 1) have been proposed by Marks, 
where an insulating sheet with fast full-wave rectification is used [9].

• In contrast, Bailey proposed a conventional broadside array antenna, in 
which the output signal is collected after passing in several dipoles. The 
latter is used to feed a transmission line in which the signals are trans-
ferred to a rectifier. Combined signals are used in that approach to add 
in-phase.

• In 1996, Lin et al. achieved the first experimental work [10] that based on 
the absorption of light by fabricated metallic resonant nanostructures and 
rectification at light frequency. The device that used this technique uses 
dipole antenna array that connected in parallel and constructed on a silicon 
substrate. The device components also include a p-n diode as a half-wave 
rectifier.

• In 2003, infrared (IR) rectenna structure-based metal-insulator-metal (MIM) 
diodes have been designed by Berland [11]. It has been designed using dipoles, 
operating at 10 μm wavelength. The overall recorded efficiency, however, was 
very low (<1%) [11].

• In 2010, spiral nanoantenna for solar energy has been designed and fabricated 
to collect energy at mid-IR region [12]. Kotter et al. demonstrated the progress 
related to this technique.

• In 2011, a monopole antenna has been designed by Midrio et al., where 
nickel is used as the main material to fabricate the reception of thermal 
radiation. This type of antenna is overlapping with the ground plane. MIM 
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transmission (WPT). It is worth to mention that all the rectenna systems conceived 
at that time were working at microwave frequencies with efficiencies exceeding 
80% at a single frequency.

A brief historical background on this technique is presented here:

• Early experiments on WPT return to the work of Hertz and Tesla which was 
implemented by exploiting a giant coil and a 3-ft-diameter copper ball to 
transport the electromagnetic wave with low frequency from one point in 
space to another one. Later, the idea of power transmission has been developed 
by researchers particularly after the significant progress that witnessed in 
microwave technology [7].

• In 1963, the first rectenna has been invented by Raytheon Co., which was 
constructed from 28 half-wave dipole antennas. Each one terminated with a 
bridge rectifier. The overall efficiency of this design was 40%. The rectenna 
has then been developed by the same company to use as a power source for a 
microwave-powered helicopter.

• In 1972, Bailey proposed an idea to use the rectennas to generate electricity 
from solar power. This idea was based on using a pair of pyramids or cones as 
a modified dipole, which is similar to rod antennas. The pair is connected to a 
load via a diode (half-wave rectifier) [1].

• In 1984, arrays of crossed dipoles (Figure 1) have been proposed by Marks, 
where an insulating sheet with fast full-wave rectification is used [9].

• In contrast, Bailey proposed a conventional broadside array antenna, in 
which the output signal is collected after passing in several dipoles. The 
latter is used to feed a transmission line in which the signals are trans-
ferred to a rectifier. Combined signals are used in that approach to add 
in-phase.

• In 1996, Lin et al. achieved the first experimental work [10] that based on 
the absorption of light by fabricated metallic resonant nanostructures and 
rectification at light frequency. The device that used this technique uses 
dipole antenna array that connected in parallel and constructed on a silicon 
substrate. The device components also include a p-n diode as a half-wave 
rectifier.

• In 2003, infrared (IR) rectenna structure-based metal-insulator-metal (MIM) 
diodes have been designed by Berland [11]. It has been designed using dipoles, 
operating at 10 μm wavelength. The overall recorded efficiency, however, was 
very low (<1%) [11].

• In 2010, spiral nanoantenna for solar energy has been designed and fabricated 
to collect energy at mid-IR region [12]. Kotter et al. demonstrated the progress 
related to this technique.

• In 2011, a monopole antenna has been designed by Midrio et al., where 
nickel is used as the main material to fabricate the reception of thermal 
radiation. This type of antenna is overlapping with the ground plane. MIM 
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that consists of nickel-nickel oxide-nickel diode is used to convert terahertz 
fields into electrical current. Furthermore, other research studies [13] are 
interested to study the impacts of geometrical parameters on the antenna 
performance.

After that, there was a significant interest by researchers to study nanoanten-
nas coupled to MIM diode for solar power-harvesting applications or THz sensing, 
which cannot be covered here due to space limitations.

Figure 1. 
The first optical rectenna proposed by mark [8].
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3. Basics of solar rectennas

The structure and the operation theory of nanoantennas have been presented in 
this section. The same as the response of the conventional RF antenna to the elec-
tromagnetic wave, nanoantenna responds to the visible light and IR. Induced AC 
current, which is formed on the surface of the antenna, interacts with the incident 
wave and oscillates with it in the same frequency. The presence of a feeding gap in 
the antenna can help to collect the solar power, and then DC power is produced by 
rectifying the oscillated AC current with the aid of a specific diode-based rectifier.

Based on the theory of boundary conditions, the tangential electric field van-
ishes on the antenna surface and is equal to zero (Et = 0). This is fundamental to the 
traditional RF antenna, where metals are considered to have ideal electrical conduc-
tivity. In other words, Es = −Ei, where Es and Ei are scattered electric and incident 
electric fields, respectively.

In contrast, the operation of nanoscale antennas is based on the optical and IR 
regimes. In this case, metals are considered to be non-ideal conductors since they 
exhibit lower conductivity. Thus, the expression Et has to be taken into account. 
This expression can be presented by multiplying the value of surface impedance by 
the value of the surface current.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of a typical optical rectenna, in which the 
solar antenna receives the electromagnetic wave within a proper frequency band 
to deliver it to the low-pass filter (LPF) [8]. The latter, which is placed between 
the antenna and diode (rectifier), is used to prevent the reradiation of the higher 
harmonics that generated from the rectification process by the nonlinear diode. 
Generally, power losses result in from this reradiation.

Furthermore, the LPF matches the impedance between the antenna and the 
subsequent circuitry. The DC LPF smoothly delivers the rectified signal to DC and 
then passes it to the external load. In general, MIM diode is considered being the 
most common rectifier in the solar rectenna system; based on the electron tunnel-
ing process, the rectification is generally occurring through the insulator layer.

4. Nanoantennas

Mirrors and lenses are usually utilized to control light propagation. However, 
they are unable to concentrate the light in a tiny area (smaller than λ/2), whereas 
antennas can easily confine the electromagnetic wave in subwavelength (beyond the 

Figure 2. 
Block diagram of optical rectenna [8].
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diffraction limit). The urgent need to localize the light beyond the diffraction limit 
has motivated the researchers and helped toward the development of nanoanten-
nas. With the rapid growth of nanotechnology techniques, scientists are now able to 
fabricate nanoantennas in the order of 10 nm using E-beam lithography [14, 15]. The 
dimensions of nanoantenna must be in the order of the incident light wavelength to 
ensure efficient performance. Light/matter interaction has been exploited exten-
sively in many applications such as photovoltaics, microscopy, and THz sensing.

The main role that nanoantenna plays in solar rectennas is to receive external 
fields and confine the energy at its feed gap to be rectified by a nanodiode. The 
technological advances in the development of a new generation of nanodiodes such 
as point-contact diodes have contributed significantly to the emergence of solar 
rectennas in its modern form [16]. Figure 3 demonstrates numerous fabricated 
nanoantennas for various applications.

The performance of nanoantennas in solar rectennas is measured by their ability 
to efficiently concentrate the received solar energy at the feed gap of the antenna. 

Figure 4. 
Concentration of the electric field at the feed gap of different nanoantennas [17].

Figure 3. 
Fabricated nanoantennas: (a) dipole, (b) bowtie, (c) log-periodic, and (d) spiral.
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The electric field generated at the feed gap varies from one type of antenna to 
another depending on the characteristics of the antenna itself. Thus, the confined 
electric field can be enhanced by choosing the proper antenna type for this appli-
cation or by gathering a number of antennas in one rectenna system forming an 
antenna array. A comparison between different types of nanoantennas is presented 
in Figures 4 and 5, where the figure of merit is the value of the received electric 
field at the antenna’s gap [18].

Another way to increase the captured electric field is to arrange several antenna 
elements in an array form. Figure 6 shows an eight-element bowtie nanoarray as sug-
gested in [19], where the concentration in the feed gap is also illustrated, while Figure 7 
shows the variation of the electric field with increasing the wavelength. The nanoarray 
exhibits multiple resonances with maximum capturing at longer wavelengths.

Figure 5. 
Electric field variation versus wavelength for different nanoantennas [17].

Figure 6. 
Bowtie nanoarray configuration [19].
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5. Nanodiodes

The most commonly used nanodiodes in solar rectennas are metal-insulator-
metal diodes, which act as a promising rectifying element in solar rectennas. MIM 
diodes are made of thin insulator layer sandwiched between metal electrodes and 
depend on the tunneling mechanism. Work functions of metals and the electron 
affinity of insulators play an important role in MIM diodes by making a barrier 
at the interface between metal and insulator. Figure 8 shows a typical MIM diode 
where a difference between metal work function is clearly indicated to ensure effi-
cient electron transport across the insulator. The quantum-mechanical tunneling 
of electrons governs the charge transport mechanism through the barrier. Electron 
tunneling in MIM diodes is ultrafast, and this makes them operate at THz frequen-
cies. A thin insulator layer (few nanometers) is required to ensure the tunneling of 
electrons through the diode layers.

Recent years have witnessed tremendous lithographical efforts to reduce the size 
of MIM diodes. To this end, the insulator layer is grown by oxidizing metal films 
to achieve the desired thickness. The second metal is then deposited, where this 
method helps to avoid vacuum break at the barrier and reduce the contamination. It 
is worth mentioning that controlling the roughness of the insulator layer as well as 
the metal films is very important during the fabrication process.

5.1 MIM diode characterization

The major obstacle in using MIM at optical frequencies is the high RC time 
constant. The diode resistance and capacitance must be well controlled through 
the fabrication techniques and processes in ordered to reduce it. In this section, the 
most important parameters of the MIM diode will be discussed:

• Resistance: The diode resistance (RD) can be obtained directly from the I-V 
characteristics of the diode. Since the antenna impedance is low (in the order 
of 100 Ohm), the diode impedance must be low as well to achieve a reasonable 
impedance matching and hence ensure a maximum power transfer between 
the antenna and the diode.

Figure 7. 
Electric field variation with wavelength for bowtie nanoarray and single bowtie of the same footprint area [19].
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• Responsivity: The responsivity of MIM diodes is a measure of the diode 
rectification efficiency. It is the second derivative of the diode’s I-V curve over 
the first derivative. The responsivity represents the DC power generated by the 
incident AC power on the diode. The larger I-V curvature, the higher respon-
sivity obtained, and hence the higher DC power generated. High curvature is 
associated directly with high barrier diodes.

• Asymmetry: The ratio of the forward current to the reverse current represents 
the diode asymmetry, which is another measure of the diode’s rectification 

Figure 9. 
Current versus biasing voltage for the asymmetric MIM diode with insulator thickness 𝑠𝑠 = 5 nm and barrier 
heights 𝜑𝜑1 = 0.4 eV and 𝜑𝜑2 = 1.75 eV [20].

Figure 8. 
Equilibrium band diagram of (a) symmetric Nb/Nb2O5/Nb diode and (b) asymmetric Nb/Nb2O5/Pt diode [20].
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efficiency. High asymmetry can be obtained by employing different metals on 
both sides of the diode with a difference in their work functions.

Most of the MIM diode parameters are extracted directly from the I-V charac-
teristics, which is the key factor in the characterization of MIM diodes. Figure 9 
demonstrates typical MIM diode parameters.

6. Semiconductor nanoantennas

In this section, a comparison between the performance of nanoantennas fabri-
cated by different materials will be presented. The characteristics of the designed 
dipole nanoantennas have been obtained by solving Hallen’s integral equation 
numerically. Obtained results show that carbon exhibits very low conductivity 
compared with other types of proposed semiconductors like Si and Ge.

This is because of the fact that carbon has a relatively wide energy gap, which is 
the main reason to enhance carbon nanoantenna performance. In contrast, creating 
extra defect states by phosphor or iron doping in the narrow band gap of Si and Ge 
can increase the conductivity and, thus, the efficiency of the host material.

The calculated efficiencies of these heavily doped semiconductor nanoantennas 
are unity. This is because of the high conductivity of these materials. Moreover, 
obtained results show that these materials behave like a perfect electric conductor 
at the wavelength range of interest. In addition, the performance of these semicon-
ductor nanoantennas is compared with nanoantennas made of gold that showed 
approximately similar performance.

To investigate the impact of the conductivity (𝜎𝜎) on the antenna parameters, 
pure and heavily doped semiconductors materials are used instead of metal in 
designing nanoantennas. Since plasmonic materials like gold are being used to 
fabricate metallic nanoantenna, a modeling comparison between the metallic and 
heavily doped semiconductor antenna is proposed to study the impact of the mate-
rial on the performance of nanoantenna to exploit the mid-IR to generate present-
able power.

Furthermore, the mid-IR radiation provides very low penetration depths for 
the electromagnetic fields. Generally, most studies on this area were focused on 
operating system with 10 𝜇𝜇m wavelengths, which may provide a wide range of 
energies [12].

To solve Hallen’s integral equation, which is numerically used to evaluate the 
input impedance of the cylindrical dipole nanoantennas [21], method of moments 
(MOM) is generally used for this purpose. A study has been conducted to investi-
gate the effect of replacing gold in plasmonic nanoantennas at mid-IR by heavily 
phosphorus-doped germanium on the antenna operation [22]. In this study, how-
ever, carbon nanotube semiconductor material is extended to heavily doped silicon 
by iron as common unavoidable contamination in Si. In both cases, the character-
istics of the gold center-fed cylindrical dipole antenna that is used in this study 
include L = 0.47𝜆𝜆, N = 51, and a = 50 nm for 𝜆𝜆 = 10 𝜇𝜇m, where L is the total length 
of the dipole, N is the number of segments, and a is the radius of dipole. In addition 
to that, for the delta-gap source, MoM is used to solve Hallen’s integral equation. 
An approximate kernel can only be utilized since the ratio a/𝜆𝜆 ⩽ 0.01, and in this 
example, a ratio of 0.005 is used which gives an acceptable approximation.

One of the methods used to increase the efficiency of nanoantenna is by 
developing the quality of materials that are used to fabricate the nanoan-
tenna. In this work, heavily doped Ge with phosphorous and heavily doped 
Si with Fe have been proposed as an alternative to carbon. The value of the 
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frequency-dependent dielectric constant of heavily doped Ge with a doping con-
centration of 2.23 × 1019 cm−3 has been given somewhere else [23]. On the other 
hand, the values of heavily doped Si with a doping concentration of 1 × 1020 cm−3 
have been obtained by another study [24]. The interaction between Fe and Si has 
been studied and reported in [25].

The dielectric constant (εr) has frequency-dependent real and imaginary parts, 
in which the metal conductivity (𝜎𝜎) at IR wavelengths can be obtained as the fol-
lowing equation [26]:

  σ = iω  ε  0   ( ε  r   − 1)   (1)

The complex form of material conductivity at IR wavelengths is illustrated as 
real and imaginary parts in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Both figures show that 
heavily doped semiconductors exhibit considerably high conductivity at a range of 
wavelength between 5 and 15 𝜇𝜇m. Consequently, both of the heavily doped semi-
conductors behave like perfect electric conductor [22].

It is found that the conduction-dielectric efficiencies at the wavelength 10 μm 
for both Ge and Si are 100% as what is expected to having the same behavior as the 

Figure 10. 
Real and imaginary parts of Ge conductivity versus wavelength [22].

Figure 11. 
Real and imaginary parts of Si conductivity versus wavelength [22].
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perfect electric conductor. In contrast, the relatively low conductivity of gold yield 
decreases in the efficiency to around 90% at wavelengths of interest.

7. Conversion efficiency

The figure of merit in solar rectennas is the conversion efficiency, which 
depends on several factors related to both the antenna and the MIM diode. The 
conversion efficiency, ηt, of a solar rectenna can be described as [27].

   η  t   =  η  r    η  s    η  q    η  c    (2)

where ηr is the antenna radiation efficiency, ηs is the efficiency that related to the 
losses inside the antenna, ηq is the quantum efficiency that is responsible for the rectifi-
cation of the received power, and ηc is the coupling efficiency between the antenna and 
the diode. It is worth noting that the term ηrηs in (2) depends on the antenna type and 
its characteristics and is referred, in this chapter, to as antenna-dependent efficiency of 
solar rectenna. On the other hand, the term ηqηc relates strongly to the diode param-
eters and is referred to as the diode-dependent efficiency.

For solar energy conversion, each efficiency factor is required to be optimized 
and maximized. Recent works have focused on improving only the quantum effi-
ciency [28] or the diode-dependent efficiency by assuming a perfect antenna (i.e., 
do not include antenna efficiency limits) [4]. The analysis of the complete conver-
sion efficiency in one single work gives the reader a close physical insight on how 
the IR solar rectenna works, including the parameters that affect its performance. 
In the following sections, we will investigate each term of (2) individually with a 
detailed description of its main parameters and how to compute them. After finding 
the optimum values of each efficiency term in (2), the overall conversion efficiency 
will then be calculated and plotted.

7.1 Antenna-dependent efficiency

As mentioned in Section 7, the antenna-dependent efficiency is represented by 
the term ηrηs. This section demonstrates how to find this efficiency numerically, 
which depends totally on antenna parameters. The calculation of antenna efficiency 
should take into account the losses that relates to reflection, conduction, and dielec-
tric inside the antenna. The reflection losses will be represented by the coupling 
efficiency, ηc, and will be discussed in details in the following section. Thus, this 
section will be dedicated to the calculation of the conduction and dielectric losses 
inside the antenna structure. Since it is very difficult to compute and separate these 
losses individually, they will, therefore, be lumped together to form the conduction-
dielectric efficiency, cd, which can be defined as [29].

   𝛈𝛈  CD   =    R  r   _  R  r   +  R  l  
   ;  (3)

where Rr is the radiation resistance of the antenna and Rl represents the 
 conduction-dielectric resistance, which can be written as [29]

   R  l   = 2   L _ P    R  s   ;  (4)

where L is the antenna length, P is the cross-section perimeter of the wire 
antenna of radius a, and Rs is the conductor surface resistance that can be calculated 
as follows
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   R  s   =  √ 
_

    𝝎𝝎𝝎𝝎  0   _ 2𝝈𝝈     ;   (5)

where ω is the angular frequency, μ0 is the free-space permeability, and σ is the 
metal conductivity. It is worth mentioning here that Eq. (4) is valid for the case of a 
uniform current distribution.

Before starting the calculation of the conduction-dielectric efficiency, it is 
important to recall that metals are no longer perfect electric conductors at optical 
and infrared frequencies [30]. Consequently, the DC bulk conductivity of metal 
cannot be utilized in (5). Instead, the frequency-dependent conductivity at optical 
frequencies should be calculated.

7.2 Diode-dependent efficiency

The two terms of the diode-dependent efficiency are the coupling efficiency, 
ηc, and quantum efficiency, ηq. In this chapter, we will set ηq = S hω/e, where S 
is the MIM diode responsivity, which will be explained more explicitly later in this 
section, h is Plank’s constant, and e is the charge of the electron. In contrast, the 
coupling efficiency can be written as [5].

   𝛈𝛈  c   =   4  R  a    R  D   /   ( R  a   +  R  D  )    2   _________________  
1 +   (𝝎𝝎 (   R  a    R  D   _  R  a   +  R  D    )   C  D  )    

2
 
   ;   (6)

where Ra is the antenna resistance, ω is the angular frequency, RD is the diode 
resistance, and CD is the diode capacitance. For simplicity of analysis, the reactance 
of the antenna was assumed to be negligible; however, for the antenna in this work, 
this approximation is more realistic for the wavelength between 8 and 12 μm where 
a low reactance part of the impedance is noticed. The value of RD depends on the I-V 
characteristics of the MIM diode, whereas the CD can be given by

   C  D   =    𝜺𝜺  0    𝜺𝜺  rA   _ s   ;  (7)

where εr represents the relative permittivity of the insulator layer of the MIM 
diode, ε0 is the free-space permittivity, A is the diode junction area (overlapping 
area), and s is the thickness of insulator layer. It is clearly evident that the MIM 
diode parameters play a significant role in determining the entire conversion 
efficiency of solar rectennas.

Figure 12 shows the total conversion efficiency (solid line) for an IR solar 
rectenna versus the wavelength. Moreover, we have added the diode-dependent 
efficiency (dashed line) to the same graph to show the role that the antenna plays 
in shaping the conversion efficiency. The total conversion efficiency has been 
calculated based on the terms of (2), where every single term is calculated individu-
ally and all terms are then combined together. The main reason behind this low 
efficiency is the mismatch between the resistance of the designed MIM diode, RD, 
and the antenna resistance, Ra. This mismatch led to a lower coupling efficiency 
in (6), where one of the conditions to achieve unity efficiency is to have Rd = Ra. 
Although the diode characteristics have been optimized, the coupling efficiency 
still needs further improvement. However, this value of efficiency demonstrates an 
enhancement to recently reported conversion efficiencies of (ηt ~ 10−9–ηt ~ 10−12) 
[31]. It is worth mentioning that the antenna efficiency is very high and the diode 
responsivity is acceptable; however, the total conversion efficiency is quite low due 
to the poor coupling efficiency between the antenna and the diode. Recent studies 
are paying attention and efforts to increase coupling efficiency. Once the coupling 
is improved, we would expect a high conversion efficiency, which makes solar 
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ciency [28] or the diode-dependent efficiency by assuming a perfect antenna (i.e., 
do not include antenna efficiency limits) [4]. The analysis of the complete conver-
sion efficiency in one single work gives the reader a close physical insight on how 
the IR solar rectenna works, including the parameters that affect its performance. 
In the following sections, we will investigate each term of (2) individually with a 
detailed description of its main parameters and how to compute them. After finding 
the optimum values of each efficiency term in (2), the overall conversion efficiency 
will then be calculated and plotted.
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As mentioned in Section 7, the antenna-dependent efficiency is represented by 
the term ηrηs. This section demonstrates how to find this efficiency numerically, 
which depends totally on antenna parameters. The calculation of antenna efficiency 
should take into account the losses that relates to reflection, conduction, and dielec-
tric inside the antenna. The reflection losses will be represented by the coupling 
efficiency, ηc, and will be discussed in details in the following section. Thus, this 
section will be dedicated to the calculation of the conduction and dielectric losses 
inside the antenna structure. Since it is very difficult to compute and separate these 
losses individually, they will, therefore, be lumped together to form the conduction-
dielectric efficiency, cd, which can be defined as [29].

   𝛈𝛈  CD   =    R  r   _  R  r   +  R  l  
   ;  (3)

where Rr is the radiation resistance of the antenna and Rl represents the 
 conduction-dielectric resistance, which can be written as [29]

   R  l   = 2   L _ P    R  s   ;  (4)

where L is the antenna length, P is the cross-section perimeter of the wire 
antenna of radius a, and Rs is the conductor surface resistance that can be calculated 
as follows
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diode, ε0 is the free-space permittivity, A is the diode junction area (overlapping 
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Figure 12 shows the total conversion efficiency (solid line) for an IR solar 
rectenna versus the wavelength. Moreover, we have added the diode-dependent 
efficiency (dashed line) to the same graph to show the role that the antenna plays 
in shaping the conversion efficiency. The total conversion efficiency has been 
calculated based on the terms of (2), where every single term is calculated individu-
ally and all terms are then combined together. The main reason behind this low 
efficiency is the mismatch between the resistance of the designed MIM diode, RD, 
and the antenna resistance, Ra. This mismatch led to a lower coupling efficiency 
in (6), where one of the conditions to achieve unity efficiency is to have Rd = Ra. 
Although the diode characteristics have been optimized, the coupling efficiency 
still needs further improvement. However, this value of efficiency demonstrates an 
enhancement to recently reported conversion efficiencies of (ηt ~ 10−9–ηt ~ 10−12) 
[31]. It is worth mentioning that the antenna efficiency is very high and the diode 
responsivity is acceptable; however, the total conversion efficiency is quite low due 
to the poor coupling efficiency between the antenna and the diode. Recent studies 
are paying attention and efforts to increase coupling efficiency. Once the coupling 
is improved, we would expect a high conversion efficiency, which makes solar 
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antennas a promising alternative to conventional solar cells and a great addition to 
the renewable energy sector.

The promising features of solar rectennas have motivated the researcher recently 
to come up with new approaches and ideas in order to improve the total conversion 
efficiency. Examples of these approaches include improving the impedance match-
ing and the coupling between the antenna and rectifier [32, 33]. Another approach 
is to use metasurface absorbers to enhance the performance of solar rectenna [34]. 
In addition, light concentrators represented by adding a layer of micro lenses lead to 
increase the captured electric field as demonstrated in [35] or design dual-polarized 
nanoantennas [36] and/or multiband nanoantennas [37] to get benefits of all 
received spectrum. The approach was even extended to include harvesting thermal 
energy at infrared wavelengths from hot bodies [38], which sometimes focuses on 
preselected narrow frequencies in the infrared region [39].

8. Conclusions

Researchers worldwide pay attention and effort to reduce the cost of conven-
tional solar cells and increase their efficiency by using new materials and different 
approaches. However, there is no significant improvement in their conversion 
efficiency, which is still quite low. Breakthroughs in designing efficient nanoan-
tennas led to rapid development in solar rectenna for harvesting solar radiation. 
Efficient nanoantennas were designed for receiving the solar energy as an AC signal 
and coupling it to a nanodiode to convert it to DC power.

The focus of this chapter was to highlight different types of nanoantennas that are 
commonly used in this application. The design and simulation results of four types of 
nanoantennas have been presented, and a comparison is made to find the best candi-
date. The figure of merit in the selection process was the captured electric field at the 
feed gap of the antenna, which is a key factor in calculating the harvested energy. As 
a result of the comparison, it was found that the spiral nanoantenna exhibited better 
performance at resonance. Furthermore, it was found that the captured electric field 
at the feed gap could be increased by coupling many elements in one structure.

Finally, this chapter highlighted the most important factors that influence the 
conversion efficiency of solar rectennas with the aim to improve and optimize it. 

Figure 12. 
Total conversion efficiency and the diode-dependent efficiency of a typical IR solar rectenna [8].
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Rectifiers for Ambient RF Energy
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Abstract

Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) is promoted as a key enabling technology
(KET) for the widespread use of batteryless Internet of Things (IoT) devices and
for 5G wireless networks. RF-to-DC rectifiers are essential components for the
exploitation of either ambient RF power or wireless transmitted power from a
dedicated source. There are several alternative rectifier topologies which can be
selected depending on the desired wireless charging scenario and may include one
or more diodes. For full rectification, a minimum of two diodes are needed. The
current chapter discusses various implementations of voltage-doubler designs,
which revolve around the basic topology of two diodes and two capacitors. Schottky
diodes are usually used, in combination with lumped capacitors. Off-the-shelf
diodes include both separate diodes and integrated voltage-doubler topologies in a
single package. Rectifiers are inherently narrowband, non-linear devices, and the
RF-to-DC efficiency, which is usually the figure of merit, depends non-linearly on
both the termination load and the received RF power. The bandwidth of the
rectifier depends on the preceding matching network.

Keywords: wireless power transfer (WPT), voltage-doubler rectifier, rectenna,
RF energy harvesting and DC-to-DC booster

1. Introduction

In the past few decades, substantial research efforts have been devoted to
wireless power transfer (WPT) applications from both dedicated [1] and ambient
RF sources [2, 3]. The sensitivity of the receiver and the energy transfer efficiency
are the main concerns in any WPT system, and they eventually dictate the RF
energy harvesting (EH) system’s performance, its range, and the overall reliability.
The sensitivity depends on the minimum power that is required in order to power
up the semiconductor devices used [4] in the EH circuit. On the other hand,
RF-to-DC efficiency depends on the receiving antenna performance, the impedance
matching network between the antenna and the rectifying circuit, and the overall
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1. Introduction

In the past few decades, substantial research efforts have been devoted to
wireless power transfer (WPT) applications from both dedicated [1] and ambient
RF sources [2, 3]. The sensitivity of the receiver and the energy transfer efficiency
are the main concerns in any WPT system, and they eventually dictate the RF
energy harvesting (EH) system’s performance, its range, and the overall reliability.
The sensitivity depends on the minimum power that is required in order to power
up the semiconductor devices used [4] in the EH circuit. On the other hand,
RF-to-DC efficiency depends on the receiving antenna performance, the impedance
matching network between the antenna and the rectifying circuit, and the overall
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power conversion efficiency of the rectifier’s subsequent stage, that is, the voltage
multiplier. Traditionally, the efficiency of any rectifying circuit is controlled and
improved by optimizing the circuit design [5, 6]. Additionally, it can be further
improved by using a high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) multi-sine signals
that have demonstrated improved efficiency performance compared to the con-
ventional sinusoidal signals [7, 8]. Usually, the available ambient RF power is very
low and therefore the harvested power is not sufficient to support any immediate
application, although, it can be utilized to directly control the external supply
dynamically [9–11]. Recently, one of the key developments in wireless communi-
cation is the exploitation of the same RF signal for information and energy
harvesting. This refers to the concept of simultaneous wireless information and
power transfer (SWIPT) [12] systems. Finally, RF EH is widely used in RFID tags
that are used for tracking and identification [13]. With the development and inte-
gration of a low cost compact, energy harvesting circuit on the RFID tag, the
conventional passive tags [14–16] can be converted into “active-equivalent” tags
with improved life time and increased read range through RF energy harvesting
coming from designated power beacons without relying on the reader to activate
the RFID oscillating circuit [17].

To convert RF to DC power, the RF energy harvesting circuits are generally
implemented using semiconductor-based rectifying elements such as CMOS diodes
with transistors [18] or Schottky diodes, due to their low cost and low power
requirements [4]. The most common Schottky diodes include Skywork’s SMS [19]
and Broadcom’s HSMS [20] series of surface mount devices (SMD). Figure 1 illus-
trates the basic RF-to-DC rectifier topologies. The first one (Figure 1a) is a single
diode half-wave rectifier (envelope detector) that consists of a series diode with
shunt capacitor and performs half-wave rectification by passing either the negative
or the positive half of the AC current while the remaining half is blocked. Single
diode, half-wave rectifiers have large rectified voltage ripples compared to full-
wave rectifiers, hence, additional filtering is required to remove the harmonics from
the DC output. The use of Schottky diodes with lower built-in threshold voltage,
such as the SMS7630, contributes toward improved RF-to-DC conversion efficiency
for the lower input power signals. This happens because a fixed amount of power is
consumed for biasing the diodes, which for lower power signals, it is high percent-
age of the original RF power. The second rectifier topology (Figure 1b) is the
voltage doubler, or single stage voltage multiplier, that works as a full-wave rectifier
and converts the incident AC signal to a constant polarity voltage at its output.
Compared to the half-wave rectifier, it results in a higher average DC voltage. It
consists of a one-stage clamper with a pumping capacitor at the input of a shunt
diode and a series rectifying diode along a shunt capacitor at the output stage, which

Figure 1.
Rectifier topologies, (a) single diode (single-stage), (b) voltage doubler, and (c) voltage multiplier
(multi-stage).
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works as a low pass filter to smoothen the output DC voltage. The third topology
(Figure 1c) is the voltage multiplier (multi-stage), which is a full-wave rectifier
that further increases the output voltage with a network of capacitors and diodes. It
has a similar operation principle to the voltage doubler. The voltage of each stage is
used as a reference for the next stage, and the maximum output voltage depends
on the overall number of stages. The undesired effect of the multi-stage rectifiers is
the decrease in the overall efficiency which degrades for every additional stage since
the efficiency of every single stage is a multiplying factor smaller than one (1). It
is important to note that the overall RF-to-DC conversion efficiency depends
directly on the selected topology. Where the available AC power is high, the use of
multi-stage rectifiers results in an increased DC voltage level, although the overall
power efficiency is decreased. For RF EH systems though, the available input power
is usually very low. For relatively low input power situations where the available
power is comparable to the amount of power that is required to switch on the
rectifying diodes, the lower the number of diodes is, the higher the overall
RF-to-DC efficiency is.

2. Voltage doubler

The use of the voltage doubler circuit implemented with Schottky diodes
appears often in the literature. The voltage doubler circuit consists of a combination
of two diodes and two capacitors connected in the topology presented in the sche-
matic of Figure 2a. Several types of diodes can be used for the implementation of a
voltage doubler. Figure 2b presents the equivalent circuit for the Skyworks
SMS7630 Schottky diode, which was used for many of the rectifiers which are
discussed in this chapter.

Figure 2a illustrates the schematic of a voltage double topology with the pre-
ceding antenna and the required matching network. The antenna and rectifier,
including the intermediate matching network, are commonly referred to as a
rectenna. The presented voltage doubler implementation consists of the clamper
stage formed by the capacitor C1 and the diode D1, the rectifying diode (D2), and
the RC low pass filter (C2 and RL). The preceding matching network illustrated here
as a box, is usually part of the rectifier circuit and it assures the maximum power
transfer by reducing the impedance mismatch loss between the preceding antenna
and the rectifier circuit. Often, the matching network is built with reactive lumped
or distributed components, optimized for the intended operation frequency and

Figure 2.
RF energy harvesting systems (a) voltage doubler circuit (b) equivalent model for Schottky diodes in voltage
doubler topology.
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power conversion efficiency of the rectifier’s subsequent stage, that is, the voltage
multiplier. Traditionally, the efficiency of any rectifying circuit is controlled and
improved by optimizing the circuit design [5, 6]. Additionally, it can be further
improved by using a high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) multi-sine signals
that have demonstrated improved efficiency performance compared to the con-
ventional sinusoidal signals [7, 8]. Usually, the available ambient RF power is very
low and therefore the harvested power is not sufficient to support any immediate
application, although, it can be utilized to directly control the external supply
dynamically [9–11]. Recently, one of the key developments in wireless communi-
cation is the exploitation of the same RF signal for information and energy
harvesting. This refers to the concept of simultaneous wireless information and
power transfer (SWIPT) [12] systems. Finally, RF EH is widely used in RFID tags
that are used for tracking and identification [13]. With the development and inte-
gration of a low cost compact, energy harvesting circuit on the RFID tag, the
conventional passive tags [14–16] can be converted into “active-equivalent” tags
with improved life time and increased read range through RF energy harvesting
coming from designated power beacons without relying on the reader to activate
the RFID oscillating circuit [17].

To convert RF to DC power, the RF energy harvesting circuits are generally
implemented using semiconductor-based rectifying elements such as CMOS diodes
with transistors [18] or Schottky diodes, due to their low cost and low power
requirements [4]. The most common Schottky diodes include Skywork’s SMS [19]
and Broadcom’s HSMS [20] series of surface mount devices (SMD). Figure 1 illus-
trates the basic RF-to-DC rectifier topologies. The first one (Figure 1a) is a single
diode half-wave rectifier (envelope detector) that consists of a series diode with
shunt capacitor and performs half-wave rectification by passing either the negative
or the positive half of the AC current while the remaining half is blocked. Single
diode, half-wave rectifiers have large rectified voltage ripples compared to full-
wave rectifiers, hence, additional filtering is required to remove the harmonics from
the DC output. The use of Schottky diodes with lower built-in threshold voltage,
such as the SMS7630, contributes toward improved RF-to-DC conversion efficiency
for the lower input power signals. This happens because a fixed amount of power is
consumed for biasing the diodes, which for lower power signals, it is high percent-
age of the original RF power. The second rectifier topology (Figure 1b) is the
voltage doubler, or single stage voltage multiplier, that works as a full-wave rectifier
and converts the incident AC signal to a constant polarity voltage at its output.
Compared to the half-wave rectifier, it results in a higher average DC voltage. It
consists of a one-stage clamper with a pumping capacitor at the input of a shunt
diode and a series rectifying diode along a shunt capacitor at the output stage, which

Figure 1.
Rectifier topologies, (a) single diode (single-stage), (b) voltage doubler, and (c) voltage multiplier
(multi-stage).
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works as a low pass filter to smoothen the output DC voltage. The third topology
(Figure 1c) is the voltage multiplier (multi-stage), which is a full-wave rectifier
that further increases the output voltage with a network of capacitors and diodes. It
has a similar operation principle to the voltage doubler. The voltage of each stage is
used as a reference for the next stage, and the maximum output voltage depends
on the overall number of stages. The undesired effect of the multi-stage rectifiers is
the decrease in the overall efficiency which degrades for every additional stage since
the efficiency of every single stage is a multiplying factor smaller than one (1). It
is important to note that the overall RF-to-DC conversion efficiency depends
directly on the selected topology. Where the available AC power is high, the use of
multi-stage rectifiers results in an increased DC voltage level, although the overall
power efficiency is decreased. For RF EH systems though, the available input power
is usually very low. For relatively low input power situations where the available
power is comparable to the amount of power that is required to switch on the
rectifying diodes, the lower the number of diodes is, the higher the overall
RF-to-DC efficiency is.

2. Voltage doubler

The use of the voltage doubler circuit implemented with Schottky diodes
appears often in the literature. The voltage doubler circuit consists of a combination
of two diodes and two capacitors connected in the topology presented in the sche-
matic of Figure 2a. Several types of diodes can be used for the implementation of a
voltage doubler. Figure 2b presents the equivalent circuit for the Skyworks
SMS7630 Schottky diode, which was used for many of the rectifiers which are
discussed in this chapter.

Figure 2a illustrates the schematic of a voltage double topology with the pre-
ceding antenna and the required matching network. The antenna and rectifier,
including the intermediate matching network, are commonly referred to as a
rectenna. The presented voltage doubler implementation consists of the clamper
stage formed by the capacitor C1 and the diode D1, the rectifying diode (D2), and
the RC low pass filter (C2 and RL). The preceding matching network illustrated here
as a box, is usually part of the rectifier circuit and it assures the maximum power
transfer by reducing the impedance mismatch loss between the preceding antenna
and the rectifier circuit. Often, the matching network is built with reactive lumped
or distributed components, optimized for the intended operation frequency and

Figure 2.
RF energy harvesting systems (a) voltage doubler circuit (b) equivalent model for Schottky diodes in voltage
doubler topology.
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the expected power levels, since rectifiers are non-linear devices. Several different
matching topologies are discussed in the subsequent sections.

2.1 Voltage doubler operation principle

As the first voltage doubler stage following the matching network, the clamper is
used to enhance the input voltage to the rectifying diode (D2), as can be seen in
Figure 2a. Clamping circuits are mostly used to implement the voltage multiplier
[8]. For a time-varying sinusoidal input signal, the clamping circuit uses the peak of
the negative voltage of the input signal to produce a positive shift in the signal
during its positive part, as explained below.

From Figure 2a, Vi is the voltage at the input of the capacitor C1, i1 is the current
passing through C1, Vd is the voltage on diode D1, and i2 is the current on D1. The
clamper is activated during the negative cycle of Vi, and C1 is charging with D1 in
ON state. During the positive cycle, C1 acts as a voltage source of -Vc1 with D1 in
OFF state. According to Kirchhoff’s law at the relevant loop, Vd is associated with
VC1 and Vi through (1)

Vi ¼ VC1 þ Vd (1)

i1 ¼ C1
dvC1

dt
¼ �i2 ¼ �Is e

Vd=nVT � 1
� �

(2)

where Vd ¼ VD1 � Is, VT, Is, and n show the thermal voltage, the saturation
current, and the ideality factor, respectively. The voltage enhancement factor is
defined as the ratio of input voltage to rectifying diode voltage Vd with peak
input voltage to clamper circuit Vi [8]. For the ideal continuous wave excited
voltage doubler, the voltage enhancement factor is two, if the clamper moves
perfectly the input signal to the DC offset, equal to the peak of Vi during the
negative input cycle.

It can be seen in Figure 2a that the rectifying circuit consists of the diode D2

and the low pass RC filter with capacitor C2 and termination load RL. Vd is the
input voltage and i3 is current through the diode D2, while the current though
the capacitor C2 and load resistor RL is denoted by i4 and i5, respectively, and
the output voltage is Vout. According to Kirchhoff’s law, the voltage across diode
D2 is:

VD2 ¼ Vd � Vout (3)

i3 ¼ i4 þ i5 (4)where

i3 ¼ Is e
Vd=nVT � 1

� �
(5)

i1 ¼ C2
dVout

dt
, i5 ¼ Vout=RL (6)

The ordinary differential equation (ODE) by proper transformation of nonlinear
behavior of the diode described in Eqs. (5) and (6) is:

dVout

dt
¼ is=C2

¼ Is e
Vd�Vout=nVT � 1

� �
� Vout=RLC2

(7)

Equation (7) is a nonlinear form of an ODE, and a closed form solution for the
general case is not available. Though, its numerical solution is possible using the
ODE solver [8], the calculated DC output voltage is
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VDC ¼ 1
T � t

ðT
t
Vout tð Þdt (8)

where t is the steady state charging starting time, and T ¼ nτ is the total number
of n periods of the output signal [8].

The non-linear response of the diode is represented by a varying ohmic load Rj

(see Figure 2b). A real diode requires a combination of parasitic capacitors and
inductors, which are needed to accurately model the package of the semiconductor
device. The non-linear nature of the Schottky diodes used is reflected in the
matching of the rectifier device (|S11|) and also on the resulting RF-to-DC effi-
ciency. Figure 3a presents the simulated reflection coefficient for a single-port
voltage doubler rectifier. The reflection coefficient resonance shifts when the input
power is varied and therefore a wideband matching network is needed in order to
maintain the |S11| below �10 dB, despite the shift of the resonance. The achieved
RF-to-DC efficiency also depends non-linearly on the termination load and the
input RF power, as can be seen in the simulated efficiency surface presented in
Figure 3b.

2.2 Implemented rectifier circuits

A thorough study of voltage-doubler rectifiers in the UHF frequency range is
presented in this section, considering possible variations on (a) the diode model
(b) the substrate type, and (c) several alternative matching configurations. In
particular, the Broadcom HSMS2850 and the Skyworks SMS7630 Schottky diodes
were investigated. The use of low-cost, lossy FR4 substrate (εr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.016)
was compared with the higher-cost and less lossy Duroid 5880 substrate (εr = 2.2,
tanδ = 0.0009). Finally, a wide range of matching circuits that consisted of one or
more lumped inductors, one or more radial and custom shaped open and shorted
stubs, and the use of tapered microstrip lines for bandwidth enhancement were
considered in an attempt to enhance the bandwidth and the bandwidth stability for
various power levels of the UHF rectifiers investigated.

For this study, 11 rectifier variations were fabricated and measured. The
fabricated rectifiers labeled A to K with a short description of their characteristics,
matching networks, and diodes used are presented in Table 1. The first comparison
between a voltage-doubler rectifier (Rectifier A) and a single-stage rectifier (Recti-
fier B) presented in Figure 4 suggests that for input power levels higher than
�15 dBm, the voltage doubler topology exhibits a higher RF-to-DC efficiency. For
most wireless power transfer applications and due to the unavoidable free-space

Figure 3.
Non-linearity of the rectifying circuit (a) simulated |S11| versus frequency and input power (b) efficiency
percentage vs. input power and termination load.
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the expected power levels, since rectifiers are non-linear devices. Several different
matching topologies are discussed in the subsequent sections.

2.1 Voltage doubler operation principle

As the first voltage doubler stage following the matching network, the clamper is
used to enhance the input voltage to the rectifying diode (D2), as can be seen in
Figure 2a. Clamping circuits are mostly used to implement the voltage multiplier
[8]. For a time-varying sinusoidal input signal, the clamping circuit uses the peak of
the negative voltage of the input signal to produce a positive shift in the signal
during its positive part, as explained below.

From Figure 2a, Vi is the voltage at the input of the capacitor C1, i1 is the current
passing through C1, Vd is the voltage on diode D1, and i2 is the current on D1. The
clamper is activated during the negative cycle of Vi, and C1 is charging with D1 in
ON state. During the positive cycle, C1 acts as a voltage source of -Vc1 with D1 in
OFF state. According to Kirchhoff’s law at the relevant loop, Vd is associated with
VC1 and Vi through (1)
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i1 ¼ C1
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where Vd ¼ VD1 � Is, VT, Is, and n show the thermal voltage, the saturation
current, and the ideality factor, respectively. The voltage enhancement factor is
defined as the ratio of input voltage to rectifying diode voltage Vd with peak
input voltage to clamper circuit Vi [8]. For the ideal continuous wave excited
voltage doubler, the voltage enhancement factor is two, if the clamper moves
perfectly the input signal to the DC offset, equal to the peak of Vi during the
negative input cycle.

It can be seen in Figure 2a that the rectifying circuit consists of the diode D2

and the low pass RC filter with capacitor C2 and termination load RL. Vd is the
input voltage and i3 is current through the diode D2, while the current though
the capacitor C2 and load resistor RL is denoted by i4 and i5, respectively, and
the output voltage is Vout. According to Kirchhoff’s law, the voltage across diode
D2 is:
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The ordinary differential equation (ODE) by proper transformation of nonlinear
behavior of the diode described in Eqs. (5) and (6) is:

dVout
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Equation (7) is a nonlinear form of an ODE, and a closed form solution for the
general case is not available. Though, its numerical solution is possible using the
ODE solver [8], the calculated DC output voltage is
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where t is the steady state charging starting time, and T ¼ nτ is the total number
of n periods of the output signal [8].

The non-linear response of the diode is represented by a varying ohmic load Rj

(see Figure 2b). A real diode requires a combination of parasitic capacitors and
inductors, which are needed to accurately model the package of the semiconductor
device. The non-linear nature of the Schottky diodes used is reflected in the
matching of the rectifier device (|S11|) and also on the resulting RF-to-DC effi-
ciency. Figure 3a presents the simulated reflection coefficient for a single-port
voltage doubler rectifier. The reflection coefficient resonance shifts when the input
power is varied and therefore a wideband matching network is needed in order to
maintain the |S11| below �10 dB, despite the shift of the resonance. The achieved
RF-to-DC efficiency also depends non-linearly on the termination load and the
input RF power, as can be seen in the simulated efficiency surface presented in
Figure 3b.

2.2 Implemented rectifier circuits

A thorough study of voltage-doubler rectifiers in the UHF frequency range is
presented in this section, considering possible variations on (a) the diode model
(b) the substrate type, and (c) several alternative matching configurations. In
particular, the Broadcom HSMS2850 and the Skyworks SMS7630 Schottky diodes
were investigated. The use of low-cost, lossy FR4 substrate (εr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.016)
was compared with the higher-cost and less lossy Duroid 5880 substrate (εr = 2.2,
tanδ = 0.0009). Finally, a wide range of matching circuits that consisted of one or
more lumped inductors, one or more radial and custom shaped open and shorted
stubs, and the use of tapered microstrip lines for bandwidth enhancement were
considered in an attempt to enhance the bandwidth and the bandwidth stability for
various power levels of the UHF rectifiers investigated.

For this study, 11 rectifier variations were fabricated and measured. The
fabricated rectifiers labeled A to K with a short description of their characteristics,
matching networks, and diodes used are presented in Table 1. The first comparison
between a voltage-doubler rectifier (Rectifier A) and a single-stage rectifier (Recti-
fier B) presented in Figure 4 suggests that for input power levels higher than
�15 dBm, the voltage doubler topology exhibits a higher RF-to-DC efficiency. For
most wireless power transfer applications and due to the unavoidable free-space
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loss, the available power at the receiver is rather low. However, the received power
level is random and cannot be predicted, and the efficiency plots for Rectifiers A
and B cross at the �15 dB input power mark (Figure 4d), therefore a direct
comparison of the efficiency performance is not straight forward. The improved
average efficiency performance over the entire power range is the main reason why
the voltage doubler was preferred over the single stage rectifier and was further
studied in detail. The free-space loss is inversely proportional to λ2 and this is the
reason why the UHF frequency (relatively low frequency) was preferred for the
presented study.

2.3 Voltage doubler matching considerations

Rectifiers C, D, E, and F were designed on an FR-4 substrate, and are used to
discuss the effect of the matching circuit on the stability of the |S11| resonance that
defines the matching, and on the�10 dB bandwidth of the |S11|. As can be seen from
Figures 5 and 6, the matching depends on the input power level. For different
power levels, the exact position of the resonance that defines the matching (|S11|
< �10 dB) shifts, and for certain values, the rectifier is mismatched, and as a result,
the RF-to-DC efficiency degrades. Rectifiers C and D, which are compared in
Figure 5, use different diode types, (Broadcom and Skyworks, respectively), and

Rect. Schematic Description (matching network) Diode

A Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include
shorted stub, two-stage tapered line, radial stub followed by
distributed inductor

SMS7630

B Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include
shorted stub, two-stage tapered line, radial stub followed by
distributed inductor

SMS7630

C Consists of distributed elements, which include a shorted
stub and a radial stub at the beginning and at the end of a
U-shaped microstrip line

HSMS2850

D Consists of distributed elements, which include a shorted
stub and a radial stub

SMS7630

E Consists of a hybrid matching network, which includes a
radial stub, a shorted stub, and a series inductor

HSMS2850

F Consists of a hybrid matching network, which includes a
radial stub and two series inductors

SMS7630

G Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include a
shorted stub, a radial stub followed by a distributed inductor

HSMS2850

H Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include a
shorted stub, a radial stub followed by a distributed inductor

HSMS2850

I Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include a
shorted stub, two-stage tapered line, a radial stub followed
by a distributed inductor

SMS7630

J Consists of a hybrid matching network, which includes a
radial stub and two series inductors

SMS7630

K Consists of a hybrid matching network, which includes a
radial stub and two series inductors

HSMS2850

Table 1.
Implemented rectifiers labeled A to K.
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similar matching networks that consist of shorted and radial matching stubs. The
|S11| resonance remains rather stable as the input power varies, but it is narrowband
(�25 MHz). The different diode models have minimum effect on the matching, but

Figure 4.
Voltage doubler (A) and single stage rectifier (B) comparison; (a) Rectifier A |S11|, (b) Rectifier B |S11|,
(c) |S11| at �10 dBm comparison, and (d) RF-to-DC efficiency.

Figure 5.
Rectifier (C) and rectifier (D) comparison; (a) Rectifier C |S11|, (b) Rectifier D |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) RF-to-DC efficiency.
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loss, the available power at the receiver is rather low. However, the received power
level is random and cannot be predicted, and the efficiency plots for Rectifiers A
and B cross at the �15 dB input power mark (Figure 4d), therefore a direct
comparison of the efficiency performance is not straight forward. The improved
average efficiency performance over the entire power range is the main reason why
the voltage doubler was preferred over the single stage rectifier and was further
studied in detail. The free-space loss is inversely proportional to λ2 and this is the
reason why the UHF frequency (relatively low frequency) was preferred for the
presented study.

2.3 Voltage doubler matching considerations

Rectifiers C, D, E, and F were designed on an FR-4 substrate, and are used to
discuss the effect of the matching circuit on the stability of the |S11| resonance that
defines the matching, and on the�10 dB bandwidth of the |S11|. As can be seen from
Figures 5 and 6, the matching depends on the input power level. For different
power levels, the exact position of the resonance that defines the matching (|S11|
< �10 dB) shifts, and for certain values, the rectifier is mismatched, and as a result,
the RF-to-DC efficiency degrades. Rectifiers C and D, which are compared in
Figure 5, use different diode types, (Broadcom and Skyworks, respectively), and

Rect. Schematic Description (matching network) Diode

A Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include
shorted stub, two-stage tapered line, radial stub followed by
distributed inductor

SMS7630

B Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include
shorted stub, two-stage tapered line, radial stub followed by
distributed inductor

SMS7630

C Consists of distributed elements, which include a shorted
stub and a radial stub at the beginning and at the end of a
U-shaped microstrip line

HSMS2850

D Consists of distributed elements, which include a shorted
stub and a radial stub

SMS7630

E Consists of a hybrid matching network, which includes a
radial stub, a shorted stub, and a series inductor

HSMS2850

F Consists of a hybrid matching network, which includes a
radial stub and two series inductors

SMS7630

G Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include a
shorted stub, a radial stub followed by a distributed inductor

HSMS2850

H Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include a
shorted stub, a radial stub followed by a distributed inductor

HSMS2850

I Consists of low-loss distributed elements, which include a
shorted stub, two-stage tapered line, a radial stub followed
by a distributed inductor

SMS7630

J Consists of a hybrid matching network, which includes a
radial stub and two series inductors

SMS7630

K Consists of a hybrid matching network, which includes a
radial stub and two series inductors

HSMS2850

Table 1.
Implemented rectifiers labeled A to K.
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similar matching networks that consist of shorted and radial matching stubs. The
|S11| resonance remains rather stable as the input power varies, but it is narrowband
(�25 MHz). The different diode models have minimum effect on the matching, but

Figure 4.
Voltage doubler (A) and single stage rectifier (B) comparison; (a) Rectifier A |S11|, (b) Rectifier B |S11|,
(c) |S11| at �10 dBm comparison, and (d) RF-to-DC efficiency.
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Rectifier (C) and rectifier (D) comparison; (a) Rectifier C |S11|, (b) Rectifier D |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) RF-to-DC efficiency.
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they affect the efficiency as will be discussed subsequently. For Rectifiers E and F,
presented in Figure 6, that use a combination of radial stubs with series inductors,
the |S11|shift is much more evident. For this hybrid matching circuit, what over-
comes the mismatch problem in the UHF frequency is the considerably wider
bandwidth (greater than 65 MHz) for both rectifiers. Apparently, the combination
of radial stubs with lumped inductors and the resulting hybrid matching network
enhances the bandwidth and makes the matching more tolerant to frequency shifts.

2.4 RF-to-DC efficiency

For any RF-to-DC rectifier, the figure of merit is the RF-to-DC efficiency, which
has been shown to depend non-linearly on both the input power and the termina-
tion load, as can be verified from Figure 3b. In an attempt to identify the design
parameters that affect the efficiency, several rectifier prototypes were fabricated
and tested. Parameters such as the diode type, the use of distributed or lumped
inductors for the matching network and their associated losses and quality factor,
or the substrate losses of the preferred fabrication board were investigated
experimentally.

The Skyworks SMS7630 [19] and Broadcom HSMS2580 [20] diodes were chosen
for the high-efficiency voltage doubler topologies that were investigated at low
input power, because they have been the most commonly used diodes. In the recent
years, the Broadcom HSMS2852 type has been a popular diode for many RF-to-DC
rectifiers used for WPT systems. For low input power levels, the higher series
resistance (compared to, e.g., the Broadcom HSMS-286x family) does not seem to
degrade the measured efficiency. In addition to their specifications, an important
role for the selection of the diodes had to do with the availability (or not) of the
diode model for the Keysight - Advanced Design System (ADS) simulator. The

Figure 6.
Rectifier E and rectifier F comparison; (a) Rectifier E |S11|, (b) Rectifier F |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) efficiency.
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Spice model of the Skyworks SMS7630 diode was characterized at 1.8 GHz, and the
same model was used for the UHF rectifier simulations.

S-parameter measurements of the implemented rectifier indicated a shift in the
|S11| resonance. The resonance shift could be remedied with the matching network,
and especially by modifying the inductance values of the inductors that were used
for the matching. For the Broadcom HSMS2580 diode, an ADS library model was
available and the measurements indicated that the S-parameter simulations using
the ADS library model were more accurate. Similar rectifier prototypes with similar
matching networks using either type of Schottky diodes (C and D or E and F) were
implemented.

Considering the direct comparison between the efficiency of rectifier C
(Broadcom HSMS2580) and D (Skyworks SMS7630) presented in Figure 5d, the
general observation is that the rectifier with the Skyworks diodes has better effi-
ciency for input power less than �3 dBm, and the diode with the HSMS2580 diodes
has better efficiency for input power higher than �3 dBm. The same behavior is
verified by inspecting Figure 6d, where the efficiencies of rectifiers E and F are
presented. This can be explained by noting that the SMS7630 diode requires a
forward bias voltage between 60 and 120 mV, and it has a breakdown voltage of
2 V, while the HSMS2850 diode has a forward bias voltage between 150 and
250 mV, and it has a breakdown voltage of 3.8 V. For the implementation of high-
efficiency UHF rectifiers with lower input power levels, the Skyworks SMS7630
diodes are preferred, since improved RF-to-DC efficiency can be achieved as a
result of the model’s lower saturation current and lower junction capacitance.

By comparing the efficiencies for rectifiers C, D, E, and F, another important
observation can be made. The use of series lumped inductors for the matching circuit
seems to degrade the RF-to-DC efficiency, something verified by comparing the max-
imum efficiency of C (46%) with E (42%) and the efficiency of D (50%) with F (42%).

For a simulated voltage doubler circuit, a real inductor was modeled as an ideal
inductor in series with an ohmic resistor to model the inductor’s losses. A small
variation in the ohmic resistance has a direct significant impact on the simulated
efficiency, as can be verified in Figure 7. Based on this observation, Rectifier H was
fabricated using one printed distributed inductor (meander shaped thin line in the
inset of Figure 8b) instead of lumped inductors in the matching circuit. The com-
parison between Rectifier H and Rectifier K is presented in Figure 8. Although the
matching bandwidth for the rectifier with the distributed inductor decreased, the
lack of ohmic losses for the packaged lumped inductor caused a small improvement

Figure 7.
Effect of the ohmic losses of the lumped inductor modeled as series resistor, on the simulated efficiency.
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they affect the efficiency as will be discussed subsequently. For Rectifiers E and F,
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the |S11|shift is much more evident. For this hybrid matching circuit, what over-
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Spice model of the Skyworks SMS7630 diode was characterized at 1.8 GHz, and the
same model was used for the UHF rectifier simulations.

S-parameter measurements of the implemented rectifier indicated a shift in the
|S11| resonance. The resonance shift could be remedied with the matching network,
and especially by modifying the inductance values of the inductors that were used
for the matching. For the Broadcom HSMS2580 diode, an ADS library model was
available and the measurements indicated that the S-parameter simulations using
the ADS library model were more accurate. Similar rectifier prototypes with similar
matching networks using either type of Schottky diodes (C and D or E and F) were
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presented. This can be explained by noting that the SMS7630 diode requires a
forward bias voltage between 60 and 120 mV, and it has a breakdown voltage of
2 V, while the HSMS2850 diode has a forward bias voltage between 150 and
250 mV, and it has a breakdown voltage of 3.8 V. For the implementation of high-
efficiency UHF rectifiers with lower input power levels, the Skyworks SMS7630
diodes are preferred, since improved RF-to-DC efficiency can be achieved as a
result of the model’s lower saturation current and lower junction capacitance.

By comparing the efficiencies for rectifiers C, D, E, and F, another important
observation can be made. The use of series lumped inductors for the matching circuit
seems to degrade the RF-to-DC efficiency, something verified by comparing the max-
imum efficiency of C (46%) with E (42%) and the efficiency of D (50%) with F (42%).

For a simulated voltage doubler circuit, a real inductor was modeled as an ideal
inductor in series with an ohmic resistor to model the inductor’s losses. A small
variation in the ohmic resistance has a direct significant impact on the simulated
efficiency, as can be verified in Figure 7. Based on this observation, Rectifier H was
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inset of Figure 8b) instead of lumped inductors in the matching circuit. The com-
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in the efficiency, which can be verified in Figure 8d. This is also verified in the
comparison between Rectifier A and Rectifier J presented in Figure 9, that were
both fabricated on Rogers 5880 material. The efficiency of Rectifier A is consistently

Figure 8.
Rectifier K and rectifier H comparison; (a) Rectifier E |S11|, (b) Rectifier F |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) efficiency.

Figure 9.
Rectifier (A) and rectifier (J) comparison; (a) Rectifier A |S11|, (b) Rectifier J |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) efficiency.
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better than the efficiency of Rectifier J (Figure 9d), while the use of tapered lines
for Rectifier A improved the bandwidth as well. Comparing the maximum effi-
ciency of K (46%) from Figure 8d and the efficiency of J (56%) from Figure 9d,
which have similar designs with the same diode models, it is obvious that the
substrate losses are important in the resulting efficiency.

When distributed inductors are used instead of lumped inductors, the substrate
losses become even more critical for the implemented efficiency. Low loss sub-
strates limit the quality factor of the implemented inductors and consequently
degrade the efficiency. Figure 10a shows the simulated rectifier efficiency when the
loss tangent (tanδ) of the substrate was varied. For the lower end of the input
power, around �24 dB, the low loss of the Rogers 5880 (tanδ = 0.009) results in
30% efficiency, while for the same design, tanδ = 0.035 reduces the efficiency to
approximately 15%. For low input power, even small variations in the copper’s

Figure 10.
Effect of the substrate loss on the simulated efficiency (a) with variations in the loss tangent (tanδ) and
(b) variations in the copper’s conductivity.

Figure 11.
Rectifier (G) and rectifier (H) comparison; (a) Rectifier E |S11|, (b) rectifier F |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) efficiency.
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in the efficiency, which can be verified in Figure 8d. This is also verified in the
comparison between Rectifier A and Rectifier J presented in Figure 9, that were
both fabricated on Rogers 5880 material. The efficiency of Rectifier A is consistently

Figure 8.
Rectifier K and rectifier H comparison; (a) Rectifier E |S11|, (b) Rectifier F |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) efficiency.

Figure 9.
Rectifier (A) and rectifier (J) comparison; (a) Rectifier A |S11|, (b) Rectifier J |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) efficiency.
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better than the efficiency of Rectifier J (Figure 9d), while the use of tapered lines
for Rectifier A improved the bandwidth as well. Comparing the maximum effi-
ciency of K (46%) from Figure 8d and the efficiency of J (56%) from Figure 9d,
which have similar designs with the same diode models, it is obvious that the
substrate losses are important in the resulting efficiency.

When distributed inductors are used instead of lumped inductors, the substrate
losses become even more critical for the implemented efficiency. Low loss sub-
strates limit the quality factor of the implemented inductors and consequently
degrade the efficiency. Figure 10a shows the simulated rectifier efficiency when the
loss tangent (tanδ) of the substrate was varied. For the lower end of the input
power, around �24 dB, the low loss of the Rogers 5880 (tanδ = 0.009) results in
30% efficiency, while for the same design, tanδ = 0.035 reduces the efficiency to
approximately 15%. For low input power, even small variations in the copper’s

Figure 10.
Effect of the substrate loss on the simulated efficiency (a) with variations in the loss tangent (tanδ) and
(b) variations in the copper’s conductivity.

Figure 11.
Rectifier (G) and rectifier (H) comparison; (a) Rectifier E |S11|, (b) rectifier F |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) efficiency.
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conductivity affect the efficiency, as can be verified in Figure 10b. The importance
of a low-loss substrate is evident in the measured efficiencies for the implemented
rectifiers presented in Figure 11, where the lossy FR-4 (tanδ = 0.016) was used for
Rectifier H, and the more expensive low loss (tanδ = 0.0009) Rogers 5880 was used
for Rectifier G. Figure 11d verifies that the efficiency of rectifier G fabricated on the
low-loss material is consistently higher than the efficiency of the similar design
Rectifier H.

2.5 Size considerations

Considering that the fundamental voltage doubler topology that consists of two
diodes and two capacitors is rather inflexible, the overall dimensions of any rectifier
depend on the matching network. When a compact size is a priority, as for example
in the case of implantable devices, the use of lumped components is preferred.
Figure 12 shows how the overall size of a rectifier can be significantly reduced with
the use of lumped components instead of distributed ones.

Using lumped inductors for the matching network is often preferred because
they can also result in a more wideband design. In order to exploit the low losses of

Figure 12.
Size comparison (a) Rectifier A, (b) Rectifier I, (c) Rectifier E, and (d) Rectifier F.

Figure 13.
Rectifier H and Rectifier I comparison; (a) Rectifier E |S11|, (b) Rectifier F |S11|, (c) |S11| at �10 dBm
comparison, and (d) efficiency.
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distributed printed inductors and further improve the bandwidth of rectifiers with
distributed inductors, the use of multi-stage tapered microstrip lines was consid-
ered. Rectifier I was implemented on FR-4 and used a two-stage tapered microstrip
line. The performance of Rectifier I is compared with the performance of Rectifier
H, which uses conventional microstrip lines, in Figure 13. The bandwidth of Recti-
fier I is 40 MHz and the bandwidth of I is 36 MHz. The 10% bandwidth enhance-
ment (Figure 13c) in addition to the improved efficiency, as can be seen in
Figure 13d, implies that if there are not strict size constraints, the best efficiency
rectifier should have the following characteristics: (a) should use Skyworks 7630
diodes, (b) should use tapered microstrip lines with distributed inductors for the
matching circuit, and (c) should be fabricated on low-loss material. From the
implemented rectifiers A to K, Rectifier A has the aforementioned characteristics.

2.6 Proposed UHF rectifier – Rectifier A

The detailed design parameters of the implemented Rectifier A are presented in
Figure 14a and are summarized in the figure caption. The matching network
consists of a shorted linear stub, a two-stage tapered microstrip line for bandwidth
enhancement, and a printed inductor. The maximum measured efficiency is almost
60% at �3 dB. For input power higher than �3 dB, the voltage saturates close to 2 V
and as a result the RF-to-DC efficiency degrades, since only the denominator RF
power increases while the DC power remains saturated. The simulated results
presented in Figure 14b indicate the non-linear dependence of the efficiency with
the termination load. Although the peak efficiency per power level is shifted, the
rectifier parameters were optimized for a termination load equal to 13.5 kΩ. The

Figure 14.
Rectifier A (a) schematic with design details, (b) simulated and measured efficiency vs. input power, (c)
efficiency versus termination load, and (d) efficiency as a function of input power and the load resistance. All
dimensions are in mm: L= 43, lt1 =7, lt2 =9.5, lt3 =6.85, lt4 =5.67, lt5 =7, lt6 =4.14, lrs =2, ls1 =2.2, ls2 =8.75,
W= 20, wt1 = 2.4, wt2 = 1.6, wt3 = 5, wt4 = 4.35, wt5 = 0.315, θrs =60°, and θs =90°.
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distributed printed inductors and further improve the bandwidth of rectifiers with
distributed inductors, the use of multi-stage tapered microstrip lines was consid-
ered. Rectifier I was implemented on FR-4 and used a two-stage tapered microstrip
line. The performance of Rectifier I is compared with the performance of Rectifier
H, which uses conventional microstrip lines, in Figure 13. The bandwidth of Recti-
fier I is 40 MHz and the bandwidth of I is 36 MHz. The 10% bandwidth enhance-
ment (Figure 13c) in addition to the improved efficiency, as can be seen in
Figure 13d, implies that if there are not strict size constraints, the best efficiency
rectifier should have the following characteristics: (a) should use Skyworks 7630
diodes, (b) should use tapered microstrip lines with distributed inductors for the
matching circuit, and (c) should be fabricated on low-loss material. From the
implemented rectifiers A to K, Rectifier A has the aforementioned characteristics.

2.6 Proposed UHF rectifier – Rectifier A

The detailed design parameters of the implemented Rectifier A are presented in
Figure 14a and are summarized in the figure caption. The matching network
consists of a shorted linear stub, a two-stage tapered microstrip line for bandwidth
enhancement, and a printed inductor. The maximum measured efficiency is almost
60% at �3 dB. For input power higher than �3 dB, the voltage saturates close to 2 V
and as a result the RF-to-DC efficiency degrades, since only the denominator RF
power increases while the DC power remains saturated. The simulated results
presented in Figure 14b indicate the non-linear dependence of the efficiency with
the termination load. Although the peak efficiency per power level is shifted, the
rectifier parameters were optimized for a termination load equal to 13.5 kΩ. The

Figure 14.
Rectifier A (a) schematic with design details, (b) simulated and measured efficiency vs. input power, (c)
efficiency versus termination load, and (d) efficiency as a function of input power and the load resistance. All
dimensions are in mm: L= 43, lt1 =7, lt2 =9.5, lt3 =6.85, lt4 =5.67, lt5 =7, lt6 =4.14, lrs =2, ls1 =2.2, ls2 =8.75,
W= 20, wt1 = 2.4, wt2 = 1.6, wt3 = 5, wt4 = 4.35, wt5 = 0.315, θrs =60°, and θs =90°.
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combined effect of the input power and the termination load can be seen in the
chart presented in Figure 14c, which presents the achieved efficiency when both
input power and termination load are varied logarithmically.

3. Rectenna design

For most of the applications presented in the introduction, the rectifiers are not
used as stand-alone components but they are part of a rectenna or a multi-stage
energy harvesting system. In the literature, the term rectenna refers to the combi-
nation of an antenna cascaded with a rectifier which can convert a wirelessly
received RF signal into DC voltage. This section presents a voltage doubler rectenna
implementation, with a directive patch antenna suitable for targeted wireless power
transfer. Another rectenna implementation with an omni-directional printed
inverted F antenna (PIFA) suitable for collecting ambient RF power from random
directions is presented as part of the energy harvesting discussed in the subsequent
Section 4.

The implemented rectangular microstrip patch antenna has 7.6 dBi gain and 97%
simulated radiation efficiency radiating effectively at 5.6 GHz. Good matching in
ensured using an inset-microstrip line that has characteristic impedance 50 Ω.
The directive patch antenna is cascaded with a rectifier, which is first implemented
as a stand-alone device on the same Duroid material. The two standalone devices
with their S-parameter measurements can be seen in Figure 15a and b. For the
integration of the two components, full-wave simulations using lumped ports at the
common connection point were carried out in CST Microwave Studio to take into
account the effect of the radiating element on the performance of the rectifier.

Figure 15.
5.6 GHz rectenna system; simulated and measured |S11| (a) of rectangular patch antenna, (b) 5.6 GHz
rectifier, (c) 5.6 GHz rectenna on Roger RT/Duriod5880, and (d) simulated and measured efficiency and
rectified voltage vs. input power [9].
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The diodes and the lumped capacitors were modeled using .s2p files in Circuit
Design studio for co-simulations of the integrated module.

The integrated single-board directive rectenna can be seen in Figure 15c, and it
can be used for far field wireless charging when the direction of arrival (DoA) is
known and the directivity of the rectenna is aligned with it. The maximum
implemented efficiency is around 43% and it occurs for �7 dBm input power.

4. Energy harvesting circuit

When energy harvesting (EH) or wireless power transfer (WPT) is used, the
rectified DC voltage can be either temporarily stored until it reaches certain level, or
it can be used directly without the need of any storage device. The most common
storage devices are either rechargeable batteries or capacitors. When the rectified
DC voltage is not stored, usually some kind of booster is needed in order to increase
the low DC voltage level to make it suitable for the device that needs to be powered.
Furthermore, the addition of subsequent stages unavoidably decreases the overall
RF-to-DC efficiency. However, in many cases, the use of a booster is necessary.
Boosters can be either active which means that an external DC power source is used
to bias the booster, or it can be entirely passive. The schematic of such an EH system
is presented in Figure 16. In this section, the implementation of an energy
harvesting circuit that consists of an omnidirectional PIFA antenna and a voltage
doubler matched at 1.6 GHz, cascaded with an active DC-to-DC boost converter is
discussed.

The module, which is presented in Figure 17, was built on a Rogers 4003
material as a system on package (SoP) using a milling machine for the traces and the
landing pads. The required lumped components, inductors, capacitors, Schotkky
diodes, and the IC module were manually soldered on the traces. The PIFA used is
presented in the inset photograph of Figure 17a along with the measured |S11|, and
the implemented voltage doubler presented in the inset photograph of Figure 17b
along with its |S11|. Considering the space limitations, the rectifier was designed in a
Γ-shape, and radial stubs were used to ensure wideband matching in order to
overcome the |S11| resonance shift in correspondence to the input power variations.
The rectifier was terminated with the DC-to-DC booster built around the Texas
Instruments TPS60301 charge pump IC model [21] that can be seen in Figure 18a.
As mentioned earlier, the RF-to-DC efficiency depends on the termination load
which in this case it is equal to the input impedance of the subsequent booster
device. Although the input impedance of the power booster depends on its opera-
tion conditions, it is approximated to be 5.1 KΩ, and this is the assumed termination
load for the rectifier design.

Figure 16.
Schematic diagram of RF energy harvesting system.
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The diodes and the lumped capacitors were modeled using .s2p files in Circuit
Design studio for co-simulations of the integrated module.

The integrated single-board directive rectenna can be seen in Figure 15c, and it
can be used for far field wireless charging when the direction of arrival (DoA) is
known and the directivity of the rectenna is aligned with it. The maximum
implemented efficiency is around 43% and it occurs for �7 dBm input power.

4. Energy harvesting circuit

When energy harvesting (EH) or wireless power transfer (WPT) is used, the
rectified DC voltage can be either temporarily stored until it reaches certain level, or
it can be used directly without the need of any storage device. The most common
storage devices are either rechargeable batteries or capacitors. When the rectified
DC voltage is not stored, usually some kind of booster is needed in order to increase
the low DC voltage level to make it suitable for the device that needs to be powered.
Furthermore, the addition of subsequent stages unavoidably decreases the overall
RF-to-DC efficiency. However, in many cases, the use of a booster is necessary.
Boosters can be either active which means that an external DC power source is used
to bias the booster, or it can be entirely passive. The schematic of such an EH system
is presented in Figure 16. In this section, the implementation of an energy
harvesting circuit that consists of an omnidirectional PIFA antenna and a voltage
doubler matched at 1.6 GHz, cascaded with an active DC-to-DC boost converter is
discussed.

The module, which is presented in Figure 17, was built on a Rogers 4003
material as a system on package (SoP) using a milling machine for the traces and the
landing pads. The required lumped components, inductors, capacitors, Schotkky
diodes, and the IC module were manually soldered on the traces. The PIFA used is
presented in the inset photograph of Figure 17a along with the measured |S11|, and
the implemented voltage doubler presented in the inset photograph of Figure 17b
along with its |S11|. Considering the space limitations, the rectifier was designed in a
Γ-shape, and radial stubs were used to ensure wideband matching in order to
overcome the |S11| resonance shift in correspondence to the input power variations.
The rectifier was terminated with the DC-to-DC booster built around the Texas
Instruments TPS60301 charge pump IC model [21] that can be seen in Figure 18a.
As mentioned earlier, the RF-to-DC efficiency depends on the termination load
which in this case it is equal to the input impedance of the subsequent booster
device. Although the input impedance of the power booster depends on its opera-
tion conditions, it is approximated to be 5.1 KΩ, and this is the assumed termination
load for the rectifier design.
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Schematic diagram of RF energy harvesting system.
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As can be seen in the IC schematic, the enabling terminal (EN) must be
connected with the output of the voltage doubler. When the rectified voltage and
thus the VEN voltage gets higher than 0.43 V, the DC voltage on the output terminal
becomes equal to the Vcc biasing voltage, which can be anywhere between 0.9 and
1.8 V. This way the DC-to-DC booster output voltage can be elevated up to 1.8 V
assuming that the rectified voltage is higher than 0.43 V. Figure 18b indicates how
the output voltage of the booster (VBooster) goes from 0 to 1.8 V depending on the
continuous variation of the rectified voltage at the output of the voltage-doubler
rectifier (VRectified) and whether this is larger or smaller than the minimum VEN

voltage, which is 0.43 V.

Figure 17.
1.6 GHz energy harvesting system (a) simulated and measured |S11| of PIFA antennae, (b) measured |S11|of
1.6 GHz rectifier, (c) 1.6 GHz rectenna system on Roger RO4003C, and (d) simulated and measured efficiency
and rectified voltage vs. input power [10].

Figure 18.
Power management unit (a) schematic of DC-to-DC power booster and (b) measured voltage across DC-to-DC
power booster and rectifier output with variable distance between transmitter and rectenna at 15 dBm
transmitted power from the signal generator [10].
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5. Conclusion

For many WPT applications, the voltage doubler is the preferred rectifier
topology. This book chapter has outlined the operating principles of voltage-doubler
rectifiers and has presented the most important design considerations for the
implementation of such rectifying devices as standalone circuits. It has also
presented examples of the use of voltage-doubler rectifiers as part of a directive
rectenna system and as part of an energy harvesting system where a voltage-
doubler rectifier was cascaded with an active DC-to-DC booster, demonstrating
the successful implementation of wireless power transfer systems using
voltage-doubler circuits as the preferred rectifier topologies.
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